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The Oklahoma Academy is a statewide nonprofit, nonpartisan, membership 
organization founded by Governor Henry Bellmon in 1967, and revitalized 
by him in 1985, to bring public attention to policy issues, provide objective, 
thorough research and act as a catalyst for positive change.

The Mission of the Oklahoma Academy is to identify issues facing 
Oklahoma, provide well-researched, objective information, foster 
nonpartisan collaboration, develop responsible recommendations, and 
encourage community and legislative action.

The Vision of the Oklahoma Academy is to empower Oklahomans to 
improve their quality of life through effective public policy development and 
implementation.

The Academy Process identifies areas of need and problems facing 
Oklahoma, conducts research on identified critical issues, and develops long 
range goals, consensus recommendations, and agendas for action.  Through 
the Town Hall conference process, forums and summits, the Academy 
increases citizen awareness, encourages civic engagement and sets the 
stage for thoughtfully improving Oklahoma.

Moving Ideas Into Action
 The Oklahoma Academy 120 E. Sheridan, Suite 200 Oklahoma City, OK 73104-2427 

405.232.5828 (phone) 405.236.5268 (fax) Email: jennifer@okacademy.org
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FOREWORD

There are over 30,000 incorporated cities in the United States;  and over 530 in Oklahoma. Why are 
these municipalities important? They are important because they are the form of government closest 
to the people and provide the bulk of publicly funded daily services that citizens require. These services 
require a certain amount of money and/or a certain amount of efficiency, thus a term your will hear 
called “revenues and efficiencies”. You will discuss it in the Town Hall. Read the article by Carolyn Stager 
and the Task Force of Revenue and Efficiencies organized by the Oklahoma Municipal League.

Revenues (Tax Tax Spend Spend): The money is generated from taxes and fees. Every discussion we 
have will likely be “two degrees of freedom” removed from taxes of one form or another. The Appendix 
lists tax “burden” state rankings by type of tax. A finding is that: “If Oklahomans carried a state/local 
tax burden simply equal to the national average effort - Oklahoma state government and municipalities 
would have access to an additional $1.3 billion every year.” Consider the 2011 and 2012 projected 
shortfalls in cities and the state against this. 

Efficiencies (Cut Cut Trim Trim): The George Kaiser Family Foundation provided $400,000 to analyze 
efficiencies of municipal government and services in Tulsa. The study was produced by KPMG LLC and 
the final draft released to the public on September 9. The 282 page report suggested that the City of 
Tulsa had  1,134 opportunities to increase revenues and/or increase efficiencies. This is a template for all 
communities, large and small.

The Municipal Challenge (Plop Plop Fizz Fizz): It is the ultimate challenge for municipal government to 
swim against the currents created by the federal and government claims on the tax base and demands 
via unfunded mandates;  labor and contractor demands for fair and equitable treatment; and taxpayer 
demands for efficiency and service. This is high level multi-tasking! This is our Town Hall.
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The Oklahoma Academy 
Neal A. McCaleb, Chairman; Julie J. Knutson, President and CEO, The Oklahoma Academy

The Oklahoma 
Academy for 
State Goals was 

founded in 1967 at the 
encouragement of the 
late Henry Bellmon. Mr. 
Bellmon served Oklahoma 
as State Representative, 
twice as Governor and as 
United States Senator. The 
Academy was reorganized 
in 1985 by his vision 
to assemble a group of 
Oklahomans with a wide range of interests and 
perspectives to deliberate, discuss and recommend 
actions for the greater good of Oklahomans and 
their prosperity.

We will gather at this Town Hall to review, analyze 
and make recommendations on a work product 
designed to be of significant public policy value. It 
will address issues related to municipal government 
in Oklahoma.

This is neither an easy nor unimportant  task and 
we each bring to these discussions our own biases 
and perspectives formed by our experience and 
our vision of what Oklahoma can be.  Inevitably 
discussions on Oklahoma’s 
municipal government 
(budgets?) can become 
contentious. We are not 
all agreed on the proper 
balance of taxes, revenues, 
expenses and policies. The 
current national experiment is proving one thing - 
we can’t spend what we do not have - indefinitely. 
Municipal governments are the most sensitive level 
of government to that harsh reality.

The Academy has found that the most effective tool 
for coming to grips with important and difficult 
issues is a “Town Hall” conference. There we 
collectively research the subject, organize the issue 
into manageable discussion groups, thoroughly 

deliberate and collaboratively 
discuss the topic, and report 
the consensus findings to the 
Town Hall plenary sessions 
for integration into an overall 
set of recommendations.

The “tincture of time” and 
proper perspective are 
important ingredients in any 
policy development period, 
and it is absolutely so in this 
Town Hall discussion.  

It will be necessary to fully participate in all 
three days of these discussions, as we have found 
from my own experience that my opinions and 
conclusions evolve in the process of these group 
deliberations as revelations of new facts and 
perspectives are introduced.

The significant number of the participants here 
have been involved in local and regional levels.  A 
substantial minority come to this event without that 
experience.  However, the purpose and the unique 
chemistry of personal interaction and communal 
deliberation should put us all on equal footing and 
authority on this most important subject.

This process has proven very 
useful for the Academy over 
the years. We have devoted 
Town Halls to criminal 
justice reform, improvement 
of education, health of 

our citizenry, environmental sustainability and 
economic viability, Tribal Sovereignty and State 
relationships to name a few. 

In the end, we seek not just talk but action that can 
improve the quality of life and prosperity of all 
Oklahomans. Our Town Halls don’t end with our 
recommendations; they begin the arduous process 
of implementation. Thank you for your time and 
devotion to the future of our great State.

Neal McCaleb 
Chairman

Julie Knutson 
President and CEO

 “... we can’t spend what we do not have 
- indefinitely. Municipal governments 
are the most sensitive level of 
government to that harsh reality ...”
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This Book 
Martha Gregory, Tulsa; Craig Knutson, Norman; and Mike Lapolla, Tulsa

“An informed discussion requires that discussants - be informed!”
 

This Oklahoma Academy Town Hall will lead to the crafting of 
significant public policy recommendations to assist and improve 
Oklahoma’s municipal governments - both large and small. It is 

likely that you have never participated in a process quite like this. Some 
introduction and explanation is in order.

A considerate, informed and helpful discussion requires discipline, structure, 
and civility - while not inhibiting creative thought and frank discussion.  This 
is not easy. The Academy has developed a process to optimize this public 
policy debate. We ask you to trust that process. This is why this resource 
book is being provided to you well in advance of the Town Hall.

It is imperative that you are familiar with the materials in this book. The 
correlation between attendees who use this book for information and 
reference - and a successful Town Hall - is very, very high. The materials 
in this book are rich and deep and insightful. If you do not find the 
material informative and interesting - you are likely attending the wrong 
Town Hall or attending for the wrong reasons.

This research book recognizes that there are three macro issues impacting 
all municipalities in Oklahoma, regardless of size and location. They are (1) 
public revenue generation (2) municipal expense including all aspects of 
personnel costs related to labor law and practice and (3) intergovernmental 
issues related to federal, state, county and tribal relationships; and to the 

unintended consequences 
of unfunded mandates upon 
municipalities. These basic 
ones will influence other 
common municipal issues.

This Town Hall will not be 
discussing issues related to public education and municipal governments. 
That discussion was the subject of the 2009 Town Hall The Town Hall 
recognizes that a significant portion of local property taxes and community 
emphasis is directed towards supporting educational institutions and 
programs. This issue will be “taken off the table”. Rather the discussion will 
be solely upon general government operations and services. 

This book required thousands of hours contributed by scores of Oklahomans 
to complete. It is for your education and reference. Enjoy - and be informed! Michael Lapolla 

Town Hall Research

Craig Knutson 
Town Hall Research

Martha Gregory 
Town Hall Research

 “... The correlation between attendees 
who use this book for information and 
reference - and a successful Town Hall 
- is very, very high. ...”
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This Town Hall
Rodger Randle, 1998 Chairman, Oklahoma Academy

Meet Tulsa’s “Mr. Mayor”
Rodger Randle is one of 
Oklahoma’s most accomplished 
public servants and  his record of 
civic involvement has rarely been 
matched in the state.

He was the Chairman of the 
Oklahoma Academy in 1998. He 
has also served as the mayor of 
Tulsa, a member of the Oklahoma 
House, Oklahoma Senate Pro 
Tem and the President of the University Center at 
Tulsa. He is now a Professor in the Department of 
Human Relations and the Director of the Center for 
Studies in Democracy and Culture at the University 
of Oklahoma Schusterman (Tulsa) campus. In 2005 
Prof. Randle was named to serve as the Honorary 
British Consul in Oklahoma.  

Welcome to our Oklahoma Academy’s 
Town Hall on municipalities!

The topic is timely, and of great importance to 
Oklahoma citizens. The news media extensively 
covers happenings at the state and federal levels of 
government, but Oklahomans are rarely reminded 
of the importance to our lives of what happens at 
the level of government closest to us. 

Although every aspect of our daily lives is directly 
impacted by what happens at the municipal level of 
government, it is the level of government that least 
receives public attention. 

Even though voter turnout is less in municipal 
elections than in state elections, and state elections 
have less turnout than national elections, studies 
have shown across the country that there is greater 
public confidence in municipal government than in 
state government, and greater confidence in state 
government than in national government. In other 
words, we most trust the level of government that 
is closest to us, but we participate in it the least.

Our challenge at this Town Hall 
is to begin a process of renewing 
civic interest in municipalities as 
the primary and most important 
of all the levels of government. 

Indeed, as we look back in 
history we note that cities were 
the original form of government. 
The “nation” only developed 
relatively recently in human 
history and arose from groupings 

of municipalities. Our news headlines and history 
books focus on events at the national level, but the 
real stories about individual lives still take place in 
the cities and towns where we live.

Oklahoma is a state that believes in a conservative 
philosophy of government. Central to conservative 
philosophy is the idea that the best government 
is that which is closest to the people. The most 
effective way we can put this philosophy into 
practice in Oklahoma is by increasing our support 
for active and participatory government at the most 
local level, in our municipalities.

To implement a philosophy of supporting 
government at the level closest to the people, we 
need to begin by looking at the ways our state and 
federal governments have placed limitations on our 
people’s ability to make their own decisions about 
how to run their local governments.  
 
While we may not be able to make much 
immediate impact on what happens at the federal 
level, there is much we can do at the state level to 
increase the freedom of Oklahomans to run their 
cities and towns as the citizens of each community 
believe is best for their own community.        

Municipalities are our governments closest to 
the people.  They are the ones our citizens trust 
the most. Shouldn’t we give our citizens as much 
liberty as possible to run them as they see fit?  
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Chapter 1

Municipalities & The Law
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Municipalities and the Law
Diane Pedicord, General Counsel, Oklahoma Municipal League

Municipal government is society’s basic tool to 
secure its health, safety and general good.  In 
Oklahoma, this tool is created as Municipal 
Corporations pursuant to Article 18 of the 
Oklahoma Constitution.  As this name implies, 
municipal corporations are bodies corporate and 
politic. 1 This means that they not only possess 
the attributes of a legal person by means of their 
incorporation but also have the right to exercise 
a portion of the political power of the State.  2 
The Municipal Code is found at Title 11 of 
the Oklahoma Statutes, which implements the 
Legislature’s establishment of  cities and towns.
 
Municipalities possess all powers incidental to or 
fairly implied from the powers expressly granted 
to it.  They also have powers necessary to carry 
out their function. 3  This principle, known as 
“Dillon’s Rule”, is usually invoked as a limitation 
on local government. 4  

At the same time, it recognizes the broad scope 
of local discretion.  For example, a municipality 
has power to, “Make all contracts and do all other 
acts in relation to the property and affairs of the 
municipality, necessary to the good government 
of the municipality, and to the exercise of its 
corporate and administrative powers.”  5 
 
It “... may enact ordinances, rules and regulations 
not inconsistent with the Constitution and laws 
of Oklahoma for any purpose mentioned in Title 
11 of the Oklahoma Statutes or for carrying out 
their municipal functions.” 6  Consider how much 
authority is incidental to or fairly implied from 
this express grant of power!

Police Power.  Municipalities have power to make 
laws (ordinances), to enforce those laws (police) 
and to punish offenders in their own criminal 
courts.  7 They also have authority to regulate non-
criminal conduct through administrative action 
(permits, licenses, civil enforcement). 8

A municipality may act legislatively at any time 
its interest is properly concerned and its legislative 
judgment is final and conclusive. 9  A court is not 
authorized to substitute its judgment for that of the 
local governing body. 10   

Taxation Power:  Cities and towns may levy taxes 
to fund their activities.  The Constitution reserves 
to the local officials the sole discretion whether 
to levy taxes and how to spend the resulting 
revenues. 11   The Legislature may not impose 
taxes for local purposes.  Instead, its only role is 
to confer on the proper local authorities the power 
to assess and collect taxes for local purposes. 12  
The Constitution, however, places limits on local 
discretion.  

Public Purpose:  A municipality can’t give gifts, 
subsidies or donations or use public resources, 
such as equipment or personnel, for the benefit of 
private or even other public entities. 13  It can only 
spend municipal funds for its municipal public 
purpose. 14 It is not sufficient to show that the 
general community benefits. 15  A public purpose of 
a municipality must fulfill a function of the city or 
town as a municipal corporation. 16  

Debt Limitation:  A municipality may not spend 
more than it collects in a fiscal year unless it has 
obtained approval from three-fifths of the voters 
for (a) the amount and purpose of the debt and (b) 
issuance of general obligation (property tax) bonds. 
17  It may not enter into contracts that obligate or 
pledge revenues from future fiscal years. 18  The 
purpose of this limitation is to require cities and 
towns to operate on a cash basis. 19  It is also a 
restriction on the Legislature, which cannot relieve 
local governments of its strictures.  20   

A person who does business with a local 
government is charged with knowledge of its 
limitations and procedures for obligating its 
funds. 21  In light of the Constitution’s fiscal 
restraints, Oklahoma law does not recognize moral 
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obligations to those who, even in good faith, rely 
on dealings that ignore or contravene prescribed 
procedures. If such persons go beyond the 
municipalities’ limitations, they do so at their own 
peril.  22 

Authority to Provide Services:  Municipalities 
are the primary source of local services and public 
works.  The Constitution directly confers on them 
the right to engage in any business or enterprise for 
which they could grant a franchise. 23  Municipal 
authority to incur debt for the purpose of owning 
public utilities has been viewed as a grant of power 
to conduct a public utility business. 24  

Municipalities may fix rates for their enterprises 
and determine the purposes for which the resulting 
revenues may be spent. 25  In the absence of a 
clear showing that the rates are unreasonable or 
discriminatory, the courts may not interfere. 26  

A franchise is a right or privilege conferred by 
law to one or more parties engaged in a business 
affected with the public interest to occupy or 
burden the streets or public grounds. 27  The 
municipal voters have exclusive discretion 
whether and to whom to grant a franchise. 28  The 
Legislature cannot take it away. 29  

Home Rule:  To the unwary, one of state law’s 
most surprising expressions favoring local 
governance is municipalities’ constitutional right 
to home rule. 30   Any city having a population 
of more than two thousand citizens may adopt a 
charter, which serves as its organic law. 31  The 
charter and ordinances enacted under its authority 
supersede conflicting state law on matters of purely 
local concern. 32  See, Merrill, The Constitutional 
Rights of Cities, 21 Okl.L.Rev. 251, 262 (Aug. 
1968). 

Conflict with Legislative Power. There is a 
deliberate tension in the Oklahoma Constitution 
between State power and local government.  “The 
authority of the Legislature shall extend to all 
rightful subjects of legislation...” 33  Political 
subdivisions are creatures of the State.  Even so, 
“. . . [L]ocal self-government was practically the 

watchword of the hour when the Constitution 
was formed and it contains more provisions 
guaranteeing local self-government than any other 
constitution in the Union.”  34 

These provisions, scattered throughout the 
Constitution, are enforceable constitutional 
rights, which restrict the State’s authority over its 
subordinate governments. 35  The Constitution’s 
protections for local government are limitations 
on the Legislature. 36  Where the Constitution 
establishes how local authority will be exercised, 
that method is exclusive and the Legislature is 
powerless to change it. 37  

In other words, “The right of local self-government 
in cities and towns (i.e., the power of the citizens 
thereof to govern themselves, as to matters purely 
local in their nature, through officers of their 
own selection) existed in this state at the time the 
present Constitution was affirmed, and was not 
surrendered upon the adoption of that instrument, 
but is vested in the people of the respective 
municipalities, and the Legislature is powerless to 
take it away.” 38  

1 McQuillin, Municipal Corporations §2.17(a) at p. 152

2 City of Purcell v. Hubbard, 1965 OK 65, 401 P.2d 488

3 Development Industries, Inc. v. City of Norman, 1966 OK 59, 
412 P.2d 953
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924 

5 11 O.S. §22-101

6 11 O.S. §14-101.  

7 11 O.S. §§14-101, 14-111, 27-101 et seq. and 28-101 et seq.

8 11 O.S. §§22-107, 22-111, 22-112.  

9 City of Bethany v. District Court of Oklahoma County, 1948 OK 
38, 191 P.2d 187 

10 Glaser v. Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission, 1961 
OK 47, 360 P.2d 247

    
11 OK Const. Art. 10, §20

12 City of Ardmore v. Excise Board of Carter County, 1932 OK 48, 
8 P.2d 2 
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35 City of Del City v. Fraternal Order of Police, Lodge No. 114, 
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The PIG & The Law
Andy Lester, Lester, Loving & Davies, P.C., Edmond

Editor’s Comment
The official title of this legal 
analysis is “The Impact 
of State and Federal Law 
on Municipal Powers in 
Oklahoma”. The PIG analogy 
will help us focus on the legal 
discussion - we think!

Pork Investments Group – 
“PIG” – is a large, publicly 
traded company, with 30,000 
employees worldwide. 

PIG has targeted your community as the site of its 
first pig farm in Oklahoma. It will be the largest 
one in the state, employing several hundred people 
in an otherwise flagging economy.

Touting the expected economic benefits, many 
in the community are welcoming PIG with open 
arms. Some even want to relax federal and state 
law requirements on PIG. Others, citing concerns 
about the environment and the expected odor, 
are strongly opposed to any PIG presence. Still 
others are willing to have PIG, but want the city 
to adopt strict environmental, setback and zoning 
requirements.

PIG has already obtained all necessary federal 
and state permits. May your municipality enforce 
additional, local laws covering the same subject 
matter as federal and state law? May the city waive 
federal and state requirements? May it impose 
stricter regulations?

Municipalities
The United States of America consists of one 
central government, 50 state governments, and, by 
at least one official tally, more than 87,000 local 
governments. Yet, cities actually are not mentioned 
in the United States Constitution. Their place in the 
federal system comes through the states.

What are municipalities? 
According to a 100 year old 
decision of the United States 
Supreme Court: 

Municipal 
corporations are 
political subdivisions 
of the state, created as 
convenient agencies 
for exercising such 
of the governmental 
powers of the state as 

may be intrusted [sic] to them.

Hunter v. City of Pittsburgh, 207 U.S. 161, 178-79 
(1907). The Court noted states have absolute power 
to create, empower or even destroy cities:

The number, nature, and duration of the 
powers conferred upon these corporations 
and the territory over which they shall be 
exercised rests in the absolute discretion 
of the state. [] The state, therefore, at its 
pleasure, may modify or withdraw all 
such powers, [] expand or contract the 
territorial area, unite the whole or a part 
of it with another municipality, repeal the 
charter and destroy the corporation. 

Id. Simply put, cities are not a part of the federal 
constitutional system:

In all these respects the state is supreme, 
and its legislative body, conforming its 
action to the state Constitution, may do as 
it will, unrestrained by any provision of the 
Constitution of the United States.

207 U.S. at 178-79. Thus, the only role 
municipalities play in the federal system is as 
political subdivisions of the state.
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The American Federal System
The Constitution creates a federal system of dual 
sovereignty. The federal system vertically divides 
powers, the states having ceded a measure of their 
sovereignty to the central government. The federal 
government has delegated powers, and, unlike the 
states, does not have general police powers. The 
Constitution, however, places various restrictions 
on the states.

Under the Supremacy Clause of Article VI, the 
Constitution, laws and treaties of the United States 
are “the supreme Law of the Land.” That is, federal 
law reigns supreme over contrary state or local law.

The Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, 
adopted shortly after the conclusion of the Civil 
War, secured the rights of the newly freed slaves 
and others to due process, equal protection and the 
privileges and immunities of U.S. citizens. 

It also gave Congress substantial power to enforce 
those rights and thereby sweep away contrary state 
law. Like the Article I, Section 8, Clause 3, grant 
of legislative control over interstate commerce, the 
Fourteenth Amendment has tilted relative power in 
favor of the federal government.

Taken together, these and other Constitutional 
provisions mean that a properly adopted 
Congressional enactment preempts contrary state 
or local law. As long as Congress has the power to 
act – under the Interstate Commerce Clause, the 
Fourteenth Amendment, or some other provision – 
the federal enactment is supreme.

Federal power, however, is not absolute. The 
wording of the Constitution clarifies the limited 
nature of federal power. Moreover, according 
to the Tenth Amendment, “[t]he powers not 
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, 
nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved 
to the States respectively, or to the people.” By 
this declaration, the drafters of the Bill of Rights 
reemphasized states retain all powers they did not 
otherwise cede to the federal government.

The State-Local Dichotomy
The relationship between states and their 
local governments has many similarities to 
the relationship between the federal and state 
governments. Terms like preemption exist under 
state law, as well, though the particulars differ in 
many regards.

In the post-Civil War era, amid highly publicized 
episodes of local government corruption, serious 
distrust of local government grew. What became 
known as “Dillon’s Rule” gained widespread 
popularity. In Oklahoma, Dillon’s Rule has been 
stated as follows:

[T]he powers which a municipal 
corporation possesses and can exercise are 
limited to those powers which are by the 
act under which they are created and by 
the charter of the municipal corporation 
(1) expressly granted (2) those impliedly 
granted, as necessary or fairly incident 
to the powers expressly granted, and (3) 
those essential to the declared objects and 
purposes of the corporation not simply 
convenient, but indispensable[.]

Mitchener v. City Com’rs of City of Okmulgee, 
1924 OK 645, ¶ 26, 228 P. 159, 164.

Strict application of Dillon’s Rule, however, 
seemed unduly restrictive and ultimately 
unworkable. Some turned to the notion of home 
rule.

A home rule city adopts its own charter, a 
document akin to a constitution. A charter city 
may adopt any ordinance it deems appropriate, as 
long as it does not conflict with federal or state 
law. Moreover, even if the ordinance conflicts with 
state law, but is a matter of purely local concern, as 
opposed to being of statewide interest, the local law 
will supersede the state enactment. Cities without 
a home rule charter, by contrast, are strictly subject 
to state law.
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Oklahoma is a modified Dillon’s Rule state. 
Dillon’s Rule applies, but Oklahoma also allows 
any city with a population of at least 2,000 to adopt 
its own charter. Okla. Const. Art. 18, § 3(a); 11 
O.S. § 13-101.

Application and Conclusion
With these basic rules in mind, may the city make 
it more difficult for PIG to locate its facility in the 
community than state or federal law allow? May 
the city relax federal or state restrictions? Is the city 
prohibited from acting at all?

Much depends on the specific applicable laws. Has 
either federal or state law preempted the city from 
acting? Is preemption explicit or implied? Is the 
proposed municipal enactment consistent with state 
law? Is it supplemental to state law? Is it regulating 
a matter of local concern, statewide concern, or a 
mixture of the two?

These are the kinds of questions municipal officials 
face on a daily basis. On the one hand, municipal 
government is closest to the people, and often 
the most responsive government to the popular 
will. On the other hand, cities have substantially 
less power than either the states or the federal 
government.
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Economic Development and the Law
Emily K. Pomeroy, Center for Economic Development Law, Oklahoma City

Many Oklahoma cities and towns have felt the negative effects of the global market in which we 
currently live.  Waning populations of the state’s rural communities contribute to the steady decline of a 
municipality’s resources and ability to provide public funding to nourish the collective health of the area.  
Store fronts close, roads crack, workers retire, and their children move to larger cities for work.  

Some of these Oklahoma cities and towns, large and small, consistently search for opportunities to 
prevent, halt, or reverse these negative trends; opportunities to use their natural wide-open spaces, to 
attract new jobs to the area, to channel the wind, to remediate and reuse a brownfield site, to retain an 
employer, to highlight the Country’s crossroads of rail, to create an identity.  These opportunities are not 
easy to come by, but Oklahoma cities and towns have proven over and over that the willingness to pursue 
the opportunity is an important piece of local economic development success.  

When a desired opportunity exists and there is a possible public role to play, municipalities are tasked 
with demonstrating, both to the potential project developer and the public, that the political will exists to 
get the deal done.  The public financial role might be quite substantial or nothing at all, but, regardless, an 
excited and supportive community can create just the momentum required to launch a successful project.

Tax Increment Financing
But what is a great idea and a motivated community with no public resources to encourage fruition?  
One possible answer is tax increment financing (TIF).  TIF may provide a solution to the Catch-22 
that communities often find themselves in.  They don’t have the financial resources to generate the 
development, but if they could only get the development, they’d have the resources needed to generate it.  
TIF is a way of reaching out into the future to capture a bit of the fruit of your current labors.  

Here’s how it works:  The Local Development Act, 62 O.S. §850, et seq., provides that a city, town, or 
county can identify an area that is unproductive, undeveloped, underdeveloped, or blighted and use the 
tools of the Act to undertake a development plan for the area.  Eligibility of the area is the key initial 
question.  The Act is not to be used where the proposed investment, development, and economic growth 
would have occurred anyway.  If this threshold requirement is met, then the project plan is developed and 
a series of statutorily required public hearings are held to review and approve the project plan.  

The project plan includes the objectives of the project, the major activities, and the budget, so the 
parameters of the undertaking are all approved in advance.  In one of its simplest forms, it looks like this:  
the city makes the necessary improvements to the site or puts in the infrastructure needed for the project.  
The private project comes in and property values increase.  The increased value of the property is the 
“increment.”  The ad valorem taxes from that new property value go to the city to pay project costs.  The 
increment district stays in effect for the period specified in the project plan, or when the project costs are 
all paid, whichever happens first.  Then, once the TIF ends, those increases in property values are paid to 
the taxing entities who normally receive ad valorem taxes from the area.  

Assembly 
The assembly of property, including through the use of eminent domain, is often a key piece to the 
success of a project and may be coupled with economic development tools, like TIF.  Of course, to have 
one’s home or business taken away by the government is deeply disturbing, whether it is taken for a road 
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or for a bio-tech business that will generate many high-paying jobs.  Oklahoma’s Constitution and statutes 
impose substantive and procedural limitations on the exercise of eminent domain that protect property 
owners against the misuse of the power.  In Oklahoma, localities may condemn private property only 
in three limited circumstances; first, for actual use by the public, such as for roads and public buildings; 
second, for service to the public by “common carriers,” such as utilities; third, for the public purpose of 
removing blight, where the conditions of property are harmful.  These restrictions have been echoed in 
case law.  

The Oklahoma Supreme Court’s decision in City of Midwest City v. House of Realty, 2004 OK 56, 
100 P.3d 678, made clear that under Oklahoma law, property may not be acquired for economic 
redevelopment purposes without a showing of “blight.”  Midwest City had condemned certain property 
as part of a land assembly effort necessary for redevelopment of its downtown.  It relied on its general 
power to condemn under 27 O.S. §5.  The Supreme Court held that the City did not possess authority 
pursuant to its general eminent domain powers to condemn the property apart from the Urban Renewal 
Law, 11 O.S. §38-101, et seq., and the Neighborhood Redevelopment Act, 11 O.S. §40-101, et seq., which 
regulate the joint conduct of municipalities and public trusts when removing blight and creating economic 
redevelopment.  [City of Midwest City v. House of Realty, 2004 OK 56, ¶38, 100 P.3d 678, 690.]

In a subsequent appeal of the action, the Oklahoma Supreme Court held that Midwest City’s adoption of 
an urban renewal plan pursuant to the Urban Renewal Law and its findings that the redevelopment area was 
a blighted area implicated the “public purpose that constitutionally justifies the subsequent sale of property 
for private use.”  [City of Midwest City v. House of Realty, 2008 OK 28, 198 P.3d 886.]  The Supreme 
Court found that from the City’s first attempts to acquire properties in the area, blight served as at least one 
basis for the City’s actions.  The fact that economic development also provided a strong redevelopment 
motive does not destroy the public purpose of blight removal.

For blight to be remedied, property must be redeveloped.  Redevelopment can often be better achieved 
by private enterprise than through public ownership.  Therefore, public ends may be best served by 
transferring formerly blighted property back into private hands.    

The revitalization of the heart of Oklahoma City could not have occurred without the use of eminent 
domain to acquire some blighted areas.  The expansion of the Oklahoma Health Center from a 12-
acre campus to its present 240 acres required the condemnation of some portions of a largely blighted 
area.  The Presbyterian Health Foundation Research Park and the Dell Business Center campus – two 
of the best job generators in the state – were redeveloped from blighted areas.  And the creation of the 
Bricktown Entertainment Center from a mostly vacant industrial brownfield would not have been possible 
without the exercise of eminent domain.  The vitality of smaller communities also depends on the 
occasional use of condemnation to replace blighted properties with much-needed development, such as 
grocery stores in communities that have none. 

Conclusion
Armed with its natural resources and central location, Oklahoma’s motivated cities and towns are focused 
on the pursuit of economic development opportunities.  The success of the pursuit can hinge on the proper 
use of the economic development tools it has.  The prospect of capturing future revenues, through tax 
increment financing, to encourage development and the proper assembly of land can often provide two 
key steps in the realization of the pursuit.
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Chapter 2

Municipal Challenges
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How Can You See the Big Picture  
When You are in the Trenches?

Individual towns and cities are so caught up in 
the daily efforts of providing essential services 
expected by their citizens that it is difficult to see 
the big picture.  One friend described the challenge 
of finding time to develop long-term visionary 
leadership while running a city was like “trying to 
fix a car while it’s in motion”.  

After hearing of the efforts by cities across the 
United States at gatherings with other municipal 
league directors combined with field visits to meet 
officials of Oklahoma towns and cities, common 
themes emerge, common concerns begin to jell.  

Several key ingredients define vibrant, successful 
municipalities in which people of all ages want 
to live, work and play, where businesses want to 
locate and young people wish to stay.

Sustainable Municipal Finance
First, Finance is a top concern as municipal 
officials struggle to balance citizen’s needs for 
services with limited and unpredictable municipal 
revenues.  First priority because services must be 
funded is Finance.  Two other articles included in 
this book are on the Future of Municipal Finance 
and Budgetary Conditions and are recommended 
for understanding some of the complexities and 
constrains of municipal finance.  

The bottom line is that Oklahoma 
municipalities are overly dependent 
on local sales tax for more than half of 
their budgets.  Hence, service levels 
are heavily tied to that one funding 
source.  This means that municipalities 
compete with each other to land 
the retail that brings the sales taxes 
that fund the services that serve the 
citizens. 

 Three key problems to be addressed include:

1. Lack of diversified revenue for general 
operations, thereby creating an 
“overdependence” on local sales tax.  

2. Lack of enforcement (audits) by the Oklahoma 
Tax Commission for those businesses not 
properly paying and remitting sales tax  

3. Lack of mandatory collections of remote sales 

Restructuring of municipal finance requires both 
an understanding of the problems with the current 
sales tax dependent system and understanding of 
the need to develop a balanced revenue structure 
for Oklahoma cities and towns.  Reform of 
municipal revenue can only be accomplished once 
citizens and the Oklahoma legislature understand 
the limitations of the current system.  Funding for 
municipal government needs to be restructured and 
made compatible with other levels of government.

Leadership
During visits to municipalities across the state 
a common theme emerges. Leadership is often 
the difference between a thriving community 
and one that is lackluster.  Leadership comes in 
many forms.  Key is visionary leadership that sees 
possibilities based on the unique assets of their 
community, knows how to inspire others to catch 

the vision, and, then, bring together the 
resources to make it happen.

Next follows the kind of leadership 
that understands how to bring families, 
youth, elderly, and businesses together 
to share their resources for the benefit 
of the community.  It’s like an old 
fashion barn raising in which people 
work together even when they may not 
directly benefit immediately.  When 
Oklahoma City residents voted three 
times for MAPS, citizens had caught 

The Big Picture 
Carolyn Stager, Executive Director, Oklahoma Municipal League
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the vision that civic investment would have long-
term value for all.

Municipal leaders, citizens and legislators need to 
understand the options and limitations of the laws 
that govern their municipality.  They need to be 
connected to other municipal officials to learn and 
share ideas.  Current management thinking might 
refer to that as breaking down “silos.”

How does it happen?  First, it is vital to recruit 
talented leadership and/or develop it. Citizens 
need to see public service as a civic duty.   All 
newly elected municipal officials are required by 
state law to attend eight hours of training called 
the New Officials Institute (NOI) conducted by 
the Oklahoma Municipal League (OML) in six 
locations across the state each year which provides 
a basic orientation.  

Other opportunities for developing leadership 
include OML workshops and annual conference, 
the Oklahoma Community Institute (OCI) strategic 
planning, the Mayors Council of Oklahoma 
(MCO), “Mayors as Leaders” program, Certified 
Municipal Officials (CMO) and the newly proposed 
Certified Mayors continuing education.  Learning 
about the exciting things that are happening in 
other cities and towns is one of the best forms of 
inspiration.  Success breeds more success and more 
community involvement.

Aging Infrastructure
Infrastructure needs are related to Finance but merit 
a separate discussion. While Oklahoma seems 
a young state, much of the infrastructure is well 
beyond its life span.  When municipalities run into 
budget shortfall they frequently differ infrastructure 
maintenance, replacement, and needed new 
construction.  Often, they never catch-up.  The 
smaller the municipality, oftentimes, the more 
difficult it is to meet these demands.    

With an average of a new EPA 
regulation every year, old water 
and wastewater systems no longer 
meet the new standards.  And with 
80% of Oklahoma cities/towns and 
businesses receiving their water 

from municipal sources, it is vital for water sources 
to be up to standard.  According to the Department 
of Environmental Quality (DEQ) 38 percent of 
municipalities are under consent orders for failure 
to met current standards.  EPA estimates $5.4 
Billion to bring municipal water and sewer systems 
up to standard.  Improvements are expensive and 
frequently outside of the financial reach of many 
municipalities

Smaller communities are very dependent on Rural 
Economic Action Program (REAP) funding.  In 
my Goodwill visits across the state, the “art” of 
choice adorning the walls in many of these small 
municipal offices is a large facsimile of a check 
they have received through REAP funding.  These 
monies have purchased such essential items 
as mowers, dump trucks and improvements to 
infrastructure needs. 

The Oklahoma Water Resources Board 
(OWRB) program to provide loans and grants 
to assist small communities that cannot afford 
capital improvements needs to be expanded.  
Municipalities need to encourage an Oklahoma 
Constitutional change to allow a small amount 
of property tax to be dedicated for municipal 
government to offset the volatile sales tax.  
Citizens need to understand the value of local 
general obligation bonds to allow long-overdue 
infrastructure improvements.  

The legislature needs to increase state funding 
dedicated to municipal roads and bridges.  
Municipal street funding is vital to economic 
development.  Currently counties receive a dollar 
of state support for every ten cents provided for 
municipal roads.  Cities and towns maintain more 
than 27,000 miles of road while counties maintain 
only 3,000 miles of road in small towns, often 
with the town providing the materials.  Changes 
to the formula on how transportation monies 

are distributed will require a 
legislative action.

Cities and towns are the economic 
engines of Oklahoma.  Vital 
towns and cities are the key to 
grow Oklahoma.
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Strategic Planning For Facing Challenges 
Steve Kime, Executive Director, Oklahoma Community Institute

Meet Steve Kime
Steve Kime serves as Executive 
Director for Oklahoma Community 
Institute (OCI).  Established in 1995, 
OCI is a non-profit organization that 
serves as a catalyst that enables and 
encourages Oklahoma citizens to 
improve their communities.  Kime has 
over 20 years in the corporate setting 
and non-profit entities.  In addition, he 
holds a Master of Management degree 
from Oral Roberts University.  

Improving the economic, social, and physical 
environments of Oklahoma municipalities is 
an on going concern for local business leaders, 
government officials, and citizens.  Business and 
community leaders need innovative approaches 
for overcoming the challenges their respective 
communities face.

To assist communities in overcoming these 
obstacles, Oklahoma Community Institute 
provides strategic planning to bring about the new 
“vision” of a particular municipality.  Oklahoma 
Community Institute (OCI) was created in 1995 
by Oklahoma’s Five-year Economic Development 
Plan to support Oklahoma communities that desire 
improvement.

Each Oklahoma community is unique and faces 
diverse challenges such as economic prosperity, 
enhancing education, community safety, job 
creation, affordable housing, and retaining local 
talent. In working with numerous Oklahoma 
communities through the years, however, OCI has 
identified the three most significant challenges:  
decaying infrastructures, declining tax bases, and 
declining local funding of projects.

In order to address these challenges, successful 
communities realize the future is something 
they can create.  These communities take time 
to develop a vision of the future they desire and 

implement a strategic plan to achieve 
this vision. 

Creating the community’s vision is 
the first and most critical step in this 
process.  OCI assists community 
members in developing a vivid 
description of what the community 
members (individual citizens, business 
owners, and civic leaders) want their 
community to become. This vision 
statement can encompass aspects of 

the community such as neighborhoods, shopping, 
recreational opportunities, landscaping, and roads.  
Developing a vision takes effort, compromise, 
and courage in order to implement the changes 
involved.

Following this initial step of visioning is the 
process of assessment. Objectively assessing the 
current status of a community is critical to the 
success of the planning process.  In developing 
assessments, the community is examined from 
multiple perspectives which recognize cultural, 
linguistic, ethnic, and economic diversity.  

Community assessments include a review of 
current data on community issues such as the 
educational system’s performance, local salaries, 
taxes, and social services.  This step also includes 
an analysis of the community’s infrastructure – 
formal and informal processes, and networks in 
the community.  The analysis of these data should 
highlight any significant disparities between the 
community’s vision for the future and the reality of 
the community’s current state. 
 
The information gathered from this assessment step 
forms the basis for establishing the community’s 
goals, the third step in transforming communities.  
No doubt you’re familiar with the important role of 
setting personal or professional goals.  Similarly, 
well developed community goals can provide 
direction to the community’s vision.  Community 
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goals emerge from the previously gathered 
assessment data and are translated into objective, 
measurable terminology.  These goals are further 
refined by clearly specifying what needs to be 
done and when.  These goals must be precisely 
articulated in order to verify their achievement.  
By knowing precisely what is to be achieved, 
community members can identify and prioritize 
their efforts. 

The fourth step in the community-planning 
process is the development of action plans.  Action 
plans are based upon the previously established 
community goals.  Action plans are about moving 
a community from “here to there” without getting 
lost.  The purpose of actions plans is to detail 
each step involved in implementing the identified 
goals. These steps should include actions such as 
assigning responsibility to groups or individuals 
to carry out the goals, determining resources 
necessary to carry out these changes, and creating a 
timeline for implementing the action.

Oftentimes, this step of developing an action plan 
is sometimes ignored, as it may seem detailed 
and tedious.  However, the success of the steering 
committee’s community planning depends on 
the extent that action plans are completed for 
each community goal identified.  Finally, once 
these plans are developed, the exciting step of 
implementation can begin!  

To guide communities through a successful 
planning process, Oklahoma Community Institute 
provides facilitation of community-wide long-
range planning for Oklahoma communities.  
Oklahoma Community Institute’s mission is 
to prepare citizens to take an active role in the 
continual improvement of their community. 

 Furthermore, OCI provides leadership training 
through its Citizens Academy program.  Citizens 
Academy equips participants with the resources 
needed to build their communities, but more 
importantly, connects them with other individuals 
from across the state with a real heart for enacting 
positive change within their communities.
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Sulphur
Bill Holley, City Manager, Sulphur

Alice in Wonderland 
 
Alice asked, “Would you tell 
me, please, which way I ought 
to go from here?”
 
“That depends a good deal on 
where you want to get to,” said 
the Cheshire Cat. 

“I don’t much care where” said Alice. 

“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,’” said 
the Cat. 
 
“ - so long as I get SOMEWHERE,” Alice added as 
an explanation. “Oh, you’re sure to do that,’ said 
the Cat, ‘if you only walk long enough.’” 

Meet Sulphur
Sulphur is a city in south central Oklahoma, located 
approximately 90 miles south of Oklahoma City 
and 11 miles east of U.S. Interstate Highway 35. It 
has a population of 4,794 and was incorporated in 
1908. It is home to the U.S. National Park System’s 
Chickasaw National Recreation Area, which 
attracts some reported 3,000,000 visitors annually. 

Sulphur was a 
flourishing, vibrant 
community in the early 
and mid twentieth 
century, boasting of 
attractions that brought 
tourists to the hotels and 
natural mineral spring 
spas, shops and stores, restaurants, and open air 
dance pavilions. 

Sulphur’s economy was largely supported by this 
tourism activity. Save for the National Park, those 
attractions are all gone now along with the trains 
that brought visitors to Sulphur  even the railroad 
tracks are gone. Many of the residents have 
lived here all their lives and remember well and 
nostalgically the glory days of Sulphur’s past. 

Sulphur, like many small rural communities had 
developed a small municipal structure geared to 
meet the most basic needs of the citizenry, water 
and sewer service, police and fire protection and 
road repair. 

Advanced planning, code enforcement and 
municipal parks and recreation services were not 
addressed as a city function. 

Development was a thing that just happened and 
if it was good development lucky us, and if it was 
not good, gee, that’s too bad.  What ever happened 
was just a result of whatever ‘the wind brought 
sweepin’ down the plain’.  
  
A Time for Change
As the Twentieth Century was drawing to a close 
and the Twentieth-first Century approached, the 
Sulphur City Council decided to change direction 
from the laissez faire approach of governing the 
City to a more modern up-to-date pro active style 
of governance. 

Their first move was to convert to a Manager-
Council form of government with the idea 

of having a full 
time professional 
administrator at the 
helm implementing the 
policy direction of the 
elected Council.  

The second move 
was to adopt a zoning 

code, cobbled together, from other cities zoning 
ordinances. These were good initial moves, but not 
enough to get ahead of the game.  
  
Planning for the Future
In order to get ahead of the game, a plan was 
needed for Sulphur’s future and a strategy for 
implementing that plan was needed. There were 
two key factors considered early on in this process; 
first, where was it the residents of Sulphur wanted 

The Development of a General Plan 
and Strategic Action Plan for Sulphur 

“You can’t get there from here if you don’t 
know where there is ...” Bill Holley
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“ ... their first move was to convert to a 
Manager-Council form of government with 
the idea of having a full time professional 
administrator at the helm implementing the 
policy direction of the elected Council ...”

their City to go, what 
was important to 
them; and second, how 
could we plan for an 
economically sustainable 
community. 

To assist the City in 
addressing these two factors, two consulting firms 
were engaged, the first, an urban design firm with 
a noted history of doing comprehensive plans for 
large and small cities and the second, an economic 
development firm specializing in retail attraction. 
  
We began with well publicized community 
meetings where we invited everyone to participate 
in sharing what it was that they liked about Sulphur 
and what they would like the community to look 
like in the future. This was followed up by mail-in 
and on-line questionnaires that asked residents their 
likes, dislikes and vision for the future of Sulphur. 

These efforts yielded good information and set a 
general direction for a community driven planning 
process. The residents liked the slower pace of 
our rural atmosphere, the beauty and open space 
provided by our National Park and the friendliness 
of a small town atmosphere. 

They felt Sulphur needed more commercial 
development in the area of shopping opportunities 
and restaurants. 
  
The request for additional retail development 
by the citizens dovetailed nicely with this City’s 
mission of insuring sustainability. The State of 
Oklahoma has a somewhat Draconian tax structure 
for financing municipal operating expenses which 
is limited to a portion of the sales tax collected 
from most, but not all, retailers. Therefore, a part 
of the strategy was to identify where Sulphur’s 
residents were traveling to out of town to shop, and 

what they were shopping 
for, and attempt to 
attract a retailer to 
locate in Sulphur to 
provide our residents 
the opportunity to shop 
locally and reduce the 
“leakage” of sales tax to 

neighboring communities.  
  
We identified ten specific retailers who have been 
financially successful in setting with characteristic 
similar to Sulphur. Bringing in the retailers is a 
process that requires patience and persistence; 
it does not happen over night. We have been 
fortunate in having two of our ten identified 
retailers develop and go into operation in the last 
year here in Sulphur: a Wal-Mart Supercenter and a 
McDonald’s.  
 
Our sales tax share has received a major boost 
owing to their operations. That said we still have 
a long way to go. Deficits exist in the restaurant 
and clothing retail categories that continue to be 
purchased out of our city representing lost sales tax 
dollars. We work with retail developers and travel 
to ICSC activities to make the case for considering 
Sulphur as site location for various retailers. 

The City’s efforts have as an aside assisted the 
County and the school district benefit greatly as 
well by way of increased ad-valorem tax revenues 
through no effort of their own.  
  
Conclusion
If you want to know where you are going in the 
future, you have to know where it is that you want 
to go.  A community driven General Plan was 
Sulphur’s approach to direct development that both 
met the expressed needs of our citizenry while 
insuring the organizations financial sustainability. 
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Central Oklahoma 
John Johnson, Ececutive Director, Association of Central Oklahoma Governments 

Meet John Johnson and AGOG
John G. Johnson serves as Executive 
Director for the Association of Central 
Oklahoma Governments (ACOG), a 
voluntary association of city, town 
and county governments within the 
Central Oklahoma area. The ACOG 
region includes Oklahoma, Cleveland, 
Canadian and Logan Counties.  As 
a Council of Governments, ACOG’s 
purpose is to aid local governments 
in planning for common needs, 
cooperating for mutual benefit and 
coordinating for sound regional development. 
ACOG is an organization of, by and for local 
governments that allows member entities to work in 
partnership to address issues or problems common 
to many jurisdictions. This regional cooperation 
serves to strengthen both the individual and 
collective capabilities of local governments.

Originally established in June of 1966, ACOG is 
one of 11 Councils of Governments in the State of 
Oklahoma, and one of several hundred planning 
organizations across the country. ACOG both 
complements and supplements local government 
activities but is not, itself, a governmental unit. It 
does not possess power of legislation, enforcement 
or taxation. 
The 2010 Sustainable Communities Regional 
Planning Grant Program: Reflections on the 
Application Process for Central Oklahoma

Federal Grant Process
Recently, the Association of Central Oklahoma 
Governments (ACOG) represented the Central 
Oklahoma region in applying for a new federal 
funding program.  

The $100 million Sustainable Communities 
Regional Planning Grant program was designed 
to create stronger, more sustainable communities 
by connecting housing to jobs, fostering local 
innovation and building a clean energy economy. 

The program builds on the Partnership 
for Sustainable Communities, a recent 
interagency collaboration between 
the Department of Transportation 
(DOT), the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
to provide more sustainable housing and 
transportation choices for families and 
lay the foundation for a 21st century 
economy.  
 
The current administration believes 

that “the future of the city is tied to the future 
of the region, the cities, suburbs and rural areas 
that surround them, and that America’s ability 
to compete and create jobs in the 21st century 
depends on our metro regions,” according to 
HUD Secretary Shaun Donovan at a recent press 
conference.  

The Regional Planning grants will be awarded 
competitively to multi-jurisdictional and multi-
sector partnerships as well as regional consortia 
consisting of state and local governments, MPOs, 
educational institutions, non-profit organizations 
and philanthropic organizations.   
 
The funding will support regional planning 
efforts that integrate housing, land use, economic 
and workforce development, transportation, 
and infrastructure investments in a manner 
that empowers jurisdictions to consider 
the interdependent challenges of economic 
competitiveness and revitalization; social equity, 
inclusion, and access to opportunity; energy use 
and climate change; as well as public health and 
environmental impacts.  
 
The program places a priority on partnerships, 
including nontraditional partnerships such as arts 
and culture, philanthropy, and bringing new voices 
to the regional planning process.
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The program will support a number of activities 
related to the development and implementation of 
integrated long-range regional plans including, but 
not limited to:

• Identifying affordable housing, transportation 
investment, water infrastructure, economic 
development, land use planning, environmental 
conservation, energy system, open space, and 
other infrastructure priorities for the region; 

• Establishing performance goals and measures; 

• Providing detailed plans, policies, and 
implementation strategies to be implemented 
by participating jurisdictions over time to meet 
planning goals; 

• Engaging residents and stakeholders 
substantively and meaningfully in the 
development of the shared vision and its 
implementation.  

Planning
In order to begin building a regional consortium 
to craft the application from Central Oklahoma, 
ACOG held a workshop on July 17th at the 
impressive Blue Room facility at Chesapeake 
Energy Corporation headquarters in Oklahoma 
City. Chesapeake donated the space as well as 
refreshments as a gesture of their support for 
the partnership and the application effort. The 
workshop was attended by nearly 100 individuals 
representing local governments, universities, 
non-profit and grassroots organizations, private 
companies, neighborhoods and other community 
organizations.   
 
The group learned about the goals of the grant 
program, then broke into smaller groups based on 
five major topic areas: Land Use and Housing; 
Transportation and Mobility; Equity, Health and 
Safety; Environmental Issues; and Education and 
Economic Development.   
 
The small groups identified local challenges in 
each of these topic areas, possible strategies for 
dealing with these issues, and potential barriers to 

these strategies.  The challenges identified by the 
group included several issues which are true for 
many of the municipalities in Oklahoma and are 
not sustainable in the long term, most of which are 
related to Oklahoma’s automobile-oriented culture 
and patterns of development.   

The Automobile
The Central Oklahoma region, like most of 
Oklahoma, is very much automobile-oriented.  
For decades, the region has experienced an 
unsustainable development pattern of primarily 
single-family homes in automobile-dependent 
suburbs far from employment centers. People in 
Oklahoma move around almost exclusively by 
car, and the dependence on the automobile can 
have profound negative effects on public health, 
the environment, the local economy, and the 
accessibility/equity of the region. 
 

The City of Oklahoma City is the largest 
municipality in the region, and its statistics 
demonstrate a pattern of challenging growth.  Over 
the past three decades the City of OKC has seen an 
increase in population of 40%.  During that same 
period, the amount of water treated has grown 
58%, the utility service area has grown 63%, the 
developed area has grown 97%, and lane miles 
built have increased a stunning 275%. 
   
Because Central Oklahoma is so automobile-
oriented and has limited public transportation 
service, the region would be hit much harder 
than more walkable or transit-oriented regions 
in the event of a true energy crisis. Periodically, 
Sustainlane.com releases a ranking of America’s 50 
most populous cities for sustainability. According 
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to the website, the rankings explain how people’s 
quality of life and city economic and management 
preparedness are likely to fare in the face of an 
uncertain future.

These indicators gauge, for instance, which cities’ 
public transit, renewable energy, local food, and 
development approaches are more likely to either 
limit or intensify the negative economic and 
environmental impacts of fossil fuel dependence. 
Oklahoma City was rated number 49 of the 50 
cities on the survey in both the 2006 survey as 
well as the most recent survey in 2008.  Many 
municipalities in Oklahoma would have similar 
rankings based on the same indicators.  

The reliance on the car has created a sedentary 
culture in most of Oklahoma, which is reflected in 
Oklahoma being one of the least healthy states in 
the nation.  The United Health Foundation recently 
ranked Oklahoma 49th of 50 states in overall health 
of its residents in 2009.  

The connections between the built environment and 
public health are well documented and undeniable, 
and the automobile- centered development pattern 
cannot be sustained in the long term.  Residents 
who have the option to walk for transportation 
realize much more physical activity than those who 
must drive for every trip.  

The dependence on the automobile is also an 
inequitable situation.  Many Oklahomans cannot 
drive because they are too old, too young, disabled, 
or simply cannot afford a vehicle.  Since the 
lack of sidewalks and separation of uses in many 
Oklahoma cities render walking for transportation 
very difficult, and public transportation service is 
often very limited, these individuals must depend 
on others to provide them with transportation.  

Our region will be competing for a grant of 
just over $1 million, in order to develop a 
comprehensive Regional Plan for Sustainable 
Development.  The regional plan, which would 
serve as a guide for local, regional, and state 
government policies and investments, would 
include such outcomes as: 

• Creation of regional transportation, housing, water, 
and air quality plans that are deeply aligned and 
tied to local comprehensive land use and capital 
investment plans; 

• Increased participation and decision-making in 
developing and implementing a long range vision 
for the region by all populations; 

• Reduced social and economic disparities for 
low-income, minority communities, and other 
disadvantaged populations within the region; 

• Decrease in overall combined housing and 
transportation costs per household (which are 
relatively high in Oklahoma because of the need for 
each household to have access to an automobile). 

The End Game
The date for award announcements has not been 
released, but we hope to know something by the 
end of the calendar year.  We are aware that the 
program is highly competitive, but feel confident 
that our application packet was thorough and 
complete.   
 
Two of the critical criteria were a show of need and 
a demonstration of a strong partnership.  

Need: Our automobile dependent culture, poor 
health statistics and looming non-attainment 
status for clean air quality are indicative of the 
need for our region to have a plan for sustainable 
development.  

Partnerships: We received and submitted written 
support from a large number of local governments, 
universities, and non-profit, grassroots, and 
community organizations, which demonstrates 
a strong partnership among entities within our 
region.    

We were very encouraged by the sharing of 
information and show of collaboration throughout 
the workshop and application process, and hope to 
continue serving as a conduit between the partner 
organizations whether or not we receive the grant. 
We are currently exploring opportunities to serve 
in that capacity, and look forward to working 
with each of the consortium members towards the 
sustainable future of Central Oklahoma.
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Ponca City
Homer Nicholson, Mayor, Ponca City

One of my favorite 
hobbies is flying 
airplanes.  One of 
the reasons I enjoy 
it so much is the 
perspective that can 
be gained.  You see 
everything from a new perspective when you’re 
looking at it from 1,200 feet.  Just imagine viewing 
the Earth through a spacecraft window!  The 
combined technologies of satellites and geographic 
instruments now enable us to catch a glimpse of 
that view via the internet.  Satellite photos on 
the internet enable you to feel as though you’re 
observing the Earth from space and then you can 
hone in and fly right down to your very own street 
address.  The technology is amazing, but more so is 
the perspective…

As we come together for the 2010 Academy Town 
Hall focusing on Municipal Governments in 
Oklahoma, I hope that we never lose sight of the 
big picture and the impact that we as a city, as a 
community and as individuals can have upon the 
world.    If global and national circumstances can 
affect us locally, we must remember that we can 
positively impact the world as well… from our 
own hometowns right here in Oklahoma!

ECONOMIC STABLITY  
Several years ago Ponca City made a conscious 
decision to move forward and redefine itself as no 
longer being solely dependent upon our largest 
employer and benefactor, Conoco, Inc.  We began 
diversifying our industrial base, dedicating a 
½-cent sales tax to aggressively pursue economic 
development endeavors, treating our citizens and 
businesses more like customers and ensuring that 
our municipal operations were fiscally sound for 
the future.

We believe that one of the main differences 
between a city and a business is that a city is not 
necessarily seeking profitability, but accountability 

and service.  It is our City’s goal to provide the 
utmost quality services and meet the needs of the 
citizens with the funds available each fiscal year.  
This philosophy has helped us to weather the 
storms successfully through long-term planning 
and preparation rather than knee jerk reactions.  

Our city departments work together and understand 
it is everyone’s responsibility to protect our 
city’s financial picture.  Our employees went 
a year without receiving a cost of living wage 
adjustment, and city management continues to hold 
open several key employment positions, increase 
employee education and training, capture grant 
and stimulus funding and search out new revenue 
streams to offset rising costs.  

Going forward we must hold elected and 
appointed officials and judges accountable for 
sound government, established in justice and 
righteousness, as we are currently being bombarded 
with detrimental laws and legislation, unfunded 
mandates, skyrocketing medical insurance 
expenditures and a broken workers compensation 
system. 

COMMUNITY IDENTITY
Founded in the late 1800s, as a result of the famed 
“Cherokee Outlet Land Run,” Ponca City became 
a center for oil production and refining, a regional 
commercial and 
medical center 
and the focus for 
numerous cultural 
and recreational 
activities.  Ponca 
City was home 
to E.W. Marland, 
the founder of Marland Oil and the tenth governor 
of Oklahoma, and continued its growth based 
on the presence of several oil industry-related 
businesses.  Conoco Oil, now Conoco-Phillips, 
eventually absorbed Marland Oil and is still a 
major presence in the community today.
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Often referred to as the “Jewel on the 
Prairie,” Ponca City is a place where 
visitors can view period buildings 
and homes listed on the National 
Historic Registry; participate in annual 
events and festivals, and visit highly 
acclaimed museums such as Marland 
Mansion and Estate, Marland’s 
Grand Home, Pioneer Woman 
Museum,  Conoco History Museum, 
and Standing Bear Native American 
Museum.  Six Native American tribal 
cultures are represented in the region, 
including the Kaw, Osage, Ponca, Tonkawa and 
Otoe-Missouria tribes.  And, old west enthusiasts 
can even visit nearby monuments and venues, such 
as the former home base of the world famous 101 
Ranch Wild West Show.

However, Ponca City is a “Jewel” not only because 
of that achieved by leaders of the past, but by those 
in our community today.  Not only do our City 
departments work together, but our community 
is known for working together as one.  This “can 
do” attitude promotes communication, generates 
creativity and reduces duplication.  When the 
national economy took a turn for worst, the city, 
schools, hospital, chamber, tourism and economic 
development immediately came together and 
hosted an event called “Here is…What’s Right with 
Ponca City” to educate and encourage our citizens 
and businesses.  

We must continue to work together and positively 
support each other’s efforts; as each sector of our 
community has a direct impact upon the others.  
We have celebrated the past, now we must press 
forward, encourage ingenuity and celebrate today 
as well.  

SUSTAINABILITY
The International City/County Management 
Association couldn’t have defined sustainability 
better than when they said:

“It boils down to this:  Don’t eat your seed corn.  A 
time-tested concept, sustainability highlights the 
need to build replenishing systems that can supply 

the present without compromising 
the future.  Sustainability is about 
people:  How to foster a robust 
workforce and strong communities. 
Sustainability addresses innovation; 
How to spark it, nurture it, and protect 
it so the idea pipelines don’t run 
dry.  Sustainability can be a lens to 
focus on values: Inspired by faith, 
personal commitment…on the built 
environment and on markets.  And, 
of course, sustainability is also about 
natural resources:  How to use, renew 

and account for environmental capital.”

Ponca City has and is doing much to sustain our 
community, such as:

Investing in our community… through the 
construction of a voter-approved Ponca City 
Aquatic & Family Center – YMCA, on-going 
capital improvement projects and dedicated ½-cent 
street projects. 

Implementing green initiatives…by targeting 
HVAC, street light and traffic light improvements 
through an advanced metering infrastructure and 
energy efficiency program, supplying Ponca City 
Free Wi-Fi to residents and businesses, providing a 
Recycling Center and Household Hazardous Waste 
Days for residents and meeting state and federal 
storm water requirements.

Connecting the community…through easily 
accessible walking trails, transportation routes and 
public transit. 

And looking forward…through the adoption of a 
Comprehensive Plan that serves as a framework 
for guiding future development, redevelopment, 
community enhancement and planning over the 
next 20 years and beyond.  

We have faced many challenges over the years, but 
what keeps us moving forward as a community 
is our ability to not lose hope and work together 
towards making Ponca City a great place to live, 
work and play.  
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Don’t we all want to live in a place where it is 
beautiful, clean, and safe?  A place where there 
are good paying jobs and things to do?  A place 
where our kids can get an excellent education 
and a job after college?  A place that operates in 
unity, free from prejudice?  A place dedicated 
to the good of our communities, preferring our 
neighbor above ourselves?  A place where we can 
make a difference?  Wasn’t that desire of many of 
our hearts when we were looking for our first job, 
starting a career as a public servant or running for 
elected office?

But let’s be honest.  Many are not living the 
American dream.  Did we eat our seed corn?

Many living within our communities feel alone, 
confused and without hope.  Although our city does 
not provide social services, 911 is often the first 
number dialed for help.  Police, fire and ambulance 
units are dispatched around the clock to respond to 
societal issues.  

Unfortunately, the logs are full of calls regarding 
drug and alcohol abuse, domestic disputes, 
debilitating health issues, mental instability and 
economic struggles.  These societal issues are 
disheartening, but Ponca City is choosing to 
persevere.  

 For example, the Ponca City public school system 
is organizing an exceptional new program called 
“Ready by 21.” This strategy helps communities 
improve the odds that all youth will be ready 
for college, work and life. “Ready by 21” meets 
leaders where they are, challenges them to think 
and work differently and helps them progress 
further and faster to deliver results for youth.  
Everyone in our community, youth included, 
is encouraged to serve and participate in this 
endeavor.  

It is vital that we persevere together as a city, as a 
community and as individuals.  

This is why I love to say ... 
“It’s Another Great Day in Ponca City!” 
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Bartlesville
Julie Daniels, former Mayor, Bartlesville

Meet Julie Daniels 
Julie Jacobs Daniels is a 22-year 
resident of Bartlesville and a native 
of Oklahoma City. She served on the 
Bartlesville City Council from 2001- 
2009 including a term as Mayor. 
Mayor Daniels was a finalist for 
OML Mayor of the Year in 2006 and 
received the 2006 Mayor Art Star 
Award. Julie spearheaded formation 
of the Bartlesville Water Resources 
Committee and continues to serve as 
a volunteer advocate on water supply issues. She 
participated in the 2010 Oklahoma Academy Town 
Hall on Water.
 
Julie has worked on six Bartlesville school/ 
municipal bond/sales tax elections, including 
this year’s successful renewal of the economic 
development sales tax. She currently serves as 
president of P.E.O. Chapter CH, as a vice president 
of the Boys & Girls Club, and as a board member 
of the Chamber of Commerce, Bluestem Medical 
Research Foundation and Samaritan Counseling 
and Growth Center.
 
Julie is a member of Leadership Oklahoma Class 
XXIV.  She served on the Oklahoma Centennial 
Commission and coordinates the ongoing 
development of Discovery 1 Park a centennial 
project at the site of Oklahoma’s first commercial 
oil well. 

Julie is a graduate of the University of Oklahoma 
and the University of Tulsa College of Law. 

November 2001 
It was a Sunday afternoon in November 2001 
that Bartlesville heard the announcement it had 
dreaded since surviving the 1980’s oil bust and two 
takeover attempts. Phillips Petroleum was merging 
with Conoco. The new corporate headquarters 
would be in - HOUSTON! 

As Americans we were still reeling 
from 9/11. As Bartians, Phillips and 
non-Phillips, we worried about our 
futures, jobs, children’s education, 
property values and the toll this would 
take on our little city. By the time the 
metro news crews finished their man on 
the street interviews the outside world 
thought Bartlesville was well and truly 
toast. 

Leaders from the Chamber, Bartlesville 
Development Corporation (BDC) and the City 
came together to put out a unified message. 
Bartlesville expressed gratitude to Phillips, wished 
the new company success and let everyone know 
Bartlesville stood ready to do its part to contribute 
to that success.

The BDC and city went into overdrive. By March 
2002 we had a plan. We held a community-wide 
rally to spotlight other major employers including 
ABB, Jane Phillips Medical Center, Schlumberger, 
Siemens and Springs Industries, as well as 
standout small businesses. We celebrated the 15-
year success of the city’s economic development 
program. This included a 35% increase in non-
Phillips job growth and a $44M investment in 
facilities and equipment since 1999.
 
We declared our community as ... 
BARTLESVILLE UNSTOPPABLE!
 
The BDC and city were in overdrive. Schlumberger 
announced a $24M expansion project, although this 
project was mothballed in late 2003.  
 
In August we rallied again to announce Wal-Mart’s 
plans for a distribution center south of town. It was 
the BDC’s biggest project to date. The distribution 
center was projected to employ 400 to 700 people. 
It has employed as many as 900 and currently 
employs 677. 
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And, ConocoPhillips announced Bartlesville would 
serve as the company’s center for Corporate Shared 
Services, its second largest worldwide operation. 
At the time of the merger there were 2,500 Phillips 
employees in Bartlesville. ConocoPhillips now 
has 3,100 employees and 500 contract employees 
in Bartlesville, including technology center 
employees. The company moved an additional 100 
positions to Bartlesville in the summer of 2010. 

Bartlesville’s resilience is tied inexorably to our 
history as an energy town. Drilling the Nellie 
Johnstone No. 1 oil well began in January 1897, 
the same month Bartlesville’s charter was signed. 
And Oklahoma oil began here when she came in a 
gusher in March of that year.
 
Oil and gas people are tenacious, persistent, 
and not easily discouraged. They have to take 
risks and know there will be losses. They are 
totally committed to free enterprise and fiercely 
independent. 

This is the nature of Bartlesville where private 
enterprise, a well-developed non-profit network, 
civic organizations and local churches are center 
stage.  Our council/manager government reflects 
this emphasis. 

For over sixty years our charter 
has called for five unpaid council 
members with a council-appointed 
mayor. Voters have rejected 
changes to the charter that would 
alter this basic structure. 

Bartians will vote on an amended 
charter on November 2. The charter 
review committee, composed of the five council 
members and six citizens, preserved the existing 
structure in its recommendations. 

We have been a small city of about 35,000 with 
a large pool of motivated, educated, talented, 
generous people, many coming and going from all 
parts of the world. When it comes to overcoming 
adversity this makes ... Bartlesville Unstoppable. 

Other Unstoppable Moments 

1926: A River Runs Through It 
The Caney River, which bisects Bartlesville is a 
blessing and a curse. Following what was then the 
worst flood in its history, Bartlesville formed a 
water committee, which labored for over a quarter 
century to secure the construction of two flood 
control lakes. Hulah Lake was completed in 1954 
and Copan Lake in 1982. The flood of October 
1986 surpassed that of 1926. Without these lakes it 
would have been even more calamitous. 

1930: Uncle Frank Remodels 
In 1930 Frank Phillips began a big addition to 
his large home. He publicized it far and wide as a 
signal to investors that his company was doing just 
fine. There were no layoffs at Phillips during the 
depression. 

1968: Houses For Sale 
In the early 20th century Bartlesville was home to 
over one hundred oil companies. As years passed 
the big rivalry was between Phillips Petroleum and 
Cities Service. Then, in 1968, Cities Service moved 
its entire workforce to Tulsa. Bartlesville property 
values survived the biggest real estate glut in its 

history. 

1980-1982: A Leap of Faith 
When the oil bust hit, Bartlesville’s 
state of the art concert hall/
community center was already 
under construction.  A three-year 
1% sales tax was in place, but 
corporate/private pledges were a 
critical part of this $13M public/
private partnership.  Bartians 

doubled down.  The doors opened debt free in 
1982.  The Community Center made Bartlesville a 
performing arts destination.  Without it there would 
be no OK Mozart Festival, now in its 27th year.

1986: It’s Time To Diversify
Emerging victorious from two corporate takeover 
attempts in the early 80’s, Bartlesville took decisive 
action to begin to diversify its economy and work 
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to attract additional employers and help existing 
ones expand. Bartlesville voters became the first 
in the state to approve a sales tax dedicated to 
economic development. The creation of the non-
profit Bartlesville Development Corporation to run 
the economic development program at arms length 
from city hall followed a few years later.  
 
This tax has been renewed five times, most recently 
in July 2010 by a margin of 66%. The margin of 
victory in 2005 was a whopping 77%. 

Since 2000 the work of the BDC has created over 
1,476 direct jobs and 421 indirect jobs with a total 
annual payroll of $78 million. Incentives approved 
in 2008 helped build the first full service downtown 
hotel in 60 years, which includes banquet facilities 
for 500 people. In that same year an abandoned 
golf course adjacent to the airport was acquired to 
serve as the site of a third area industrial park. 

2001-2002: We Need Water 
Bartlesville was caught off guard by the most 
severe drought in its history, which ended with two 
significant rain events in May 2002. Planning for 
water supply and flood control had become back 
burner issues as attention focused on planning for 
new water and wastewater treatment. The public 
perception was that Bartlesville had no water. In 
2003 a water resources committee was formed to 
secure additional water supply to meet the needs 
of Bartlesville’s 49,000+ regional water customers 
for the next fifty years. After five years of study, 
the committee has identified the solution and is 
unstoppable in its work to negotiate an affordable 
cost for additional water storage. 

2005: Houses Please 
With significant job growth at a variety of pay 
scales, the city invited proposals for housing 
developments in certain price ranges. Bartlesville 
became the first city in the state to establish Tax 
Increment Finance housing districts to incentivize 
home building. This bold effort added to 
Bartlesville’s attractiveness as a place to work and 
live. 

2006: Bartlesville Goes On The Road 
ConocoPhillips was placing an increasing 
number of its operations in Bartlesville, but some 
employees were reticent about moving to a small 
city in northeastern Oklahoma. So, Bartlesville 
went to them. Hundreds of families turned out to 
visit Bartlesville in banquet halls in Houston and 
Ft. Worth. There was also a Bartlesville Fair in 
Bartlesville! Mayor, city manager, superintendent 
of schools, private schools, coaches, chamber, 
local builders, realtors, hospital, boy scouts, 
soccer association, etc. were unstoppable in selling 
Bartlesville. 

Watch for Speed Bumps: While there is 
always some redevelopment taking place in 
downtown a push to accelerate and expand the 
scope of redevelopment began in 2002. Each 
project faced obstacles. All have contributed to 
a revitalized downtown and spurred additional 
downtown commercial activity.
 
• Restoration of the Price Tower – Price Tower 

Art Center, Inn at Price Tower and Copper Bar 
& Restaurant  

• Rogers State University – Acquired REDA 
Building for permanent Bartlesville campus  

• Restoration of ARVEST Bank – The 1920 
Union Bank Building   

• Restoration of the 1925 WWI Memorial Bridge  

• Construction of BancFirst  

• Loft housing in historic structures – Curtis 
Sporting Goods/Buford Hotel  

• Parking and streetscape improvements 
accomplished with portion of capital 
improvement sales tax  

• Creation of the Bartlesville Redevelopment 
Trust Authority and two Tax Increment Finance 
Districts to coordinate and generate incentive 
dollars for commercial and residential projects 

• 2010 Hilton Garden Inn and convention facility  

• Seven new eateries and/or watering holes. 
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• Reduce any and all tax rates. 
 

• Reduce the state sales tax rate 
by a minimum of .5% It benefits 
all consumers. It cuts the price of 
shopping locally, which will increase 
revenues to cities and towns. A 
resulting increase in consumer 
spending statewide would offset effects 
of reducing the state rate.  

• Eliminate all sales tax exemptions. 
Just do it. Stop picking winners and 
losers in the sales tax game. If sales 
tax is the agreed way to fund city 
services, then everyone should bear 
the burden equally.  

• The City of Bartlesville should 
collect and remit all sales taxes in 
Washington County for the State of 
Oklahoma. The state should continue 
to issue the permits.  

• Local and state leaders must join in 
a united front to halt the increasing 
enslavement of taxpayers to ill-
conceived, common senseless, costly 
government regulations. “Stop 
unfunded mandates!” is the rallying 
cry of the defeated. “If you send us 
the money we will do whatever you 
dictate” is not the stuff of leadership. 
Our congressional delegation 
would welcome this activism from 
fellow Oklahomans. Let’s start 
with something simple – water and 
wastewater treatment.  

• Sunset police, fire and municipal 
employee unions. If a unionized 
workforce resulted in the best, 
most cost effective services to the 
taxpayers who are their employers, 
the Democrat legislature, which 
brought card check to Oklahoma in 
2004 would have applied it to every 
municipality in the state and bestowed 
the benefit of unionization on county 
taxpayers as well. They burdened 
local taxpayers deemed to have the 
deepest pockets; cities they calculated 
could withstand the financial blow 
without being mortally wounded. It’s 
time for Oklahoma to act boldly and 
accomplish something significant Texas 
hasn’t done yet. Send a message that 
Oklahoma truly believes in individual 
initiative and compensation based on 
individual merit.  

• Let Bartlesville manage Washington 
County. Using the council-manager 
form of government, a county 
manager would work for a volunteer 
county council. No more county 
commissioners and most, if not all the 
existing functions of county government 
would become county departments. 
Benefit to county taxpayer consumers? 
– Priceless! 

HELP KEEP BARTLESVILLE UNSTOPPABLE
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Oklahoma City
Mick Cornett, Mayor, Oklahoma City

Editor’s Comment 
This article is short - but it captures 
the entire essence of municipal 
challenges and opportunities. Yes 
Oklahoma City has advantages other 
municipalities do not. Yet Oklahoma 
City has demonstrated what a 
community can do with sustained 
leadership and cooperation. Mayor 
Cornett neatly captures the three 
essential challenges of sustainable 
financial models, maintaining citizen 
confidence (and respect) and providing sufficient 
infrastructure. At the macro level, that captures the 
challenges of all municipalities.

Meet Mayor Cornett
Mick Cornett became Oklahoma City’s 35th 
mayor in 2004.  He is just the fourth mayor in 
the City’s history to be elected to a third term. 
Mayor Cornett has 
been at the forefront 
of the Oklahoma City 
renaissance, setting 
forth a vision that the 
people of Oklahoma 
City have embraced 
time and again.  Under 
Cornett’s leadership, 
the City has seen the final completion of MAPS 
1, the implementation of MAPS for Kids, and the 
passage and implementation of MAPS 3.  

During his tenure, Oklahoma City’s economy has 
been one of the strongest in the nation.  With the 
Mayor leading the way to secure an NBA team, 
Oklahoma City became a major league city.  And 
by putting our city on a diet, Mayor Cornett has 
been a trailblazer in the anti-obesity effort.  He 
is also a national leader on municipal issues, 
serving as President of the nation’s Republican 
mayors.  Mayor Cornett was an all state athlete at 
Putnam City High School and graduated from the 
University of Oklahoma.  He spent twenty years 

in local television before being elected 
to the City Council in 2001.  He is an 
Executive Vice President of Ackerman 
McQueen, and was recently named 
“Advertising Man of the Year” by the 
OKC Ad Club.  He and his wife Lisa have 
three grown sons. 

What are the three most significant 
challenges facing our municipality; 
what actions are we prepared to take to 
meet those challenges; and what outside 

assistance do we need to help us meet those 
challenges?

Sustainable Financial Models
The first significant challenge faced by Oklahoma 
City is likely the same one faced by every 
municipality in the state, regardless of size.  We 
constantly struggle to maintain a sustainable 

financial model for our 
city.  Stated simply, our 
primary revenue source 
for operations (sales 
tax) does not grow 
as fast as our largest 
operational expense 
(labor costs).

The General Fund pays for most Oklahoma 
City services and typically 53% of the revenue 
in the general fund is from sales tax.  This is a 
highly elastic revenue source; it reacts quickly to 
economic expansion or economic downturn.  In the 
most recent recession, Oklahoma City experienced 
15 consecutive months of sales tax revenue coming 
in below the prior year.  On the expenditure side, 
Oklahoma City spends 2/3 of its General Fund on 
public safety.  Thus, when revenues shrink, cuts 
in this area cannot be avoided.  Further, years and 
years of unfavorable rulings in arbitration hearings 
with labor unions have bound cities to labor 
contracts that are expensive to maintain.

“We constantly struggle to maintain a 
sustainable financial model for our city.  
Stated simply, our primary revenue source for 
operations (sales tax) does not grow as fast as 
our largest operational expense (labor costs).”
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Maintaining Citizen Confidence
The second significant challenge is maintaining 
citizen confidence.   There is a high level of 
frustration with every level of government in our 
country right now.  Regardless of whether this is 
a reflection on a particular entity’s performance; 
it places even more emphasis on how important it 
is for us to deliver what we promise.  The results 
of our last citizen survey showed that eight out 
of ten Oklahoma City residents who responded 
think Oklahoma City is not only moving in the 
right direction but is also a good place to live, raise 
children and work.  We value this trust and do not 
want to lose it.

Sufficient Infrastructure
Finally, the third significant challenge is building 
and maintaining sufficient infrastructure to support 
our growing community.   At 621 square miles, 
Oklahoma City is one of the largest cities in the 
U.S. in terms of geographic area.  This presents a 
significant challenge when trying to build roads, 
establish utilities and provide public safety to all 
areas of the City.  We constantly work to address 
this issue, but it is a challenge. 

The MAPS 3 program in Oklahoma City is a 
prime example of how our city is addressing 
both infrastructure needs and delivering what we 
promise.  With this dedicated, temporary sales 
tax, we will build a new 70-acre park, a rail-based 
transit system, a new downtown convention center, 
sidewalks, trails, and health and wellness centers 
for seniors.  

We will also make improvements to the Oklahoma 
River and the Oklahoma State Fairgrounds.  A 
citizen’s advisory committee is in place and 
will prioritize these projects and help ensure 
accountability every step of the way. 
 
Fortunately, Oklahoma City has a proven track 
record when it comes to delivering what we 
promise; from the first MAPS program to our 2007 
bond issue and improvements to the Ford Center.  
We must never take that for granted.  

From myself and the Council to our City staff and 
our civic leaders, it is important to keep our City’s 
priorities aligned in order to meet challenges and 
keep Oklahoma City moving forward.
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Poteau
Jeff Shockley, Mayor, Poteau

Thank you for the opportunity to address issues of 
concerns with municipal government. These issues 
affect all cities and towns both large and small. 

The three most significant issues facing municipal 
government today are: revenue, healthcare, and 
unfunded or underfunded mandates. The first issue 
affects the other two as enough revenue can be 
the camouflage to cover the other problems. Like 
marrying an ugly man or woman, the more money 
they have the prettier they get. 

Oklahoma cities are tied to sales tax as our primary 
source of revenue more than any other state in the 
country. The average 
U.S. city receives 
approximately 13% 
of their revenue from 
sales tax compared to 
Oklahoma cities at a 
rate exceeding one third 
(actually 46% for my 
city budget 2010-2011) of our entire budget and 
well over half the revenue in our general fund 
budget (actually 77% of my current general fund 
budget). We have budgets for public works and 
public trust when combined with the general fund 
make up the entire city budget.  
 
The general fund is where public safety, streets, 
parks and administration cost are funded. The 
system was working and might still work to an 
extent of economic volatility except today sales 
taxes are impacted by various negative issues.  
 
Internet sales for the most part go untaxed and tax 
exemptions the state legislature passes every year. 
We also experience the loss of likely tax increases 
as counties, fire districts, hospitals and economic 
development groups are allowed to pass sales taxes 
to support their cause. The people pass these sales 
taxes to other groups and hamper our ability to 
possibly pass a needed increase to maintain a level 
of service to the public. All the while the public 

expects municipal service to continue and improve. 
The business’s that benefit from not paying sales 
tax expect (and receive) the same benefits of local 
tax paying merchants such as police, fire, streets, 
sewer, water, parks and recreation. Try paying a 
2010 mortgage with 1970’s minimum wage of 
$1.65 per hour and you will begin to see the plight 
of municipal government in relation to revenues 
versus expenses. 

Healthcare – something had to be done. As the man 
up the tree being attacked by a wildcat shouted 
“just shoot up here amongst us – one of us needs 
some relief”. Right wrong or indifferent and not 

yet sure who got hit by 
the bullet, the federal 
government “shot 
amongst us” regarding 
healthcare. It had to be 
done after five or six 
years of 20% increases 
in healthcare rates we 

simply could not continue down that path. In the 
past ten years our cities employee healthcare cost 
have tripled. We are all aware of the healthcare 
issue as it affects every one of us. 

Mandates are the way state and federal government 
handle the problems they want fixed but do not 
know how to or how to fund them. So they just 
“trickle down” the problem and mandate the cities 
take care of them. We all know with the stroke 
of a pen our drinking water or sewer discharge 
permits which are good today can be totally out 
of compliance tomorrow with a huge cost to bring 
them back to within a new permit or face fines.  
 
We also have other areas of mandates such as 
the newest bureaucratic agency passed by the 
Oklahoma legislature in 2009 and goes into law 
2010. The Oklahoma Building Code Commission 
which is staffing up to oversee cities compliance 
with building codes. The commission will charge 
$4 and allow cities to add “up .50 cents for the 

“Mandates are the way state and federal 
government handle the problems they want 
fixed but do not know how to or how to fund 
them. So they just “trickle down” the problem 
and mandate the cities take care of them.” 
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same item while the city must keep the records, 
remit the money to the state and report the 
information back to the commission. The latest 
example of an unfunded or underfunded mandate. 

The follow up question of what actions are you 
prepared to take is a little off by the fact we must 
take actions every day to deal with these issues. 
Other than going to the voters and asking for a 
sales tax increase we must tighten our belts or raise 
fees or rates on utilities.  
 
Could grandma afford a $400 water bill so city 
services may be maintained at the level they 
were two years ago? We have hiring freezes in 
place and have not replaced employees that left 
or retired. We are working fewer people but also 
having to prioritize the services we are providing 
to the public. We have not cut service but the 
quality has to be eroding in the areas of least 
importance. We do have a contingency plan for 
furloughs and layoffs if the need arises. We have 
increased municipal fees but that alone will not 
replace $800,000 out of a $6.4 million general 
fund budget! We have also cut back on capital 
improvements which need to be done today as the 
cost to do them will be greater tomorrow. 

Time will only tell with healthcare. We went from 
a $250 deductible ten years ago to $2,000 today. 
We had 80/20 coverage and last year it was 60/40. 
We have used PPO’s, HMO’s and have employee 
wellness screening and the cost never slowed 
down. We hope the federal legislators will get all 
this worked out. Now isn’t that a scary solution! 

The mandates passed down to cities give us no 
quarter – comply or face fines. We do negotiate 
for more time but sooner or later we must pay 
the fiddler. Maybe we should take a lesson from 
our state legislature and just “opt out” if we don’t 
agree. That might be the solution. 

What outside help do we need to address these 
issues? We could start by making I-40 and I-35 
smoother as our legislators seem to have their 
common sense shaken out by the time they arrive 
at the capitol. Seriously though, it is educating the 
elected officials and the public on how Oklahoma 
cities and towns are operated and funded. Through 
education maybe the legislators will seek to fund 
cities with some highway dollars as 80% of the 
miles put on the average person’s car are on city 
streets.  
 
Maybe through education our legislators will 
seek a method to allow municipalities funding 
thru property taxes without affecting schools or 
county government. Maybe through educating 
the legislators they will realize that over 80% of 
the sales tax the state receives (state portion at 
4.5 cents) is generated within the city limits of 
a municipality and rebate a portion of the states 
money to assist cities. 

After all, the businesses that generate these 
revenues for the state are depending on the 
municipality to provide them with police, fire, 
streets, sewer, water, parks and quality of place 
without assistance of the biggest beneficiary – the 
State of Oklahoma. Just maybe as the legislators 
learn about municipal government   they will seek 
the input of municipal leaders throughout the state 
when they want to introduce legislation that may 
have an effect on Oklahoma cities and towns.  

Did you know state law allows a municipality 
to have the voters pass a local income tax? Who 
wants to take that to the voters? 

Our system for municipal finance must be 
improved. The state government must seek input 
from municipalities and work together to structure 
a system that won’t adversely impact other forms 
of government or the people we represent. Address 
internet sales tax, rebate a portion of the state sales 
tax to the cities and fund city streets though federal 
or state road dollars.

Whatever we do - let the “fund” begin.

 

“Maybe through education our legislators 
will seek a method to allow municipalities 
funding thru property taxes without affecting 
schools or county government.” 
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Norman 
Cindy Rosenthal, Mayor, Norman

Question: Tell us (1) what are the 
three most significant challenges 
facing your municipality (2) what 
actions to meet those challenges is 
your municipality prepared to take 
and (3) what outside assistance do 
you need to help you meet those 
challenges? 

Mayor Rosenthal’s response, below, 
is titled “Structural Problems and 
Missed Opportunity” ...

Oklahomans ...
Most Oklahomans (77 percent in fact) live in cities 
and towns.  Business and commerce meet on Main 
Street where 91 percent of the state sales taxes are 
generated.  Basic utilities come to Oklahomans 
through municipal governments – water, sanitary 
sewers, trash and solid waste disposal, and storm 
water management. 

For example, 80 percent of Oklahoma citizens and 
businesses receive their water from municipalities. 
The artistic and cultural heart of Oklahoma thrives 
in communities.  All of the central ingredients of 
prosperous modern life intersect within city limits, 
and yet Oklahoma’s system of municipal finance is 
poorly situated to support vibrant economic growth 
and to achieve a high quality of life.

Many scholars have written about the financial 
constraints imposed upon cities in the U.S. federal 
system, but in Oklahoma those constraints are 
magnified several times over by a system of finance 
which encourages non-productive economic 
development strategies, seriously underfunds basic 
services and infrastructure, and neglects funding 
for quality of life initiatives that will be attractive 
to new employers.  

Ask any mayor, manager, or town council member, 
and you will hear that their primary challenge is 
adequate resources to serve our citizens.  

Meet Mayor Rosenthal
Cindy Rosenthal is in her second 
term as Norman’s mayor and is 
its first popularly elected woman 
mayor.  She serves as vice president 
and executive board member of the 
Oklahoma Municipal League, a 
member of the steering committee of 
the Regional Transit Dialogue, and 
as representative to the Association of 
Central Oklahoma Governments.  

Mayor Rosenthal won the 2009 
Distinguished Public Service Award, which is given 
annually by the Oklahoma Chapter of the American 
Society for Public Administration to a public 
servant whose career exhibits the highest standards 
of excellence, dedication and accomplishment. 

In 2005 and 2010, she was honored by the Journal 
Record as one of 50 women making a difference 
in Oklahoma. Mayor Rosenthal has championed 
environmental awareness and energy efficiency 
throughout the city, spearheaded Norman’s 
inclusive community initiative, and been an 
advocate for the arts and culture in downtown 
Norman. She began her public service as the 
council member from Ward 4.

Mayor Rosenthal also serves as director and 
curator of the Carl Albert Congressional Research 
and Studies Center at the University of Oklahoma 
and as professor of political science.  The Center 
houses one of the largest congressional archives in 
the country and promotes research on Congress, 
representative government, and legislative policy.  

The Center also provides graduate and 
undergraduate education and a variety of civic 
education programs including the Women’s 
Leadership Initiative, which addresses the historic 
underrepresentation of women in politics and 
public service.  
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There are many facets to this challenge, but 
two main challenges are the financing of long-
range infrastructure needs and the distortions in 
economic development efforts which 
are consequences of the current system 
of municipal finance.  But first a bit of 
background.

Municipal Finance 101
Oklahoma is unique among the 
50 states in the way it funds local 
government in that only the sales 
tax – one of three sources of general 
revenue – is available for government 
operations including police and fire 
protection, parks, street maintenance, 
and the like. Local governments may 
impose user fees for public utilities 
such as water and sewer and may ask 
voters to approve general obligation bonds for 
construction of facilities, new roads, and other 
public infrastructure. But at the end of the day, 
municipal services depend on the sales tax.

Conventional economic wisdom favors use of 
multiple sources of revenue because they increase 
the stability of revenue streams and minimize the 
rates of each particular source.  

The other two general revenue sources include 
property tax and income tax. Thirty-three states 
allow local government to use at least two sources 
of general revenue, including six which allow 
the use of all three.  Sales tax is the most volatile 
of these taxes; both income and property taxes 
provide greater stability in economic ups and 
downs.  

Long-term, many municipal finance experts are 
also concerned with the growing internet-based 
commerce which is estimated 
to divert purchasing from 
storefronts and local malls to 
cyberspace with a projected 
loss of sales taxes to Oklahoma 
state and local governments of 
$106 million in 2010 and $125 
million in 2011.

Oklahoma allows only the sales tax, which has 
many drawbacks.  To cite just a couple, the sales 
tax is regressive, burdening lower income families 

more than upper income ones.  Unless 
the sales tax is extended to services 
utilized more by middle and upper 
income families, the sales tax base 
is also skewed toward wealthier 
individuals.  While many states exempt 
groceries from the sales tax to mitigate 
against the regressive nature of the 
sales tax, in Oklahoma such a proposal 
would be devastating to many small 
communities where the local grocery 
may be the sole sales tax generator.

Finally, since the state and 
counties also may levy sales taxes, 
municipalities face a dilemma about 

how high to raise rates before they become 
noncompetitive with neighboring communities. 
In effect, other governmental entities can crowd 
out the ability of local governments to raise sales 
tax rates to meet the needs and desires of the 
community.

Changing the Oklahoma System
Other factors exacerbate the challenge facing 
Oklahoma towns and cities.  The biggest of these 
problems stems from the Legislature’s willingness 
to embrace various credits, exemptions and 
incentives that seriously erode the sales tax base.  
In 1980, only six such exemptions existed, but by 
2009, 143 exemptions had been granted and each 
legislative session other credits or exemptions 
(often in the name of economic development) are 
proposed. In 2006, exemptions totaled an estimated 
$2.9 billion that otherwise would flow to state and 
local governments. 

To its credit, the Oklahoma 
Legislature in 2010 approved 
a new law which will require 
lawmakers to consider 
the fiscal impact of future 
proposals before they are 
enacted.  This legislation 
will have the effect of 
demonstrating for lawmakers 

“... Conventional economic 
wisdom favors use of multiple 
sources of revenue because they 
increase the stability of revenue 
streams and minimize the rates 
of each particular source.” 
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the loss of revenues that local communities will 
experience and to balance that loss against the 
estimated economic benefit which some special 
interest may acquire. 

With voters increasingly reluctant to approve new 
taxes and the Legislature giving away the tax base, 
municipalities are strapped to meet basic services.  
One solution has been for communities to propose 
sales tax increases that are narrowly targeted or 
earmarked for specific purposes and that are time-
limited to expire after a certain number of years.  
While this makes good political sense and appeals 
to voters who want to “follow the money,” it can 
lead to perverse outcomes.  

In Norman, for example, we successfully passed a 
temporary public safety sales tax in May of 2008.  
The tax is governed by an ordinance with very 
specific staffing targets, timetables and two new 
fully-equipped fire stations.  As we crafted a very 
tough budget in 2010 as a result of the economic 
recession, City Council and executive management 
faced the irony of hiring in the area of public 
safety while contemplating lay-offs in other vital 
functions of city government.  

Furthermore, the dozens of police and firefighters 
hired under the tax may find their jobs at risk if 
voters do not approve a continuation of some or all 
of the tax when it is due to expire in 2015.

Distorting Economic Development Efforts
The sales tax pushes cities towards economic 
development strategies which enhance the sales 
tax base but do little to produce good paying jobs 
with benefits.   Cities which choose to spend scarce 
economic development dollars to attract new 
retail may reap short term benefits to municipal 
coffers but little long term sustainability to build 
wealth and income for the community.  In short, 
pursuit of retail sales has limited benefit, compared 
to pursuit of manufacturing, technology jobs, 
entrepreneurship and industrial development.  

Further, wooing big box retailers often undermines 
smaller hometown businesses or the businesses 
in the community just down the road.  This 
competition is nonproductive for individual 

communities as well as the state as a whole.  In 
addition, a public finance system which assumes 
unlimited consumption may not be sustainable 
in our shrinking global community with growing 
concerns about renewable resources, clean 
energy, and a shift to a service-based rather than a 
manufacturing-based economy.

Moving Forward
Oklahoma’s system of financing education, roads, 
local government and a host of other functions 
badly needs an overhaul. Perhaps the most 
important (easiest?) changes would be to eliminate 
many of the current sales tax exemptions, to 
resist the temptation of new tax giveaways, and 
to broaden those transactions subject to the sales 
tax to include a variety of services such as dry 
cleaning, landscaping, professional services and the 
like.  

Why this solution?  

Politically, it would be difficult to introduce 
municipal income taxes or to increase local 
government access to ad valorem taxes, which 
our counties, schools, libraries and technology 
centers depend on.  But if the sales tax is to remain 
the resource for local government, then it needs 
to be protected for that purpose and made fairer. 
Oklahoma will thrive because its towns and 
cities are vibrant places to live, work and conduct 
business.  

To insure a bright and economically prosperous 
future, cities must have greater flexibility to 
respond to the need for growth, infrastructure 
needs, and the quality-of-life services that attract 
21st century employers.
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Piedmont 
Mike Fina, Mayor, Piedmont

Meet Mayor Fina
Mike Fina was born and raised in 
Piedmont. He attended Piedmont 
Public Schools and earned a 
bachelor’s in communications 
studies from Southwest Texas State 
University. He joined the staff of the 
Oklahoma House of Representatives 
in 1999 and promoted press secretary 
for House Speaker Larry Adair. 

He has served the Oklahoma 
Department of Tourism and Recreation; the 
Oklahoma Corporation Commission and joined 
Lieutenant Governor Jari Askins staff in November 
2008 where he serves as director of policy and 
communications for her office. 

Fina was elected Mayor of Piedmont in 2007, prior 
to that he served one year as a city councilman. In 
addition to other organizations, Mike is a member 
of the OML Legislative Committee, member of the 
OML Municipal Revenue & Efficiencies Task Force 
and a member of the Municipal Liaison Board to 
the Oklahoma Tax Commission.
Mike recently presented the idea of hosting a 
statewide Mayor’s Congress to the board of the 
Mayor’s Council of Oklahoma. The proposal was 
met with great enthusiasm and next January MCO 
will bring mayors to Oklahoma City from across 
the state to debate issue facing municipalities in 
Oklahoma.  
 
Introducing Piedmont
The City of Piedmont is located near the 
geographical center of the State of Oklahoma, 
in the far northeast corner of Canadian County, 
literally “a hop, skip, and jump” northwest of 
Oklahoma City. The city limits of our state capital 
and largest metropolitan area abuts Piedmont 
corporate limits on two sides. Piedmont city limits 
cover’s approximately 47 square miles of area. The 
service area for Piedmont’s Municipal Authority 
water system is approximately 107 square miles.

Question: Tell us (1) what are the three 
most significant challenges facing your 
municipality (2) what actions to meet 
those challenges is your municipality 
prepared to take and (3) what outside 
assistance do you need to help you meet 
those challenges? 

Our Challenges 
Piedmont’s challenges are somewhat 
unique compared to the majority of 
municipalities across the state. Since 

the late 1990’s Piedmont has experienced steady 
growth, this can be attributed to our proximity to 
the Oklahoma City Metropolitan area, Kilpatrick 
Turnpike and an outstanding school system. The 
community is highly desirable to families and 
individuals who work in the metro but wish to live 
in a more rural area. 

Our greatest assets ironically have become the 
impetus for our greatest problems. The growth in 
Piedmont, our location and the sheer size of our 
city have created interesting problems. We are 
growing in population, but our business community 
has remained mostly stagnant during the period. 

Location
We attribute this mostly to our location. Many 
site selectors from various companies have visited 
Piedmont but they all resort to what we refer to 
as the “ring of death,” when they begin to draw 
population circles they discover that our population 
is spread out amount almost forty-four square 
miles.  Without a strong concentration of people 
in any certain area, most site selectors are hesitant 
to take a chance on locating in our city when they 
can be assured sales by locating in neighboring 
Oklahoma City. One way we have worked to 
combat this issue was to create a strong financial 
incentive package using city sales tax dollars. By 
utilizing long-range community-driven planning 
we are able to identify community needs and 
desires and target businesses accordingly. 
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Roads and Bridges
As you will find in most communities in Oklahoma 
road and bridge maintenance and replacement 
are difficult to fund. Piedmont’s road inventory 
consists of approximately one hundred sixty miles 
of improved and unimproved roads, which could be 
a simple as oil and gravel, and a countless number 
red-shale roads. The virtually unimproved shale 
roads will most likely never be improved beyond a 
grader blade in my lifetime. This is attributed to the 
ever rising cost of replacing roadways. 

On average Piedmont replaces one mile of road per 
year. Our maintenance program has been reduced 
to only patching potholes. With the assistance 
of the county occasionally we will install gravel 
on failing roads. This however is only a stopgap 
measure to prevent the total failure of the road. 

During the past three years we have concentrated 
on replacing less miles with better product. Done 
correctly a road must be built from the base up, 
which is a much greater expense. Without a viable 
maintenance program, we have found that the roads 
last longer and require less attention. This problem 
is not at all unique to Piedmont, and is a product of 
an inadequate funding system at the state level. 

Road dollars are funneled through the Oklahoma 
Department of Transportation and local area 
governments. ODOT maintains their inventory of 
roads while the remainder of state road dollars are 
allocated through a bureaucratic system that mostly 
ignores the needs of smaller communities. The only 
remedy will be for the state to make a commitment 
to the rehabilitation of roads and bridges beyond 
the ODOT inventory of roads. 

Under current conditions Piedmont will continue 
to allocate minimal funding towards repair and 
rehabilitation of our roads. 

Water and Sewer
Water and sewer infrastructure in the past ten years 
have become a great strain on our community. 
Rapid growth and an aging utility structure 
have put Piedmont in a position where we must 
allocate dollars towards upgrades. The interior of 

our community is riddled with aging clay sewer 
lines that fail on a regular basis. These lines also 
allow a considerable amount of drainage water to 
infiltrate our sewer system which currently flow to 
lagoons that are at capacity. This compounds the 
problem and further complicates our ability to add 
more customers to the system. Recently Piedmont 
contracted with Oklahoma City to build a large 
sewer line between the two cities. 

This comes on the heels of waterline project to 
Oklahoma City, essentially making them our 
major source for utility service. The two projects 
combined cost the city almost $8 million, in 
comparison our annual budget is only $5 million. 

In order to fund these projects the debt is placed 
on the backs of the ratepayers, made up of just 
over 2,000 homes. We expect this number to 
rise with the additional capacity added to our 
system. This will not result in a reduction in cost 
to the ratepayers because there are additional 
infrastructure issues facing our city. 

Currently less than half of our homes receive water 
and sewer service. 

The majority of these homes lie on the central 
part of our city, adjacent to Oklahoma City. The 
southeast, east and northwest side of our city is 
mostly serviced by resident owned septic systems 
and old small PVC water lines. In the future we 
must extend our infrastructure system to include 
other areas of the city as well as upgrade over 120 
miles of water line. 

Infrastructure
Naturally our growth is concentrated in the 
areas that can be serviced with utilities. This has 
created an unbalanced system and forced the 
city to invest more dollars towards the populated 
areas. Ultimately we must create a nucleus of 
infrastructure in the center of our city that has the 
ability to expand towards all directions of our city. 

In order to manage future growth we have created 
some incentives for developers to install these 
sewer and water lines in conjunction with the city. 
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With great competition between developers in our area we have found that there is little desire to 
participate with the City because their efforts might benefit a competitor. To combat this Piedmont has 
taken firm stand against funding individual projects for a single developer. In the past the city would fund 
these projects in hopes of creating more growth, but to the detriment of the integrity of our overall utility 
structure. 

Tens of years later it has left us with failing roads and undersized infrastructure for our growing needs.  
Currently when new infrastructure is installed Piedmont takes into consideration the potential for growth 
and system expansion. Most developers don’t like our hard-line approach, but it is the only way to insure 
the longevity of our resources. 

Our Ongoing Challenge
In conclusion there truly is only one issue facing our community, and that is the lack of funding for these 
major projects. Like most communities Piedmont must be strategic in thinking and planning with every 
decision we make in regard to generating or expending tax dollars.   
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Tulsa 
Dewey Bartlett, Mayor, Tulsa

Meet Mayor Bartlett 
Dewey F. Bartlett, Jr. is the 39th 
mayor of Tulsa. Bartlett has been 
president of Tulsa-based Keener Oil 
& Gas Company since 1994. He 
graduated from Southern Methodist 
University with a Master’s of Business 
Administration in Finance. Bartlett 
is a former Tulsa City Councilor, 
serves as chair of the Oklahoma 
Energy Resources Board, served on 
Mayor Taylor’s Complete Our Streets 
committee to recommend a plan for fixing Tulsa’s 
streets, and serves on the Tulsa Airport Authority. 
A native Tulsan, Bartlett graduated from Bishop 
Kelley High School. Together, he and his wife, 
Victoria, have three children - Dewey F. Bartlett 
III, Ann Bartlett, and Andrea Petersen.

Question: Tell us (1) what are the three most 
significant challenges facing your municipality 

The most pressing issue facing the City of Tulsa 
is to retain and create new jobs.  
Tulsa has always had a strong manufacturing 
base in the energy and aerospace industries.  The 
many oil and gas companies and firms that provide 
services to this industry have been the backbone 
of our economy almost since Tulsa’ founding.  
Aerospace too has played a long and important 
role in providing quality jobs.  More recently the 
health, research and technology sectors have been 
instrumental in developing new opportunities for 
growth in our economy.

That being said, the continued economic health of 
our region is dependent on continued growth in the 
above industries and new opportunities that build 
on these successes.  Several actions we will take to 
meet this challenge follow.

We will utilize local, state and federal resources to 
make improvements to air, water, rail and highway 
infrastructure to provide our major employers 

better access to markets. One of 
Tulsa’s strategic advantages is our 
access to the inland waterway system 
through the Tulsa Port of Catoosa.  

The Port is a leader in shipments 
of agricultural and industrial 
commodities.  The role the Port 
will play in Tulsa’s future grows 
annually as major east and west 
coast ports reach capacity and are 
unable to expand or increase tonnage.  

We are working diligently on ways to increase 
the intermodal capacity in the vicinity of Tulsa 
Interantional Airport.  Tying water, rail, surface 
highways and air at one location in the vicinity of 
the Tulsa International Airport will allow for the 
expansion of current industry and advantages for 
new manufacturing.

We will also encourage policies through land 
use and zoning decisions that protect industrial 
developments and provide for an adequate supply 
of land both for expansion and long term new 
development.  We will seek ways to provide a local 
advantage through incentives for business retention 
and attraction.  

We will continue to work with industry leaders to 
identify public and private investments and actions 
to strengthen the competitive advantages of the 
region.  

One of the keys to Tulsa’s future may well be the  
work of the National Energy Policy Institute at the 
university of Tulsa and their efforts in the area of 
alternative energy.  Tulsa could well become the 
energy education capital of the country. 

Our second major challenge is to streamline 
our government organization for efficiency and 
effectiveness and respond to the changes taking 
place in this economy and the new realities 
facing local government.  
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We can no longer acquiesce to providing a nearly 
limitless number and types of services.  We have 
to refocus on core services, determine who best 
provides them and eliminate others.

The organization of our 4,000 person workforce 
is little changed today from the time of Tulsa’s 
change in form of government twenty years ago.  
Functions are spread across departmental lines, 
decentralized responsibilities result in a lack of 
accountability and the “silo” effect often means 
the left hand doesn’t know what the right hand is 
doing.  One of my first initiatives was to arrange 
for KPMG to perform a citywide evaluation of the 
programs and services provided by Tulsa.  

KPMG worked with city employees to identify 
services being performed, who was performing 
them and why.  The results will be provided in a 
September timeframe.  We expect we will have 
a list of programs that could be eliminated, some 
that we might want to partner with other service 
providers, such as other governments or private 
entities and others still that we consider contracting 
for rather that using city employees.

Early examples of this are two programs that were 
eliminated as of July 1, 2010 and another that is 
being transformed into a public-private nonprofit 
relationship.  Tulsa provided two programs, 
the Tulsa Area Aging Agency and Workforce 
Investment Act, that no other city in the state 
provided.  Both are funded with state and federal 
money but in the aging agency’s case Tulsa 
supplemented that funding with about $140,000 per 
year.  As of July 1 that program and its employees 
were taken over by the Indian Nations Council of 
Governments.   
 
It is a multicounty program and elsewhere in the 
state the council of governments administer it.  In 
Tulsa’s case, a decision was made many years 
ago to take on that responsibility.  The Workforce 
Investment Act program is similar: a multi county 
program that is now operated by the surrounding 
counties and Tulsa Community College.

The public-private nonprofit partnership is for the 
Tulsa Zoo.  A new nonprofit has been created to 

take over management and operations of the Zoo.  
We are currently in the transition period, but in 
the end, the City will continue to own the land and 
buildings and pay an amount certain each year.  
Employees will no longer be city employees.  This 
is similar to the arrangement recently adopted by 
other cities and zoos, notably, the Dallas Zoo and 
City of Dallas.  

The third major challenge we face is improving 
our neighborhoods.  Tulsa has long been known 
for its beautiful neighborhoods.  Tree lined streets, 
gently rolling terrain and a variety of housing 
styles, types and ages have contributed to the 
image.  However, a boom and bust economy, 
growth of suburban alternatives and age of housing 
stock and infrastructure has taken its toll.  Today’s 
social ills of gang activity, drug use and dealing and 
absentee landlords have placed additional stress on 
the health and wellbeing of Tulsa’s neighborhoods.  

Tulsa’s neighborhoods continue to be among its 
most vital assets.  They will need to be preserved 
and where necessary revitalized.  Fortunately, 
Tulsa has just adopted a new comprehensive 
plan, PlaniTulsa, which lays out a framework for 
preserving and protecting our neighborhoods.   
 
In addition, we have recently approved a Vacant 
and Abandoned Property Ordinance that will 
hold property owners responsible for maintaining 
structures and property.  At the state level we 
will be working on legislation that allows cities 
to take possession of abandoned properties for 
rehabilitation purposes, conducted either by 
cities themselves or third party non profits.  This 
will help stop the blight and deterioration of 
neighborhoods and give them a chance to turn 
around.

Finally, we understand this issue to be one that 
must be addressed on an interdepartmental level.  
The Police Department recently returned to the 
beat system, where policing areas have been shrunk 
to allow officers to better know the residents and 
businesses in their beat.  Our Parks Department, 
Planning, Working In Neighborhoods and others 
must share information and collaborate to identify 
and solve problems we face in neighborhoods. 
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Successful Rural Communities
LaStar Matthews and William H. Woowell, Jr., National League of Cities

This Paper
This paper was abstracted from: Strategies for 
Building Successful Rural Communities - Research 
Brief on America’s Cities: A Portrait of Rural 
America – Challenges and Opportunities. LaStar 
Matthews and William H. Woodwell, Jr., National 
League of Cities, November 2005.

Rural communities throughout the country are 
experimenting with an array of strategies for 
addressing the unique challenges they face. In the 
course of NLC’s Rural Communication Program, 
we have highlighted several of these strategies, 
along with examples of rural community initiatives.   
 
PROMOTING ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Rural communities rely on entrepreneurship as a 
cornerstone of economic development, bringing 
in new jobs, improving incomes and enlarging 
the local tax base. A number of organizations are 
looking at ways in which rural communities can get 
a bigger share of the entrepreneurial pie.   
 
The Small Business Administration (SBA) 
launched a Rural Initiative to assist rural businesses 
and promote rural development. The Rural 
Initiative included a pilot program to speed up the 
loan approval process and improve coordination 
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture. (http://
www.usda.gov/da/smallbus/Federalpages.htm)   
 
The U.S. Treasury’s Community Development 
Financial Institution (CDFI) Fund provides capital 
to community development banks, credit unions, 

venture capital 
funds, and 
microenterprise 
loan funds in 
distressed areas. 
Since 1994, the 
fund has awarded 
$300 million 
to community 
development 

organizations and financial institutions. (http://
www.cdfifund.gov)  
 
The Entrepreneurship Initiative of the Appalachian 
Regional Commission (ARC) works to promote 
the creation and development of locally owned, 
value-adding firms that increase local wealth 
and provide employment opportunities for local 
residents. Under the initiative, ARC has funded 
368 entrepreneurship projects that have created 
more than 1,200 new businesses and created or 
retained more than 5,000 jobs throughout the 
Appalachian region. These projects have leveraged 
over $45 million from other sources to support 
entrepreneurial activities in the region. (http://
www.arc.gov) n To help rural communities locate 
financial resources for entrepreneurship efforts, 
the Association for Enterprise Opportunity 
(AEO) publishes Funding Sources for Rural 
Microenterprise Development. (http://www.
microenterpriseworks.org)  
 
INVESTING IN TELEHEALTH
The expansion of telemedicine into rural health 
delivery systems has been dramatic over the 
last few years. Also referred to as telehealth, 
telemedicine relies on telecommunication 
technologies to provide health information, clinical 
care, health professions education, consumer 
health education, public health, and administrative 
services at a distance. Telemedicine has been 
instrumental in helping citizens living in rural 
or remote areas of the country to receive quality 
healthcare. Thirty states have developed telehealth 
systems to increase patients’ access to specialists 
through video-imaging and real-time collaboration.  
 
The State of Georgia 
has one of the largest 
telemedicine systems. 
Started in 1987, the 
network now involves 
60 sites, including rural 
community hospitals, 
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an ambulatory center, a public health facility, and 
correctional institutions. Along with interactive 
patient consultation, the system enables rural 
physicians to acquire continuing medical education. 
A future goal of the project is to examine patients 
with chronic illness via interactive cable television 
in their homes. 

Originally financed through telephone company 
rate overcharges, the system has been expanded 
and maintained through the joint efforts of the 
phone companies, a medical college, and the 
Governor’s office.  
 
ADDRESSING TRANSPORTATION NEEDS
States and localities can help rural residents resolve 
their transportation problems with the help of local 
councils of governments (COGs). In addition, there 
are various funding sources available to support 
the development of rural transportation programs. 
Examples include:  
 
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). 
States can use TANF funds and state maintenance-
of-effort funds to assist low income, working 
families with transportation, including providing 
funds to purchase or lease cars and cover insurance 
costs. The assistance is not limited to welfare 
recipients. See http://www.fta.dot.gov for more 
information.   
 
The Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) 
program. Administered by the Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA), JARC authorizes funds 
annually for a national competition to support new 
or expanded transportation services that connect 
parents on welfare and other low income workers 
to jobs and employment-related services.  
 
FTA’s Elderly and Persons with Disabilities 

Formula Program. 
Also known as the 
Section 5310 program, 
this federal initiative 
provides formula 
funding to states to 
help nonprofit groups 
and certain public 

bodies meet the transportation needs of the 
elderly and persons with disabilities. n Surface 
Transportation funds. Funds from the Federal 
Highway Administration can be used for public 
transportation capital projects, including vehicle 
purchase for vanpools.  
 
BRINGING THE KNOWLEDGE  
ECONOMY TO RURAL AMERICA
Despite trailing metro areas in capturing 
“knowledge jobs,” rural America can make use 
of a variety of resources to make knowledge-
based growth possible. Among the recommended 
strategies: leveraging high-skilled labor, colleges 
and universities, vibrant business networks, and 
“world-class” infrastructure to transform rural 
economies.  
 
The following examples were featured in an 
article in the May 2005 edition of The Main 
Street Economist by Jason Henderson and Bridget 
Abraham of the Center for the Study of Rural 
America at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas 
City.  
 
Oklahoma State University-Okmulgee is helping 
manufacturers in northeast Oklahoma gain 
capacity and certification for Defense Department 
(DOD) contracts by helping firms re-engineer and 
reproduce parts for the department As a result, 
Oklahoma vendors have increased their share of 
contracts at Tinker Air Force Base in Oklahoma 
City from 3 percent in 1995 to 20 percent in 2002.  
 
To stimulate economic activity, Garrett County, 
Md., in cooperation with Garrett County 
Community College, helped supply high-speed 
Internet access to the region’s businesses and 
individuals through 
the Garrett Rural 
Information Cooperative. 
As a result, many 
businesses have chosen 
to locate in Garrett 
County because of the 
telecommunications 
capabilities in the county. 
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In Maddock, N.D., the Maddock Economic 
Development Council (MEDC) formed the 
Maddock Business and Technology Center in 1999 
to create new businesses and high-paying jobs. 
MEDC also embarked on a telemedicine project to 
improve the delivery of rural health services.  
 
La Grande, in rural eastern Oregon, has a fiberoptic 
point of presence (POP) on an interstate cable 
running through the city. It acquired the POP 
by making city access to the cable a condition 
of granting a permit to the telecommunications 
company that was laying the cable. The city, 
county, and state spent $165,000 to install the 
POP. Because of the POP, an insurance claims 
company located its processing center in the town, 
immediately creating 50 jobs.   
 
REDUCING POVERTY
The Northwest Area Foundation, through its newly 
established Great Strides Award program, awarded 
$100,000 to each of four organizations, which 
have developed important initiatives to reduce 
poverty. In addition to receiving the award, the 
organizations were invited to share lessons learned 
with other communities throughout their regions. 
The winners included initiatives in two rural 
communities:  
 
Heartland Community Action Agency, Willmar, 
Minn. Heartland Community Action Agency was 
selected for its implementation of the “Circles of 
Support” model, which builds relationships across 
class and race lines to bolster support and end 
the isolation of people living in poverty. Every 
participating family is matched with three “allies” 
who befriend the family. Along with staff support, 
the Circles provide intentional relationships that 
help people who are poor deal with practical 
matters of transportation, job searches, housing, 

childcare, and other 
challenges.  
 
The Lakota Fund, 
Kyle, S.D. The 
Lakota Fund 
is the first and 
only financial 

development institution on Pine Ridge Reservation. 
It was selected for developing a culture of 
entrepreneurship and nurturing a collaborative 
approach with other financial institutions on the 
reservation. The Lakota Fund is community-owned 
and promotes socioeconomic sustainability of the 
Oglala Lakota Oyate (people) through business 
loans, technical assistance, and targeted community 
and business development. In recent years, The 
Lakota Fund has helped with start-up costs of 
the Pine Ridge Chamber of Commerce and has 
developed an Individual Development Account 
(IDA) program, which helps people who are poor 
save money and receive matching federal funds for 
those savings.  
 
DEVELOPING A 
WORLD-CLASS WORKFORCE
In today’s knowledge economy, the same holds 
true for rural as well as metropolitan areas: Worker 
skills and education are the key contributors 
to individual economic success, as well as the 
competitiveness of local and regional economies. 
However, many rural residents lack access to 
programs and services that can help them develop 
marketable skills.  
 
In Finding Funding: A Guide to Federal Sources 
of Workforce Development Initiatives, the Finance 
Project discusses the range of resources available to 
rural and non-rural communities alike as they seek 
to build the skills and knowledge of local workers. 
These resources include: 
 
Federal Investments. Federal workforce 
development initiatives include Workforce 
Investment Act (WIA) programs, Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), State 
Vocational Rehabilitation Services, and the Job 
Corps program. 
 
State Investments. 
States invest their 
own resources 
in workforce 
development, 
particularly in 
the area of skills 
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development, to supplement federal programs and 
create their own state programs. Nearly all states 
have state-funded “incumbent worker” programs 
financed through general fund appropriations, 
funds tied to the Unemployment Insurance program 
or other funding mechanisms.   
 
Local Investments. Supported by a combination of 
resources such as general funds and revenue from 
special taxes, cities and counties across the nation 
are working to improve the effectiveness of the 
workforce development system. 
 
Private Investments. Private foundations in recent 
years have paid increasing attention to workforce 
development issues and projects. The Annie E. 
Casey Foundation, for example, launched its 
Jobs Initiative in 1995; and Casey’s Making 
Connections initiative focuses on strengthening 
families and neighborhoods by increasing 
their earnings and income through workforce 
development strategies. Other foundations, such as 
the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation and the Ford 
Foundation, are working on similar projects. 
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NW Oklahoma 
Brian Gaddy and Brent Kisling, Northwest Oklahoma Alliance

What Is NWOA?
The NwOA is looking for business and community 
leaders to help create a vision for the region. 
It is imperative that decision makers have the 
opportunity to join forces with state agencies 
to develop an organization that is a central 
location of information for legislative issues, 
business recruitment, resource consolidation, and 
opportunities for economic growth. The NwOA 
has identified four industry sectors which are 
Agriculture/Tourism, Business/Industry, Education/
Health Care, and Transportation/Utilities. The 
organization will work through these sectors 
to shape the future of our region. Brian Gaddy, 
Center Coordinator James W Strate Business 
Development Center Enid, OK and Brent Kisling, 
Executive Director Enid Regional Development 
Alliance Enid, OK

Whether it is wide-open spaces or twisting tree-
lined country roads, life is good in rural Oklahoma.  

There are abundant natural resources, small 
schools that consistently educate children above 
state averages, a relaxed quality of life, and people 
that in all aspects are the salt of the Earth, but it 
is becoming increasingly more difficult for Rural 
Communities to provide the services needed to 
maintain this strong quality of life.  

Being proactive as a community is not just a great 
campaign slogan, it is vital for survival. According 
to the Oklahoma Department of Commerce, 
approximately 2.3 million Oklahomans live in 
the counties that are intersected by Interstate 44, 
and 1.3 million live in the rest of the state.  Each 
year more and more people leave behind country 
living for the opportunity of employment at a large 
company and the lure of the big city.  

This is a trend not unique to Northwest Oklahoma, 
according to the Southern Growth Polices Board, 
and this migration has a devastating effect upon 
rural communities.  Many of those leaving 
rural areas are future community leaders and 

business owners; therefore, the role of the Rural 
Municipality has grown from providing needed 
utilities and public safety to leading the local 
charge for community and economic development.  

While we know that business and industry are 
the ones that create economic growth, the task 
more often falls to municipalities to stimulate 
growth and to plan for their own sustainability.  
With outmigration taking so many of the future 
community pillars away, we must find a new 
approach to retaining the economic viability of our 
rural communities.  

This is why rural municipalities are so important 
today!

The Northwest Oklahoma Alliance, in partnership 
with the Oklahoma Academy of State Goals, is one 
group that is taking a proactive approach to solving 
this problem. The Northwest Oklahoma Alliance 
(NwOA) is a regional partnership created to unite 
the citizens of 16 counties in the northwest part of 
the state.  Working on issues collectively promises 
much more opportunity than each small community 
working on their own. Early in the organization’s 
existence, the focus was on communities recruiting 
businesses and was led by community volunteers.  

In 2010, NwOA reorganized itself to be driven 
by economic developers, and many of its key 
leaders and members are heavily supported by 
the municipalities that they represent.  They meet 
quarterly to set priorities and lay out plans to face 
their challenges.  In July 2010, NwOA partnered 
with the Oklahoma Academy for State Goals to 
facilitate a discussion among communities across 
NW Oklahoma.  The goal of this meeting was to 
stress three main things that communities need to 
do collectively to be successful:

• Partner with communities in your region
• Join and participate in state wide organizations
• Be engage with legislative issues that will have 

an effect on your community  
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Officers of the Oklahoma Academy  led the 
group in an open discussion about the specific 
issues facing NW Oklahoma municipalities. The 
discussion encompassed three questions:

• What are your strengths?
• What are your potential problem areas?
• What are you going to do about it?

For the question “What are you going to do about 
it?” the answers varied greatly, but most came 
back to a common theme:  “We must work on this 
together if we are going to be successful.” The 
responses were recorded and prioritized by the 
group and clear direction was established. 

At first glance, many of these strengths and 
opportunities don’t appear to be municipal issues, 

but in Northwest Oklahoma, they are all municipal 
issues. Community leaders must find ways to 
pay for deteriorating infrastructure with revenue 
generated from new wind industry jobs, and growth 
in the energy and agriculture industries using 
the abundant natural resources in the area.  The 
jobs created can help stem the tide of declining 
population and the outflow of youth.  

A rising population will provide more sales tax 
revenue, which in turn will allow for a stronger 
infrastructure.  Everything works together. The 
bottom line is that the municipalities in Northwest 
Oklahoma cannot simply decide who gets what 
part of the sales tax revenue pie, they must also be 
involved in helping to grow the size of the pie.

In many cases, the municipalities are the only 
entity leading the community; therefore, all 
community issues are now municipal issues.  
Some communities have organizations and private 
individuals that help, but where the rubber meets 
the road the municipalities are in the driver’s seat.  
After examining the results, this exercise shined 
a spotlight on one major issue. Nothing beneficial 
can be accomplished if a municipality is isolated. 

Many of the solutions discussed will require not 
only regional, but also state wide collaboration.  
Rural municipalities must reach out to the rest of 
the state with a hand of partnership instead of a 
hand out, and the rest of the state must understand 
that the revenues and the inflow of good people to 
their areas from rural Oklahoma cannot continue 
if rural Oklahoma ceases to exist.  It is imperative 
that legislatively driven solutions consider their 
impact on both rural and metro areas of the state.

NWOK Challenges

1.  Aging infrastructure 

2. Declining population (Many times 
growth and stability in population 
comes through “high cost” citizens 

3. Sales tax deterioration 

4. Outflow of youth 

5. Diminishing access to healthcare

NWOK Assets

1. Abundant Natural Resources 
including clean air and water and 
beautiful scenery 

2. Good schools and strong support 
for education  

3. Significant wind resources 

4. Unique tourism and recreational 
opportunities 

5. Low cost of living and a high quality 
of life
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Our Tornado
In April 1947, Oklahoma’s deadliest tornado struck 
Woodward at night, killing 107 people and injuring 
many more.  Most of the city was wiped out.  The 
character of Woodward’s citizens, that pioneer 
spirit that had survived the Dust Bowl a generation 
earlier, was apparent following the F-5 tornado.  
Instead of giving up, community members rebuilt 
the city better than before.  Due to this devastation, 
most of the buildings and homes located in our 
community are less than 65 years old.

Recent Times
Woodward has maintained a strong retail base, 
but has also relied heavily on agriculture and the 
oil and gas industry.  The oilfield boomed from 

1979 through the early 
1980’s, created high-
paying jobs and a severe 
housing shortage.  But, 
the oil bust that followed 
forced people to leave 
town and businesses 
to close.  Woodward 
remained a center for 

retail and medical services, but growth basically 
ceased to exist.  The community saw basically no 
new development for more than 20 years.

During 2003, the oilfield began to again prosper, 
creating better paying jobs in both the drilling 
and service sectors. This started pushing sales tax 
receipts upward, and allowed Woodward’s leaders 
to start looking how we could shape the future of 
our community.

Today
Quality-of-life projects started to take shape as we 
constructed seven miles of walking trails that were 
dedicated to a long-time Woodward Mayor.  This 
undertaking stimulated an excitement among the 
citizens, and many began utilizing the trails for 
walks, races, and health-focused activities.

Woodward
Bill Fanning, Mayor and Alan Riffel, City Manager, Woodward

Meet Bill Fanning and Alan Riffel
In 2009, the Oklahoma Municipal League selected 
Mr. Fanning as the 2009 Large City Mayor of 
the Year; and the City Managers’ Association of  
Oklahoma (CMAO) selected Mr. Riffel as City 
Manager of the Year. They must be doing something 
right in Woodward. These authors will each to tell 
how their community has faced, met and overcome 
challenges to their municipality. 

Mayor Bill Fanning Says ...
 
Before Statehood
Woodward was established twenty years before 
statehood as a railroad station to serve the nearby 
Fort Supply Military 
Post.  The Southern 
Kansas Railway and 
the North Canadian 
River helped provide 
opportunities for the 
community to prosper.  
By 1893, construction 
on permanent buildings 
had begun.  Even before 
statehood, Woodward was a trade center for the 
region.

As an early day cow town, Woodward had its share 
of colorful citizens, not to mention several saloons 
and brothels.  Our most famous citizen was Temple 
Houston, son of General Sam Houston, who was 
a flamboyant trial lawyer in the late 1800’s known 
for courtroom antics like firing his six-shooter into 
the ceiling of the courthouse during a trial.  In one 
of the local saloons, he and Jack Love became 
involved in a gunfight in which a brother of the 
famous outlaw Al Jennings was killed.  

Both Houston and Love were acquitted on 
the grounds of self-defense, and Love went 
on to become Oklahoma’s first Corporation 
Commissioner.

“... he and Jack Love became involved in a 
gunfight in which a brother of the famous 
outlaw Al Jennings was killed.  Both Houston 
and Love were acquitted on the grounds of 
self-defense, and Love went on to become 
Oklahoma’s first Corporation Commissioner.”
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Collaboration is critical.  The 
City of Woodward involves 
the Woodward Industrial 
Foundation, and the local 
Chamber of Commerce leaders 
to jointly address economic 
development concerns.  
Corporate expansion and 
development occurs as a result of 
such cooperation.  

Wind Energy and Fertilizer
Our community has been actively involved in 
recruiting wind farms to the area.  Currently four 
wind farms are completed and in operation with 
a fifth now under construction.  Wind industries 
have invested heavily in our area of the state.  
Woodward is quickly becoming recognized as 
a hub for wind energy.  The recent completion 
of the transmission line from Oklahoma City to 
Woodward substantially enhances the development 
of this industry in NW 
Oklahoma.

Another major 
corporate citizen, Terra 
Industries, Inc., has 
had a fertilizer plant 
in Woodward since 1976. That business is nearing 
the completion of an aggressive expansion project 
to compliment their now more diverse product 
lines.  Before the Devon Tower began construction 
in Oklahoma City, this $180M construction project 
was the largest single project underway in our state.

Fun in Woodward and the President
The crown jewel of all our public projects is 
the $25M Crystal Beach Park remodel.  It has 
tremendously improved the quality of life for our 
citizens with new state-of-the-art playgrounds, a 
wonderful grandstand and arena, a collegiate-level 
ballpark, and a $6M aquatic center.   
 
This project has attracted many more events 
to Woodward, and has established many 
entertainment outlets for the community, as well as 
the surrounding area.  The complaint that “there’s 
nothing to do in Woodward” is no longer valid.

To help foster pride and to 
reward the community for 
supporting our park remodeling 
referendum, with an 81% 
approval vote, we engaged 
in an activity never before 
attempted.  Since the park was 
80 years old, we decided to hold 
a commemoration that would 

capstone the largest undertaking our community 
has ever attempted. We intended to deliver an event 
that would forever mark the positive results that 
our city has achieved by making a day of historical 
significance.  

To celebrate the park and the 4th of July, we hosted 
the 43rd President of the United States, George 
W. Bush, to deliver a dedication address in our 
Crystal Beach Park Arena.  In addition to President 
Bush, the two-day event also featured seven 
country music artists.  Accompanied by former 

First Lady Laura Bush, 
his patriotic speech 
received numerous 
standing ovations from 
a very excited crowd.

President Bush’s 
appearance in Woodward was the largest gathering 
for the former president since leaving the Oval 
Office.  Visitors came from near and far, including 
Texas, Kansas, Florida and several foreign 
countries.  After the address, President Bush 
approached the crowd to shake hands and sign 
autographs.  The crowd was totally thrilled with the 
event, which left a positive impact on thousands of 
visitors.

The visit by President Bush brought phenomenal 
national attention to Woodward.  Headline news 
articles about the celebration appeared in The 
Washington Post, Dallas Morning News, Seattle 
Post, Taiwan News, The Denver Post, Forbes News 
Service, Chicago Tribune, and more than 40 other 
newspapers across the nation.  Television channels 
across Oklahoma and Texas also carried coverage 
of the event.  My personal favorite instance was 
being allowed to discuss the event on the Michael 

“Our community has been actively involved in 
recruiting wind farms to the area.  Currently 
four wind farms are completed and in operation 
with a fifth now under construction.”
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Smirkanish Radio Show, live from Philadelphia 
that was broadcast to 35 radio stations nationwide.

Public Support and Confidence
Over the past decade, I have seen public support 
and confidence grow tremendously.  The leadership 
informs the community about our goals and 
how we will attempt to achieve them.  This has 
generated trust and excitement among our citizens.  
By demonstrating strong positive leadership, and 
communicating openly, the people of Woodward 
have been energized.

Today community pride is clearly evident.  When 
we receive reports from participants after an 
event has occurred, it’s typically stated that our 
people are the friendliest, and they were treated 
like celebrities.  Woodward has met an array of 
challenges mainly because of the caring citizens 
that make up our marvelous rural city.  Like much 
of our great state, our people are conservative, hard 
working, and sharing.  We are proud to have our 
own brand of the Oklahoma Spirit, and look to a 
bright future.

City Manager Alan Riffel Says ...

Benefitting from its geography, as well as its 
heritage, Woodward has long served as the retail 
and commercial hub for a 
75-mile radius consisting 
of southwest Kansas and 
the Texas panhandle, in 
addition to the northwest 
quadrant of Oklahoma.  
Although demographics 
indicate significant 
outward migration from these areas over the past 
fifty years, Woodward has essentially held constant 
in size because of this regional importance.  

The oil and natural gas industry has certainly 
been a key part of the economy in Woodward for 
many years. Consequently, the community has 
reacted radically to the boom and bust experiences 
associated with that energy sector.  Similarly, the 
vital agriculture markets are acknowledged to be 
just as volatile.  

In early 2003, another oil boom was beginning 
to build.  Although it had been over twenty years 
since the cruelest bust had occurred, a lot of the 
resulting wounds from that episode were not 
forgotten in Woodward.  The city had become 
fairly stagnant in the interim.  Other than some 
custom home building, no speculative housing 
additions had developed.  Commercial buildings 
were vacant, and numerous oilfield service 
companies were dormant.  So, locals were wary 
that this recent uptick in the oil patch could be 
dangerously short-lived.  

Woodward hadn’t become a wasteland by any 
means.  Mutual of Omaha had, in fact, located a 
customer service center in town, and Wal-Mart had 
expanded their operations with a supercenter.  Yet, 
school bond issues, those essential indicators of 
a strong community, had repeatedly failed.  The 
prevalent attitude was that maintaining the status 
quo equaled progress. 

Nonetheless, when a baseball team approached 
the City Commission about their desire to play in 
Woodward, thereby requiring another ball field, 
it was understandable for the Mayor to respond, 
“We’ll have one for you by next summer.”  After 
all, the City was accustomed to scraping off an area 
of the 520-acre Crystal Beach Park by enlisting 
local heavy equipment operators, building some 

welded pipe structures, 
plopping down homemade 
bleachers, and calling it 
good.  

That practice was evident 
in the jumbled array of 

sports fields at the park.  Also clear was the lack 
of investment in other venues in this expanse of 
land: a large WPA-era stadium hosted the annual 
Woodward Elks Rodeo; a 50-year-old swimming 
pool had been attached to a bathhouse built back 
when locals used to swim in the lake; and a nine-
hole golf course overlaid an old airfield that was 
abandoned before World War II.  All were in 
various stages of disrepair.  Over time, they’d 
simply patched what was in place. 

“Although it had been over twenty years 
since the cruelest (oil) bust had occurred, 
a lot of the resulting wounds from that 
episode were not forgotten in Woodward.”
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Relatively new to Woodward, I determined to 
better understand the overall composition of this 
huge park before making any recommendation to 
the Commission.  The conditions stated above were 
immediately apparent, but what would be the best 
strategy for upgrades?

A SWOT Analysis identified several key factors:

• Strengths – An underlying eagerness for visible, 
tangible growth was evident within the community.  
A cohesive leadership base was in place, who 
also longed for certain other projects that 
could conceivably coincide with quality-of-life 
improvements. 

• Weaknesses – The conservative nature of the 
community was demonstrated through a reluctance 
to “dream big” when it came to considerations of 
incurring debt if projects were to be financed by tax-
payers. 

• Opportunities – Besides the fact that certain assets 
were in dire need of facelifts or replacements, an 
existing sales tax issue was set to expire in a few 
years. This meant that potential funding could be 
provided through an extension of that dedicated 
half-cent, rather than proposing a new tax burden 
on the citizens. 

• Threats – Certain user groups had been accustomed 
to utilizing public facilities as if they were private 
territories.  These 
might be hard-
pressed to surrender 
control if the City 
took over full 
operations of the 
park.

As a result, a scheme for large-scale improvements 
was devised, instead of merely piecing together 
another baseball field.  The recommendation was 
to engage an architectural firm to design a Master 
Plan encompassing the entire park.  The City 
Commission approved that effort, and the project 
path was established.

A crucial element in this process was to include 
interested persons in developing this Master 
Plan.  Stakeholder involvement not only assured 

citizens that the vision resulted from ample public 
input, it also enhanced the support for this project.  
Within the final plan were upscale playgrounds, 
arena improvements, a fabulous water park, new 
youth baseball and softball complexes, tennis 
courts, soccer fields, irrigation, landscaping, and 
a magnificent baseball stadium replete with air-
conditioned suites and press boxes.  

With construction to be phased in over a number of 
years, the proposition was priced at $25M, making 
it the largest issue ever presented to Woodward 
voters.  Per capita, it was a larger proposal than the 
original MAPS project for Oklahoma City. 

Always mindful of the axiom that “timing is 
everything”, the local economy was in full “boom” 
mode at election time.  According to the Spears 
School of Business at Oklahoma State University, 
Woodward’s economy ranked at or near the top of 
all Oklahoma Micropolitan communities for four 
consecutive years.

In December of 2005, voters approved the 
project by an 81% margin.  Construction began 
in the fall of 2006, and different venues started 
coming on line in 2008.  The abstract-looking 
playgrounds, designed to promote healthy activities 
in addition to being fun, came first. These quickly 
gained notoriety for being the first of their 

kind in Oklahoma, 
and garnered 
national attention as 
contemporary models 
for public recreation.

On July 4, 2009, 
Woodward celebrated the opening of the totally 
revamped outdoor stadium, capable of seating 
nearly 6,000, and a splendid $6M water park that 
saw 1500 people pass through its gates that first 
day.  The net effect of these dramatic changes are 
reflected in the comparison of going from only a 
couple of rodeos each year at the old arena to now 
hosting demolition derbies, outdoor concerts, and 
even a former U. S. President at the new facility; 
and, an average daily attendance of 50-60 kids at 
the previous swimming pool grew to now more 

“These (advanced design playgrounds) quickly 
gained notoriety for being the first of their kind 
in Oklahoma, and garnered national attention 
as contemporary models for public recreation.”
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than 400 per day at the water park, with 
many weekends exceeding 700 per day.  

Fuller Park, the baseball field that 
was the origin of this entire vision, 
opened June 1 of this year, with more 
than 40 games a month being played 
at this crown jewel of Crystal Beach 
Park.  Likewise, the new five-field youth baseball 
complex is in use virtually every day of the 
summer.

The true significance of this undertaking, however, 
is more wide-ranging than raw numbers.  Clearly, 
these improvements accomplished multiple results: 

• Community pride was immediately bolstered, as 
evident in the other public sector undertakings built 
during the same timeframe. These include a new 
branch campus for Northwestern Oklahoma State 
University and a beautiful assisted living center.  
Combined investment = $11M. 

• Other voter-supported issues have now passed 
and are currently under construction. They 
include public school 
improvements, a new 
Early Childhood 
Center, and a new 
county jail.  Combined 
investment = $24M. 

• A sparkling new 30,000 
sq. ft. City conference 
center is slated to open in late autumn of 2011.  
Investment = $7M. 

• Four new hotels have been built coincidental with 
the park project, adding more than 325 rooms.  
National chains like Hampton Inn, La Quinta, 
and Holiday Inn Express now have a presence 
never before expected in Woodward.  Combined 
investment = $21M. 

• Organizational confidence transformed into a new 
level of team concept. Without a doubt, multiple 
City departments contributed to the projects 
described herein.  These employees proudly 
recognize that they share in the transformation of 
their hometown.

“Several Oklahoma cities can attest to 
the potency of positive momentum, which 
likely began as conversations in City Halls 
and grew into remarkable outcomes once 
deliberate actions were set in motion.”

Among the greatest outcomes of this 
course of action was the inception 
of our Tourism and Convention 
Bureau.  One of the ancillary goals 
was to capitalize on Woodward’s 
regionalism by attempting to draw 
more people from farther away 
to experience the community’s 

vibrancy.   Structured as a municipal department, it 
is staffed and funded through a 6% hotel/motel tax.

At the close of its second year of operations, the 
Woodward TCB has tallied more than 280,000 
visitors for a new variety of events.  From bikers 
to bird-watchers to Monster Truck aficionados, and 
more, this enterprise has accounted for more than 
$7M having been pumped into the local coffers 
during that time.  As tourism grows and diversifies, 
Woodward’s economy will keep benefitting.

Though more recent fiscal conditions slumped 
in Woodward, much like the rest of the state, the 
community now persists in investing in the future.  
$5M has been dedicated to water and sewer system 

upgrades, either recently 
completed or presently 
underway, with another 
$3.5M put toward a 
downtown streetscape 
project.  
 
No doubt energy 
production and 

distribution will continue as a powerful economic 
force in Woodward.  Very different from the 
past, however, is the wind that has been woefully 
endured by the region is now being harnessed and 
transformed into electricity.  Over $2B has been 
committed to this sustainable new industry in NW 
Oklahoma.  The culture has changed!

Several Oklahoma cities can attest to the potency 
of positive momentum, which likely began 
as conversations in City Halls and grew into 
remarkable outcomes once deliberate actions were 
set in motion.  Woodward certainly didn’t concoct 
this recipe. We simply applied it with vigor!
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Colorado Springs (CO) - Sandy Springs (GA) - Sand Springs (OK)
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tax increase, despite warnings from city officials 
about a projected $28 million shortfall requiring at 
least a 10% cut in an already shrunken budget.
And so, faced with dwindling revenues, 
intransigent voters and widespread distrust of 
government, this city of 400,000 has embarked on 
a grand experiment: It is trying to get volunteers 
and the private sector to provide services the city 
can no longer afford.

Taxi drivers have been recruited to serve as a 
second set of eyes for stretched police patrols. 
Residents can pay $100 a year to adopt a street 
light. Volunteers are organizing to empty the 
garbage cans in 128 neighborhood parks. The city 
is asking private swimming programs to operate 

its pools, and one of the 
city’s four community 
centers soon will be run by 
a church.

Other cities are making 
similar efforts to harness 
community spirit to provide 
or pay for services, albeit 
on a smaller scale. Duluth, 
Minn., last year relied on 
the YMCA to pay for life 
guards at its city beach. 

Phoenix trains volunteers to remove graffiti that 
city workers used to erase. Many public libraries 
are asking donors who used to finance special 
programs to pay for basic operations.

As cities around the country try to find new ways 
to deliver services, Colorado Springs could be 
an interesting model, says Christopher Hoene, 
research director at the National League of Cities 
in Washington. “It raises the question of what 
the contribution of residents will be, time or tax 
dollars?”

Most of Colorado Springs’s efforts are so new 
no one knows if they will work. There have been 
short-term successes. The Pioneers Museum, city-

Leslie Eaton is the daughter of Len and Patty 
Eaton of Tulsa. Both Len and Patty have been long 
time supporters of the Academy. Mrs. Eaton was 
Oklahoma’s first Secretary of the Environment and 
Mr. Eaton is the former chairman of the Bank of 
Oklahoma. This article was in the Economy section 
and titled “Strapped City Cuts and Cuts and Cuts”.

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.—Like many 
American cities, this one is strapped for cash. Tax 
collections here have fallen so far that the city has 
turned off one-third of its 24,512 street lights.
But unlike many cities, this one is full of people 
who are eager for more government cutbacks.

The town council has been bombarded with emails 
telling it to close community 
centers. Letters to the local 
newspaper call for shrinking 
the police department and 
putting the city-owned utility 
up for sale. A commission 
is studying whether to sell 
the municipal hospital. 
Another, made up of local 
businessmen, will opine 
on whether to slash the 
salaries and benefits of city 
employees.

“Let’s start cutting stupid programs that cost 
taxpayers a pot of money,” says Tim Austin, a 
48-year-old former home builder now looking 
for a new line of work. “It’s so bullying and 
disrespectful to take money from one man’s pocket 
and put it in another’s.”

Such sentiments, which might draw cheers at a tea-
party rally, are pretty much a mainstream view here 
in the state’s second-largest city, the birthplace of 
Colorado’s small-government movement.

Almost a decade ago, voters imposed strict limits 
on how much the city government can spend. Last 
November they turned thumbs down on a property-

Colorado Springs, Colorado
Leslie Eaton, Wall Street Journal, April 13, 2010
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run since 1937, has raised enough money to keep 
its doors open this year and to hire consultants to 
develop a plan for it to go private.

But some efforts already are stumbling. Poor 
neighborhoods, it turns out, have trouble raising 
enough money to cover the costs of popular 
municipal programs like after-school child care.
Some skeptics say it is unfair and ultimately 
impractical to expect a few volunteers to shoulder 
burdens while everyone gets the benefits of 
their work—what economists call the free-rider 
problem. “If people are not contributing their 
part, there needs to be a broad community-wide 
solution,” says Richard Skorman, a prominent 
local businessman who for many years was the sole 
liberal on the city council.

Boosters think the moves by Colorado Springs 
will be adopted elsewhere. “We’re a model of how 
cities can creatively adapt to budget adversity,” 
says Sean Paige, a self-described libertarian on the 
city council. “You can have 
great quality of life without 
a great big government at 
the heart of it.”
Many people here say the 
proper role of government 
should be limited to paving 
streets, paying police and 
firefighters and, if there’s 
money left over, frills like parks. Those are, in 
fact, the only projects for which Colorado Springs 
voters have been willing to approve tax increases in 
recent years.

Mr. Hoene of the National League of Cities says 
there are plenty of potential pitfalls to relying on 
the community to provide services. Programs that 
might work for small, homogeneous towns, he 
says, may falter in big, fast-growing cities like 
Colorado Springs, where an increasingly diverse 
population tends to have varying wants and needs. 

Low-wage workers and the businesses that employ 
them may rely on a transit system, for example, 
while wealthier residents see no need to pay for a 
service they do not use.

Colorado Springs is a conservative bastion that 
is home to the evangelical New Life Church, 
the influential Christian ministry Focus on the 
Family, and five military installations, including 
the U.S. Air Force Academy. In a state that 
helped put Barack Obama in the White House, 
Colorado Springs and its surrounding county voted 
overwhelmingly for John McCain. Households 
here are whiter, richer and far more likely to speak 
English at home than in Denver, 70 miles to the 
north, Census data indicates.

But residents say the city is more diverse than it 
first appears. It has an unusually high percentage 
of veterans, and also is home to a big branch of 
the University of Colorado. The U.S. Olympic 
Training Center attracts athletes and tourists, and 
the spectacular scenery draws outdoor enthusiasts.
At 8.9%, the unemployment rate isn’t particularly 
high compared to the national average. But the area 
has never regained the high-paying jobs and the 
tax revenues lost after the high-tech bust in 2001, 

says Fred Crowley, an 
economist at the University 
of Colorado at Colorado 
Springs. It has lost more 
than 23,000 jobs since the 
start of the recession.

The Colorado Municipal 
League says most of its 

towns and cities are facing drops in revenue, most 
of which comes from sales taxes, though Colorado 
Springs’s problems are particularly severe. Some 
experts say local and state limits on taxes and 
spending may have made the situation worse. 
Those measures likely will prevent Colorado 
Springs from returning to previous budget levels 
anytime soon, even if tax revenues rebound.

Over the last two years, the city has taken some 
fairly standard measures to cope with lower tax 
collections, cutting hundreds of vacant positions, 
encouraging early retirements, and reducing parks 
maintenance. But it wasn’t enough, so the city 
asked voters to increase the property-tax rate.
Residents, however, weren’t in a generous mood. 
The property-tax proposal was resoundingly 
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rejected, and the city soon announced what the 
then city manager described as “drastic service and 
program reductions.” Firefighter and police jobs 
were cut, and city buses no long run on weekends 
and at night.

Then came the plan to turn off the streetlights. 
Even that had its fans. While many people called 
to ask to have their lights turned back on, says Sue 
Skiffington-Blumberg, the city’s spokeswoman, 
about 10% of the callers actually wanted their 
streetlights to go dark.

The steepest cuts were in the parks and recreation 
department, where dozens of workers were laid 
off. The city would continue to manicure a few 
big parks, but the smaller 
neighborhood ones would 
lose trash-collection. City 
officials hope to negotiate a 
deal with a big-box retailer 
that would allow residents 
to get discounts on riding 
mowers for voluntarily 
cutting grass in the parks.

Mayor Lionel Rivera drew 
the line at allowing the 
animal-rights group People 
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals to plaster park 
trash cans with photos of a buxom woman wearing 
a lettuce-leaf bikini. But he says if the group would 
help pay for park maintenance, a low-key logo 
would be fine—and he is making the same offer to 
the Colorado Cattlemen’s Association. “Maybe we 
can get a little competition going,” he says.

Dave Munger, president of the Council of 
Neighbors and Organizations, which includes 
about 180 neighborhood groups here, worries 
that neighborhoods with fewer resources will fare 
worse than those that are more affluent or better 
organized. “We’re looking at the possibility of 
a culture of haves and have-nots if this lack of 
income extends,” he says.

Case in point: the city’s plan to close all four of its 
big community centers, founded years ago to keep 

kids out of trouble. That decision put Mr. Paige, 
the libertarian councilman, in an awkward position. 
He has been a longtime advocate of shrinking 
government, first as editorial-page editor at the 
daily Colorado Springs Gazette and then through 
his Web site, Local Liberty Online.

But when the city council tapped him to fill a 
vacancy last summer, Mr. Paige says, he promised 
to represent the views of the residents of his 
district, who want the centers to remain open.
“I’m dealing with the city as it exists,” he says, 
“not in theory or as I desire it to be.”

Mr. Paige’s change of heart hasn’t gone unnoticed. 
“Mr. Paige has gone over to the dark side,” 

grumbles Douglas Bruce, 
who wrote both the local 
and state “Taxpayer Bill of 
Rights” initiatives that limit 
government spending.

Late last year, Mr. Paige not 
only backed a proposal to 
spend $400,000 to keep the 
centers open through March 
31 while supporters tried 
to raise private funding, he 
became their chief fund-

raiser.

But coming up with the cash has proved hard. Just 
ask Brian Kates, who manages the Meadows Park 
Community Center, a converted strip mall with a 
cinder-block gym southwest of downtown. The 
center, which gets about 50,000 visits a year, serves 
a low-income neighborhood of low-rise apartments 
and bungalows.

Mr. Kates has slashed the budget, laid off much 
of the staff, and raised fees. Supporters have 
sponsored everything from pizza dinners to 
jewelry-making lessons to bake sales. A chili cook-
off “didn’t make more than $50,” Mr. Kates says 
with a sigh, “but it brought a lot of people in.” The 
city would save $1 million this year by closing the 
centers down. Backers have raised no more than 
$12,000, says the city spokeswoman.
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Late last month, the city council learned that a 
large evangelical church with an active community-
service program has agreed to operate one center.

At Mr. Paige’s urging, the council tentatively 
agreed to dip into its reserves to cover bare-bones 
operations at the other centers through the end of 
the year. Last week, the U.S. Olympic Committee 
said it would donate $250,000 over two years for 
sports programs, including summer camps at the 
centers.

Another “rethinking government” initiative is 
Proud of Our Parks, which Steve Immel, an 
unemployed technology executive, created to 
empty the trash cans in neighborhood parks. Mr. 

Immel says he got the idea one day when he was 
walking his mutt, Timber, in Judge Lunt Park in 
his neighborhood northeast of downtown, and he 
noticed the trash cans were gone.

Participants sign a contract with the city agreeing 
to make sure the cans get emptied, and then try to 
round up their neighbors to help. Mr. Immel has 
set up Web sites that allow the parks groups—38 
have been organized so far—to communicate and 
post schedules. The first cans were returned the last 
weekend in March.

Mr. Immel says he isn’t sure how long the 
volunteer efforts will last. But he thinks they 
will be educational. After a while, “people will 
probably think, ‘Gosh, we ought to hire someone 
to do this,’” he says. “Well, you did: the Parks 
Department.”
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Editor’s Comment
Sandy Springs, GA is a suburb of Atlanta. The city 
was awarded the prestigious Innovation Award 
from the National Council for Public-Private 
Partnerships.  It is called the “largest public-
private partnership (PPP) for the provision of local 
government services in U.S. history.”

Our attention was first attracted to Sandy Springs 
when we read of their contracting for most city 
services - and the efficiencies and responsiveness 
that sensible contracting could offer. We were 
struck by some recent figures such as: $84 million 
in annual revenue; 99,770 population; 101,300 
calls to the Citizen Response Center; 6,931 
work order requests completed by public works 
department; 1,470 tons of asphalt used to patch 
potholes; 361 bulbs replaced in traffic signals; 
238 signs replace and installed; 727 catch basins 
cleaned; 5 day average permit turnaround time - 
and 0 backlogged permits!

The lesson of Sandy Springs (incorporated in 
2005) is “what would we do if we could do it over 
again.” This may offer clues as to what we can do 
in the future. 

Meet Tisa Moore
Tisa Moore is the media and 
communications manager for 
the city of Sandy Springs. Prior 
to joining the staff in Sandy 
Springs, Tisa was the director of 
public relations for the nation’s 
largest private day school 
and before that she was the 
managing editor for an online 

magazine for one of the nation’s largest non-profits. 
Tisa has won numerous awards and her work 
has been published in numerous magazines and 
journals. In her free time, Tisa serves on the board 
of a non-profit theatre group and is also involved 
in fundraising for other charitable organizations in 
the Atlanta area.

Sandy Springs, Georgia
Tisa Moore, Media & Communications Manager, Sandy Springs, GA

A Voice of Change
At first glance, the City of Sandy Springs, just 
north of Atlanta, may look similar to other 
growing cities of 99,000 residents. Three hundred-
fourteen miles of roadway are being improved and 
maintained. Permits are being issued. Residents 
are voicing their views at City Council meetings 
and 115 police officers and 97 firefighters are 
answering the calls of their sworn offices.  
 
This former unincorporated area of Fulton County, 
Georgia is also home to residents who wanted 
change: They had grown weary of the status quo 
in having the majority of their tax dollars spent on 
services in other parts of the county—they wanted 
to see their money spent on services at a local 
level.  
 
A dedicated group of volunteers fought for 30 
years to get legislative approval to hold a ballot 
referendum. While only needing a simple majority, 
the referendum passed by 94 percent and the City 
of Sandy Springs was born in June 2005. Just 
as quickly as the city was born, a Governor’s 
Commission of five members was set up to guide 
every aspect of the start up of the city, which 
would begin on December 1, 2005. 
 
Innovative Thinking
A decision by the Governor’s Commission was 
made to explore a public-private partnership for all 
city services. Sandy Springs stands alone in this 
important aspect. It is the first city to outsource all 
municipal services, except public-safety services, 
to one private-sector entity.  

The global engineering firm CH2M HILL made 
the bold decision, after following the Sandy 
Springs situation closely for years, to position 
itself as a leader with the skills and experience 
necessary to take on the administration of the 
new city’s municipal services. The Governor’s 
Commission issued Requests for Proposals (RFPs) 
for two separate and distinct areas:  
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an administrative side to handle duties 
such as customer service, human resources, 
communications, accounting, finance, purchasing 
and information technology;  

and a hands-on side to provide public services such 
as public works, transportation, parks & recreation 
and planning & zoning.  

The company submitted two RFPs for the project, 
was selected and has been providing services to 
Sandy Springs since voters overwhelmingly passed 
the referendum to incorporate. A total of four RFPs 
were received for the project. 
 
Contracting Services
The initial fixed-fee contract for a specific scope 
of services, which was awarded in September of 
2005, was for one year. The contract renews on an 
annual basis for up to five years. The contract can 
be adjusted with a change order. After five years, 
the city began the RFP process to ensure the wise 
use of taxpayer money. 

Some public works tasks are 
performed under the contract, 
which is done by Georgia-
based firms (although not 
a requirement), working as 
subcontractors, which is 
managed and directed by 
CH2M HILL.  

In recent years, public entities 
have expanded the scope of services performed by 
outsourced providers, as the benefits of outsourcing 
became apparent over time.  The decision by 
Sandy Springs to outsource nearly all city services 
is an extension of this trend, and since the city’s 
inception, several other public entities have 
followed suit and privately outsourced services to 
this extent. 

The cities of Johns Creek in Georgia, Central 
in Louisiana, Bonita Springs in Florida and 
Centennial in Colorado have successfully followed 
this model. 
 

Experience is Essential
When considering the challenge of providing 
administrative services to Sandy Springs, 
local leaders analyzed the company’s amassed 
experience at serving municipalities. For nearly six 
decades, CH2M HILL helped local governments, 
from Atlanta to Hong Kong and to locales across 
the globe, improve municipal services to benefit 
citizens.  Exceptional service earned CH2M HILL 
the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award in 
2000. The Baldrige award recognizes applicant 
organizations who demonstrate an integrated 
approach to business performance excellence, from 
delivering ever-improving value to customers and 
achieving marketplace success, to improvement of 
overall organizational effectiveness and support of 
organizational and personal learning. CH2M HILL 
became the first Colorado company to receive the 
award. 
 
Leading by Example
As an example of its day-to-day service provision 
experience, since 2002, CH2M HILL has provided 

all public works services 
for the 37,500 residents of 
Effingham County, Georgia.  
Services include inspection, 
maintenance and repair of all 
roadways, drainage areas and 
rights-of-way.  Contracting 
with CH2M HILL has saved 
the county an estimated 10-
15 percent per year over 
conventional public-sector 

operation. Assistant county administrator for the 
Effingham County Board of Commissioners, Sue 
Anderson, wrote in a statement that the county has 
“been extremely pleased with the level of services 
and cost as associated with CH2M HILL.” 
 
Preparing for a Challenge
Leaders felt that CH2M HILL’s experience 
serving municipalities across the country and the 
globe were solid preparation for the challenge of 
providing a range of services in the newly formed 
city. 
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20 August 2010 
 
Mr. Neal McCaleb, Chairman 
The Oklahoma Academy for State Goals 
120 East Sheridan #200 
Oklahoma City, OK 73104 
 
Dear Mr. McCaleb: 
 
Congratulations on your choice of “Municipal Government” as the theme for your 2010 
Town Hall. I have had the pleasure of devoting a significant portion of my life to municipal 
issues in Sandy Springs. The culmination of that interest has been the incorporation of our 
municipality in 2005 – Sandy Springs, Georgia. Our Tisa Moore has written a very nice story 
about the evolution of our city that accompanies this letter in your Town Hall research 
book. 
 
A major feature of our new community is that we have contracted all general government 
services to the private sector – except for fire and public safety. It has been a radical 
departure from the traditional municipal operations, but it is working for us. Luckily, we had 
that choice when we became organized as a municipality. 
 
We were just awarded runner up in the prestigious Pioneer Institute’s Better Government 
Competition Awards as well as being awarded the Innovation Award from the National 
Council for Public-Private Partnerships. Sandy Springs is called the “largest public-private 
partnership (PPP) for the provision of local government services in U.S. history.” 
 
Thank you for including our municipal model within your Town Hall discussion items. We 
think that the more you consider such partnerships, the better sense it makes. Fortunately, 
for all of us, there is a growing capacity within the private sector to provide such public 
services. Our partner, CH2MHILL is one of them. 
 
If you are ever in Sandy Springs, please come and visit us. And please have a great Town 
Hall on this most elemental topic of our civic life. 
 
 
Sincerely 

 
Mayor Eva  Galambos, PhD 
City of Sandy Springs 
 
cc: Julie Knutson, President, Oklahoma Academy 
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Learning Along the Way
As might be expected in starting a new city in a 
short 100-day period, many obstacles were faced, 
and in most cases, were overcome. CH2M HILL 
started operations immediately on December 1, 
2005, and while the company was selected in 
September 2005, the partners could not enter 
into a contract until after the City was officially 
incorporated and the City Council was seated 
December 1. The company invested its own funds 
to secure office space, recruit and train staff, lease 

equipment and put in place all of the systems, 
processes and tools necessary to serve the public in 
100 days—all on essentially a handshake.  
 
To this day, all general government staff are 
employees of CH2M HILL with the exception 
of the City Manager, Assistant City Manager, 
Court Clerk, City Clerk, Finance Director, Grants 
Administrator and the public safety employees. 
The city pays their staff while the contractor pays 
contract staff salaries and benefits and determines 
what these should be.

From the first days, Sandy Springs project staff, 
who consisted mostly of department heads, 
reported to a transition office that lacked optimal 
technology—in the first days of operation, staff 
brought computers, pencils, paper and cell phones 
from home. These problems were quickly remedied 
by going to the local office supply store initially 
and ordering what was needed, then as more staff 
came onboard and the power of the contractor 
became apparent, items that were requisitioned, 
came at a continuous clip.  
 
Initial call volume from residents to a designated 
call center, provided by the contractor, was higher 
than anticipated and accommodations had to be 
made. The initial year, the Citizen Response Center 
answered 69,000 calls—residents were elated to 
“hear a voice on the other end” and often times 
they called back again and again just to see if 
someone would answer.  

To date, in excess of 435,600 calls have been 
received.

Taking the Reins
New project staff began work at a city with no 
written ordinances in place.  Often borrowing 
models from other municipalities, staff drafted 
ordinances, standard operating procedures and 
departmental guidelines.   
 
They learned the expectations of residents and 
the elected officials and thought of proactive 
and innovative solutions to challenges.  For 
instance, when faced with an initial backlog of 

Meet Mayor Galambos
Mayor Eva Galambos, 
PhD has lived in Sandy 
Springs for almost five 
decades. She is a retired 
economist specializing in 
urban finance and labor 
economics. She has also 
served as an arbitrator 
resolving disputes between 
labor and management. 
 
She was president of the Committee for Sandy 
Springs from 1975-2005, leading the effort 
to incorporate Sandy Springs as a city. She is 
a co-founder and former secretary of Sandy 
Springs Revitalization; founder of Sandy 
Springs Clean and Beautiful; chairwoman 
of the Services Committee for the Sandy 
Springs Council of Neighborhoods; former 
chairwoman of the Fulton County Public 
Housing Authority and founder of Sandy 
Springs Civic Roundtable. 
 
Ms. Galambos has a PhD in economics from 
Georgia State University, holds a Masters 
Degree in Labor and Industrial Relations from 
the University of Illinois and a Bachelor in 
Business Administration from the University 
of Georgia. She recently received the “People, 
Place and Purpose” Award from Georgia 
Municipal Association. The one-time award, 
based on the theme of the Annual Conference, 
recognized Galambos’ efforts to incorporate 
Sandy Springs and her leadership of the city.
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building permits in the Community Development 
Department, project staff brought in additional 
human resources to help the new department 
deplete the backlog in record time. 
 
Flash Forward
As stated in Oliver Porter’s book, “Creating the 
New City of Sandy Springs,” ... “The Committee 
for Sandy Springs mounted a strong campaign to 
get out the vote and inform voters on the merits of 
the city. The campaign began with a final poll to 
determine the top service issues that concerned the 
voters. By a large margin, the number one issue 
was zoning. Number two was traffic by a narrow 
margin over public safety.” 

Today, the city’s elected officials remain true to 
the voters who elected them by using that poll as 
the basis of their four priority areas: public safety, 
transportation, recreation and parks and code 
enforcement.  

The mayor and four original council members were 
reelected with overwhelming support or without 
opposition at the end of the first four years. The 
other two councilmembers chose not to run for 
second terms.  This reinforces the high level of 
satisfaction of the residents with the public-private 
partnership.  An online survey regarding citizen 
satisfaction came back with more than 80 percent 
of the respondents indicating a high level of 
satisfaction with the public-private model. 

Enhancing Public Safety
The bold new initiative of the Chattahoochee 
River 9-1-1 Authority, or ChatComm, started in 
September 2009 with a new contract and a new 

contractor.  Not only does this model give residents 
a more rapid and more reliable response from 
police, fire and EMS, it is the largest, and perhaps 
only, outsourcing of a 9-1-1 center in the United 
States.  

iXP, the company hired to provide the services, 
must maintain strict standards that have been set 
forth: answer 90 percent of 9-1-1 calls within 10 
seconds and process 90 percent of those calls for 
dispatch within 60 seconds.   
 
So far, they have done an outstanding job: In a 
typical week, they answer 465 emergency calls 
for Sandy Springs and 94 percent are dispatched 
within the response time goal; they answer 468 
non-emergency calls and 98 percent are answered 
within the response time goal.

Moving Along 
The Public Works Department continues to 
improve traffic flow on Roswell Road, a major 
arterial road which runs north and south through 
the heart of Sandy Springs from the City’s southern 
border at the Atlanta City limits to its northern 
border at the Chattahoochee River.   
 
A recent study by Geostats said the traveling public 
saved $1.4 million in time and fuel on the nine-
mile stretch of Roswell Road from West Wieuca 
Road to Dunwoody Place.  The most significant 
corridor improvements are in the northbound 
direction during the AM peak-traffic period.  
Improvements were also seen in the southbound 
direction during the AM commute.  

The completion of Sandy Springs’ Traffic 
Management Center (TMC), a facility linked with 
fiber optic cable and equipped with real-time video 
from overhead cameras, played a role as staff was 
able to use the TMC to see what type of conditions 
existed on the streets and adjust changes along 
the whole corridor as compared to only seeing the 
timing from intersection to intersection upon a 
visual inspection. 
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Code Compliance
Community Development’s Code Enforcement 
Division made a major commitment to upgrade 
processes and to develop new and innovative 
approaches to existing programs.  Code 
Enforcement also developed new programs to 
address customer needs and city issues.  Code 
compliance is the ultimate goal that the Code 
Enforcement Division has set to prevent and abate 
violations on private and commercial property.   
 
The division also pioneered the integration of 
technology into field operations, allowing staff 
more time to apply their expertise and spend less 
time in the office. With staff handling thousands of 
inspections, enforcement actions and investigations 
per year, utilizing laptops in the field offers real-
time, critical information. 

Case updates including permits, licenses, property 
ownership information, prior code enforcement 
cases and photographs can be seen in vehicles. 
Inspectors are also able to search City, State and 
Federal codes thus providing a superior level of 
customer service.   
 
Looking to the Future
“From before its conception, we thought of Sandy 
Springs, Georgia as a model government project 
for the 21st century,” said Rick Hirsekorn, PE, 
former director of program management on the 
Sandy Springs project and now the CH2M HILL 
Site Operations Director, CLM Delivery Partner, 
2012 London Olympic Delivery Authority. “We 
saw Sandy Springs not simply as a solitary project, 
but as a vision for the future.” 
 
Realizing the Dream
Residents of Sandy Springs have realized the 
dream of seeing their own City spring into 
being and continue to witness changes and 
improvements. CH2M HILL, in looking to the 
future, hopes to help other cities and counties 
realize their dreams of incorporation and to 
constantly deliver the quality of services that 
residents expect and deserve. “What we’re doing 
now is laying the groundwork for many great 
years ahead,” said Mayor Eva Galambos. Sandy 

Springs has recently been named the ninth most 
affluent city in the United States. “To think five 
years ago we weren’t even a city and now we have 
an incredible public safety program, a wonderful 
public works team and beautiful parks. It’s 
fantastic. We have much to be proud but we can’t 
rest on our laurels.”

It’s no secret that the mayor’s second term will be 
busier than ever. She is taking on a bridge project 
that will improve operational and safety issues over 
one of the busiest bridges in the city. She is taking 
on another transportation issue that will widen 
a major thoroughfare that connects to one of the 
busiest transportation arteries in the southeast.  
 
Finally, water—it is a major concern in what our 
residents are paying the City of Atlanta for every 
gallon consumed. The Mayor and Council have 
also passed two conservation ordinances.

 “We are pleased with our accomplishments but 
we always have to keep an eye on where we are 
going,” concluded Mayor Galambos. 
 
To Learn More
Creating the New City of Sandy Springs, The 21st Century 
Paradigm: Private Industry, by Oliver W. Porter, 2006, 
published by AuthorHouse, ISBN#, 1-4259-5437-5

Public/Private Partnership for Local Governments, by Oliver 
W. Porter, 2008,  published by AuthorHouse, ISBN#,978-1-
4343-9836-9

The Incorporation of Sandy Springs, An Assessment of Fiscal 
Impacts, Carl Vinson Institute of Government, University of 
Georgia, Athens, Georgia, September 2003

For more information on the City of Sandy Springs, visit www.
sandyspringsga.org or call 770-730-5600.
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Sand Springs, Oklahoma
Robert Walker, Mayor and Kevin Nelson, Assistant City Manager, Sand Springs, OK

Editor’s Note
Sand Springs was selected for this case study for 
two reasons. One is very important and the other - 
shall we say - alliterative. The alliterative reason 
is that it formed a “trilogy” with Colorado Springs 
(CO) and Sandy Springs (GA). The more important 
reason is that Sand Springs is squarely facing a 
sea change in municipal presence. Their industrial 
base is declining, moving and/or closing. The 
leadership will call Sand Springs a “post-industrial 
community”. They must adjust significantly. This 
article is a great “lessons learned” case study.

In 1912 ...
Sand Springs was founded 
by philanthropist Charles 
Page in 1912 as a model 
city that included all 
components of a total 
community for orphans and 
widows embraced by his 
charity. Page continually 
campaigned to attract 
industries to move to Sand 

Springs to provide jobs for his “kids.”

The numerous industries of early day Sand 
Springs included a steel mill that was most 
recently operated by Gerdau Ameristeel, Kerr 
Glass Company, a box factory whose ownership 
ultimately passed to Stone Container Corp., 
Southwestern Porcelain Steel Co., a zinc smelter 
whose ownership passed to Federated Metals, an 
oil refinery, and the Commander Mills cotton mill.

Most of the industries were served by the Sand 
Springs Railway Co., a firm created by Page in 
1911 to move both freight and passengers between 
Sand Springs and downtown Tulsa. 

For several decades, Sand Springs was known as 
the Industrial Capital of the Southwest – employing 
thousands of people in moderate or heavy industrial 
jobs. None of these industries are active today.

The restructuring of the Sand Springs economy 
away from manufacturing has been a long process. 
The community’s traditional industrial base began 
to diminish with the 1980s Oklahoma oil bust. 
By the 1990s, many of Page’s original industries 
had changed corporate owners. With reinvestment 
lacking in modern facilities, they became easy 
closure targets as firms merged, downsized or 
sought greater efficiencies from modernized plants.

Sand Springs boasted more than 2,000 
manufacturing jobs a decade ago, which 
represented nearly 1 of every 3 jobs in the city. 
Manufacturing now accounts for less than 1 in 
10 jobs, with the bulk of new jobs now being 
created in the retail and service industries.  Three 
projects illustrate some of the common themes the 
community has faced in its modern development 
– the rising “cost” of aging industries, Oklahoma’s 
forced shift to retail, and the resulting need for 
partnerships.

The Good
Cimarron Center can be described as a 26.5-
acre retail development anchored by a Wal-Mart 
Supercenter strategically located adjacent to a 
major highway interchange.

The true story of Cimarron Center, however, lies 
in the public-private partnerships that were forged 
to develop the site from its former use as a zinc 
smelter. Federated Metals had closed the smelter in 
the mid 1980s, and the site languished for a decade 
before Kucharski Properties became interested in 
reshaping it into a regional retail anchor.

The property sat vacant through the remainder 
of the 1990s while public and private interests 
struggled to clear the smelter site, perform 
significant environmental remediation, and create 
a workable plat for retail tenants. Additionally, 
the City worked with numerous governmental 
entities in Tulsa County to form a $2.2 million 
Tax Increment Financing District, based on a 
combination of property and sale tax incentives, to 
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supplement Kucharski’s 
private development costs.

The platting process for 
Cimarron Center was 
itself a unique process. 
Kucharski worked 
with the City, state and 
federal agencies to 
create a Brownfields 
redevelopment. 

Materials left from the zinc smelter were sealed 
in an on-site landfill, and the bulk of the site was 
capped by the asphalt parking lot and the Wal-Mart 
store’s concrete pad. Specific areas were trenched 
with “clean” soils so foundations and utility 
services could be installed.

The entire partnership garnered an EPA Region 
6 Phoenix Award for successful Brownfields 
redevelopment.

Today, Cimarron Center continues to serve as the 
retail anchor for Sand Springs and has created 
a partnership blueprint to redevelop a formerly 
blighted neighborhood of similar size to the east for 
additional shopping and dining opportunities.

At the time the TIF district was formed, the 
property’s value was around $100,000. The TIF 
was paid off several months early, and the current 
value of the Cimarron Center property is around 
$15.5 million. Cimarron Center’s retail success 
equated to about a 20 percent increase in City sales 
tax revenues – which fund general government 
services, water and sewer improvements, and street 
projects.

Had it not been for 
the public-private 
partnerships, and the 
enduring patience 
to see a unique and 
complex project through 
to completion, Sand Springs would face great 
challenges as a community to provide the retail and 
dining opportunities its citizens desire.

The Bad
In June 2009, officials at Gerdau Ameristeel 
announced that they would be ceasing production 
at the firm’s Sand Springs steel mill. After several 
years running at peak production, the economic 
downturn and diminished demand for steel 
prompted Gerdau to evaluate capacity needs at 
its North American mills. Gerdau Ameristeel 
had identified a need for up to $100 million in 
improvements at the Sand Springs mill to make 
it more efficient and compliant with 2011 federal 
EPA air quality standards. By January 2010, 
Gerdau announced it would idle the mill and 
remove its equipment.

The plant had a long history with the community 
dating to the 1920s. As Oklahoma’s only steel 
mill, the plant had passed through several owners 
prior to Gerdau’s purchase in 2007. During peak 
productions, the facility employed around 500 
workers with average annual salaries in excess of 
$76,000.

Its principle products included steel rebar and 
billets for future fabrication. As a result, the mill 
generated little in sales taxes. However, the facility 
was a major user of City water in its processes and 
paid substantial franchise taxes for electricity and 
natural gas usage. The City sustained budgetary 
losses of $283,000 (about 25 percent) in franchise 
taxes for the 2010 fiscal year.

The first challenge was assessing the problem. The 
plant was facing $70 million in new EPA unfunded 
mandates. City staff worked closely with Gerdau 
officials to gain further insight into the firm’s 
decision. Gerdau had plants in Kentucky and Texas 
that could produce the same rebar. In addition, the 
company expected to realize annualized pre-tax 
cash savings of approximately $35 million to $70 
million as a result of the closure. Consequently, 
Gerdau needed somewhere between $70 million to 
$100 million in incentives to make its operation in 
Sand Springs both viable and profitable.

The next challenge was determining if it was worth 
the effort to pursue incentives to keep the plant 
viable. This was not an easy proposition since only 
a third of the workforce lived in Sand Springs and 
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there was little generation of sales taxes for the 
City. However, in addition to its utility and payroll 
benefits, the firm had subsidiary industries that 
benefitted from its operations. 

The Sand Springs Railway was a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Gerdau, and a majority of its traffic 
came from the mill. Gerdau also owned an adjacent 
scrap metal firm and a nearby railroad spike 
manufacturer. All three industries are continuing 
to operate following the plant’s closure. However, 
the Railway has suffered significant traffic declines, 
and much of Sand Springs Metal Processors’ scrap 
has to be sold to other operations.

The City sought partners to assist with the 
economic and psychological components of 
Gerdau’s closure - to little avail.  

City leaders knew it would take significant state 
resources – as well as local resources – to help 
address the potential $100 million cost of the 
plant upgrade. The City worked closely with State 
Treasurer Scott Meacham, the United Steelworkers 
local, and Oklahoma Department of Commerce 
Secretary Natalie Shirley and her staff. A viable 
incentive proposal resulted.

Unfortunately, difficulties with union negotiations 
and the continued weaknesses in the steel 
market made upgrades to the mill a secondary 
consideration. Gerdau notified the City on Jan. 7, 

2010, that they had made the decision to close.

The lessons learned from this experience were 
many. Unlike Cimarron Center, the City had little 
to offer in the way of incentives based on revenue 
to the city, as it saw only indirect sales tax benefits 
from the plant. Partnerships with the state were 
more significant. 

The direct impact of the plant closing was not as 
significant as the indirect job loss and financial 
impact to Sand Springs schools – which receives 
property taxes from the mill facility. Working 
closely with plant officials gave City officials 
great insight and access to Gerdau’s management 
strategies.  Ultimately, however, it came down to a 
corporate business decision for the firm outside the 
City’s control.

The Ugly
For three decades, Sand Springs was home to the 
Hissom Memorial Center – a state institutional 
facility for the developmentally disabled. In 1985, 
parents of several Hissom residents initiated 
litigation seeking community placements and 
services for their children. A federal judge ruled in 
1987 that the facility be completely closed and its 
residents moved into community placements. 

The campus-style facility that at its peak housed 
nearly 600 residents and employed around 
1,500 people was officially closed in 1994. The 
developed area of the Hissom campus accounted 
for approximately 100 of its 169 acres of land. 
The 34 buildings, constructed in the early 1960s, 
included 339,570 square feet of floor space.

Under the court order, maintenance to Hissom 
buildings was limited during its final years of 
operation. Although well built, the buildings 
quickly began to decay.  As they were designed 
for institutional use, many of the buildings had 
limited reuse value as commercial, industrial or 
community-oriented facilities.

Through an operating lease arrangement with the 
state, the property became part of the Sand Springs 
Economic Development Authority’s (SSEDA) 
portfolio.  SSEDA has explored numerous options 
for reuse – and some tenants have located in small 
portions of the facility over the years. However, 
the vast majority of the facility remains vacant 
and decayed beyond feasible repair. The SSEDA 
is continuing efforts to raze the property and re-
market it for service, industrial and recreational 
uses. However, this continues to be a chicken 
and egg dilemma. Without rehabilitation, there 
is little interest in developing the site. The only 
current means of getting money to redevelop the 
site would be based on businesses interested in 
redevelopment. Thus, without a business to show 
interest, it is expected that this cycle will continue.

The road to restoration for a once-prosperous 
property,  that was in keeping with Charles Page’s 
vision for the community, has been a long one. 
The former Hissom property today could best 
be described as an eyesore, but its future holds 
promise.
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Chapter 3

Municipal Finance
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Future of Municipal Finance
Cheryl Dorrance, Director of Research, Oklahoma Municipal League

The Task Forces on the Future of 
Municipal Finance I, II, and III 
have explored the history, present, 
and future of municipal finance for 
Oklahoma’s 594 cities and towns.  
Members have compared the current 
revenue mix to accepted financial 
principles and to the revenue structures 
of states within this region.  The 
results are complex but worthwhile. 
The original revenue report is located 
at www.oml.org under Research, 
Revenue Report.

Municipal governments provide the essential daily 
services most closely tied to the well-being of 
citizens. Clean tap water, fire and police protection, 
safe streets, sewage disposal, and, in some cases, 
electric and gas utilities are provided by local 
governments.  When disaster strikes like the 
recent tornadoes, floods and hail that tore through 
Oklahoma cities and towns, it was municipal 
workers who were first on the scene to clear streets, 
save lives, and return vital services. Municipal 
government, manned by local citizens, has always 
been there for citizens and neighbors.

In national surveys, local government consistently 
has the highest level of citizen confidence.  
Along with the dependence on municipalities 
to respond, come increased citizen demands for 
improved services, technological improvements, 
environmental awareness, and services not 
traditionally provided by municipalities. On the 
ability to provide quality services hinges public 
safety, quality of life, and economic development.

Adequacy of the local infrastructure is a substantial 
determining factor in attracting new or expanded 
businesses. The U. S. Environmental Protection 
Agency documents more than $5.4 billion in 
unfunded water related upgrades needed to meet 
current regulations just in Oklahoma. In addition, 
currently 38 percent of Oklahoma cities fall under 

Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ) consent orders for water/ 
wastewater improvements.

Municipal Revenues
The history of municipal finance for 
the last several decades has been 
one of acquisition and erosion of 
revenue sources.  Municipal well-
being is tied to forces outside of 
municipal boundaries. Well into the 
1960’s Oklahoma cities and towns 
received substantial portions of the 15 

mill general property tax levy that is distributed 
annually by County Excise Boards to municipal, 
school, and county governments.  During the 
1960’s the Excise Boards began to reduce the 
amounts allocated to municipalities and transferred 
them to county use.

As revenues declined, municipal leaders asked 
the legislature for the ability to levy a local sales 
tax, previously only a state revenue source, to 
replace the shrinking property tax allotment.  The 
legislature granted the right to municipalities to 
take local sales tax levies to a vote of the people.  
The property tax disappeared as a municipal 
general revenue source.  Then, the erosion of the 
sales tax began on several fronts, explained in more 
detail in the full report. 

Tax Exemptions: The State of Oklahoma, with a 
secure income tax base, began to grant increasing 
numbers of sales tax exemptions for business, 
museums, and research and development. The most 
significant increase came in 1981 when the number 
of sales tax exemptions jumped from only 6 to 
69. Since the Oklahoma Tax Commission (OTC) 
collected the municipal sales tax on the same items 
for the state and cities, the municipal revenue base 
became more limited. By 1996, approximately $1.7 
billion in potential municipal sales tax revenue was 
exempted.  Municipalities cannot anticipate these 
changes at the state level, which have significant 
revenue impacts for municipalities. 
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One city manager said that 
exemptions were like death by a 
thousand duck bites! One won’t 
hurt much but hundreds will.

And what about state rebates 
for lost revenues?  The sales 
tax holiday ($2.4 mil loss in 
2007) is on the books with a 

so-called ‘hold harmless’ provision for the state to 
rebate the loss to municipalities.  Some municipal 
officials refer to this as the ‘black box’ as even the 
OTC cannot tell with any certainty that individual 
municipalities are reimbursed for their actual 
losses.  In other states, when budget shortfalls 
occur the states have confiscated revenues like 
these to balance their state budgets.  Note that 
the same proposal for grocery sales tax would 
cost municipalities $190 million with same shaky 
proposal that the state would make up for the loss.

Capacity: As the popularity of sales taxes increased 
other levels of government began to pursue a share 
of the pie.  Counties were granted the ability to 
vote a county sales tax in 1983.  Now 74 of 77 
counties have a sales tax. Pressure increased to 
dedicate portions of sales tax to specific interests 
beyond the scope of traditional municipal 
government such as economic development, 
hospitals, senior citizens centers, and other 
projects.   
 
With the increasing use of sales tax by 
multiple governmental levels, many Oklahoma 
municipalities now have relatively high combined 
- state, local, and county - sales tax rates, some as 
high as 10 cents on the dollar (20 municipalities 
at last count).  At some point citizens’ say “no“to 
increasing the level of this revenue source. When 
other entities utilize sales tax, the amount of 
“capacity” for municipal use is reduced.

Remote Internet, Catalog and Telemarketing Sales: 
Municipal sales tax is established on the concept 
that individuals and businesses uniformly remit 
sales tax on items purchased to support local 
services.  Increasingly, local merchants compete 
with distant marketers who don’t charge sales tax 

because the seller is outside the state of Oklahoma. 
Streamlined Sales Tax legislation to require 
collection of remote sales has been introduced in 
Congress, but has not, as yet, passed. Meanwhile, 
the Internet “tax haven” is projected to cost 
municipalities revenue, and thus local services.  
The loss to Oklahoma municipalities alone is 
estimated to be $55-60 million a year by 2012.

The Economy: Beyond the erosion issue is a shift 
in the general economy from the purchase of goods 
to services. In 1959, goods represented 50 percent 
of the Gross National Product; by 1995 only 35 
percent.  Since most services are excluded from 
sales taxes, the shift in purchasing patterns has 
long-term adverse impacts for revenues. Another 
factor is the aging demographics of the population, 
as the elderly spend less especially on goods, and 
more on tax exempt services.  In addition, the 
elderly are more likely to be granted additional 
tax deductions/exemptions. Oklahoma’s history 
as a lower per capita income state, also limits the 
disposable income of citizens.  

Meanwhile, federal legislation to address 
complex issues like the increased diversity in 
telecommunications options, has yielded legislation 
that limits cities and towns ability to recover 
service costs. It is important from public safety 
and revenue perspectives that municipalities retain 
existing rights and powers to regulate municipal 
rights of way in a multi-vendor marketplace.
     
State and Local Tax Structure Issues: Part of the 
concern for the future of municipal finance centers 
around the issues of tax structure – the mixture of 
revenues that fund services.  The ideal tax system 

Municipal financing 
model is like a one-
legged stool (sales tax 
only) - not very stable.

State financing model 
is like a three-legged 
stool (income, sales 
and severance tax) - 
balanced and  stable.
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has a balance of revenue - income, consumption, 
property and other sources - to balance downturns 
in any one area and provide stable revenue 
growth.  Oklahoma municipalities must rely on 
the more regressive consumption taxes, which 
disproportionately burden low-income taxpayers, 
since the federal and state governments use income 
taxes extensively.

The state has a diversified revenue base like a 
sturdy three legged-stool.  It depends on state sales 
tax (at 4.5 percent) for only a fourth of revenues. 
In contrast, municipalities do not have a diversified 
revenue base and count on city sales tax for more 
than half or more of their general fund revenues.

Fiscal Centralization: Fiscal centralization 
measures the percent of combined state and local 
taxes collected by state government.  Oklahoma 
is more fiscally centralized than its neighboring 
states.  Higher state fiscal centralization leaves few 
local option revenue alternatives.  According to the 
Oklahoma Tax Commission Annual Report less 
than one percent of state revenues are returned to 
cities and towns. The taxes are not being collected 
at the state level and returned to municipalities. 
Meanwhile, municipalities are “on their own” with 
the ability to guarantee revenue restricted by law 
and eroded by external factors.

Oklahoma cities and towns must consider other 
options to develop a revenue balance, which 
coincides with future changes in the economy.

Revenue Study Results

Municipal Sales Taxes: Oklahoma’s neighboring 
states apply sales taxes to more services.  
Expanding sales tax to services could help offset 
lost revenues from the shift from goods to a 
services based economy.  According to the OTC, 
roughly $90.2 million could be raised in municipal 
revenues from taxing personal and business 
services, auto, and miscellaneous repair services.

Motor Fuel & Vehicle Taxes: Arkansas and New 
Mexico utilize a local option motor fuel tax.  If 
applied in Oklahoma, a similar tax could be 

dedicated by voters to help fund billions of dollars 
of unfunded local infrastructure needs. Options 
for Oklahoma include reallocation of the existing 
motor fuel taxes, an increase in the motor fuel tax 
with a larger share dedicated to municipalities, 
or a separate motor fuel tax for municipalities 
administered through the OTC. 

Currently, cities and towns received one tenth of 
the state revenue for roads that counties receive; 
$235 million for 77 counties, $24 million for 594 
municipalities.

Property Tax for Operations: Oklahoma is the only 
state in the nation that does not provide property 
tax for general municipal services. Nationwide, 
municipalities depend on property tax for 32 
percent of their general fund budget. Oklahoma 
municipalities currently can only use property 
taxes to pay judgments and to retire voter-approved 
general obligation bond issues, not for operations. 

Revenue Sharing Programs: State aid directly 
to municipalities is a major source of revenue to 
local governments in many states.  In Oklahoma, 
there are constitutional limitations against certain 
direct assistance programs.  Only slightly more 
than 5 percent of Oklahoma municipal revenues 
came from intergovernmental revenues in 2008 
compared to 12 percent nationwide average.

Conclusion
The current tax structure is not diversified and 
responsive to the changing economic environment. 
Overdependence 
on local sales 
tax causes 
budget roller 
coasters making 
it difficult to 
provide steady 
high quality 
services needed 
for economic 
development and “quality of life.”  Meanwhile, 
outside forces restrict the ability of local citizens 
to determine how to fund services that grow and 
prosper their own community.  
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Abstracted from:  
“Taxing Problems: Municipalities and America’s Flawed System of Public Finance”  

National League of Cities, May 2006

Our nation’s system of public finance is woefully out of date. It is time to stop hiding from the 
problems and the challenges we face. It is time for public discussion of the need for far-reaching 
changes in how we pay for essential government activities at all levels.  

These are the main conclusions of a multiyear research and deliberation process led by the National 
League of Cities’ CityFutures Panel on Public Finance. A committee of municipal leaders from across 
the nation, the Panel has been at the forefront of NLC’s efforts to call attention to the challenges 
facing the U.S. system of public finance and to begin identifying pathways to solutions.  This will 
not be an easy task—and the prospect of launching a policy debate on our nation’s prevailing public 
finance arrangements will surely be intimidating to some. However, NLC believes that reform of 
the public finance system is essential to insuring economic growth and sustaining and improving the 
quality of life for all Americans in the years ahead.   

Understanding the Problem: America’s economy has undergone drastic changes in the past several 
decades, but our system of public finance remains largely tailored to fit the economy of the 19th 
century. NLC has identified four key sets of trends and challenges that must be addressed in order to 
retool public finance for the economy of today. The system is unfair. 

The shift from goods to services, together with the rise of a so called “knowledge-based economy” 
and other changes, has created a mismatch between economic activity and the frameworks of a 19th- 
and 20th-century revenue system.   Needs are changing. The economy is not all that has changed. 
Rapid increases in urbanization, population, and immigration—together with the aging of our society 
and other demographic shifts—present government at all levels with significant challenges. 

At the same time that they are facing a constrained revenue picture, governments are being required 
to broaden services, embrace new service delivery models, and adopt innovative approaches to 
meeting people’s changing needs and demands.  NLC recommends that this list of four overarching 
trends and challenges be viewed as an evolving framework that can guide discussion of public 
finance issues and problems. To the extent that people understand the forces behind the fiscal troubles 
we face, they will be better prepared to debate and shape solutions.   

In the future local citizens need to be allowed the maximum flexibility to tailor local resource mixes 
to local priorities and services needs, without interference from preemptions or mandates that usurp 
local spending priorities. Title 68, Section 2705 of the Oklahoma Statutes provides a practical test of 
community consent for revenue measures: voter approval.  

In the final analysis, municipal revenues must be studied in the context of the relationship to state and 
federal revenues. This study is an effort to come to grips with reality and the --- future of municipal 
finance.
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The Budgetary State of the State’s Cities
Cheryl Dorrance, Director of Research, Oklahoma Municipal League

Oklahoma Municipal Budgetary Conditions in 
2010 ... sort of ...!
 
Surveys are a snapshot in time.  The municipal 
economic conditions may have improved or 
worsened by the time of the November Town Hall 
changing the nature of the snapshot. 

This year, 77 percent of Oklahoma municipalities 
were less able to balance their budgets this year 
than last, compared with 88 percent nationwide.  

Two-thirds anticipated shortfalls in sales tax 
revenues.  While this report may reference current 
conditions, the focus is on core issues that face 
Oklahoma cities and towns on a daily basis and 
impact the future growth and health of our state.

The Future of Municipal Finance report focused on 
financial structure, Budgetary Conditions on how 
it plays out in the real world.  Now, we will look at 
how they impact finances and, hence, services in 
municipalities.

One Size Does Not Fit All
Oklahoma municipalities have the 
option of five different forms of 
government ranging from statutory 
towns to charter cities, each with 
different modes of operation.  
Oklahoma is still largely a rural 
state in the size of its municipalities.  
According to the Census estimate in 2008 only 41 
of 594 had populations of more than 10,000.  

While all cities have the same basic options to 
finance operations under Oklahoma law, the 
opportunities vary.  For example a fast growing 
urban city may have retailers beating a path to its 
doors to open operations while a struggling rural 
or older suburb may be grateful to recruit any 
retail at all.  And how does this relate to Budgetary 
Conditions?  Overdependence on sales tax for 
services drives municipalities to compete for 

retail, often in competition with their neighboring 
community.  Whether Wal-Mart or another big box 
store lands in your municipality or in the next, can 
have a big impact on the ability to offer police, fire, 
parks, and other quality of life amenities.

Importantly, Oklahoma cities and towns, like the 
state, are required to have a balanced budget every 
year with no deficits.  One of the ways that the 
National League of Cities determines budget stress 
is to ask how large a deficit the municipalities are 
running.  Thankfully, in Oklahoma deficits are not 
allowed.

So How Do Oklahoma Municipalities Compare 
to Cities Nationwide?

 OK US
Sales Tax 55% 15%
Property Tax 0% 32% 
Other 45% 53%

As the only state in which municipalities do not 
have property tax for general 
operations and little state aid, 
Oklahoma cities and towns are 
pretty much on their own.

We note that utilities, usually water, 
sewer and solid waste collection, 
but in some occasions gas and/or 
electric service are usually set up 

under trusts as enterprise funds.  

What do municipal officials report are the 
factors that make it most difficult to balance 
their budgets? 

 These four items will account for the difficulties:

• Infrastructure construction, maintenance, & repair costs
• Healthcare for employees
• Conditions in the local economy, such as a recession or 

sharply increasing costs for labor and material
• State and federal mandates*

BLUE = Pantone 281 (coated)
RED = Pantone 1805 (coated)
Font that will be similar to tagline: Myriad Pro, Regular. In the tagline, the font is slightly condensed.  
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*Mandates, in this case, requirements from state 
and federal governments that dictate actions that a 
municipality must take without funds to pay for the 
costs. Many are in the water and environment via 
water and wastewater treatment regulations. 

While the order may vary between years, this 
year it was infrastructure costs followed by the 
condition of the local economy.

Infrastructure Costs and Mandates: State and 
federal regulations often dictate the priorities for 
local expenditures, especially expensive water and 
sewer projects.  The Environmental Protection 
Agency averages about one new water regulation 
a year.  Whether it’s nitrogen, arsenic, disinfection 
byproducts or tri-halomethanes, they can mean that 
the water that you have been drinking for years is 
now “out of compliance” with federal standards.  
Municipalities must upgrade or replace facilities to 
meet these standards or face stiff state and federal 
fines.

Beggs, OK was required to spend $4,200,000 for a 
new wastewater treatment plant that is now being 
paid for by 640 utility customers with water/sewer 
bills averaging $75 a month.  

Do Oklahomans want clean water? Of course!  

However these major unfunded mandates not only 
dictate where citizens’ funds are spent but in many 
cases tie up a community’s financial capacity so 
adequate funds are not available for other capital 
improvement needs like streets, fire engines, or 
police cars. 

Additional infrastructure, like good streets, is 
important for both local citizens and economic 
development. Municipalities maintain more than 
27,000 miles of streets, many in poor condition,   
When the legislature provided additional funding 
for state and county roads, municipal streets were 
“left in the ditch.”  

Counties only maintain 3,000 miles in small towns 
usually with the town providing the materials; the 
remaining 24,000+ are local responsibilities.  State 
appropriations were $24 million for towns and 
cities, $235 for counties

Healthcare Costs:  In recent years municipal 
employee healthcare plans have averaged double 
digit increases each year. Provision of this basic 
employee need has been one of the challenges 
when annual budgets don’t increase at rates to 
sustain the increases.  Most municipalities have 
instituted cost saving measures including wellness 
programs, preferred provider services, reduced 
benefits and increased employee cost sharing.  Still, 
the problem is not under control.

So, what tools are commonly available to 
balance general fund budgets with resources?
 
Sales taxes – Sales taxes are the major sources of 
funds for services.  Citizens can vote higher sales 
taxes and will for a good cause, especially if the 
combined sales tax rates are not too high.

According to Rick Smith, President of Municipal 
Financial Services, 
377 municipalities 
have combined 
sales tax rates 
of 8.5 percent of 
more, 20 at 10 
percent or more.  
When combined 
municipal, county and state rates reach levels of 
10¢ on the dollar voters are unlikely to approve 
new issues, dangerous for municipalities with high 
dependence on this one source of revenue.

Municipal sales taxes are collected by the 
Oklahoma Tax Commission (OTC).  Currently, the 
Oklahoma Municipal League has an OTC Liaison 
Board working with the OTC to improve equity 
in sales tax collections and improve reporting to 
municipalities.  In addition, Oklahoma participates 
in the national Streamlined Sales Tax project to put 
local “brick and mortar” merchants on equal sales 
tax footing with Internet and catalog sellers.

Transfer of funds from utilities – Transfer of 
funds from utility operations to the general funds 
budget can close some budget gaps but may have 
unintended consequences.  According to SA&I 
forms submitted by municipalities to the state 
auditor, current utility revenues do not cover the 
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costs of service.  In addition, 
annual utility costs report may 
only include operating costs and, 
not, capital costs and depreciation.  
A third of municipalities report 
that they use sales tax revenues to 
supplement utility costs.  

With 38 percent of municipalities 
under a DEQ, “consent order” 
for not meeting current standards 
and with the EPA estimating an Oklahoma need 
for $5.4 billion to bring municipal water and 
wastewater systems up to standards, transferring 
substantial utility funds to cover general fund 
expenditures may be necessary to cover a shortfall 
but can exacerbate problems by neglecting 
maintenance or reducing funds available to meet 
mandates from new regulations.   The results can 
be higher utility rates for customers. 

Raise fees and fines – Fees are to cover the cost 
of delivery of a service.  Municipalities should 
and many do review their fee structures to assure 
that they cover the costs of the service.  Fees have 
the advantage of placing the cost on the user, for 
example, building permit fees that cover the cost 
of inspections and processing.  However, user fees 
need to be reviewed in the context of public policy.  
For example, raising fees to cover all the costs of 
operation of a swimming pool for children can 
result in less usage, more children and teens on the 
streets, and more vandalism or other teen oriented 
crimes.

Reduction of services – Tough times on the 
municipal finance rollercoaster can have dire 
consequences.  Employee furloughs or reductions 
in force lead to reduced services, which doesn’t 
sound so bad in abstract.  

When it means that the police officer doesn’t get to 
your house before the burglar bludgeons you and 
your family or it’s your children’s neighborhood 
pool and recreation center that close, the impacts 
begin to hit home. 

With public safety the largest area 
of expenditure, it is difficult to cut 
very deep without impacting their 
services.

On a positive note, tough times are 
times to evaluate core services and 
means of service delivery that can 
lead to efficiencies.  However the 
person that wants to have Cadillac 
service level while just “eliminating 

the waste” hasn’t ever tried to balance a city or 
town budget.

Conclusions 
Overdependence on sales tax for more than half of 
general fund revenue positions municipalities for 
budget rollercoasters determined by the economy.  

A more diversified funding system could provide 
increased stability for services that enhance the 
quality of life for current citizens and entice high 
quality economic development. 

Towns and cities are the economic engines as 
the place where growth will take place; Savvy 
communities like Oklahoma City with the MAPS 
programs are beginning to understand that 
investment in strong municipal services can bring 
new vibrancy to Oklahoma.  

While towns and cities struggle through the 
latest round of recession using the “common” 
means to balance budgets, others are looking at 
“uncommon” tools such as TIF’s, BID’s, equity 
between local business and remote sales for sales 
taxes, public safety improvement districts, public 
private partnerships and other means to meet the 
challenge of services citizens want with budgetary 
constraints.  

Innovation, structuring of municipal revenues 
for more balance, and tough analysis of service 
delivery options can assure sustainability for cities 
and towns, the economic engines of Oklahoma.
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Municipal Finance Policy 
Cheryl Dorrance, Director of Research, Oklahoma Municipal League

Municipal Finance Policy, OML Future of 
Municipal Finance III, Adopted January 7, 
2009, Revised June 24, 2010

Some top priorities to provide stable long-term 
revenue structures for municipal governments-

State-Municipal Partnerships: Encourage state 
and municipal cooperation to grow and strengthen 
Oklahoma. Aid towns and cities when the burden 
cannot be shouldered alone locally. For example:

• Increase REAP funding and similar programs 
to aid the small communities. 

• Provide at least partial funding for state 
and federal environmental mandates on 
municipalities such as costly infrastructure 
improvements especially in the area of 
water and wastewater projects mandated by 
additional federal and state requirements. 

• Provide start-up funds to develop shared 
expertise for small communities such as city 
managers and planners.   

• Buffer local communities from the increasing 
burden of state fees, such as water testing and 
lab costs.

Sales Tax: Since Oklahoma municipalities are 
overly dependent on local sales tax for municipal 
operations, every effort should be made to assure 
that this revenue source supports local services 
including:

• Seek a legislative reallocation of state sales tax 
to municipalities for local needs. 

• Broaden the sales tax base to 
include services in line with the 
economic shift from goods to 
services in the economy 

• Assure that the Oklahoma Tax Commission 
devotes resources to verify that all revenues 
due to cities are properly collected and 
equitably dispersed to municipalities. 

• Encourage the state to adequately fund the 
OTC and provide auditors to determine that 
revenues are properly collected and dispersed. 

• Assure equitable assessment and distribution 
of revenue pass-through programs such as the 
alcohol tax, sales tax holiday reimbursement, 
tobacco tax, and motor fuels taxes. 

• Continue third party revenue recovery 
programs. 

• Eliminate some current exemptions and only 
impose additional new sales tax exemptions 
when equivalent new funding sources for 
municipal governments are provided. Require 
that proposals for tax reduction or exemptions 
be accompanied by sunset provisions and 
studies of cost/benefit and fiscal impact to both 
the state and local governments.  

• Do not support reduction or elimination of 
sales tax on groceries unless it is part of a 
comprehensive restructuring of the Oklahoma 
sales tax to provide a balanced and adequate 
revenue system.

Remote Sales and Use Tax Collection: Continue to 
pursue means to increase the collection of remote 
sales and use taxes owed to municipalities under 
Oklahoma law.

• Continue support for implementation of the 
Streamlined Sales Tax, SST, 
agreement as currently designed 
based on the full collection of 
sales and use taxes generated from 
remote sales, principally Internet 
and catalog. 

BLUE = Pantone 281 (coated)
RED = Pantone 1805 (coated)
Font that will be similar to tagline: Myriad Pro, Regular. In the tagline, the font is slightly condensed.  
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• Maintain the original purpose of the SST to 
collect sales and use taxes resisting attempts to 
add other taxes and fees.

Ad Valorem Tax: Seek to re-establish municipal 
access to local property tax revenues to provide a 
more stable and balanced revenue base.

• Amend the Oklahoma Constitution to allow 
optional local ad valorem levies for municipal 
government or restructure local levies.

Transportation: – Seek additional state funding for 
municipal roads, bridges, and transportation needs.  
Several options exist including:

• Increase the portion of the motor fuels 
(currently 1.875%) and motor vehicle 
collections (currently 3.1%) revenues 
distributed to municipalities for transportation 
needs. 

• Increase motor fuels taxes either as cents per 
gallon or as a percentage of price per gallon 
dedicated to municipal transportation needs

General Municipal Operations: Broaden current 
statutes to allow local government to determine 
charges based on local costs and standards rather 
than through state or federal mandated rates.  For 
example:

• Modernize business licensing statutes in Title 
11. 

• Allow local adjustment of court operations and 
costs 

• Increase municipal percentage of utility gross 
receipts (Currently 2% in Title 68, Art 26, Sec. 
2601).
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of an incinerator plant. The facility has about $288 
million in overall debt.

“Bankruptcy is inevitable,” Mr. Miller says. “We 
are in a terrible bind.” A budget passed Saturday by 
Harrisburg’s city council didn’t include any funds 
to cover the debt payments, according to the city 
clerk’s office.

Harrisburg Mayor Linda Thompson, a Democrat 
elected in November, opposes a bankruptcy filing 
and has presented an emergency plan that includes 
selling some of the city’s assets. She couldn’t be 
reached for comment. A spokeswoman for the 
mayor says Ms. Thompson is working on the plan.
Michele Torres, executive director of the 
Harrisburg Authority, which oversees the 
incinerator plant, says there are sufficient 
reserve funds to make the March 1 payment to 
bondholders. But that doesn’t fix the problem. “No 
matter how perfect the facility runs, it just can’t 
generate enough … to meet the $288 million debt,” 
she says.

Since Chapter 9 was enacted in 1934, just 600 
cases have been filed under the code, partly 
because they require state approval. Some 
municipalities have found escape hatches, such as 
raising taxes. The largest Chapter 9 case was filed 
in 1994, when Orange County, Calif., lost $1.6 
billion on wrong-way bets on interest rates.
But many experts fear that a surge in municipal 
bankruptcy filings is unavoidable. “The day of 
reckoning is coming,” says Michael Pagano, dean 
of the University of Illinois at Chicago’s College of 
Urban Planning and Public Affairs.
To keep cities and towns from toppling into 
Chapter 9, more states are likely to make use 
of state laws to assume oversight of financially 
distressed municipalities, he predicts. Pittsburgh, 
for one, has been operating under such a law since 
2004.

Vallejo, Calif., a city of about 116,000 people near 
San Francisco, has been trying to rejigger worker 

Just days after becoming controller of financially 
strapped Harrisburg, Pa., in January, Daniel Miller 
began uttering an obscure term that baffled most 
people who had never heard it and chilled those 
who had: Chapter 9.

The seldom-used part of U.S. bankruptcy law gives 
municipalities protection from creditors while 
developing a plan to pay off debts. Created in the 
wake of the Great Depression, Chapter 9 is widely 
considered a last resort and filings under it are more 
taboo than other parts of bankruptcy code because 
of the resulting uncertainty for everyone from 
municipal employees to bondholders.

The economic slump, however, is forcing debt-
laden cities, towns and smaller taxing districts 
throughout the U.S. to consider using Chapter 9. 
As their revenue declines faster than expenses, 
some public entities are scrambling to keep making 
payments on municipal bonds. And that is causing 
experts to worry about the safety of securities 
traditionally considered low risk.

“People believe that municipal debt is safe based 
on assumptions that are no longer true,” says 
Kenneth Buckfire, managing director and chief 
executive of Miller Buckfire & Co., an investment 
bank that has worked with corporations on 
restructurings and now is advising municipalities. 
For example, it isn’t safe to assume that 
governments can raise taxes to cover shortfalls, he 
says.

Even threatening bankruptcy signals that 
municipalities are willing to compromise the 
security of bondholders, says Richard Raphael, an 
analyst at Fitch Ratings. That makes it harder for 
cities and towns to raise money from investors and 
will slow the U.S. economic recovery.

In Harrisburg, which is Pennsylvania’s capital 
and has a population of about 47,000, a March 1 
deadline is looming on a payment of $2 million out 
of the $68 million due this year for the financing 

Muni Threat: Cities Weigh Chapter 9
Ianthe Jeanne Dugan and Kris Maher, Wall Street Journal, February 18, 2010
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contracts in bankruptcy court since it filed for 
Chapter 9 in 2008, after buckling under declining 
real-estate values. Some union contracts expire 
later this year, and Vallejo is attempting to scrap 
them and start over.

In San Diego, political leaders have faced outside 
pressure to file for Chapter 9 bankruptcy protection 
as a way to get around benefits packages for public 
workers. San Diego Mayor Jerry Sanders has 
publicly dismissed the idea.

Last month, Las Vegas Monorail Co., a nonprofit 
with over $600 million in municipal bonds, filed 
for Chapter 11. The company runs a 3.9-mile 
monorail system along the Las Vegas Strip that has 
been hammered by the downturn. Ridership shrank 
21% last year from 2008. According to Fitch, while 
the monorail is covering its operating costs, default 
“is virtually certain” on a payment due in July.
Ambac Assurance Corp., the bond-insurance unit 
of Ambac Financial Group Inc., is seeking to have 
the case converted to a Chapter 9 proceeding. 
The insurer contends that the company is akin 
to a municipality. A judge is set to decide on the 
petition later this month.

Sandy Hoskins, interim chief executive of Sierra 
Kings Health District in Reedley, Calif., worked 
for nearly 30 years as an auditor and financial 
consultant. He says he never heard of Chapter 9 
until October, when Mr. Hoskins filed a bankruptcy 
petition for the hospital system. “There was no 
other way around it,” he says. With low cash 
balances, “there were vendors not even willing to 
do business with us. It was a critical situation.”
Mr. Miller, Harrisburg’s controller, also sees no 
way out of the financial squeeze. The city’s per-
capita debt of $9,500 is the highest in Pennsylvania 
and triple the debt load of Philadelphia, he says. 
And selling parking facilities or other properties in 
a fire sale would cost Harrisburg future revenue. A 
spokesman for Pennsylvania Gov. Edward Rendell 
says Harrisburg hasn’t sought help from state 
officials.

“We can’t raise taxes; they’re already very high,” 
Mr. Miller says. “If we did, people would just 
leave. It’s cheaper to move out to the suburbs.”
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Cash Poor Cities Take On Unions
Conor Dougherty, Wall Street Journal, April 1, 2010

LOS ANGELES—Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa 
once organized for a teacher’s union here, and 
later ran a branch of the American Federation 
of Government Employees. That makes him an 
unlikely advocate for cutting the benefits of the 
city’s workers. 

But with the city facing a budget deficit that could 
drain its reserves by summer, Mayor Villaraigosa 
wants to re-open contract talks with 45,000 cops, 
firefighters, librarians and other city employees in 
hopes of persuading them to contribute more to 
their pensions and health-care costs. His deputy 
chief of staff, Matt Szabo, puts it bluntly: “Unions 
have priced themselves out of a job.” 

Nationwide, politicians looking for budget cuts 
are confronting politically powerful unions 
that represent state and local government 
employees—15% of U.S. workers and organized 
labor’s biggest stronghold. 
 
In Memphis, the city’s health-care committee 
recently recommended raising current and retired 
employees’ health-insurance premiums by as much 
as 15%. And Toledo’s city council last week wrung 
$3.1 million in concessions from its firefighters’ 
union as part of a measure to close its budget gap.
Similar things are happening at the state level. Over 
the past two years, 17 states have cut benefits for 
employees or increased the amount that individuals 
must contribute to their pension plans. Three of 
those states—Kentucky, Texas and Vermont—did 
both, according to the Pew Center on the States, a 
public-policy think tank. 

At the heart of this fight is an unbalanced equation: 
The economy is shrinking cities’ and states’ tax 
income as their pension and health-care costs have 
soared. As a result, some governments are diverting 
money from services to cover benefits, or raising 
taxes and fees. That doesn’t sit well with some 
taxpayers—many frustrated at seeing their own 
benefits being cut by private-sector employers.

So governments are seeking cuts in union benefits 
long considered sacrosanct. This has risks. Public-
employee unions are among the biggest political 
spenders, and their members vote in droves. Also, 
cutting benefits could make it tougher to keep the 
best employees. 

It is tough to compare government pay to private-
sector pay because many government jobs—
firefighters, police officers—don’t have private 
counterparts. But, on average, government workers 
make more in wages and benefits. In December, 
state and local governments spent an average of 
$39.60 in wages and benefits per hour worked 
on their employees, versus an average $27.42 for 
private employers, the Labor Department said. 

The fight over benefits represents a defining 
moment for public employees and their unions. 
Government is by far the most unionized sector 
of the work force, and among the few places 
left where blue-collar workers can retire with 
traditional lifetime pensions. In 2009, the nation’s 
7.9 million unionized government workers eclipsed 
the number of private-sector union members for 
the first time since the Labor Department began 
keeping track in 1983. 

“What comes out of all these negotiations will set 
the tone for public employees for a while,” says 
Ken Jacobs of the Center for Labor Research and 
Education at University of California, Berkeley.
In New Jersey, outrage over state deficits helped 
Republican Chris Christie defeat incumbent 
Democrat Jon Corzine last November. A few 
weeks after Mr. Christie’s victory, a Quinnipiac 
University poll found that three-fourths of state 
voters supported a wage freeze for state workers, 
and 61% favored layoffs. Last month, Gov. Christie 
signed a set of bills that would, among other things, 
cut pension benefits for future employees.
Public-employee unions argue that it’s unfair 
to penalize them for a financial crisis that 
isn’t their fault. They say cities and states are 
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opportunistically taking advantage of a short-term 
crisis to gut benefit plans in place for decades.

Many private-company workers have seen their 
retirement accounts shrivel, while public-sector 
benefits have been relatively unscathed. Defined-
contribution plans such as 401(k)s had $3.33 
trillion in assets at the end of 2009, down 4% from 
$3.48 trillion in 2006, according to the Federal 
Reserve. Such accounts have lost value even 
though companies and workers contributed $100 
billion over that period. 

The rise in public-sector benefits has attracted 
the ire of citizens like Paul Nelson, a semi-retired 
investor in Upper Saddle River, N.J. Mr. Nelson, 
59 years old, has a son at Northern Highlands 
Regional High School, where the principal says the 
school may have to cut teachers and increase class 
size. “Most public employees have retirement and 
health-care plans that private-sector employees can 
only dream of,” says Mr. Nelson. 

Virtually all full-time state- and local-government 
employees have access to retirement plans, and 
most are employer-funded. By contrast, only three-
quarters of full-time workers in the private sector 
have access to retirement benefits. 

Disparities like these give politicians ammunition 
for cost-cutting. “Public-employee benefits have to 
be reined in,” says Andrew Koenig, a Republican 
state representative in Missouri. 

Mr. Koenig is sponsoring a bill in his state that, 
over the next several decades, would shift away 
from a defined-benefit plan, where an employer 
puts as much money into a pension fund as needed 
to cover future retirement benefits. It would be 
replaced with a 401(k)-type of plan (similar 
to those now in place at many private-sector 
employers) where workers absorb the market’s ups 
and downs. 

Some argue that just because corporations have 
trimmed employee benefits doesn’t mean the 
government should as well. “There has been 
an attack on American private-sector workers 

and benefits, with 401(k)s replacing traditional 
pensions,” says Teresa Ghilarducci a professor at 
the New School for Social Research in New York 
City, “and they have failed” at providing retirement 
security. 

At the root of governments’ problems today are 
promises made in past decades. As a group, state 
and local governments have promised an estimated 
$3.35 trillion in pension and health-care benefits 
to be paid over the next three decades, but are 
estimated to have 70% of the money to cover those 
payments, according to the Pew Center on the 
States. Pension and health costs can consume 20% 
of city and state budgets.

California offers a view of the fallout. The 
state’s largest pension fund, the California Public 
Employees’ Retirement System, known as Calpers, 
is estimated to be only 57% to 65% funded. Having 
suffered investment losses in recent years, the state 
has had to dip deeper into its revenues to make up 
the funding gap. Last year, a budget impasse forced 
the state to issue IOUs for taxpayer refunds.
It wasn’t long ago that California was going the 
other way, based on a different set of assumptions. 
In 1999, the state’s Democratic-controlled 
legislature and then-governor Gray Davis passed a 
law expanding benefits for many state employees. 

A proposal prepared by Calpers—the $200 billion 
fund that manages money for 1.6 million of the 
state’s employees, retirees and their beneficiaries—
forecast that the boosted benefits would be paid for 
entirely by investment gains. “There are only two 
ways you can have this problem: One, the promised 
benefits are too big, or two, not enough money was 
put away,” says David Crane, special adviser for 
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger. 

California’s contribution to its public-employee 
pension fund is projected at $3.5 billion in the 
fiscal year starting July 2010, 4% of the state’s 
general-fund budget, the highest proportion in state 
history. 
 
In Los Angeles, the battle is spilling into the 
public, including at a noisy City Council meeting 
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in February. On the agenda was a plan to cut 1,000 
workers and reopen contracts. Union members 
turned out to voice opposition.

Art Sweatman, a tree surgeon for the Department 
of Public Works, showed up wearing baseball 
cap that read “Deadwood.” It was a reference to 
comments by Mayor Villaraigosa last year in which 
he said a new early-retirement program could rid 
the city of “deadwood” employees. 

“We have to let them know we’re here,” says Mr. 
Sweatman, a member of the Service Employees 
International Union local 721. Mr. Sweatman’s 
union says it is trying to meet the city half way. 
Local 721 has agreed to early-retirement programs 
and furlough days, says executive director John 
Tanner, but it has resisted health or pension 
rollbacks. “Our goal was to get through this 
without layoffs or cost-shifting on health care,” he 
says. 

Government benefits are almost as old as 
government itself. Military pensions stretch back 
to the Roman Empire, predating private-sector 
benefits by centuries. The U.S. offered retirement 
pay to soldiers who fought in the revolutionary 
war, and by 1930 the federal government gave 
pensions to all its employees. Pensions at private-
sector employers came into widespread use only 
after World War II. 

Lee Craig, an economics professor at North 
Carolina State University, says pressure has been 
building for years to cut government benefits, 
with the financial crisis accelerating that. “Their 
promises have finally outstripped the growth of 
their tax bases,” he says. 

California’s Santa Barbara County, a coastal area 
known for wineries and Spanish architecture 
as well as Michael Jackson’s former Neverland 
Ranch, has seen tax revenues fall over the past 
three years. The county has reduced its work force 
by 7.5% and management salaries have been frozen 
since 2008. 

At a workshop conducted by the county’s 
executive office, representatives from two dozen 
departments—the sheriff’s office, mental services, 
and public works, among others—were required to 
suggest cuts. The proposals included eliminating 
two Spanish-speaking interpreters in the public 
defender’s office, closing a camp for delinquent 
teenage boys that opened in 1944, and reducing 
staff in a child-abuse prevention program. Another 
proposed move could add four to six more weeks 
to the wait for food stamps. 

In Redding, Calif., the mayor and city council 
are asking city workers to contribute 7% to 9% 
of their salaries to their pension funds; currently 
the city picks up that tab. Patrick Jones, who 
runs his family’s gun shop in addition to serving 
as part-time mayor, says if the council doesn’t 
win concessions it might use a November ballot 
initiative to ask voters to demand that the city 
negotiate benefit cuts. That move, he said, would 
give the city leverage in any union negotiations. 
“We’re just trying to get as many tools as possible 
to quicken the time it takes” to get concessions, Mr. 
Jones says. 

One group fighting back in Redding is the 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 
which represents 53 electrical workers on the 
city payroll. One recent morning, about two 
dozen members gathered in the “bull room,” 
where linemen and electricians meet to get their 
work assignments. The workers listened to union 
representative Ray Thomas update them on the 
contract fight. Mr. Thomas said he hasn’t any 
intention of agreeing to benefit cuts, but told his 
workers not to expect much. 

“If it doesn’t screw the future, it’s something we’ll 
have to discuss,” Mr. Thomas said.

A member of the audience raised his hand 
and asked if it was true that deputy sheriffs in 
surrounding Shasta County had been considering a 
plan to pay more of their retirement costs.

“Did they vote to accept that?” another asked.
Mr. Thomas nodded his head yes.
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Key 2010 Policy Issues

There are several concurrent public policy efforts in Oklahoma that are related to municipal 
finance policy and practice. 

House Bill 2359 has restricted the options of municipalities to collect their own local sales taxes. 
This bill now requires all municipalities to contract with the Oklahoma Tax Commission for 
collection operations. A subsequent article shows the language of that bill and how the change of 
five words has created a major policy issue in the state. It was enacted as a direct response to the 
notions of the City of Tulsa to collect its own sales tax. 

House Bill 2653 created the Oklahoma Task Force on Municipal Finance. This group consists 
of legislators and experienced city finance officials. The Oklahoma Municipal League and 
interested communities will be feeding information and perspectives to this Task Force. The Task 
Force functions are explained by Terry Simonson in an article that follows. Mr. Simonson is the 
Chief of Staff for the Mayor of Tulsa. 

The Oklahoma Municipal League has created a Municipal Liaison Board to negotiate and 
coordinate sales tax collection policy and actions with the Oklahoma Tax Commission. An article 
in this section by Joe Don Dunham explains the goals and objectives of that group.
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Oklahoma	  
Legislature	  

(HB	  2653)	  
OK	  Task	  Force	  on	  
Municipal	  Finance	  

(ar@cle	  AB	  TerrB	  Cimonson)	  

Oklahoma	  
Tax	  Commission	  

HB	  2359	  
Cales	  Tax	  Contrac@ng	  

OML	  	  
Liaison	  Board	  	  

to	  OK	  Tax	  Commission	  
(ar@cle	  AB	  Hoe	  Ion	  Iunham)	  

OML	  Task	  Force	  	  
Revenue	  &	  Efficiencies	  
	  (ar@cle	  AB	  CarolBn	  Ctager)	  
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House Bill 2359 
2010 Oklahoma Legislature

ENROLLED HOUSE
BILL NO. 2359 By:  Liebmann, Miller and Martin (Scott) of the House and Johnson (Mike) and                       
   Myers of the Senate

An Act relating to revenue and taxation;  … which relates to contracts between municipal entities 
and the Oklahoma Tax Commission; providing for mandatory contracts; providing for additional 
contracts related to enforcement; authorizing contract for audit services; prescribing procedures 
for approval by Tax Commission; authorizing exchange of information; requiring preservation of 
confidential information; providing for exclusion of certain amounts in computation of retention 
fee; requiring contracts to contain certain provisions related to obligations of Oklahoma Tax 
Commission; … 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA:

SECTION 1.     AMENDATORY     68 O.S. 2001, Section 1401, as amended by Section 28, 
Chapter 413, O.S.L. 2003 (68 O.S. Supp. 2009, Section 1401), is amended to read as follows:

HB 2359 (2010) - five words changed to one. 

... Section 2702.  A.  The governing body of any incorporated city or town and the 
Oklahoma Tax Commission are authorized and empowered to shall enter into contractual 
agreements whereby the Oklahoma Tax Commission shall have authority to assess, 
to collect and to enforce any taxes or, penalties or interest thereon, levied by such 
incorporated city or town, and remit the same to such municipality ... the municipality shall 
agree to refrain from any assessment, collection, or enforcement of the municipal tax except 
as specified in the agreement.  Such agreement shall authorize the Oklahoma Tax Commission 
to retain an amount not to exceed one and three-fourths percent (1 3/4%) as a retention fee of 
municipal tax collected for services rendered in connection with such collections ...
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Liaison Board to the Oklahoma Tax Commission
Joe Don Dunham, Finance Director, Altus

The Board
In the March 31, 2010 report to the Oklahoma 
Municipal League’s (OML) Municipal Revenue 
and Efficiencies Task Force several issues 
concerning the Oklahoma Tax Commission (OTC) 
were raised. Some of these issues were problems 
with sales and use tax collection and enforcement, 
the independent auditor program and accountability 
by OTC for the retainage paid by municipalities 
for enforcement of their sales tax ordinances. To 
address these issues, the Task Force created a 
Municipal Liaison Board to work directly with the 
OTC on issues identified.

Purpose
The purpose of the Board would be to provide a 
venue for OTC to receive direction from municipal 
representatives on topics to include but not be 
limited to addressing issues of the accountability 
for the retainage paid by cities and towns, setting 
priorities for OTC collection  and enforcement 
activities, improving contract terms and reporting 
methods and involving  municipalities in 
formulating OTC’s policies and procedures in its 
enforcement of municipal  tax ordinances.  

Membership
When OML was determining who should comprise 
the board and what authority it would have, 
it was decided the Board would be composed 
of municipal officials selected by municipal 
representatives and it would meet regularly on a 
schedule mutually determined by OTC and MLB.  
 
The Board would have the authority to request 
information, review all matters pertaining to OTC’s 
duties and activities pursuant to the municipal 
contracts and make recommendations to address 
issues identified. It was also decided unless 
municipalities prefer to create a formal structure 
with legal duties for OTC; the Board would be 
established under an informal arrangement or by a 
formal agreement between OTC and OML.  

In April, OML moved forward on identifying 
nine qualified individuals willing to serve on 
the Board. OML staff identified individuals who 
would represent a cross section of Oklahoma 
Municipalities. The Officials who serve on the 
board are from communities as large as Oklahoma 
City and Tulsa to communities the size of 
Altus and Bixby. Every area in the state is also 
represented. The communities represented in this 
non-formal working group are Oklahoma City, 
Tulsa, Bartlesville, Muskogee, Bixby, Edmond, 
Woodward and Altus. The officials who make up 
the Board are as diverse. They are Mayors, City 
Managers and Assistant City Managers, Finance 
Directors, Treasurers and Attorneys.  

Meetings
The Board held its first meeting in May. It was 
decided it should meet on a monthly basis, unless 
it was determined it should meet more frequently. 
During this organizational meeting the Board 
discussed its origin and purpose, the OML Task 
Force, the representation of  municipalities before 
OTC and developmental policies and practices for 
OTC enforcement  of municipal sales and use tax. 
Also discussed, was the goal and objectives of the 
group, the structure and procedures for the Board’s 
work. The Board developed issues for meetings, 
procedures for communication and work between 
meetings and the possible need for working groups 
of other municipal officials to develop ideas 
and serve as a sounding board  for the Board’s 
proposals to OTC and development of a meeting 
schedule.  

Initial Meeting
At this initial meeting the Board met with OTC 
officials during which OTC outlined its collection 
and enforcement procedures, including audit 
standards and procedures. The Board and OTC 
explored the possibilities of local enforcement 
authority and capabilities  which included a review 
of some procedures being developed and used by 
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House Bill 2653 
2010 Oklahoma Legislature

ENROLLED HOUSE
BILL NO. 2653 By: Sullivan and Tibbs of the House and Crain of the Senate

An Act relating to municipal finance; creating the Task Force on Municipal Finance; providing 
for membership; requiring organizational meeting; providing for selection of chair and cochair; 
prescribing quorum requirement; providing for inapplicability of Oklahoma Open Meeting Act; 
prescribing requirement for meeting notices; providing for travel reimbursement; specifying 
reimbursement method for legislator members; providing for staff assistance; prescribing 
scope of inquiry by Task Force; requiring final report; specifying date of report; providing for 
termination of Task Force; providing for codification; and declaring an emergency.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA:

SECTION 1.     NEW LAW     A new section of law to be codified in the Oklahoma Statutes as 
Section 350 of Title 62, unless there is created a duplication in numbering, reads as follows:

A.  There is hereby created the Task Force on Municipal Finance.

B.  The Task Force shall be composed of nine (9) persons to be selected as follows:

 
Members of the task force appointed are the following individuals:
 
Rep. Dan Sullivan (Chairman) (Speaker’s appointee)
Sen. Patrick Anderson (Pro Tempore’s appointee)
Cathy O’Connor, Asst. City Manager, OKC (Pro Tempore’s appointee)
Terry Simonson, Chief of Staff to Mayor Dewey Bartlett, Tulsa (Speaker’s appointee)
Larry Mitchell, City Manager, Lawton (Governor’s appointee)
Joe Don Dunham, Finance Director, Altus (Governor’s appointee)
Carolyn Stager, Executive Director of OML
TBD, Representative from OSF
TBD, Representative from the Oklahoma Tax Commission
 
The Task Force is charged with examining laws governing municipal finance
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Oklahoma Task Force on Municipal Finance 
Terry Simonson, Chief of Staff, Office of the Mayor, Tulsa

The genesis of this Task Force is that it grew out 
of HB 2653 which originally proposed changes to 
allow for additional uses of the sinking fund that 
cities use to pay debt and judgments.  The sinking 
fund is generated by property tax revenues.  Because 
cities’ operational costs are so dependent on sales 
tax revenues, alternatives that allow use of other tax 
revenues are always considered.  

As there was further discussion during the 2010 
legislative session about municipal finance it became 
apparent that the issues were much bigger than 
the proposal contained in the bill.  The Task Force 
will examine laws governing municipal finance 
and submit a report to the House Speaker, Senate 
president pro tempore and governor by January 31, 
2011 and the Task Force itself will terminate effective 
February 1, 2011.

The Task Force will be consist of representatives of 
cities less than 50,000 population; cities between 
50,000 and 100,000; cities between 100,000 and 
400,000; a city greater than 400,000; a member of the 
House of Representatives; a member of the Senate; 
a representative appointed by a statewide non-profit 
that represents municipal interests; the Director of the 
Office of State Finance or a designee; and a member 
appointed by the Oklahoma Tax Commission.

Creation of the Task Force on Municipal Finance 
is a major step in the right direction.  The purpose 
of the Task Force will be to examine the sources of 
revenue available to cities, sinking funds, separate 
accounts within cities’ general funds, establishment of 
reserve funds, and other matters the Task Force might 
consider relevant to municipal finance. Hopefully 
the Task Force will consider, while examining cities’ 
sources of revenue, the impact that the volatility of 
sales tax as a revenue base has on the continuous and 
consistent provision of city services.

Cities have put forth several proposals in recent years 
that address the limited funding sources available 
for cities’ general fund purposes.  Generally, Public 
Safety expenses have grown at a much faster pace 

than other general fund expenditures such as parks 
and streets.  In 2007 cities and the Oklahoma 
Municipal League advocated for a measure that 
would allow for the creation of fire protection districts 
that could be funded using property taxes.  The 
district could only be formed and funded after an 
affirmative vote of the citizens within the proposed 
district.  In addition, the use of property taxes was 
capped at a certain millage rate to assure there would 
not be unlimited spending authority. 

This proposal gathered a great deal of momentum 
and came very close to approval before ultimately 
being rejected.  It would have allowed cities to form 
multi-jurisdictional districts and limit their sales 
tax exposure for funding fire fighting services.  A 
key aspect of the proposal was local control.  A city 
would have the choice of voting for the district and 
the choice of voting for the funding level.  Cities 
could join together and realize economies of scale, 
cut administrative costs, improve response times and 
firefighting capabilities and most importantly relieve 
the pressure on the sales tax revenue base. 

A second effort was made in the 2008 legislative 
session, this time to have the state designate one half 
cent of the 4.5 cents per dollar of the state sales tax 
for cities for street improvement and maintenance 
purposes.  Cities organized and presented the 
proposal to groups statewide to try to win support.  
The concept of the plan was based on the fact that 
counties receive hundreds of million of dollars 
through gasoline taxes while cities, where most the 
state’s population lives and actually drives, receives 
only about $24 million per year.  Most other states 
have a formula for distribution of the gasoline tax that 
provides cities revenue at least on par with counties.  
This effort foundered as the economy continued to 
worsen in 2008 and state revenues declined. 

It is the hope of many Mayors and Councils, city 
managers and finance directors that the Task Force 
created by HB 2653 creates genuine solutions to 
cities’ financial distress.
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municipalities. Additional ideas for municipalities 
to have a collection and enforcement role and how 
this could affect the retainage fees held by OTC 
were also discussed.  

Subsequent Activity
After this initial meeting the Board determined 
initial priority issues would be accountability for 
retainage, audits both by OTC and local authority 
for audits, computer capability, information sharing 
to include confidence building measures, local 
enforcement, OTC  procedures, both form and 
content of reports, sourcing to include out-of-state 
sales and use  taxes and verifying tax amounts.  

It was decided the second meeting, which was held 
in June, would be a working meeting without the 
attendance of OTC. During the second meeting 
there was much discussion over the changes 
in House Bill 2359, which is an act relating to 
revenue and taxation, and how these changes could 
affect Oklahoma Municipalities.  
 
Some important changes are in Section 9, 12, and 
16 of this bill. In Section 9 there are amendments 
to increase and enhance the reports OTC must 
provide to municipalities. Section 12 addresses the 
fact OTC is directed to develop joint enforcement 
efforts with local taxing jurisdictions. Section 

16 addresses issues added during the last day of 
session, which mandate cities and towns  contract 
with OTC for a centralized point of sales and use 
tax collection.  

After this second meeting the issues of vendor 
discounts and contract language was added to the 
issues identified during the first meeting that needs 
to be addressed. After some discussion it was 
decided by the Board contract language should be 
the first priority of the Board.  
 
As this board was to be the voice of municipalities 
to OTC, it felt the best way to show this would be 
to develop a sales and use contract which would be 
beneficial to municipalities of all sizes and regions.  

Future
As you can see this Board is still in its infancy 
and development stages. As we move through the 
tricky waters of the Oklahoma Tax Commission 
and development of resolutions of the issues at 
hand, any comments or suggestions are welcome. 
The purpose of this Board is to be the voice of 
all Municipalities, within the State of Oklahoma, 
to the Oklahoma Tax Commission. Please send 
any suggestions, concerns, problems or solutions 
for problems to the Board through the Oklahoma 
Municipal League  
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The Functions of the Oklahoma Tax Commission
Bill Winters, Oklahoma Tax Commission

Since its inception in 1931, the Oklahoma Tax 
Commission has held the responsibility of the 
collection and administration of taxes, licenses and 
fees that impact every Oklahoman. The collected 
revenues fuel such state projects as education, 
transportation, recreation, social welfare and a 
myriad of other services.   Besides collecting taxes, 
the department enforces the revenue laws fairly 
and impartially in an effort to encourage voluntary 
taxpayer compliance.

Mission
The agency’s mission is: to serve the people of 
Oklahoma by promoting tax compliance through 
quality service and fair administration.

Responsibilities
In general, the Tax Commissioner is responsible for 
the administration of most state-collected taxes and 
several locally-collected taxes.

Some of the many functions of the agency include: 

• Provide services to license, register and also 
renew permits for approximately 80,000 
business owners  

• Manage and track individual income tax 
accounts for more than 1.7 million filers 
annually 

• Perform audits to ensure accuracy of report 
filing 

• Receive and process tax payments and returns 

• Issue administrative rulings 

• Educate and assist taxpayers through telephone 
hot lines, seminars and workshops, the internet, 
and field representatives 

• Title and register more than 3 million vehicles 
in the State of Oklahoma   

• Work with counties and cities to answer 
questions, prepare reports, and ensure taxes 
are distributed among more than 570 local 
governments in Oklahoma.  

Organization
At the head of the organization are the three 
governor-appointed commissioners, Chairman 
Thomas Kemp; Vice-Chairman, Jerry Johnson; 
and Secretary-Member, Constance Irby. Each 
of the three members of the Commission is 
appointed, to a six-year term, by the Governor and 
confirmed by the State Senate. The commissioners 
are responsible for the supervision of the 
administration and enforcement of state tax laws. 

Under the direction of the commissioners, Agency 
Administrator, Tony Mastin, oversees the day-to-
day management of the agency. He is assisted by 
a team of professionals who manage the twelve 
divisions of the agency:  
 
Taxpayer Assistance Division, Communications 
Division, Central Processing Division, Account 
Maintenance Division, Compliance Division, 
Tax Policy Division, Motor Vehicle Division, Ad 
Valorem Division, Human Resources Division, 
Legal Division, Management Services Division and 
the Information Technology Division.  

FY 2010, agency accomplishments included:

• Collecting and processing more than $9.4 
billion in revenue for the state of Oklahoma 
  

• Receiving 2.3 million pieces of mail to process 
and apply to taxpayer accounts 
 

• Reducing processing time of income tax 
returns to less than 5 days per return (includes 
electronic and paper filed returns) 

• Launching a new online application allowing 
taxpayers to renew vehicle tags. 
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Chapter 4

Municipal Revenues
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The Bentonville Budget
Manny Gamallo, Tulsa World, January 17, 2010

There is no cavalry just around the corner to 
save Oklahoma’s cities from dwindling sales-tax 
revenues.  Diane Pedicord, general counsel for 
the Oklahoma Municipal League, said there is 
no pending legislation before the Legislature that 
would provide alternate funding mechanisms for 
cash-strapped cities.  To the contrary, Pedicord said 
several bills are being proposed to grant additional 
sales-tax exemptions, “and we’re going to have to 
keep our eye on those.” 

Meanwhile, Pedicord said a number of municipal 
officials are now tossing around ideas with the 
league to provide extra sources of revenue, one 
of them being the use of property taxes to fund 
municipal government.  “But that would require a 
constitutional amendment,” she noted, and that’s 
unlikely to happen any time soon. 

Sand Springs City Manager Doug Enevoldsen, 
who served as the state’s comptroller 20 years ago, 
is an outspoken supporter of getting cities another 
money source to fund municipal operations.  
According to Enevoldsen, Oklahoma is the only 
state in the nation in which cities rely strictly on 
sales-tax revenues to fund their general operations. 

Pedicord echoed that, noting that cities in other 
states use income and personal property taxes to 
finance their governments, instead of just relying 
solely on sales taxes. 

Enevoldsen said the fact that Oklahoma’s cities rely 
on sales taxes for funding puts them in an awkward 
position in trying to lure a new business to town. 
Many communities find themselves torn between 
trying to get a new business that will produce 
jobs, or one which will expand a city’s sales-tax 
revenues, he noted.  Enevoldsen made another 
point, one which went to the heart of the need for 
another funding source for cities.  For many of 
Oklahoma’s smaller cities, he said, their yearly 
budget needs are being determined at Bentonville, 
Ark. Bentonville is the home of the corporate 
headquarters for Walmart. 
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New Ideas: Finding More Funding
Brian Barber, Tulsa World, January 24, 2010

 Mayor Dewey Bartlett has spent most of his first 
seven weeks in office grappling with Tulsa’s budget 
crisis and dealing with looming layoffs. 

What Bartlett wants to turn his attention to is 
boosting revenue - through creative ideas, not new 
taxes - so that the city, hopefully, never finds itself 
in this financial dilemma again. 

“I don’t think that our limits, revenue-wise, are 
going to ease any time soon,” he said. “So I think 
we need to get real serious about finding ways to 
adjust.” 

Two days after he took office, Bartlett had a 
meeting with the executives of KPMG, asking the 
powerhouse auditing firm to do for Tulsa what it 
did for Indianapolis. 

About a decade ago, the firm went to the Indiana 
metropolis looking for ways to make its municipal 
government as efficient as possible. Now those 
efforts have resulted in $500 million in savings 
over 10 years. 

“It was a phenomenal success and has become the 
role model,” said Mayoral Chief of Staff Terry 
Simonson. 

Bartlett wants to hire the firm, using private 
donations, not tax revenue, to go through Tulsa’s 
city government from top to bottom. 

“I think this is something that the mayor can take 
to our business leaders and they would appreciate 
it enough to help pay for it,” Simonson said, 
adding that he doesn’t know yet how much such an 
efficiency audit would cost. 

If everything comes together, it would be a 12-
week process conducted this spring. 

“They’d be like an efficiency SWAT team,” 
Simonson said. 

Not that Bartlett doesn’t have plenty of money-
saving ideas of his own that he’s going to pursue. 
Here’s a look at just four of them. 

1. Local collection of sales taxes

The city, either in-house or on a contract basis, 
is looking to collect its own sales taxes, taking 
over the responsibility from the Oklahoma Tax 
Commission. 

Tulsa turns over more than $2 million annually to 
the state agency - or 1 percent of its tax receipts - to 
do the job now, Bartlett said. 

“It’s a lot of money for collection purposes,” he 
said. “I think we could do it cheaper and more 
effectively.” 

Bartlett said he has talked unofficially to county 
officials about possibly sharing the expense since 
they collect a share of the sales tax rate, too. 

The mayor questions whether the state budget 
cuts and understaffing are affecting the Tax 
Commission’s ability to audit and collect. 

If the city takes over the role, he said, it can be 
more aggressive about auditing and being aware of 
which businesses owe back taxes. 

“We’ve heard of new businesses that have not 
even been contacted by the Tax Commission about 
paying their sales taxes,” he said. 

Tax Commission spokeswoman Paula Ross said 
that “under the current agreement, cities can’t 
collect sales tax.” 

But Tulsa officials are exploring whether a local 
collection can occur through Tax Commission 
administrative changes or if state Legislature 
authorization is needed. 
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One of the legislators they’ve talked to is state Rep. 
Ron Peters, R-Tulsa, who said he believes the idea 
is worth pursuing. 

“It’s incumbent on us, both the city and the county, 
to do our due diligence when it comes to collecting 
taxes, otherwise (some) taxpayers are sort of 
subsidizing the others,” Peters said. 

But he added that he is unsure whether the city can 
even attempt such a program. 

“I don’t know if we’ve authorized the Tax 
Commission to be the sole tax collector or the 
city has had a contract over time” to provide that 
service. “I think that’s all part of the conversation 
we need to have.” 

2. Insurance payments for fire service 

Many homeowners’ insurance policies carry 
provisions that the insurance companies will pay 
$500 or more toward fire services when firefighters 
are called to protect insured property. 

And yet, the city has never tried collecting this 
revenue, Bartlett said, adding, “We don’t know 
why. But this was being looked at by the previous 
administration.” 

Rural fire departments make the claims all the time, 
he said. Sand Springs also does. 

Research indicates that the city may be able to go 
back up to two years on fire claims to bring in that 
insurance money, Bartlett said. In 2009 there were 
roughly 900 structure fires and nearly as many the 
year before. 

It also may be possible to make claims every 
time firefighters respond to the thousands of car 
accidents that take place in Tulsa each year, Bartlett 
said. 

If there is no insurance policy, he said, the 
city would not try to collect the fee against an 
individual. 

There are companies the city could hire to handle 
the claim process for a percentage of collections, 
Simonson said. 

“It’s quick and in comes the money,” he said. “This 
is a low-overhead opportunity.” 

3. Restructuring use of the sinking fund
 
State law restricts the use of the city’s sinking fund, 
which is funded by property taxes, to paying court 
judgments and bond indebtedness. This fiscal year, 
$43.5 million will be paid into the sinking fund. 

Rep. Dan Sullivan, R-Tulsa, is working on 
legislation that would allow cities to use money in 
their sinking funds to create a “rainy day” fund, as 
long as their debts are covered. 

The change also would require a vote of the people 
to amend the state Constitution, Sullivan said. 

“We’re just trying to think of some creative ways 
that make sense to cities and taxpayers to allow 
them to generate over a period of a year a rainy day 
fund,” he said. 

For example, Sullivan said, if a city had negotiated 
a $100,000 judgment down to $80,000, the $20,000 
saved would go into the rainy day fund. 

“This is still kind of a work in progress,” he said. 

Simonson said the sinking fund has Tulsa’s most 
stable source of revenue, “but we can’t tap into it if 
we have an emergency.” 

“This would not be a new tax, simply a new use,” 
he said. “We’re not talking about raising anyone’s 
property taxes in any way.” 

The city could restructure its debts to produce 
savings, and “suddenly the sinking fund is not so 
full,” Simonson said. 
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4. Energy audits & energy performance 
contracting 

Making Tulsa’s government as energy efficient as 
possible was a campaign promise made by Bartlett, 
and he’s ready to act on it. 

“This would be all-encompassing,” said the mayor, 
who as an oilman has a passion for the issue. 

Bartlett said he’s talked to a private company about 
conducting an energy audit. It would not cost any 
taxpayer money because the city would use U.S. 
Department of Energy grant funds. 

Any purchases needed for the energy-efficiency 
program would be paid for through the savings 
derived from the changes. 

“The city has a lot of buildings,” Bartlett said. “We 
would go over everything from more efficient light 
fixtures, to thermostats, insulation, basic things like 
that. But also the timing of when things are turned 
on and off. “ 

Bartlett said the city also does not examine whether 
the municipal buildings’ numerous natural gas 
and electrical meter readings are in line with the 
amounts being billed. 

The city needs to put in a master meter, which 
would be at a lower rate, and monitor numerous 
buildings, Bartlett said. 

Tulsa is also moving toward LED traffic lights, 
he said. But the city’s contract with the utility 
company does not reflect those changes. 

“We need to tell them we have more efficient 
lights and that they need to charge us less money,” 
Bartlett said. “That hasn’t been done, and it’s not 
done automatically.” 

The mayor said the city needs to be more 
aggressive about negotiating better rates for gas 
and electricity. 

“We don’t have to go out and pay full retail 
because we can essentially buy in bulk,” he said. 
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Expanding the OK Sales Tax Base
David Blatt, Oklahoma Policy Institute

Meet David Blatt
David helped found Oklahoma 
Policy Institute and served as 
Director of Policy before becoming 
the organization’s Director in 2010. 
David’s work involves conducting 
research, writing papers, and giving 
public presentations on state budget 
and tax policy, poverty, health care, 
asset development, and various other 
subjects. 

Recognized as one of the state’s top 
experts on state fiscal policy, David previously 
served for seven years as Director of Public Policy 
for Community Action Project of Tulsa County and 
for three years as a budget analyst for the State 
Senate. He has a Ph.D. in political science from 
Cornell University and a B.A. from the University 
of Alberta. He lives in Tulsa with his wife, Patty 
Hipsher, a political science professor at Oklahoma 
State University and their son, Noah.

For all of OK Policy’s materials on budget and tax 
issues, go to: www.okpolicy.org. 
 
Our Oklahoma Sales Tax
The sales tax is Oklahoma’s single largest revenue 
source funding state and local government. At 
the state level, the general sales tax generated 
$1.95 billion in FY ’07, representing just under 
one-quarter of all state tax revenue. County and 
municipal general sales taxes brought in $1.44 
billion in FY ’07, or slightly less than 40% 
of all local revenue.1 While state and county 
governments have a more diversified revenue base, 
municipalities, which are prohibited from assessing 
property or income taxes, depend most heavily on 
the sales tax to fund their programs and services. 

While the sales tax serves as a cornerstone of 
the tax system for state and local government in 
Oklahoma, the tax presents problems from the 
perspective of both adequacy and equity. From 

an adequacy standpoint, a decreasing 
share of consumption is subject to the 
sales tax. According to a 2005 report 
from the Center on Budget and Policy 
Priorities, just 35.7 percent of all 
sales in Oklahoma in 2003 remained 
subject to the sales tax, compared to 
52.0 percent in 1990.2 This decline 
has multiple causes: the shift from 
a goods-based to a service-based 
economy; the growing prevalence of 
Internet sales that escape state and 
local sales taxes, and the propensity 
of states to grant an increasing array 

of sales tax exemptions. The result is that sales 
tax revenues are failing to keep pace with the 
increasing cost of providing public services. 
 
The current sales tax system also raises concerns 
from an equity, or fairness, standpoint. Because 
lower-and middle-income households tend to 
consume a significantly higher share of their 
income on items subject to the sales tax than do 
wealthier households, the sales tax is regressive.   

A 2009 analysis by the Institute for Taxation and 
Economic Policy finds that Oklahoma households 
in the bottom 60 percent of income pay, on 
average, 6.6 percent of their total income in sales 
and excise taxes, compared to under 4 percent of 
income for sales and excise taxes for families in the 
top fifth of income.3 

The idea of broadening the sales tax has been 
widely proposed and debated in recent years as 
a means of addressing the adequacy, and to a 
somewhat lesser extent, the equity issues associated 
with the sales tax. This idea has two distinct but 
related strands: They are: (1) broadening the sales 
tax base to cover more services and (2) eliminating 
exemptions on currently untaxed goods 

We will examine each of these ideas in turn to 
explore the merits and drawbacks of the proposals 
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and to estimate the potential 
revenue opportunities associated 
with expanding the sales tax. 

It is worth noting that any additional 
revenue generated by broadening the sales tax 
could be done either to increase net revenues so 
as to boost funding for public services, or in a 
revenue-neutral way to lower the sales tax rate 
or offset a reduction in other taxes. This choice 
will obviously have a crucial impact on how any 
proposal ultimately affects taxpayers and public 
budgets. 

Taxing Services
Although 45 states levy a sales tax, most states do 
not apply the sales tax to most services. A 2007 
survey by the Federation of Tax Administrators 
identified 168 services that are potentially taxable. 

On average, states assessed sales tax on just 55 of 
these services. Hawaii, New Mexico, South Dakota 
and West Virginia are the exceptions among states 
in taxing services comprehensively.  
 
As the FTA survey notes, several other states, 
including Arkansas, Connecticut, District of 
Columbia, Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi, Nebraska, 
Texas, and Wisconsin, tax a large number of 
selected services. These states widely tax utilities, 
admissions/amusements and labor and repair 
services, but leave professional services largely 
untaxed. 4

 
Oklahoma is typical among the states in applying 
the sales tax to only a small range of services. 
 
The FTA survey shows Oklahoma as taxing 32 
of 168 services. The categories of services which 
are most likely to be taxed in Oklahoma are utility 
services for industrial use (e.g. electricity, natural 
gas and telephone, but not water), residential phone 
services, admissions and amusements (e.g. bowling 
alleys, club memberships and video tape rentals), 
and leases and rentals [full list in Table 1].   
 
Among the services that are frequently taxed in 
other states but remain exempt in Oklahoma are 

residential utilities, repair 
labor, auto services and 
washing, long-term 
automobile leases, 
service contracts, cable 

television, and overnight trailer park rentals. 
 
There are several strong arguments in favor of 
expanding the sales tax on services: 5 

• Taxing services more broadly is essential if 
the long-run adequacy of the sales tax is to 
be maintained. There is little chance that the 
long-term shift of consumption from goods 
to services will be halted or reversed, which 
means a continuous erosion of the revenue 
base for states and local governments. The 
alternative to broadening the sales tax base 
is to continue to raise the rate. This option is 
constrained, however, by the limits of voter 
support for combined sales tax rates that are 
nearing 10 percent in Oklahoma and other 
states, and by the ease by which consumers can 
shift purchases to remote retailers (Internet, 
catalogs) where states are constrained in their 
ability to collect taxes.6 

• Taxing services would make the sale tax 
more economically fair and rational. Since 
the sales tax is intended to be a general tax 
on consumption, there is little reason to tax 
the consumption of goods and not tax the 
consumption of services, which in fact can 
be substitutes for one another. For example, 
it is unfair to tax someone who buys carpet 
cleaning supplies but not the person who pays 
a carpet cleaning service. This inequity distorts 
resource allocation throughout the economy 
by creating an artificial incentive to purchase 
untaxed services rather than taxed goods. 

• Taxing services could lessen the regressivity 
of the sales tax. As a general rule, many 
services are discretionary expenditures and are 
more likely to be consumed by the wealthy 
than by low- and moderate-income households. 
However, as Michael Mazerov cautions, the 
revenue gains from taxing services consumed 
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primarily by the wealthy are fairly limited. 
Any broad sales tax expansion will include 
services – such as residential utilities – that 
are purchased broadly across the population. 
Mazerov concludes that “in general, a broad 
expansion of sales taxation to services will not 
change relative tax burdens”.7

In exploring options for expanding the sales tax to 
services, a key policy question concerns whether to 
tax all categories of services, or to limit the tax to 
services that are consumed primarily by households 
rather than businesses. Most economists and tax 

specialists, across the ideological spectrum, caution 
against taxing business inputs, whether goods 
or services, that go into the production of other 
goods and services. This is because of the risk of 
“tax pyramiding”, in which inputs are taxed on 
multiple occasions and become a hidden tax within 
the final cost of an item.  Taxing business inputs 
creates the risk of making local businesses less 
cost-competitive compared to businesses based in 
other states, and could lead a business that makes 
substantial purchases of taxable services to expand 
or shift production to states that exempt these 
services 

TRANSPORTATION
Income from Intrastate Transportation of Persons
Income for Taxi Operations

STORAGE
Automotive Storage

UTILITY SERVICE-INDUSTRIAL
Intrastate Telephone and Telegraph
Interstate Telephone and Telegraph
Electricity
Natural Gas
Other Fuel (including heating oil)

UTILITY SERVICE-RESIDENTIAL
Intrastate Telephone and Telegraph
Interstate Telephone and Telegraph

SERVICES-PERSONAL
Tuxedo Rental

SERVICES-BUSINESS
Commercial Linen Supply
Photocopying Services
Photo Finishing
Printing

COMPUTER
Software- Packaged or Canned Program
Software- Modifications to Canned Program
Software- Custom Programs- Material

TABLE 1
SERVICES CURRENTLY TAXED IN OKLAHOMA 

Source: Federation of Tax Administrators, Sales Taxation of Services: 2007  
Report. Available at: www.taxadmin.org/fta/pub/services/services.html

AUTOMOTIVE
Parking Lots and Garages

ADMISSIONS/AMUSEMENTS
Pari-mutuel Racing Events
Amusement Park Admission and Rides
Billiard Parlors
Bowling Alleys
Circuses and Fairs- Admission and Games
Admission to School and College Sporting Events
Membership Fees in Private Clubs
Admission to Cultural Events
Pinball and Other Mechanical Amusements
Admission to Professional Sports Events
Rental of Video Tapes for Home Viewing

LEASES/RENTALS
Personal Property, Short Term (Generally)
Personal Property, Long Term (Generally)
Bulldozers, Draglines and Const. Mach., Short Term
Bulldozers, Draglines and Const. Mach., Long Term
Rental of Hand tools to Licensed Contractors
Short-Term Automobile Rental
Limousine Service (With Driver)
Aircraft Rental to Individual Pilots, Short Term
Aircraft Rental to Individual Pilots, Long Term
Hotels, Motels, Lodging Houses

FABRICATION/INSTALLATION/REPAIR
Repair Material, Generally
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As a result of these concerns, the Center on Budget 
and Policy Priorities recommends that states 
assess services consumed primarily by households 
(such as hair salons, bowling and health clubs), 
while exempting services consumed primarily by 
businesses (such as advertising, payroll processing, 
and accounting).

How Much Revenue By Taxing Services?
There have been two attempts to generate estimates 
of the potential state revenue for Oklahoma from 
an expansion of the sales tax base. In his study on 
taxing services, Michael Mazerov of the Center 
on Budget and Policy Priorities calculated the 
potential revenue of expanding the sales tax to 
cover services that are primarily consumed by 
households, rather than by businesses.  
 
Mazerov used federal government statistics that 
break out household purchases of services to arrive 
at total purchases of “readily-taxable” services.8 
Since this data is national, he applied each state’s 

share of national income to these purchases and 
then applied the state’s sales tax rate to generate a 
state-specific revenue estimate. Mazerov calculated 
the potential additional state tax revenue for 
Oklahoma from taxing all readily-taxable services 
as $792 million as of 2007. This would also 
roughly equate to an additional $580 million for 
local governments in Oklahoma. 
 
However, Mazerov acknowledges that this 
estimate is likely overstated in two respects. First, 
his calculations assume no taxation of existing 
services, whereas in reality, some household 
services are already subject to taxation. Table 
2 shows that 10 of the 40 household services 
Mazerov categorizes as “household services” are 
already taxed in Oklahoma.  
 
It is unclear how much of the $792 million in 
estimated potential revenue is already being 
collected. Secondly, the imposition of a 4.5 cent 
to 9 cent increase in the sales price (depending on 

Veterinary Services No
Horse Boarding/Training No
Pet Grooming No
Landscaping/Lawn Care No
Self Storage No
Marina Services No
Residential Electricity No
Residential Gas No
Investment Counseling No
Barber Shops/Salons No
Carpet/Uphol. Cleaning No
Dating Services No
Diaper Service No
Garment Alter./ Repair No
Health Clubs No
Laundry/Dry Cleaning No
Personal Instruction No
Shoe Repair No
Swimming Pool Clean. No
Exterminating No

Auto Washing No
Auto Road Svc./Towing No
Auto Maint./Painting No
Auto Rust proofing No
Cable TV No
Labor Chg., Auto Repair No
Labor Chg., Remodeling No
Extended Svc. Contracts No
Installation Charges No

Tuxedo Rental Yes
Circus/Fair Adm. Yes
Private Club Membership. Yes
Cultural Event Adm. Yes
Prof. Sports Adm. Yes
Private Limo Service Yes
Pari-mutuel Racing Adm. Yes
Amusement Park Adm. Yes
Bowling Alleys Yes
Parking Lots/Garages Yes

Table 2  
OKLAHOMA TAXATION SELECTED HOUSEHOLD SVCS

Source: Michael Mazerov, Expanding Sales Taxation of Services: Options and Issues 
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, June 19, 2003 online at http://www.cbpp.org/3-24-03sfp.htm
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whether local governments piggybacked on the 
state tax) would lead to some shift in consumer 
behavior and to compliance and collection 
issues.  
 
On the other hand, even if the tax were 
assessed only on services primarily consumed 
by households, the new taxes would invariably 
still affect some businesses purchasing the 
selected services, which would generate 
additional revenues.
 
One downside to this proposal is that in 
addition to purchases that might be considered 
as discretionary and that are consumed 
primarily by the more affluent (i.e. dry 
cleaning, horse boarding and investment 
counseling), it would expand the tax base to 
some essential household purchases. 

In particular, the list of currently-untaxed 
household services in Oklahoma includes 
residential utilities, such as electricity, gas and 
water. The sales tax would also potentially 
apply to purchases such as hair cuts, car 
repairs and veterinary services that would 
affect a broad segment of the population. 
 
The second estimate of revenues from taxing 
services was prepared by the Office of State 
Finance and Oklahoma Tax Commission 
in 2002 for a Task Force recommending 
changes to Oklahoma’s tax system.9 The Task 
Force recommended taxing 32 new services 
(see Table 3). The scope of this list was 
considerably broader than household services, 
as it included services purchased primarily by 
businesses, such as legal services, accounting, 
non-residential maintenance and repairs, 
and others.10 On the basis of data from the 
IMPLAN economic impact modeling system, 
this proposal was estimated to generate an 
additional $821 million. 

There are several downsides to the proposal 
developed by the tax reform Tax Force. One 
is that including business-based services 
would have the economically harmful “tax-

TABLE 3
Services Recommended for Taxation  by the 2002 Oklahoma Tax 

Reform Task Force: Sales and Use Tax Base FY - 2003 ($000)

SECTOR AMOUNT
Landscape and Horticultural Services $296,543
New Residential Structures 2,504,954
New Industrial and Commercial Buildings 2,670,265
Resale Exemption for materials purchased  (2,660,873)
Resale Exemption for subcontracted work  (1,418,360)
New Utility Structures 991,566
Maintenance and Repair- Residential 731,345
Maintenance and Repair Other Facilities 1,685,331
Insurance Agents and Brokers (Commission Only) 998,222
Real Estate (Excluding Rent) 319,037
Laundry- Cleaning and Shoe Repair 345,211
Portrait and Photographic Studios 79,630
 Funeral Services and Crematories 130,758
Miscellaneous Personal Services 554,848
Advertising 81,441
Other Business Services 1,778,143
Photofinishing- Commercial Photography 154,662
Services to Buildings 418,244
Detective and Protective Services 244,347
Automobile Repair and Services 680,538
Electrical Repair Services 158,916
Watch- Clock- And Jewelry and Furniture Repair 39,389
 Miscellaneous Repair Shops 646,323
Motion Pictures 246,926
Theatrical Producers- Bands Etc. 253,617
Bowling Alleys and Pool Halls 10,833
Commercial Sports Except Racing 185,971
Racing and Track Operation 106,826
Amusement and Recreation Services 248,407
Membership Sports and Recreation Clubs 124,746
Legal Services 1,664,085
Engineering Architectural Services 1,601,657
 Accounting- Auditing and Bookkeeping 1,038,143
Management and Consulting Services 1,337,227
Total $18,248,918

Source: Office of State Finance, prepared for the Legislator and Citizen 
Task Force on Tax Reform, April 2002 Tax base based on IMPLAN 
economic impact modeling system
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pyramiding” consequences discussed earlier. A 
second is that any revenue estimates associated 
with this proposal are highly uncertain, due to both 
the imprecision of the data source and the uncertain 
economic effects of taxing previously untaxed 
activities. This becomes especially important if 
policymakers are aiming for a revenue-neutral 
trade-off or are basing appropriation decisions 
on anticipated revenues from the tax. But the 
biggest downside may simply be that any proposal 
to tax new services is certain to generate heated 
opposition from interest groups and their political 
supporters. It is notable that the Oklahoma’s 
tax reform task force recommendation to swap 
expanded sales taxes for steep income tax cuts, 
despite being generated by a bi-partisan committee 
of politicians, interest group representatives and 
tax experts, were treated as essentially DOA by the 
Legislature.

Eliminating Existing Exemptions
A second approach to broadening the sales tax base 
is to remove the exemption from currently untaxed 
goods. While Oklahoma law generally applies a 
tax to the sales of all tangible personal property in 
the state, the statutes provide a considerable list of 
transactions that are exempted from taxation.  
 
While some exempted sales can be explained on 
the grounds of economic fairness and efficiency, 
the overall composition of the list gives the 
appearance of a hodge-podge of favors and 
privileges that seems to defy any clear or coherent 
rationale. The arbitrary nature of many of the 
exemptions, as well as the annual efforts by various 
entities to get added to the tax-exempt list, has 
spurred calls to do away with or trim the list of 
exempted sales. 
 
The 2007-08 biannual Tax Expenditure Report of 
the Oklahoma Tax Commission identifies some 
149 sales and use tax exemptions.11 The report 
calculated the revenue impact of those exemptions 
as totaling $3.8 billion in FY ’06 [see Table 4 for a 
list of exemptions exceeding $1 million].  

While this is an indisputably large amount, the 
lion’s share of the exemptions – $3.11 billion, 

or 82 percent of the total cost - fall under the 
categories of sales to manufacturers and sales for 
resale. In both cases, the exemptions are based on 
the sound economic logic of not taxing business 
inputs to avoid tax pyramiding. (However, the Tax 
Commission reports that the fiscal impact of the 
exemption of sales for resales grew by a stunning 
$730 million, or 94 percent, between FY ’06 and 
FY ’08. It is unclear whether this increase reflects 
changes in how the exemption is applied or just a 
different methodology in calculating or reporting 
the exempting).  Another large exemption, totaling 
some $180 million, is sales to State government 
and its subdivisions, which avoids the situation of 
the government taxing itself. 
 
The remaining sales tax exemptions involve either 
economic activities that have been branded as 
specially favored (e.g. sales to commercial airlines 
and railroads, agricultural sales, newspaper sales, 
etc.) or sales involving groups and activities 
deemed socially worthy (e.g. prescription drug 
sales, sales to disabled veterans, sales to or by 
churches, food pantries, children’s homes, etc.).  
 
The same 2002 Tax Reform Task Force that 
recommended broadening the sales tax to services 
also examined existing exemptions on goods. It 
ultimately recommended preserving exemptions 
on everything other than the sale of newspapers 
and periodicals. Several factors undoubtedly 
contributed to the decisions to preserve the other 
exemptions, including policy principles, political 
considerations, and in some cases, the minimal 
amounts of lost revenue involved with particular 
exemptions. 
 
The list of sales tax exemptions grows annually; 
since 2001, Section 1356 of Title 68, which 
contains many of the statutory exemptions, has 
added no less than 32 new subsections exempting 
sales for such things as homeless and abandoned 
children shelters, neighborhood watch associations, 
library construction projects, wild duck habitation 
auctions, and tickets to professional sporting 
events. Various categories of non-profit charitable 
associations have been especially active in recent 
years lobbying the Legislature seeking sales tax 
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TABLE 4
Revenue Impact of Oklahoma Sales and Use Tax Exemptions, FY ‘08 vs. FY ‘07 (>$1M only)

Description Cite  Amt FY ‘06  Amt FY ‘08 

Sales to manufacturers 68 OS 1359 $1,532,912,000 $1,623,110,000 

Sales for resale 68 OS 1357  773,781,000  1,493,000,000 

Subdivisions or agencies of state government 68 OS 1356  98,929,000  104,750,000 

Utilities for residential use 68 OS 1357  94,058,000  99,592,000 

State of Oklahoma 68 OS 1356  80,376,000  85,105,000 

Agricultural sales 68 OS 1358  33,264,000  63,905,000 

Drugs and medical devices 68 OS 1357.6  14,021,000  60,967,000 

Livestock purchased outside of state 68 OS 1404  45,379,000  48,049,000 

Advertising sales 68 OS 1357  44,194,000  46,794,000 

Commercial airlines or railroads 68 OS 1404  43,166,000  45,706,000 

Federal food stamp program 68 OS 1357  11,775,000  20,731,000 

Tuition and educational fees paid to private schools 68 OS 1356  18,511,000  19,600,000 

Newspapers and periodicals sales 68 OS 1354  13,007,000  13,772,000 

Water, sewage & refuses services 68 OS 1354  12,061,000  12,771,000 

Disabled veterans 68 OS 1357  1,642,000  12,178,000 

Sales by schools 68 OS 1356  6,058,000  6,414,000 

Sales tax holiday 68 OS 1357.10  6,403,000 

Churches 68 OS 1356  5,370,000  5,686,000 

School cafeterias 68 OS 1356  5,256,000  5,565,000 

Rural electric cooperatives 18 OS 437.25  4,824,000  5,108,000 

Machinery & equipment used in manufacturing 68 OS 1404  3,680,000  3,897,000 

Fraternal, religious, civic, charitable or educational societies’ dues 68 OS 1356  3,492,000  3,697,000 

Private education institutions 68 OS 1356  2,681,000  2,839,000 

Aircraft & aircraft parts 68 OS 1357  2,078,000  2,200,000 

Electricity used in enhanced recovery oil production 68 OS 1357  1,600,000  1,694,000 

Horses 68 OS 1357.7  1,390,000  1,472,000 

Out-of-state tax credit 68 OS 1404  1,336,000  1,415,000 

Others (<$1M individually)  28,893,000  4,385,000 

TOTAL OF ALL SALES & USE TAX EXEMPTIONS $2,883,734,000 $3,800,805,000 

Source: Oklahoma Tax Commission, Tax Expenditure Reports, 2005-06 and 2007-08
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exemptions. In Kansas, a similar situation led to a proposal that would give the state’s Department of 
Revenue, rather than the Legislature, the authority to determine which non-profit organizations should be 
granted tax-exempt status.12

 
There has been some effort made in recent years in Oklahoma to take on the ever-expanding list of 
sales tax exemptions. In particular, Senator Mike Mazzei introduced legislation in 2008, SB 2024, that 
proposed sunsetting, over several years, all sales tax exemptions. The bill passed the Senate Finance 
committee but then died. In 2009, Senator Mazzei proposed a narrower bill, SB 430, which proposed to 
eliminate the sales tax exemption on newspapers, museum sales, chiropractor services and several other 
items. Sen. Mazzei’s bill provoked opposition from the leader of his own party in the Senate and failed 
to get a committee hearing. This past session, while the Legislature acted to suspend various income tax 
credits as a way to generate additional revenues to limit budget cuts, repealing or suspending sales tax 
exemptions never received any serious consideration. 
 
Conclusion
The non-taxation of services, combined with an ever-growing array of exemptions and preferential tax 
treatment, is contributing to the growing structural deficit faced by state and local governments, where 
revenues are increasingly incapable of supporting core public services. There is no question that any 
effort to expand the sales tax base, either by taxing services or doing away with existing exemptions, 
poses difficult policy choices and will spark fierce political battles. However, these choices and battles 
must be confronted. (Editor’s Note: For all of OK Policy’s materials on budget and tax issues, go to: the 
Oklahoma Policy Institute website at www.okpolicy.org).

END NOTES

1  U.S. Census Bureau, Local Government Finances by Type of Government and State: 2006-07 

2 Iris J. Lav, Elizabeth McNichol and Robert Zahradnik, Faulty Foundations: State Structural Budget Problems and How to Fix Them. Center 
on Budget and Policy Priorities, October 2005, online at: http://www.cbpp.org/5-17-05sfp-states.htm 

3 Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy, Who Pays? A Distributional Analysis of the Tax Systems in All 50 States. 3nd edition, November 
2009, online at: http://www.itepnet.org/whopays.htm 

4 For a summary of the FTA report and state-level data, see http://www.taxadmin.org/fta/pub/services/btn/0708.html  The FTA survey counts 
the business license tax in Delaware and the business occupation tax in Washington. 

5 This section borrows freely, with permission, from Lav, McNichol and Zahradnik, ch. 2 and Michael Mazerov, “Expanding Sales 
Taxation of Services: Options and Issues”, Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, July 2009; online at: http://www.cbpp.org/cms/index.
cfm?fa=view&id=2888 

6 For a discussion of Oklahoma’s recent efforts to increase collections of Internet sales, see “An expert’s take on Oklahoma’s new sales tax 
compliance law,” Oklahoma Policy Institute blog, June 2010; at: http://okpolicy.org/blog/taxes/an-experts-take-on-oklahomas-new-sales-
tax-compliance-law/ 

7 Mazerov, p.vi  

8 Readily-taxable services consist of all services consumed by households except housing, health care, education, transit, banking, insurance, 
legal and funeral services. 

9 The Legislator and Citizen Task Force on Tax Reform was formed on February 19, 2002 and submitted its final report and recommendations 
on April 12, 2002. The Task Force report is not available online. 

10 The Task Force estimated that $506 million of the $776 million generated by expanding the sales tax would be assessed on businesses. 

11 Oklahoma Tax Commission, Tax Expenditure Report, 2006-08. October 2008, online at: http://www.tax.ok.gov/reports/2006-
2008TaxExpRpt.pdf 

12 Chris Courtwright, “Kansas Tax Panel to Consider Increased Scrutiny of Exempt Organizations”, Tax Analysts, October 16, 2007
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Bixby 
Doug Enevoldsen, City Manager, Bixby

Meet Doug Enevoldsen
Doug Enevoldsen was recently 
appointed City Manager for Bixby. 

He  has devoted nearly thirty years 
to the research, development and 
administration of economic and 
fiscal policy while serving in a 
variety of legislative and executive 
branch positions at the highest levels 
within Oklahoma state and local 
government, and working with several 
governors and mayors and hundreds of 
legislators. 

These include stints as: Legislative Fiscal Director 
for the Oklahoma House of Representatives; State 
Comptroller for the State of Oklahoma; Deputy 
Director of State Finance; Deputy Executive 
Director for the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation 
Department; Director of Finance for the Oklahoma 
County Clerk; City Manager for the City of 
Kingfisher; Chief of Staff for the Oklahoma House, 
and; City Manager for the City of Sand Springs.

Doug is a member of the Oklahoma Municipal 
League (OML) Liaison Board to the Oklahoma 
Tax Commission, the OML Revenues & 
Efficiencies Task Force, the Coalition of Tulsa 
Area Governments, City Management Association 
of Oklahoma, and International City Managers 
Association, and is a frequent presenter on topics 
involving municipal finance at municipal training 
seminars and conferences.

Doug holds a B.S. in both Economics and in 
Political Science from Oklahoma State University, 
has completed all curriculum requirements for 
an M.A. in Economics from the University of 
Virginia, and various accounting coursework at the 
University of Central Oklahoma. 
  

Healthy Cities Need 
Healthy Funding Sources
The daily headlines have made most 
citizens painfully aware that many 
city governments in Oklahoma are 
financially ill. Poor sales tax revenues 
are crippling municipalities’ ability to 
provide basic safety and quality of life 
services that citizens expect and, until 
recently, have taken for granted.

Oklahoma is the only state in the 
nation where cities and towns must 

rely on sales taxes as their primary revenue 
source for general governmental operations. 
No one would draw up such a system today if 
starting from scratch. 

Oklahoma state government, county governments, 
and school districts each have multiple significant 
revenue sources to draw upon to fund their 
operations. 

The sales tax is an inherently unstable revenue 
source, reflecting volatile consumer sales activity. 
Moreover, the base on which it is applied is 
continually being eroded. Oklahoma now has 143 
legislatively-authorized sales tax exemptions, up 
from six in 1980. And ever-growing internet sales 
are expected to cost Oklahoma state and local 
governments $106 million in lost sales tax revenues 
this year and $120 million next. 

State government has steadily increased its 
own reliance upon the sales tax, hiking the state 
rate from 2 cents in 1982 to 4½ cents today. A 
number of counties and school districts have also 
augmented their property tax revenue base with 
sales taxes.

These actions have gradually crowded out 
municipalities’ abilities to adjust sales tax rates for 
local operating needs. Typically, cities and towns 
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have only been able to raise their local rate when 
the proceeds were earmarked for special, restricted 
purposes.

In many Oklahoma cities and towns, the costs for 
public safety services alone exceed annual general 
fund revenues generated from sales taxes. Cities 
must scramble to fund remaining governmental 
functions such as streets, parks, and vital support 
services. Most routinely find it necessary to tap 
utility revenues to balance their budgets, a practice 
which takes dollars away from utility system 
maintenance, and places upward pressure on utility 
rates.

To bring this critical 
issue to the forefront, 
city officials from 
this area last year 
joined forces with our 
colleagues statewide to 
begin a “Healthy Cities 
– Healthy Oklahoma” 
initiative.

Cities and towns are the 
backbone of Oklahoma’s 
economy, and the state’s 
health is critically 
dependent on the health 
of its cities and towns. For example, 77 percent of 
all Oklahomans live in cities and towns, 91 percent 
of state sales taxes are generated within cities and 
towns, and 80 percent of Oklahoma homes and 
businesses receive water service from cities and 
towns.

Also, virtually all commerce, common education, 
higher education, healthcare, state, and many 
county government services take place inside a city 
or town. Those institutions cannot fully achieve 
their own respective missions if their host cities are 
not healthy, functioning entities. We are all in this 
together. 

Because they are so reliant on sales taxes, most 
cities and towns focus the bulk of their efforts on 
attracting retail sales instead of industries which 
feature higher-paying jobs, or adding rooftops. 

This is understandable, since the latter pursuits 
increase demands on municipal services without 
directly providing commensurate operating 
revenues. However, this ultimately results in a less 
diversified, less prosperous Oklahoma economy.

Pursuit of retail also pits communities against one 
another since there is only so much of the retail pie 
to go around – often helping one at the expense of 
another.  

The “Healthy Cities” initiative is designed to 
promote awareness and to secure understanding 
and modest help from state lawmakers in the 

near term. It began 
last session by our 
asking lawmakers to 
“stop the bleeding” 
through adoption of the 
Municipal Fiscal Impact 
Act. That simple, but 
important new law now 
requires the Legislature 
to measure the fiscal 
impact of proposed 
laws on cities and towns 
before adopting them. 
Unfunded mandates 
can be very harmful 
to financially-strapped 

local governments.  
 
We also asked lawmakers to stop enacting sales 
tax exemptions that do not pay for themselves, and 
to create a Task Force on Municipal Finance to 
study the plight of municipal finance in Oklahoma 
and produce recommendations for reforming the 
system. At this writing, appointments are being 
made to this task force, which is slated to convene 
this fall and produce a report for consideration by 
lawmakers early next calendar year. The creation 
of this task force and indeed, the 2010 Oklahoma 
Academy Town Hall meeting on Municipal 
Finance, are very timely.  

The Tulsa Metro Chamber recently concluded a 
three month strategic planning process involving a 
broad and diverse group of business, chamber, and 
local government representatives from throughout 
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northeast Oklahoma, who worked to produce 
this year’s version of their unified “One Voice” 
legislative agenda.  Interestingly, their second 
highest-ranked state legislative priority was: 
“Support legislation allowing municipalities to 
diversify their sources of revenues to fund essential 
local government operations.”  

I personally believe this effort will need to include 
allowing local governments access to the more 
stabile ad valorem of revenues type on a local 
option basis, to suit local circumstances and 
voter preferences, possibly dedicated for public 
safety. Granting this authority would not cost the 
state budget writers anything, but would in time, 
produce a stronger state economy and state budget.  

Moreover, in the future when state revenues and 
the state budget recover sufficiently to allow 
for same, I would recommend state lawmakers 
increase their now relatively meager investment 
in local governments to help build our overall 
economy. They should once again work to ensure 
state transportation-related revenues collected each 
year are actually used for support transportation 
needs in Oklahoma, rather than be diverted 
for other purposes. But this time, they should 
increase the tiny fraction annually allocated to 
support municipal streets and bridges, on which 
the majority of all vehicular miles in our state are 
driven.

City officials recognize that the current municipal 
finance structure was not formed overnight, and it 
will realistically take some years to reform it. The 
funding situation in many Oklahoma cities and 
towns is in critical condition, and work must begin 
now to get our cities, and in turn our state, healthy. 
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Shawnee 
Brian McDougal, City Manager, Shawnee

Meet Brian McDougal
Brian McDougal has served as 
the City Manager for the City of 
Shawnee since February 2009.  With 
over sixteen years of experience 
in local government, Brian has 
previously served as the City 
Manager of Remerton, Georgia, 
and Royston, Georgia.  A native of 
Chicago, Brian earned a bachelor’s 
degree in Community Planning and 
Development and a Master of Public 
Administration and Urban Studies 
from Georgia State University in Atlanta..  As 
the City Manager Brian is responsible for 250 
employees and an annual budget of more than 
$42 million.  A leader in the community, Brian sits 
on the Board of the Red Cross, the Potawattamie 
County Development Authority, the Greater 
Shawnee Chamber of Commerce and the Heart 
of Oklahoma Exposition and Conference Center.  
Additionally, Brian was elected by his peers to 
the Board of the City Managers Association of 
Oklahoma and is an active member of Rotary 
International.  As an Eagle Scout Brian also 
remains devoted to the Boy Scouts. 

Brian and his wife Brannyn attend United 
Presbyterian Church and are enjoying living in 
Shawnee with their two dogs Sally and Chevy.

Introduction
Five hundred eighty five cities in Oklahoma live 
and die by sales tax sources and revenue streams.  
There are only three methods with which to finance 
our local governments.   

1)  Sales tax;  
2)  General Obligation Bonds;  
3)  Pay interest on judgments rendered against a 
city by a court. 

Also, the first and second funding options must 
be voter approved.  Further, this revenue stream is 
dependent upon the free market economy.  When 

citizens and visitors buy goods in our 
cities, the tax dollars are then spent 
in our cities.  That means that not 
only do your merchants want you to 
shop locally, YOU should want to 
shop locally.  Our citizen’s lives may 
depend on it.

The topic of discussion here is 
for municipalities in Oklahoma to 
diversify our funding sources. Outside 
of Oklahoma, sources of revenue are 
from Sales tax as well, but other forms 

are also a part of their revenue streams, such as 
appropriations, ad valorem, and income tax.  Due 
to Oklahoma’s heavy reliance from sales tax, 53% 
of our revenues are from this source.  Conversely, 
cities outside of Oklahoma rely on sales tax for 
approximately only 28% from this source.  The 
point to be made here is that over half of an 
Oklahoma municipality’s revenue is derived from 
one source, sales tax.  The issue is that reliance on 
sales tax can make providing basic public safety 
services that are essential to our citizenry at risk 
if the economy does not remain strong.  Sales tax 
fluctuates with the economy.  This phenomenon 
is commonly disputed, because of its volatility, 
however, it could be argued that it rebounds quite 
nicely when an economic downturn trends back 
upward. 
 
Shawnee, Oklahoma is blessed with a fairly steady 
revenue stream.  Also, Shawnee and Oklahoma real 
estate values have remained on a slow but steady 
trend upward, not having ballooned to the outer 
edge of the bubble as some cities and states have 
trended.  Our steady economy is due, in part, to a 
retail pull factor of over 1.7.  This means that for 
every dollar that is spent here by our residents, we 
draw in 7/10 more commerce from surrounding 
cities and counties.  Shawnee earns 3 cents off of 
every dollar spent.  That equates to approximately 
15 million dollars in annual revenues to the general 
fund.  However, the third penny is restricted 
primarily for capital improvements.  The remaining 
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two pennies are considered “unrestricted” or 
revenues that are used for general operations 
of the City in the General Fund.  Shawnee Fire 
Department budget is approximately 5 million + 
dollars annually.  Shawnee Police Department also 
is approximately 5 million dollars + annually.  

The remaining approximately 7 million dollars of 
the City’s General Fund Budget is for the other 
6 departmental functions such as engineering, 
parks, lake operations, administration, etc.  Our 
unrestricted 2 pennies do not cover the cost of 
operating the public safety functions of our City.  
As such, as volatile as sales tax dollars can be, the 
potential for these operations to suffer is highly 
likely.  For which the public would see immediate 
reductions in levels of service that they have 
become accustomed to.  Tall grass, dilapidated 
homes, etc., are nuisances.  However, when you 
consider life saving response times by Police and 
Fire Departments, a lack of funding can be crucial.   
 
Shawnee population has basically kept a pace of 
growth of approximately 1.5 to 3.2 percent increase 

over the past 10 year period.  The population 
and personal income have grown slightly as 
well, however, the General Fund budget has only 
grown at 3.4 percent over the past 10 year period.  
Hence, a compression between what is needed 
(and expected) in terms of cost (and services) 
by Shawnees residents.  Low or slow population 
growth and the past pace of its retail growth have 
not kept pace with the City’s ability to provide 
essential services to its population.   
 
Oklahoma is the only State in the Union that 
restricts funding options to its local municipal 
government to one, sales taxes.  
 
Further still, increased sales taxes MUST be 
approved for increase by the voters.  Oklahoma 
municipalities need additional options for funding 
their budgets for day to day operations.  Other 
states allow multiple forms of revenue for their 
municipal governments.  Some states allow as 
many as seven additional methods.  With over half 
of our municipal revenues being from sales tax, 
action needs to be taken to diversify our revenue 
stream. 
 
This is very simple.  Similar to how a business 
plan works to have several sources of revenue from 
clients, similar to how one should invest wisely 
by buying many different types of investment 
vehicles, Oklahoma policies/laws should be 
examined so our funding sources are varied.  
Placing our revenue in the one source of sales tax 
is potentially dangerous.  A blue ribbon committee 
should be formed to address this critical topic.
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Chapter 5

Municipal Expenses
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Sulphur 
Bill Holley, City Manager, Sulphur

Editor’s Comment
This article is a real-time case study of an 
“unfunded” state mandate that caused significant 
problems for the city of Sulphur. It describes the 
processes of building a new wastewater treatment 
plant for the community.

Sulphur is a city in south central Oklahoma, located 
approximately 90 miles south of Oklahoma City 
and 11 miles east of U.S. Interstate Highway 35. It 
has a population of 4,794 and was incorporated in 
1908.  
 
Sulphur, like many small rural communities in 
Oklahoma, developed much of its infrastructure 
including its waste water treatment and sanitary 
sewer systems on a piecemeal pay as you go 
approach in the early and middle part of the last 
century when standards and technology were not 
what they are today.  
 
The City of Sulphur developed its first waste water 
treatment program in the early part of the twentieth 
century and the sanitary sewer system was largely 
constructed of clay tile, concrete and Orangeburg 
piping.  
 
Over the years wastewater treatment plants 
were developed and redeveloped to update their 
capabilities, the most recent heretofore was 
constructed in the 1980s with an Oklahoma 
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) 
permitted volume capacity of one half a million 
gallons of flow per day as averaged over a month’s 
operation. 
 
The Problem and the Cure: 
‘Out of sight, out of mind’… a problem not only 
for Sulphur’s underground infrastructure, but for 
much of the nation. If it works, don’t fix it…’let’s 
build something that people can see, you can’t see 
sewer pipes!’  Not a unique problem to Sulphur 
Oklahoma. For decades no money was spent to 
maintain the aging sanitary system of clay tile 

and Orangeburg pipes. Shifting soil conditions, 
tree roots and age caused the pipes to crack and 
allow surface run-off and rainwater to penetrate 
the sanitary sewer system and flow to the treatment 
plant. 

This problem is identified as I&I or Inflow and 
Infiltration. As a result of the I&I the permitted 
plant capacity of one half million gallons of flow 
per flow per day was being exceeded on a regular 
basis. This was to result in a Consent Order being 
issued to the City of Sulphur in the 1990s by 
the DEQ for being out of compliance with rules 
and regulations governing the operation of a 
wastewater treatment plant. 

This Consent Order, issued with the force of law, 
had the potential of carrying severe financial 
penalties for the City of Sulphur should this 
problem persist. 
  
In addressing the problem the City has directed 
100% of its Community Development Block Grant 
funding applications over the last 15 years to the 
replacement of the aging clay tile pipes with PVC 
pipe on the systems main lines. This has reduced 
the I&I on the main lines, but customer service 
lines from their homes to the main line connection 
still presents a problem to some degree even after 
conducting a street by street sewer line smoke test 
to identify leaking service lines.  
 
More water was flowing through the wastewater 
treatment plant than was permitted for its capacity 
to treat properly. DEQ was becoming adamant 
about complying with their consent order of face 
the consequences… Get in compliance! 
  
An aside at this point, The City and the DEQ were 
not at odds over the goal that was to be achieved, 
properly treated water that complied with modern 
environmental standard and did not cause any harm 
to the environment through compromising the 
water table with improperly treated wastewater.  
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The City wanted to do the right thing but what was 
the right thing?  
 
Through consultation with the DEQ and the 
Oklahoma Water Resources Board, it was agreed 
that the way to cure the problem was to increase 
the capacity of the wastewater treatment plant. 
This would have a two fold benefit to the City of 
Sulphur: 

First, it would bring the City in compliance with 
the regulations governing standard for wastewater 
treatment and thereby unburden the City of the 
financial threat posed by the Consent Order; and 
second, increasing the capacity of the plant would 
allow for and successfully handle the anticipated 
growth for the City. 
  
In 2007 the project of rebuilding the Sulphur 
Wastewater Treatment Plant commenced in earnest 
with the engagement of a civil engineering firm to 
engineer and design the project. Over the next year 
and one half, the design approval process wended 
its way through the official channels of City and 
State, getting the necessary stamps and signatures 
along the way. Approval came in July of 2009… 
estimated construction cost… 10.2 million dollars! 
  

Enter the Oklahoma Water Resources Board. This 
agency makes long term low interest financing 
available to public agencies to build water related 
improvement projects. They would loan the City 
the money for the project…provided we were 
credit worthy and could demonstrate an ability 
to repay the loan.  So just as when an automobile 
is financed through a bank, the bank check you 
income to see if you can make the monthly 
payments… if yes, you get the car… if no, you take 
the bus.  
 
The City’s income for this project was to be based 
on our existing sewer user rate structure… were 
they high enough to generate the necessary revenue 
to retire a 10.2 million dollar loan over the next 
20 years? The answer was no… we would have to 
raise the rates. The accountants did their work and 
developed a rate structure that would guarantee a 
positive revenue stream capable of servicing the 
project debt for the new Wastewater Treatment 
Plant. 
  
Through the joint efforts and actions of the 
City of Sulphur, the Oklahoma Department of 
Environmental Quality and the Oklahoma Water 
Resources Board, a positive outcome is being 
accomplished… the Sulphur Wastewater Treatment 
Plant is under construction and will be operational 
in the Fall of 2011, processing and treating waste 
water in compliance with today’s standards for 
protecting our precious and fragile environment.  
  
So while this project was achieved by regulatory 
coercion and the hammer of a State powered 
Consent Order against a small rural city, the end 
results are good, but for an unintended consequence 
to the 4,795 residents of Sulphur. That unintended 
consequence was the sewer rate adjustment 
required in order to secure the construction loan.  
 
Last year, the maximum residential sewer rate 
was $23.45. Currently the maximum (which as it 
turns out is also the average monthly residential 
sewer charge) is $50.00., which amounts to a 113% 
increase… and that for a period of 20 years. 

The price of living in a civilized society! 
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Okmulgee 
Bob Baxter, City Manager, Okmulgee

The Facts of Life
Unfunded mandates are a fact of life for all 
Oklahoma Municipalities and these mandates affect 
each and every resident of a municipality in his or 
her pocketbook. 

Unfunded mandates are created by legislative 
action or by various regulatory agencies in order to 
solve a particular problem or achieve a particular 
desired outcome by requiring action by  another 
entity to achieve the desired outcome at its 
expense.  

This entity can be a governmental unit, usually a 
municipality, a public utility or a private company; 
each of which then passes the cost to its residents/
customers.  The Legislature or Agency responsible 
for issuing the unfunded mandates never conduct 
a cost/benefit study and therefore have no concern 
for the costs of implementation.  

These mandates ALWAYS cost municipal 
residents money directly, but most of the time 
they require additional time and organization for 
the municipality as well and this eventually costs 
the residents even more money.  Inevitably these 
mandates cost municipal officials both politically 
and socially.  

Unfunded mandates come in various shapes 
and sizes.  Some are obvious, well known and 
extremely costly while others are less well known 
and less costly but are still very burdensome.   
 
EPA Mandates
Let’s begin with the obvious and costly; the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency, (EPA) 
or the Oklahoma Department of Environmental 
Quality, (ODEQ).  EPA creates the rules and 
ODEQ is normally charged with implementing 
or enforcing these rules.  EPA rules were created 
to either protect the environment or the health of 
US citizens.  No one would argue that protecting 
the environment or the health of US citizens is not 

important or necessary, but many would argue that 
the amount and level of protection greatly exceed 
what is truly necessary. 

The EPA and therefore ODEQ regulate the quality 
of water, wastewater (sewer), stormwater (surface 
drainage and storm sewers), and air.  They also 
regulate the collection and disposal of solid 
waste (trash).  First, let’s discuss water quality.  
Municipalities or their Municipal Utility Trust 
Authorities are mandated to comply with all water 
quality regulations and are required to enforce 
these regulations on their customers.  

By contrast, rural water districts are only required 
to comply with some of these regulations.  Some 
notable differences in regulations are line sizes and 
fire hydrant location.  

This discrepancy is unfair both to municipalities 
and the rural residents whose safety and health are 
less protected.  

Drinking Water
To understand the complexity and extreme degree 
of some regulations, let’s examine just the effects 
of the recently mandated Disinfection By-Products 
Rules.  Disinfection of a Public Water Supply by 
the use of relatively inexpensive Chlorine Gas is 
universally acknowledged for saving more lives 
worldwide than any other public health action.  
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The diseases capable of being transmitted by the 
presence of bacteria in drinking water have all 
but been eliminated by this disinfection process.  
However, when organic material in the drinking 
water is subjected to free chlorine, harmful By-
products can be formed, (THHM and HAA5).  

These compounds are now regulated by EPA.  
The amount of THHM’s in drinking water at 
any location in a Municipal System cannot 
exceed eighty (80) parts per billion.  That can be 
expressed in decimals as .000000080 which is 
roughly equivalent to 8 teaspoons in five million 
(5,000,000) gallons.  HAA5’s cannot exceed sixty 
(60) parts per billion.  That can be expressed 
in decimals as .000000060 which is roughly 
equivalent to 8 teaspoons in six million, six 
hundred thousand (6,600,000) gallons.  

Before enforcement of these standards could be 
implemented, instruments capable of measuring 
these miniscule amounts had to be invented.  
Almost every municipality in Oklahoma has 
either spent or will spend in excess of $500.00 per 
resident in order to meet these standards.         

It is important to understand at this time that 
statistics indicate that the average usage of water 
per day in the USA is slightly over one hundred 
(100) gallons per person.  These same statistics also 
indicate that each person consumes less than one 
(1) gallon of water by drinking, which would be 
one (1) percent of the daily use.  

Therefore, in the above examples, the equivalents 
in decimals would become .00000000080 and 
.00000000060 respectively or 8 teaspoons in 
five hundred million (500,000,000) gallons 
and 6 teaspoons in six hundred sixty million 
(660,000,000) gallons respectively.    

Waste Water
Unfunded EPA/ODEQ Wastewater mandates for 
Oklahoma Municipalities are somewhat different 
than those for Drinking Water.  Municipalities 
in Oklahoma are required to provide Wastewater 
collection systems (Sewer lines, Manholes, Lift 
Stations, etc.) and Wastewater treatment facilities 

regardless of the size of the municipality.  Most 
of these systems and facilities were permitted and 
constructed many years ago with technology that is 
now outdated or even obsolete.  

City officials kept service charges artificially low 
for political reasons and this created a serious lack 
of re-investment and maintenance of these systems 
and facilities.  In the past, Wastewater/Stormwater 
by-passes (un-permitted discharges) and Combined 
Systems were both accepted and permissible.  

The EPA/ODEQ now requires that Wastewater and 
Stormwater Systems must be separate and all by-
passes should be eliminated.  In most cases, this 
requires near complete reconstruction of collection 
systems and treatment facilities, both of which 
are very expensive.  For example, the City of 
Okmulgee will have spent more than $26,000,000 
or $2,000 per resident in the ten-year period from 
2002-2012 on Wastewater improvements and this is 
definitely not the end of expenses for Wastewater.  

There can be no doubt that these improvements 
are necessary or even vitally important, but the 
burden to improve Water Quality is placed unfairly 
on even the smallest municipality while counties, 
rural water districts and individual rural developers 
have much lower requirements or no requirements.  
The same outdated technology and facilities exists 
outside the municipalities.  The need for improved 
Water Quality and Environmental Protection 
simply cannot end at the City Limits.       
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Stormwater
EPA/ODEQ requires that Municipalities (larger 
ones now, smaller ones soon) must regulate 
Stormwater Quality through Municipal ordinances 
and must correct their drainage systems in order to 
prevent flooding.  These necessary and desirable 
requirements to protect the Water Quality in our 
Streams, Rivers and Lakes are very important but 
again, these regulations and requirements do not 
exist outside the Municipal Limits except for Large 
Industries or Large Agricultural Operations.  

Environmental Protection cannot be achieved only 
within Municipal Limits and the financial burden 
should not be forced on only those Citizens or 
Businesses who reside within a Municipality.   

Solid Waste
Like Wastewater and Stormwater, Solid Waste 
regulations and requirements are confined to 
Municipal Limits.  Municipalities are mandated 
to provide Solid Waste Collection and Disposal to 
their residents.  There are no such requirements 
outside of the Municipalities but many responsible 
rural residents choose to contract with private trash 
haulers.  

The results of improper disposal are easily 
observed.  Either the Solid Waste is placed in 
ravines on private property, alongside county roads 
or state highways, thrown off rural bridges or 
hauled to the Municipality and deposited illegally 
in a dumpster belonging to a local business.  

In 1996, County Commissioners were required to 
develop a “Solid Waste Management Plan” for their 
County.  Although these “plans” were developed, 
very few counties ever implemented any part of 
their “plan”.   

EPA/ODEQ and the Oklahoma State Legislature 
must accept the reality that Environmental 
Protection cannot be achieved only within 
Municipal Limits.

Other Mandates
Recently, there is a trend at the United States 
and Oklahoma State Legislatures to mandate 
municipalities to enforce their regulations at the 
local level.  

One such regulation at the State level is the 
requirement that municipalities who issue building 
permits must verify that General Contractors have 
Worker’s Compensation and Liability Insurance 
before issuing a building permit.  Electrical, 
Plumbing and Mechanical Contractors are licensed 
at the State and required to have insurance and 
bonding before their license is renewed but 
the General Contractors who hire these other 
Contractors as Sub-Contractors  are not licensed.  

Rather than license General Contractors at the 
State, the Oklahoma Legislature passed a law 
requiring municipalities to verify Insurance 
Coverage, collect and remit a $4.00 fee to the State.  
The municipalities can charge an additional $.50 
for their time and trouble: Wonderful!  State Law 
also requires that municipalities must require that 
all contractors submit proof that their employees 
are legally in the United States and are not Illegal 
Aliens.  

To summarize, the problems with Unfunded 
Mandates for Oklahoma municipalities are: the 
uncertainty of the future (more mandates or altered 
mandates), the unfairness of the requirements 
when compared to other governmental units or 
individuals, the inability to make accurate long-
range plans for infrastructure, increased costs for 
Municipal residents and the effectiveness of these 
mandates (especially public health benefits.  

How can you measure and prove that Drinking 
Water Standards reduce the risk of Cancer?).  This 
situation has been described by City Officials as 
going quail hunting without a dog, while wearing 
a blindfold, having one hand tied behind your back 
and only one shell in your shotgun. 
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Municipal Employee Unions
Sue Ann Nicely, Associate General Counsel, Oklahoma Municipal League

Unlike State of Oklahoma or county 
employees who currently enjoy no 
unionization rights, by state statute city 
and town employees may form a labor 
union, bargain with their employer, 
bring disputes before an arbitrator, and 
initiate complaints with a state agency 
and the like.  Since 1977 municipal 
police officers and firefighters have 
enjoyed these rights.  Non-uniform 
employees from cities over 35,000 in 
population were granted unionization 
rights in 2004.

A major difference between public sector 
unionization and private sector is the often 
complicated legal/constitutional framework which 
governs the expenditure of public funds. This 
includes an inter-connected network of financial 
requirements as well as special considerations 
such as the Open Meeting and Open Records Acts.  
In other words, how do labor unions fit into the 
existing legal framework?

This question has generated many constitutional 
lawsuits, thousands of arbitrations, untold hours 
of staff time in order to understand the breath of 
these rights and how they fit into the constitutional 
system created in Oklahoma since statehood.  The 
litigation is too voluminous to discuss in detail 
in this paper. But it is safe to say the most basic 
constitutional rights of municipalities and the 
fundamental limits placed on cities and towns to 
protect the local taxpayer, have come under court 
scrutiny.  The most recent case was decided by the 
Oklahoma Supreme Court in July 2010.1 

Who Acts on the Municipality’s Behalf ?  A 
perfect example is whether the Oklahoma 
Constitution can accommodate a new way of 
making agreements via collective bargaining.  The 
Constitution at Article 10, Section 20 states that 
only the municipal governing body -- the duly 
elected mayor and council members/trustees -- can 
legally bind the local government and thereby 
require the expenditure of public funds.  

However, in 1994 the Legislature 
passed amendments to the Fire and 
Police Arbitration Act which allowed 
an interest arbitrator (unelected by the 
voters of the community) to establish a 
legally enforceable contract if the voters 
approved the deal in a special election.  
This vote of the people option is not 
contained within the constitutional text.

The Oklahoma Supreme Court upheld 
this legislative action to empower a 
vote of the people as a new method 

to contractually bind the municipality.2  This 
expansion would have been unneeded in the 
private sector since binding interest arbitration is 
an acceptable method of reaching agreement.  Due 
to interwoven constitutional and legal principles, 
several lawsuits were brought before this new 
understanding of the Constitution was derived.3 

No Deficit Spending Allowed.  The courts have 
consistently held that the Constitutional Debt 
Limitation, Article 10, Section 26, applies to 
agreements under the Fire and Police Arbitration 
at 11 O.S. Section 51-101 and following.4  This 
means contracts between the parties can legally 
bind the government to the payment of public 
funds only for a term of one fiscal year.  Even if 
the municipal governing body wanted to structure 
a multi-year union contract like many in the private 
sector, they have no constitutional authority to do 
so.  While there have been no such cases under the 
Municipal Employee Collective Bargaining Act at 
11 O.S. Section 51-200 and following, it is highly 
unlikely these cases will be handled any differently.  

Shrinking Local Home Rule.  On the other 
hand, labor union cases under the constitutional 
charter power at Article 18, Section 3 have by and 
large been decided against cities and towns.5 In 
leaving the municipal elected officials with little 
room to assert local control, the state legislature 
is increasingly empowered – while excluding 
their own employees - to craft a one-size-fits-all 
approach to public sector collective bargaining.
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Given the number of unanswered questions 
remaining as to the meaning of the State’s public 
sector bargaining law and how it interacts with 
established municipal constitutional and statutory 
rights and limitations, public tax dollars as well as 
union dues will likely continue to be spent in an 
effort to understand the duties of the parties and 
the legal rights of the taxpayers.  Therefore, it is 
anticipated that the legal parameters of these two 
bargaining acts will continue to evolve.

Federalization of Local Unionization.  While the 
Legislature has declined to grant state employees 
bargaining rights, there may well be federal 
legislation which will force the state and counties 
to unionize their public safety workforce.  The 
Public Safety Employer-Employee Cooperation 
Act passed the House of Representatives on July 
1, 2010 and so far has been held up in the Senate.  
However, there have been several recent attempts 
to attach the language to another bill.  

Passage of this federal bill would be a ground-
breaking enactment which for the first time 
would federalize unionization of the states and 
local governments.  Under federal constitutional 
principles like the Supremacy Clause, this and 
future federal legislation could trump Oklahoma’s 
Constitution.  Enactment of this bill would create 
yet another round of expensive constitutional 
litigation.

Unionization Sea Change. Growing public sector 
unionization is an interesting factor in the modern 
workforce. A major boost to public employee labor 
unions was President Kennedy’s 1961 Executive 
Order granting bargaining rights to various federal 
employees.  Over the last fifty years, the number 
of public employees represented by unions has 
increased and continues to grow.

In 2009 the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
reported, for the first time in history, there were 
more unionized public sector employees than 
private sector employees, despite the fact there are 
five times more wage and salary workers in the 
private sector as compared to the public sector.  
The percentage of unionization tells the tale.  The 
rate of unionization in the private sector is only 
7.2% while the rate in the public sector is 37.4%.

This trend of the increasing influence of public 
sector unions in the union movement will likely 
continue since the number of unionized private 
sector employees fell from 8.2 million in 2008 
to 7.4 million in 2009.  This results in the lowest 
percentage of private sector employees belonging 
to a union (7.2%) since 1900!

The experts opine that there may be different 
dynamics at work in public sector unionization 
as compared to the private sector.  Private sector 
unions can be powerful, full-funded organizations 
that influence company management, but in the 
public sector unions have the legal right to support 
or oppose the election of municipal leaders.  
Enjoying the rights of citizens in a free society, 
they have the opportunity to directly influence the 
community’s policy makers.  

In addition, in the private sector existing market 
forces can influence the scope of bargaining for 
wage and benefit increases or job protection 
provisions such as minimum manning or 
contracting out restrictions.  If a company loses its 
competitive edge due to increased fixed costs or 
decreased flexibility to address economic realties, 
the employees and management are likely to jointly 
suffer loss of market share with a resulting inability 
to continue or fund those contract provisions.  

This same dynamic is not present in the public 
sector where there is not this so called “market 
discipline”.  If the numbers of private sector 
unions continue to fall while public sector unions 
expand, concern is beginning to be expressed on 
the potential inability of private wage earnings to 
adequately support the cost of government union 
contracts.  While we are certainly not there as yet, 
the experts continue to study the impact of this 
unionization sea change.

1 City of Stillwater v. International Association of Fire Fighters, 
2010 OK 55, -- P.3d --- (rehearing pending).

2 FOP v. City of Choctaw, 1996 OK 78, 933 P.2d 261.
3 City of Anadarko v. FOP, Lodge 118, 1997 OK 14, 934 P.2d 328.
4 City of Del City v. Fraternal Order of Police, Lodge No. 114, 

1993 OK 169, 869 P.2d 309; City of Tulsa v. Public Employees’ 
Relations Board, 1990 OK 114, 845 P.2d 872.

5 Midwest City v. Cravens, 975 OK 22, 532 P.2d 829.
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Tulsa Police Cuts
Stephanie Simon, Wall Street Journal, April 26, 2010

TULSA, Okla.—It has become a recession mantra: 
Do more with less.

Now, this heartland city is testing whether that’s 
possible when it comes to public safety.

Since January, Tulsa has laid off 89 police officers, 
11% of its force. That has pushed the city to the 
forefront of a national movement, spurred by hard 
times, to revamp long-held policing strategies.

In the crosshairs: community-policing initiatives 
created over the past two decades, such as 
having officers work in troubled schools, attend 
neighborhood-watch meetings and help small-
business owners address nuisance crimes like 
graffiti. Such efforts are popular, and some experts 
credit them with contributing to the steady drop in 
the national crime rate since 1991.

But after years of expanding and taking on new 
duties, police chiefs say they have little choice but 
to retrench.

“Departments are pulling back to their 
Alamo—providing patrols and responding to 
calls for service,” says Jason Stamps, director 
of professional training at the Northwestern 
University Center for Public Safety.

Cuts have swept communities from Stockton, 
Calif., to Naperville, Ill., depleting some 
departments to 1980s-era staff levels.

In New York, Mayor Michael Bloomberg recently 
vowed not to lay off cops, but tight budgets have 
slowed hiring so much that the force is down about 
12% from 2000, with more attrition expected. 
Some violent crimes, including homicides, 
are on the rise. Paul Browne, a deputy police 
commissioner, says the department has kept a 
lid on problems by flooding high-crime areas 
with cops on foot patrol who practice community 
policing, such as checking in with merchants 

and pastors. Mr. Browne said the department is 
committed to such programs but acknowledges that 
“it’s getting harder” to devote enough resources.

The strain in New York and communities 
nationwide reminds William Bratton, former police 
chief in New York and Los Angeles, of the 1970s 
and 1980s. Then, departments lacked resources 
to focus on crime prevention and community 
partnerships, or deal with crimes such as drug 
dealing and prostitution.

“You’d think we would have learned our lessons 
from the past,” says Mr. Bratton, who now runs 
Altegrity Security Consulting. “Policing still 
requires boots on the ground.”

Citizens and officers in Tulsa are finding out 
together what fewer cops means.

The police have curtailed community outreach, 
investigations, undercover work, surveillance, even 
traffic enforcement, and poured many remaining 
resources into bread-and-butter street patrols.

The domestic-violence unit lost two officers, 
leaving four to handle about 5,000 cases a year. 
The undercover units that used to focus on armed 
gangs in public housing projects have disbanded. 
Veteran narcotics detectives are back in cruisers, 
answering 911 calls.

Mayor Dewey Bartlett Jr. believes this is the 
first step in remaking the department into a lean 
machine, with fewer high-paid supervisors in desk 
jobs and more cops on the street fighting bad guys.

Early numbers look good. Reported crime was 
down about 20% in February and 15% in March 
from year-earlier levels.

But officers and some citizens fear a vital balance 
has been upended.
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Detective Jason White points to a young mother 
who was hog-tied, then beaten, in a Valentine’s Day 
dispute over stolen property. The police identified 
a 22-year-old female suspect. On March 9, they 
issued a warrant for her arrest. And there the matter 
has stalled.

Police know the suspect’s mother’s address, but 
can’t spare the officers or afford the overtime to 
conduct stakeouts.

Tulsa, a leafy city of 385,000 set in a crook of the 
Arkansas River, funds most of its municipal budget 
through sales taxes, as many cities do. Over time, a 
greater proportion of that revenue has been directed 
to public safety.

In the past four decades, the city’s population has 
jumped 17%—and the police department budget 
has soared to $87 million from about $4 million, 
according to a city council report.

The force expanded from 507 sworn officers 
in 1969 to a high of 829 two years ago, before 
falling to 702 today. Costs also rose due to union-
negotiated salary increases and bonuses. Base pay 
for a recruit in Tulsa is about $44,000, but officers 
can take home another $7,000 to $10,000 a year, or 
more, with overtime and other perks.

The city’s average cost for each full-time police 
employee, including salary and benefits, is now 
9.5 times what it was in the 1969-70 budget. 
By comparison, per-employee costs in the fire 

department are 8.5 times greater and costs for all 
other employees are about 8 times greater.

Officers get bonuses for longevity and fluency in a 
second language, and collect equipment allowances 
for serving in special units. Until this year, officers 
could drive their patrol cars home after work—with 
Tulsa taxpayers footing the gas bill—even if they 
lived miles outside the city.

The costs were manageable until last April, when 
sales-tax revenues plunged and kept on falling. The 
city budget was in shambles. Police, like other city 
employees, agreed to take eight unpaid furlough 
days. Incoming Mayor Bartlett, who took office in 
December, felt that wasn’t enough.

Mr. Bartlett proposed halting promotions and 
abolishing a slew of senior positions through 
attrition. He also asked police to pay a larger share 
of their pensions. Otherwise, he said, he would be 
forced to lay off officers.

Firefighters accepted a similar deal. “They felt it 
was more important at this point to protect the city 
and keep everyone employed,” says Stan May, 
president of the firefighters’ union. But police 
called the mayor’s offer extortion and accused 
him of union-busting. Members overwhelmingly 
rejected the deal.

The layoff notices went out within days.

The cuts leave Tulsa with 1.8 sworn officers per 
1,000 residents, far below the goal the city council 
set several years ago of 2.5 per 1,000, which is also 
the national average.

Mayor Bartlett, who recently appointed a new 
chief, says he has “total confidence” that the 
existing force—reassigned to focus more on 
patrols—will be able “to prevent the criminal 
element from getting a toehold.”

He hopes to bolster depleted detective units by 
hiring back some officers in the coming year, but 
says it isn’t feasible to restore all the community 
policing.
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Rick Westcott, a city councilor who 
served as a Tulsa police officer in the 
1970s, says today’s smaller force can 
get the job done: “Our citizens are just 
as safe as they were last year.” The new 
chief, Chuck Jordan, isn’t so sanguine: 
Without more cops, he says, he is 
concerned safety “will start to erode 
over time.”

Strain is beginning to show. Average response 
time for top-priority 911 calls (generally felonies 
in progress) was 18% slower this February than 
the previous year, edging up to eight minutes, 
according to city data. Response time improved 
slightly in March, to 7 minutes 30 seconds, 6% 
slower than last March.

One evening in late March, a 6-year-old girl ran 
from her home in north Tulsa. The department 
owns two helicopters with heat-seeking technology 
to assist in searches, but they have been grounded 
for lack of funds. So more than three dozen officers 
fanned out.

They found the girl unharmed. But the three-hour 
search tied up so many units that 911 dispatchers 
held a burglary-in-progress call for six minutes 
before finding a free officer, according to Sgt. Ron 
Kawano, who reviewed city dispatch logs at the 
Journal’s request.

A call reporting a drunk man who was threatening 
to get a shotgun was held for nine minutes before 
an available patrol could be located, records show. 
And when three 911 calls in quick succession 
reported a woman being beaten, it took about 20 
minutes for a single officer, with no backup, to 
reach the house. No arrests were made in any of the 
incidents.

Arrests citywide were down about 25% in February 
and March, compared with the previous year. 
Through the end of March, county prosecutors, 
who get most of their cases from Tulsa police, had 
filed 20% fewer felony cases than last year.

If the trend holds, that could indicate 
the city is safer. But some officers 
believe arrests are down because the 
detective corps was cut by nearly 20%, 
so fewer crimes are being investigated.

The department has also stopped 
sending detectives to question many 
suspects in custody. “We are losing 

confessions. We are going to lose cases,” says Maj. 
Matt Kirkland, who oversees the detective division.

Some citizens, well aware of police anger at the 
layoffs, wonder whether some officers may be 
deliberately slowing down to show public safety 
has suffered. “This is smoke and mirrors,” said 
Eddie Evans, a nonprofit administrator.

Others are simply annoyed. Ernest Soto said he has 
called the police repeatedly to report dangerous 
drag races on his residential street, but no officer 
has come to check it out. “It’s irritating,” he said. 
“We’re paying for this. We should be getting a 
response.”

Then there are citizens who no longer feel safe.

Marlena Greene, night manager at a low-budget 
hotel, used to count on a team of five undercover 
street-crimes cops to bust hookers and drug dealers 
outside her office. They broke up many a hotel-
room meth lab. Ms. Greene had all their cell-phone 
numbers.

“I now have nobody to call,” Ms. Greene said. She 
once tried 911, but said the cruisers arrived too late 
and without an element of surprise.

Chief Jordan is trying to minimize the impact of 
such cuts by policing more efficiently. He analyzed 
call and crime patterns and is shuffling shifts 
accordingly. By summer, he plans to assign all 
patrol officers dedicated beats—and build in time 
for them to get to know local residents—instead of 
deploying them across a 20-square-mile sector.
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He’s also pushing to adopt time-saving technology, 
such as a hand-held wireless device for printing 
traffic tickets. He’s asking citizens to report some 
crimes online instead of taking up an officer’s time. 
He’s questioning other customs. Responding to 
burglar alarms eats up hundreds of hours of officer 
time each week, and at least 98% are false alarms. 
Is that worth it? Chief Jordan says no.

The true test in Tulsa will likely come this summer. 
The city has closed several swimming pools 
and recreation centers to save money. Strapped 
nonprofit groups have cut sports and mentoring 
programs. Some residents fear that will leave 
restless teens with little to do but make trouble. “In 
my mind, that’s a recipe for disaster,” Councilor 
Jack Henderson said.

One fear: a repeat of the Chicken Hut incident.

At 3 a.m. on Feb. 28, a young man was shot 
multiple times outside Chicken Hut, a fast-food 
joint in north Tulsa. Three officers arrived in 
minutes but were outnumbered by a hostile crowd 
of perhaps 150 people. Some were so intent 
on getting their chicken, they stepped over the 
wounded man, who eventually died, to reach the 
take-out window.

Sgt. Mike Huff, a veteran homicide detective, said 
it took a half-hour to get enough officers there to 
control the crowd. By then, some witnesses had 
left. Police haven’t identified a suspect.

Mayor Bartlett says if trouble brews this summer, 
Tulsa can contract with the non-unionized county 
sheriff’s department to help, at far lower cost than 
hiring more full-time cops. Mr. Bartlett also aims 
to push more of the existing force into beat patrols 
by hiring lower-paid civilians to handle chores like 
maintaining records. Citizens won’t care, he says. 
“They just want to be safe.”

The proposal infuriates police, who see the plan 
as another stab at union busting, an accusation Mr. 
Bartlett denies.

The debate will come to a head next month when 
the city council sets a budget for next fiscal year. 
Officers are in no mood to reconsider wage or 
benefit cuts. They say they’re hoping a public 
outcry will force the council to bring more officers 
on board.

But no outcry has materialized. Everyone these 
days is getting by with less. The police should be 
able to do it, too, said Twan Jones, a 38-year-old 
community activist. “They have people being paid 
nice salaries to figure it out.”

Tulsa Officer Phil Evans, president of the police 
union, finds such rhetoric disorienting. “It 
used to be that cities were proud of their police 
department,” he said. “Now it’s all about the 
bottom line.”
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Tishomingo
Lewis Parkhill, Mayor

Meet Lewis Parkhill
Lewis has been the Mayor, City of 
Tishomingo for two years and a member 
of the city council for another ten. He 
earned his PhD, at the University of 
Texas in Austin. Mayor Parkhill is a 
retired Professor of English and Chair, 
Department of English and Languages 
at East Central University, Ada, 
Oklahoma

The Chickasaw Nation
Chickasaw Nation Governor Bill 
Annoatubby is a Tishomingo high school 
graduate. Tishomingo is the historical capitol 
of the Chickasaw nation, As such the tribal 
government has been a loyal partner for the city 
over the years.  

Our two most historic and impressive buildings 
are of Chickasaw origin--the capitol building, 
and a former bank, now used by the local 
historical society (recent recipients of a $70k 
grant for repair/renovation from the Nation). 
They’ve developed an impressive museum in the 
capitol complex and have plans for expansion. 
Excellent tourism draw for us, also.

Tishomingo
The City of Tishomingo (pop 3,210) is the 
County Seat of Johnston County (pop 10,468).

Tishomingo has limited revenue sources and 
increasing costs of city operations.

Management Realties 

• Limited sources for municipal revenue:
sales tax (.02 until 2007 increase to .03), 
utility rates, general revenue bonds, loans, 
grants 

• Static population over thirty years:
3,212 in 1980 census; census projection for 
2008, 3,210 

• Below average per capita income: 
1999 county per capita was $13,747 
compared to $20,300 for state per 
capita (source: census). 

• Relatively static sales tax revenue 
over the 1980-2008 period when 
adjusted for inflation–1980 sales tax, 
$250,000; 2008 sales tax, $540,000  
(source: OSU Extension analysis of 
Tishomingo Taxable finances, dated 
Dec. 2009); the city has almost the 
same buying power from sales tax 
today as in 1990.  

• Increased operational costs:
Aging infrastructure ; increasing DEQ 
mandates for hazard mitigation, water 
and waster water management; increased 
Public safety responsibilities; and increased 
administrative technology and complexity of 
accountability for daily operations and to meet 
more complex legal and auditing requirements  

Analysis
The five realities above form the ground of both 
daily city operations and strategic planning for the 
future. Items 1-4 define the limited revenue side of 
city finance. Item 5 outlines the areas of increased 
costs of city operations. The sections below will 
describe the increasing operational item 5 topics 
above.

Costs of Infrastructure 

Streets
Few streets are cement curbed and guttered; most 
are asphalt overlay over gravel base, requiring 
constant maintenance. City voters approved a five-
year .025% sales tax dedicated for streets in 2007. 
Four blocks of downtown sidewalks were replaced 
last year using ODOT grant funds and local levy. 
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Water
Water/Waste Water projects in response to aging 
water/waste water infrastructure and increased 
DEQ requirements.  

Since 1980, there have been four major water/
waste water  projects, financed by loans, and 
increased utility rates to pay the loans. The annual 
loan payment for these projects is $256,500, 21% 
of the total TMA budget for 2010. 

More recently a mandated CMOM Study costing 
$84,000 identified critical, further needs in water/
waste water infrastructure. City voters approved 
a .075% sales tax dedicated for water/sewer 
infrastructure in 2007 which enabled a Rural 
Development Association grant/loan application.  
 
The city is near closing on the RDA grant/loan (2.4 
million grant and 4.6 million loan) to finance the 
needs identified in the CMOM study. 
 
Payment of the loan will come from the 2007 sales 
tax increase, reserve funds from the Tishomingo 
Municipal Authority, and quite possibly increases 
in utility rates. This 40 year loan will address long 
deferred water/waste water projects, but it will 
also add significantly to city indebtedness and 
restrict the future ability of the city to cover gaps in 
general fund revenues from sales tax volatility with 
transfers from TMA..

Costs of Increased mandates for hazard 
mitigation, water and waste water management.

1. Diesel spill example. Cleanup for an 
approximately 100 gallon diesel spill required 
an outside contractor, cost $30,000 and was not 
covered by city insurance nor insurance of third 
party involved in spill. In the 1980s, such a spill 
would have been managed by city workers. 

2. Waste water spill example. After some years of 
deferred lift station upgrades, the city responded to 
a DEQ consent order by submitting an $800,000 
loan application to the OWRB and raised utility 
rates to pay for the loan to fund installation of back 
up generators and telemetry systems for our eleven 
lift stations. While the loan was being processed, 

a thunderstorm knocked out electricity to the main 
lift station to the water treatment plant, causing a 
notable spill for which the city paid a $30,000 fine 
to DEQ. The lift station renovation was completed 
in 2007 with productive results and notable 
increase in utility rates and city indebtedness. 

Increased Public Safety Costs    
   
Fire Equipment
A pumper truck cost  $80,000 in 1980; a similar 
truck in 2010 costs $200,000.
Costs for individual bunker gear for a firefighter 
have also increased, tripling since 1980; Self 
Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) was 
desirable, but optional, costing $2,000 in 1980; 
SCBA is now mandatory for each firefighter and 
costs $6,000 per unit. 

Police training and equipment
In 1980, on the job training was typical for a 
beginning officer; in 2010 CLEET training is 
mandatory and costs the city $3,600 for each 
officer.  

In 1980, equipping a patrol car added $12,000 
to cost of the basic vehicle; the cost is now over 
$25,000 per vehicle. New technology resources 
such as body armor, in car video, computers, and 
personal radios add to equipment costs. 

In the 2010-2011 Tishomingo budget, costs of 
police salaries, equipment and operations are 
almost 40% of the total general fund budget.
Equipment and operations costs hamper the city’s 
ability to offer competitive salaries for CLEET 
trained officers. Over the last ten years, it has been 
typical for at least one officer a year to resign to 
take a higher paying job with a larger city after city 
investment in CLEET training and providing two 
years experience for a job resume.  

The City Council voted last year to increase police 
salaries to reduce the “train and leave” pattern, 
and for the 2010-2011 budget added one officer to 
reduce comp time and to reduce shifts with only 
one officer on duty. These needed improvements 
in police funding mean that other city needs are 
deferred.
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Administrative Costs
Since 1980, technology costs 
have risen significantly. 
Computers and software are 
essential, and replacements and 
upgrades are continuous. More 
complex accounting/auditing 
requirements have offset the 
time saving of new technology. 
It remains challenging to attract 
and to retain qualified office 
staff. Typically, the city has 
struck a balance between paying 

what is needed to attract qualified employees, 
but not hiring all the staff needed to perform 
administration at best efficiency. Cross training and 
backup expertise is challenging.   
 
Of the past five city managers, only our current 
city manager came with a degree in public 
administration and city manager experience, 
primarily because of the challenge of offering a 
competitive salary.  
 
Because there is no assistant city manager, the city 
manager must juggle the demands of planning, 
grant writing,  personnel management, budget 
preparation and analysis, and the myriad daily 

interruptions of dealing with water/sewer, public 
safety, purchase orders and citizen complaints 
as well as maintaining a productive relationship 
with city council members, business owners, and 
citizens.

Conclusion
The city basically operates on a “maintenance and 
operation” basis with budgets restricted to M&O 
expenditures with little possibility for systematic 
capital improvements. With relatively fixed sources 
of revenue, the city has relied primarily on loans 
for needed capital improvements, often deferring 
them until mandated.  
 
Recent stability in city leadership (stable council, 
well-qualified city manager) has produced 
significant grant revenues – 1.3 million from state 
sources in the last five years and over $80,000 from 
the Chickasaw Nation.  
 
This management success and a concerted city 
effort to inform the public about city needs and 
plans to meet them resulted in passage of a one 
cent sales tax increase with 90% approval in 2007, 
the first city sales tax increase in over thirty years, 
enabling some progress in capital improvements 
and strategic planning.
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Edmond 
Patrice Douglas, Mayor, Edmond

Municipal Expenses 
What’s A Growing City to DO?
In the last two years, declining 
revenues for Oklahoma cities has 
not been a cliché.  It has been a 
reality.  Because municipalities 
are constitutionally required to 
balance their budgets (and that’s a 
good thing – keeps us from being 
another bankrupt city like several in 
California), we have two choices:  (1) 
raise or expand revenue streams or (2) 

cut expenses.  Many of us have chosen to do the 
latter.  

Growth becomes a double-edged sword in an 
economy like this one.  Clearly, history shows that 
a city that is not continually reinventing itself, or 
growing, is one that is dying.  To grow, cities need 
infrastructure - roads, sewers, water and electric.  
To reinvent, cities need much the same.  A growing 
city needs additional fire and police protection, 
additional equipment, and likely additional 
municipal personnel.   In Oklahoma, cities live or 
die by sales tax.

In Edmond, we have hit growth numbers projected 
for 2015 – and we hit them in 2009.  But sales 
tax revenue has declined almost 6% in the last 
year – 9% down from our budgeted numbers.  The 
question then becomes how to balance the good 
(growth) with the bad (declining revenues).  

In this economy, cities are tempted to increase 
taxes and add fees.  All over the nation, this has 
been attempted.  Repeatedly, these options have 
been denied by taxpayers – who are feeling the 
brunt of this recession.  (The obvious exception 
is the MAPS III initiative led by OKC Mayor 
Mick Cornett.)   Individuals are saving at record 
levels.  They are cautious about spending, and 
their concern is exemplified in declining sales tax 
revenue for most of Oklahoma’s cities and town.  

Meet Mayor Douglas
Born in Oklahoma, Patrice is a 
long time Edmond resident.   She 
attended Oklahoma Christian for her 
undergraduate degree, and then the 
University of Oklahoma, where she 
obtained her law degree.

Patrice practiced law full time for 13 
years.  Her father asked her to join him 
in the family-owned company, ACP 
Sheet Metal Company, and she agreed.  
During her five years at ACP, she served as its vice 
president and general counsel.  

She and her father also started a second company, 
which focused on manufacturing.  She left the 
family business to learn banking, and is currently 
leading the Edmond commercial team for a locally-
owned Oklahoma bank, First Fidelity Bank.   

Mayor Douglas’  passion is community service.  
She served as the vice chairman of the Governor’s 
Task Force on Early Childhood Education, was a 
founding member of Smart Start Oklahoma and 
still works very hard to keep Oklahoma focused on 
its youngest citizens.  She was the chairman of the 
Edmond Economic Development Authority until 
October, 2008.  Elected in April 2009, her latest 
community service is serving as Edmond’s Mayor 
for the next two years. 

But family and faith are her focus.  Her husband 
of 21 years, Brent Douglas, is a strategic planning 
consultant for engineering and manufacturing 
companies.  Her two sons, Patrick – 14 years old, 
and Phillip – 11 years old, are the lights of her life.  
She enjoys hanging out with them, and knows that 
she is raising a future astronaut and President of 
the United States.  

She attends and is involved in her church, Life 
Church.        
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With a national government viewed as creating 
runaway deficits, taxpayers seek efficient 
government, not increased fees or taxes.   This was 
clearly apparent in Edmond’s most recent vote to 
fund a public safety center with a new revenue 
source – ad valorem taxes.  It went down in flames 
– with more than 60% of the residents voting “no.”

Add to this the tightening of credit caused by 
increased federal regulation, and city officials are 
faced with projects that cannot be financed, and can 
thus not be built.  Instead of seeing growth in sales 
tax “producers”, cities are faced with populations 
that have expectations of maintained city services, 
employees who unrealistically seek raises, and 
declining sales taxes because consumers are being 
more frugal.

What does this mean to growing cities?  Tough 
decisions.  Balancing competing interests becomes 
an annual debate.  Funding of capital projects is 
delayed.   And projects like police stations and 
new roads face an uncertain future.   Maintenance 
of bridges and roads is scrutinized, and sometimes 
halted.  “Quality of life” projects, like bicycle 
lanes, walking trails and sidewalks, and parks 
become a luxury.   

In terms of a city budget, reduced expenses can 
take three forms:  (1) increased efficiencies, (2) 
reduction in personnel, and (3) reduced or delayed 
infrastructure.

First and foremost, municipal efficiency is 
a necessity.  Necessity is truly the mother of 
invention – and this old saying is defining the 
operation of cities.  Ideas to cut expenses, and 
increase revenues without raising taxes are being 
vetted and implemented.  

• Cities like Tulsa have considered outsourcing 
sales tax collections – rather than relying on 
traditional means of collection.   

• Some towns are adding charges for “out 
of boundary” fire protection.   Cities like 
Oklahoma  

• City and Edmond are relying more heavily 
on public transportation to manage traffic 
congestion, and are looking to “intelligent 
transportation systems” to increase road 
capacity, without laying concrete.   

• Many have made across-the-board cuts in 
departments, including police, fire and utilities.  

While cities like Edmond have not reduced 
services, the possibility of reduced services in the 
future is a real one.  

Just like your personal household budget, there 
is only so much “fat” that can be cut.  Efficiency 
can help make budgets balance, but it rarely funds 
growth.  On a national level, more than 500,000 
jobs have been cut by municipalities, and more are 
likely to occur in the current year.   Even after all 
the innovation is brought to municipal operations, 
several of our largest cities were forced to lay 
off employees, including fire and police, and are 
looking to furloughs for the present fiscal year. 

Delayed infrastructure improvements have very 
distinct effects.  In a community like Edmond, 
growth has been a result of quality schools, quality 
parks and green space, beautiful housing and prime 
location.  City officials and planners are proud 
of high standards and the companies who choose 
to locate in the quality environment.   Traffic 
increases because roads cannot be built.   Public 
safety is threatened because needed projects cannot 
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be funded.  Water and sewer pipes cannot be 
extended to add capacity for growth of business 
and residents.  Overall, the quality of life – the very 
thing that draws people to your city – is threatened.  
 
For example, Edmond’s traffic has increased in the 
last five years due to large growth.  For decades, 
an “outer transportation loop” has been planned 
which would permit traffic to move through less 
dense parts of Edmond at a quicker pace, reducing 
congestion on main thoroughfares like Broadway 
Extension.  One mile of this road can cost as much 
as 10 million dollars.  

Since the “outer transportation loop” does not 
currently meet traffic criteria to gain state or 
federal funding, the entire funding burden will be 
shouldered by the city’s general fund.   At least 5 
miles of road is needed to complete this loop.

In a nation where we speak in terms of trillions 
in deficit, 50 million does not immediately cause 
concern.  But look deeper.  For the fiscal year 
2010-2011, the general fund budget for Edmond 
is approximately 40 million dollars.  What does 
this mean?  It means that with 40 million dollars, 
the city is required to provide needed city services 
like police and fire protection, garbage collection, 
water, road maintenance, park maintenance, public 
transportation, and all the other services that 
citizens require and expect.  

It means in real numbers that 50 million dollars for 
a road project – regardless of viability or necessity 
– is impossible in the near future, especially in 
a declining sales tax environment.  It means that 
economic development could slow.    It means 
that top workforce recruits will be evaluating not 
only the quality of schools, but the quality of the 
commute to and from work.   

As we move through challenging times, cities 
should be commended for their innovation in 
reducing expenses, and stretching the dollars in 
their budgets.  Solutions require partnerships, and 
new ways of thinking, if we are to continue to meet 
the basic needs that residents require every day.  
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Oklahoma City 
Catherine O’Connor, Assistant City Manager, Oklahoma City

Editor’s Introduction 
Cathy was asked to specifically address 
the financial impacts of personnel on 
municipal expenses, and the challenges 
that her municipality faces in balancing 
demand for services, demands of taxpayer 
and demands of the municipal labor force.

The Costs of People 
Although Oklahoma City is the largest city 
in Oklahoma, the issues it faces are much 

the same as any other municipality in the state.  
The primary difference is one of scale.  Oklahoma 
City has a population of about 550,000 and covers 
620 square miles.   Efficiently providing public 
services to a population spread over such a large 
area is a difficult task.  

The services the City provides are the basic 
municipal services of fire, police, roads, water, 
sewer, trash, parks and recreation, public 
transportation (bus service), municipal courts, 
zoning and planning and the internal services 
that make all of that possible such as finance, 
personnel, legal, information technology, and fleet 
maintenance.  

In addition, the largest City in a metropolitan area 
takes on responsibilities for providing regional 
services that impact the quality of life for the entire 
area, such as professional sporting events, airports, 
convention centers, performing arts, and major 
concert venues.  

Meet Catherine O’Connor 
Catherine O’Connor was appointed 
Assistant City Manager in May 2001. 
Cathy oversees the departments of 
Finance, Planning, Development Services, 
the City Clerk’s Office and Public 
Information and Marketing. 

Cathy is also responsible for the City’s 
economic development efforts;  the City’s 
Strategic Investment Program, a $75 
million local economic development incentive fund 
approved by the voters in December 2007; and has 
been an instrumental part of the City’s downtown 
redevelopment efforts including management of the 
City’s Tax Increment districts. 

She led the City’s team to structure the terms 
for the redevelopment of the Skirvin Hotel and 
most recently led the City’s team to create a 
new tax increment finance district for the Devon 
Headquarters to fund over $100 million in 
streetscape, park and other public improvements in 
downtown Oklahoma City. 

She received her B.A. and Masters of Public 
Administration at the University of Oklahoma. 
Prior to becoming an Assistant City Manager, 
Cathy has served in various positions including 
the City’s Finance Director, Budget Director and 
Business Manager for the Oklahoma City Fire 
Department

Cathy was recently named the Journal Record’s 
Woman of the Year and has also received the 
Stanley Draper Award for Community Excellence 
from Downtown Oklahoma City, Inc. and a Byliner 
Award for Economic Development from the 
Association of Women in Communications.

Ms. O’Connor has a daughter, Rachel, who 
attends Oklahoma State University. Cathy and her 
daughter own several Arabian horses and Rachel 
competes nationally in equestrian events.
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Oklahoma municipalities have a fairly unique 
financial structure compared with most other 
localities around the United States.  

Most municipalities in the United States rely 
on property tax for the bulk of their operating 
revenue, and many also have sales tax revenue.  
In Oklahoma, cities are prohibited from using 
property tax to pay for operations.  Oklahoma 
cities can only use property tax for debt service on 
general obligation bonds and to pay for judgments 
levied against the city by a court.  General 
obligation (G.O.) bonds pay for things like roads, 
bridges, buildings and other basic infrastructure 
needs.  These bonds must be approved by the 
voters and identify the specific types of projects 
that will be funded by the bonds.  

Funding Models
There are two basic ways that cities fund 
operational expenses.  The first is a utility or 
enterprise model for those functions that can 
support themselves.  In this situation, the rates paid 
by users support the operations.  In Oklahoma City 
these services include water, wastewater, trash 
or solid waste, airports and stormwater drainage.  
In Oklahoma City most of these functions have 
restrictions on the use of rate payer funds such that 
these funds can only pay the City for the services 
provided, such as personnel, finance and legal 
services.  

We simply can’t raise water rates to help pay for 
other services such as parks or police.
That leaves the other more general functions 
of city government, such as fire, police, parks, 
development services, and road maintenance.  
These functions are part of the City’s General 
Fund.  

The primary source of revenue for the General 
Fund is sales tax.  

Although there are many different fees, other 
charges and minor taxes that support the General 
Fund, sales tax provides over 51% of the revenue.  
Sales tax is tied directly to the local economy and 
by extension to the national economy and is thus 
very volatile.  To provide the flexibility to respond 

to potential changes in the economy, the City must 
use conservative projections for future revenues, 
enforce its revenue sources, manage growth in 
operating costs, work to fund future liabilities and 
provide appropriate levels of financial reserves.  

As the City population grows the need for city 
services increases.  Revenues for services funded 
through an enterprise model and supported by 
user fees are adjusted by increases in the number 
of customers and by increases in the fees that 
support the services.  While the General Fund has 
the ability to adjust permits and fees in relation to 
the cost of services this is only a small portion of 
General Fund revenues.  

Any adjustment to the sales tax rate, the largest 
revenue source that supports general government 
services, requires a vote of the citizens and is more 
challenging to achieve.  Sales tax revenue typically 
increases as the City grows, but not necessarily in 
proportion to the increased cost of services.  This is 
especially true as more purchases are made through 
the internet and not from local businesses.

Personnel Costs
The City’s main product is service.  Similar 
to any service industry personnel costs are the 
largest expenditure in the City’s operating budget.  
Personnel related costs make up close to 80% of 
the City’s General Fund budget.  

Because City services are so closely tied to the 
personnel that provide those services, the most 
significant impact to the City’s budget every year is 
increases in personnel costs.  Increases in personnel 
costs result from growth in the cost of wages 
and benefits (health insurance and retirement) 
for current employees and the cost of additional 
employees needed to address demands related to 
growth.

Oklahoma State law requires cities to bargain 
with public safety unions and provides for interest 
arbitration when agreements cannot be reached.  If 
the City Council does not believe an arbitrator’s 
ruling is in the best interest of the City, they have 
the option of taking contract issues to a vote of 
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the people.  The challenges with an election over 
contract issues are that cities cannot campaign for 
an election where unions can.  

Fire and police unions are politically powerful, 
and an election where a city is at odds with its 
employees, particularly public safety employees, 
can negatively impact public confidence in local 
government.  

The cost of employee wages and benefits must 
be managed to provide the ability for the City to 
expand services as the City’s population grows.  
Oklahoma City’s current level of employment is 
comparable to the number of employees in 1992.  
Many things have changed during that time to 
allow for improved efficiencies, and at the same 
time the population has grown by about 100,000.  
Increases in personnel costs and other costs such as 
utilities, fuel, and vehicles have limited the City’s 
ability to address increased demands related to 
growth.  

The City must also maintain a balance between 
the various types of positions that are included in 
the budget.  Currently, 65% of the City’s General 
Fund budget supports public safety services.   
While public safety is the highest priority, we must 
maintain a balance to ensure that all essential city 
services can be provided at appropriate levels.  As 
economic challenges arise and budgets must be 
reduced, the pressure to maintain public safety 
services challenges the City’s ability to continue 
to provide other important services. The challenge 
is to manage the cost of wages and benefits to 
allow increases in services to keep pace with 
demand from population growth and to balance 
the allocation of resources to ensure that essential 
services are maintained at appropriate levels.
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Chapter 6

Other Governments
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“Merger? Fat Chance! 
Janet Pearson, Associate Editor, Tulsa World, April 18, 2010

The flap over studying possible city-county 
partnering opportunities has grown so intense 
it’s overshadowing just about every other local 
issue. Ever since the Tulsa City Council rejected 
a proposal to create a study committee, the war of 
words has escalated. 

Completely lost in the childish name-calling 
and finger-pointing is the fact that city-county 
collaboration just might be — probably is, in fact 
— a good policy direction that ought to be pursued 
because it could benefit local taxpayers, both city 
and county. (Remember, most of us pay both city 
and county taxes.) 

If a majority of Tulsa taxpayers could sit the 
crybabies down and get them to listen, the message 
likely would be something like this: “We the 
taxpayers want our local leadership to study the 
value of partnering on some fronts. We don’t mean 
consolidate city and county governments. We don’t 
mean merge law enforcement agencies. We mean 
try to find savings, efficiencies, and economies 
of scale. We don’t care about your political egos, 
gamesmanship and strategies. We just want you to 
try to save us some money.”

Bogged down
The idea of studying the possibilities has been 
kicked around for years but under the new 
administration, some activity was initiated. 

But things quickly went sour. The study proposal, 
put forth by Councilor G. T. Bynum, failed by a 5-4 
vote but did manage to generate plenty of debate. 

Bynum kept trying to assure fellow councilors 
that his plan would not be the beginning of city-
county consolidation, but the five-member majority 
wouldn’t budge, with the possible exception of 
Councilor Bill Christiansen, who says he might 
change his vote if the county pays a $232,000 
water bill he believes is past due. 

County commissioners don’t believe they owe 
the city for water and an impasse over the subject 
has developed. Obviously the matter needs to 
be resolved. But is the water-bill flap a reason 
to stymie an initiative that could greatly benefit 
taxpayers for years to come? Of course not. At least 
by week’s end it appeared a compromise over the 
bill dispute might be a possibility. 

For his part, Mayor Dewey Bartlett didn’t do the 
partnering effort much good by hopping into bed 
with the county the day after the City Council 
rejected the study proposal. Sure, he has the 
authority to launch his own initiative with the 
county by executive order, and that action showed 
some decisive leadership. And he is supposed to be 
the city’s CEO, after all. 

But his in-your-face, next-day salvo toward the 
council caused bad feelings to grow even worse, 
and maybe even permanently hindered the effort. 
Political egos being what they are, some councilors 
may now look for any and every chance to torpedo 
any partnerships. 

Bartlett managed to ruffle feathers further with 
comments suggesting he has courage and foresight 
and his council foes are whiney, do-nothing 
complainers. 

Even Bynum, usually a dependable voice of reason, 
joined the chorus of criticism after Bartlett and 
County Commissioner Karen Keith announced a 
possible city-county mowing partnership. Bynum 
was troubled by reports that Bartlett planned to 
leave a council opponent out of the effort. 

“I think they’re in the wrong in the way they are 
pursuing this,” he said, adding the concept is 
“much larger than getting prisoners to mow grass.” 

Yes, it is, Councilor Bynum. It’s also larger than 
a disputed water bill. It’s larger than someone’s 
bruised ego. It’s larger than political revenge. It’s 
larger than any of you. 
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But it’s not as large as the end of local government 
as we know it. Anyone who worries that a few 
city-county partnerships might lead to wholesale 
consolidation needs to find something else to worry 
about. There’s almost no chance that’s going to 
happen, even if it is someone’s ulterior motive.

Doomed to fail?
Suzanne M. Leland, an associate professor at the 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, has 
studied consolidation extensively and published 
numerous works on the subject over the last 
decade. 

She noted in one recent publication, “City-County 
Consolidation: Reshaping the Local Government 
Landscape,” that of more than 100 consolidation 
attempts since 1970, there have been only 19 
that succeeded (representing 37 units of local 
government). The vast majority fail on the first 
attempt. 

The more populous the county, the less likely a 
consolidation attempt will proceed, she found. 

Law enforcement, she concluded “is the single 
most volatile issue” in consolidation tries. 
Opposition from a stakeholder as influential as law 
enforcement can doom a consolidation effort, she 
noted, especially where unions can bring muscle 
and money to the fight. “Law enforcement support 
or neutrality is essential,” she concluded. 

Does anyone around here see local law 
enforcement ever signing on to city-county 
consolidation? 

Leland also determined that voters must be 
convinced “government is broken” to go along 
with consolidation, and that a “crisis climate” is 
necessary to bolster support. Again, not exactly the 
scenario we have today in Tulsa. 

So put on your big-boy pants, mayor and 
councilors, and find a way to play nice on behalf of 
the taxpayers. The taxpayers may even let you play 
a little longer if you do. 
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Tulsa County 
Karen Keith, Tulsa County Commissioner

Meet Karen Keith
Karen Keith was elected County 
Commissioner for District 2 in 
November 2008. For 2010, she is 
serving as Chairman of the Board of 
County Commissioners. Karen’s top 
priorities for Tulsa County include 
working to find efficiencies between 
governments within Tulsa County. 
 
Karen grew up in Muskogee. She 
was active in 4-H and graduated 
from Muskogee High School in 
1972. A 1976 graduate of Oklahoma State 
University, Karen embarked on  26 year career in 
broadcasting. In 2002, Karen became the Mayor’s 
Director of Community Relations and Vision 
implementation.  Following her service at City 
Hall, Karen worked for the Tulsa Metro Chamber 
of Commerce as the Director of Partnership 
Development for the Tulsa Convention and Visitors 
Bureau.

Editor’s Note:
This article is a case study of a Tulsa County 
collaboration with the cities of Jenks and Bixby to 
optimize resources for street maintenance and road 
building.

Tulsa County Cooperation
For as long as its institutional memory stretches 
back, Tulsa County has taken a strong leadership 
position in the implementation of interlocal 
cooperative agreements with the various 
municipal entities within its borders.  This spirit 
of cooperation has continued for decades and 
despite attitudes about such agreements that can be 
inconsistent from one municipal administration to 
the next.  

The consistency of the County’s leadership and 
support on this issue has created an efficiency of 
government that is truly a service to the area’s 
taxpaying citizens.  

As a whole, the Board of County 
Commissioners for Tulsa County, 
both past and present, have strongly 
supported such agreements as a 
logical extension of the County’s 
core function and an efficient 
utilization of tax revenues collected 
within the County.  This support has 
effectively transcended potential 
partisanship within the Board.  
Without exception, all three of the 
current Commissioners in Tulsa 
County maintain strong adherence to 

this tradition.  This is especially true of interlocal 
cooperation on infrastructure projects such as new 
road construction, and maintenance and expansion 
of existing roads.
 
Streets and Roads
Although such agreements encompass a wide 
variety of areas, the most common involves road 
construction and maintenance. With 572,059 
people as of 2005, Tulsa County is the second 
largest county in Oklahoma by population. It 
includes 10 incorporated municipal entities within 
its borders, all of which have continuous and 
growing needs for roadwork.  This puts the County 
government in the most logical position to embrace 
regional leadership in this area.  

Clearly, one of the most basic functions of the 
County government is to maintain a fully staffed 
and equipped set of road crews that are funded 
with fuel taxes collected throughout the County.  
For this reason, the County possesses tremendous 
know-how in this area through the office of the 
County Engineer, a position long held by Ray 
Jordan.  

According to Jordan, “the County can offer cities 
a savings of more than 25%, and as much as 50%, 
over private contractors.  For example, a city often 
has several small projects that it needs completed 
which are spread out geographically.  Contractors 
refer to these as ‘junk projects,’ partly because they 
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cost more to complete.  This is one area in which 
we can help that city keep costs lower.”  Further, 
Jordan explains that, “the County must first and 
foremost construct and maintain the roads and 
bridges within the unincorporated areas of the 
County.  The nature of this work, however, creates 
pockets of time between projects where we could 
potentially be paying staff that is not working.    
Helping cities and towns with their projects allows 
us to be as efficient as possible with the tax-payer 
dollars that pay those crews’ salaries.”  

Bixby
All of the County’s municipalities can benefit 
from this type of cooperation on constructing and 
maintaining infrastructure. As a recent example, the 
intersection of 111th Street South and Sheridan has 
is set for expansion and refitting.  This intersection 
has been a source of traffic congestion for residents 
of Tulsa and the city of Bixby for years.   
 
An interlocal cooperation agreement was reached 
between the County and the cities of Tulsa and 
Bixby to implement this project. The agreement 
focuses each entity on a specific portion of the 
project.  Tulsa County is providing equipment 
and manpower, the City of Tulsa is providing 
traffic signals and the City of Bixby is providing 
materials.  

All three governments have expressed satisfaction 
with the arrangement.  In addition to having 
the support of all of the Board of County 
Commissioners, Tulsa City Councilor Bill 
Christensen said of the project, “After the new Wal-
Mart opened, congestion became a real problem.  
When I called the County, they were happy to team 
up.  I appreciate the team-work approach that has 
been taken on this project.”   
 
Likewise, Bixby Mayor Ray Bowen pointed out 
that, “We have a history of teaming with Tulsa 
County on these kinds of projects.  Bixby really 
appreciates our relationship with Tulsa County 
and we’re certainly glad to have the City of Tulsa 
participating in this project, too.”      

Jenks
This spirit of cooperation is particularly helpful 
to the City of Jenks, one of the fastest growing 
municipalities within Tulsa County. In addition 
to experiencing vast population growth, Jenks 
has recently completed a number of ambitious 
community enrichment and events facilities 
projects funded by Vision 2025, the County-wide, 
thirteen-year, one-cent sales tax provision passed 
by Tulsa County voters in 2003.  This growth and 
success, however, has compounded Jenks’ need for 
road construction and maintenance.  

In order to help Jenks meet its growing demand 
for road work while keeping its costs relatively 
low, Tulsa County has in the past and continues to 
voluntarily enter into various interlocal cooperative 
agreements with the City.   These agreements are 
typical insomuch as the City agrees to provide the 
asphalt and other materials needed for the projects 
and the County provides the labor and equipment 
necessary to complete the project.

Oklahoma law not only allows a county to 
enter into such an agreement, it encourages it 
by providing broad immunity for both parties 
from civil liability.  Consequently, these 
agreements can forego the complexity typical of 
many intergovernmental contracts and remain 
surprisingly simple. Typically, an agreement with 
Tulsa County consists of only one page.  The terms 
normally involve the parties entering into the 
agreement until the project is complete, the city 
providing traffic control and material costs, and 
the county providing the necessary manpower and 
equipment.  Attached to the agreement is a specific 
breakdown of the streets to be worked on, either by 
list or by map.        

Summary
All of Tulsa County benefits from the growth 
and innovation of its cities like Jenks.  Interlocal 
cooperative agreements for the construction and 
maintenance of infrastructure provide the backbone 
for such growth.  Tulsa County has a long tradition 
of supporting such agreements in order to provide 
its citizens an efficient and effective use of the 
taxes it collects because, as Bixby Mayor Ray 
Bowen has said, “It just makes sense.”  
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Tahlequah & Cherokee Nation 
Ken Purdy, Mayor, Tahlequah

“Partnership” is a term often used to reflect a 
desired relationship among the stakeholders in 
community development.  Moving from the 
semantics of words like collaboration, cooperation, 
and partnership toward a shared goal of action or 
common vision for the future among stakeholders 
requires a process beginning with a dialog that 
promotes understanding.  For many Oklahoma 
municipalities, as is the case in Tahlequah, 
that dialog must include tribal governments as 
community stakeholders.

This article focuses on a simple, but effective, 
practice of creating such a dialog between the 
Cherokee Nation and City of Tahlequah;  a practice 
that enhances participatory government and 
capacity building in our community.

As a city, Tahlequah has a history that is strongly 
intertwined with that of the Cherokee people.  
It was in fact by official act of the Cherokee 
National Council in 1843 that Tahlequah was first 
established as a town and new capital of the tribe’s 
government following the tribe’s forced relocation 
from their ancestral homelands in the southeastern 
United States.  The tribe influenced much of 
the early development of the city including the 
construction of governmental buildings and 
educational facilities (the latter of which has 
been incorporated into today’s Northeastern State 
University).  These structures stand today as 
important reminders of our community history.

The Cherokee Nation has since grown to become 
the second largest Native American tribe in the 
U.S. and a major employer in the community.  
Likewise, the City of 
Tahlequah has grown to 
contain a diverse population 
of nearly 17,000, nearly 
two-thirds of which are non-
Native American, and with 
other major employers that 
include Northeastern State 
University (NSU).  This 

history is relevant to our contemporary interests 
in community development and the process of 
dialog with community development partners that 
includes the Cherokee Nation.

In recent years, city, tribal, and university leaders 
began to realize that our independent interests in 
governmental projects, services, and programs had 
significant overlap as  community development 
interests.  The City of Tahlequah, Cherokee Nation, 
and NSU all maintain properties, deliver services, 
and conduct programs within the city.  Each entity 
impacts the city’s economy in significant ways.  
Yet, there was little communication outside of 
formal channels that afforded a dialog to better 
understand our interests and activities that affected 
the community and to identify opportunities to 
create shared visions and goals where appropriate.  
This gave rise to “breakfast diplomacy.”

Although simple in its approach, breakfast 
diplomacy as practiced in Tahlequah refers to 
a monthly meeting centered around a breakfast 
meal that provides a forum for informal and open 
communication by the city’s mayor, chief of the 
Cherokee Nation, and president of NSU to discuss 
matters of potential community interest.  The 
meeting has no official agenda, there are no rules, 
and the conversation is casual.  The outcomes have 
proven valuable.

Among the less tangible of these outcomes, but 
nonetheless valuable, has been the opportunity 
to gain familiarity and insight into one another 
as individuals, not just as the titled head of 
our respective governments and educational 

institution.  This has 
certainly contributed to a 
greater sense of relationship 
between entities.  This 
relationship contributes to 
an openness that is evident 
even between the employees 
and operational divisions of 
our organizations. 
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Beyond the discussion itself, the ideas and 
information shared at the monthly meetings 
have contributed to consensual decisions and 
collaborative efforts affecting community 
improvements that have been further developed 
and implemented with joint resources.  Among 
these have been cooperative efforts to promote and 
secure business and industry in the community; 
joint health-care ventures; the implementation 
of environmental improvement programs;  
outreach efforts to extend collaborative strategies 
for community development to other regional 
communities; the improvement of public parks 
and recreational spaces; and most recently, the 
establishment of a steering committee focused 
on tourism development and related public 
improvements in the city’s historic downtown area. 

It is important to note that nearly all these cases 
of successful community development projects 
involved a more comprehensive collaboration and 
involvement with other community organizations 
and stakeholders.  Increasingly, cities are realizing 
the real value of community development 
partnerships and in Tahlequah, as in most other 
Oklahoma communities, few would argue that 
a go-it-alone strategy is the best way to achieve 
success.  

The Tahlequah experience with inter-governmental 
relations between the city, tribal government, and 
other key stakeholders in community development 
has demonstrated that the creation and maintenance 
of an effective dialog is an essential component of 
the process.  In our case, eggs and bacon seem to 
stimulate the discussion quite well. 
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Municipal and County Opportunity 
Rich Brierre, Executive Director and Darita Huckabee, Legal Affairs Coordinator, INCOG

Meet Rich Brierre
Rich Brierre is the Executive Director of 
INCOG, the principal planning organization 
for the Tulsa metropolitan area.  INCOG serves 
some 50 local governments in the five-county 
Tulsa metro area including the City of Tulsa 
and Tulsa County.  INCOG’s programs include 
transportation planning, environmental planning, 
land development coordination, comprehensive 
planning, community development and aging 
services. He was appointed Executive Director 
of INCOG in January 2008; and has served in 
various planning capacities with INCOG since his 
employment with INCOG in June, 1973. 

Mr. Brierre is a native of St. Louis, Missouri and 
a graduate of the University of Tulsa.  He and 
his wife Claudia have two children, a daughter 
Catharine, who is a junior at the University 
of Tulsa and a son Will, a senior at Booker T. 
Washington High School.

Meet Darita Huckabee
Darita is the Legal and Legislative Affairs 
Coordinator for the Indian Nation Council of 
Governments (INCOG).

She is a Phi Kappa Phi graduate (Sociology and 
Political Science) from Oklahoma State University, 
and holds a Juris Doctorate (JD) earned at the 
University of Oklahoma College of Law. Darita 
has also been a National Scottish Rite Fellow 
at  The George Washington University doing 
graduate level work in Public Affairs and Public 
Administration. 

Darita has been Vice-President, Tulsa Advocates 
for the Protection of Children; Vice-Chair, 

Statewide 9-1-1 
Advisory Board; 
and a member in 
good standing of 
the Oklahoma Bar 
Association.

Introduction
There are many advantages to local jurisdictions 
cooperating in the delivery of services to its 
citizens.  Cooperation can eliminate duplication 
of services and improve the quality of the services 
while reducing costs and achieving economies of 
scale.   Despite the occasional headlines, Oklahoma 
local governments cooperate regularly to perform a 
variety of duties.   
 
There are several ways that cooperation can 
occur.  In some areas, Oklahoma statutes or the 
Constitution spell out a formula for cooperation 
in a specific subject area, such as a multi-county 
ambulance district, a city-county library or a city 
county health department.  In areas where the law 
is silent, jurisdictions can create a public trust or 
enter into an interlocal agreement to tailor the rules 
of cooperation to their particular situation.  

Project Specific Laws 
Oklahoma provides many function-specific laws 
allowing cities and counties to work together 
to achieve common goals.  City-county health 
departments, for example are specifically 
authorized and regulated by statute.  The 
jurisdictions must spell out what services will 
be provided in which jurisdictions and how the 
services will be funded.  The state Commissioner 
of Health must approve each agreement.   
 
Land use planning is another example of statutorily 
authorized cooperation.  Oklahoma statutes 
allow for the creation of either a city-county or a 
metropolitan area planning commission, to adopt 
and administer a comprehensive land-use plan 
covering the city and unincorporated area of the 
county.   

The statute sets a population threshold as to 
which jurisdictions can use a regional planning 
commission, and establishes which jurisdictions 
appoints how many members to the commission.  
Tulsa and Tulsa County have used this statutory 
structure for nearly 60 years.   
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Examples of other city-county planning 
commissions include Claremore-Rogers County, 
Sapulpa-Creek County and Pawhuska-Osage 
County. 
 
Oklahoma laws provide for city-county cooperation 
in other areas such as regional economic 
development, regional transportation projects and 
emergency medical service delivery.

Public Trusts 
Where there is no specific statute regulating 
intergovernmental cooperation in a certain area, 
cities and counties can create a public trust to 
jointly administer public projects or programs.  
A public trust is a separate legal entity from the 
cities or counties creating it, so the money and 
management of a trust is kept separate from the 
participating jurisdictions.  

Because it is a separate entity, the public trust can 
incur debt and issue multi-year revenue bonds, 
avoiding the constitutional prohibition against 
jurisdictions incurring such long-term debt.  Public 
trusts, often called authorities, can own or lease 
property, enter into public construction, labor and 
equipment contracts, operate public facilities and 
administer public duties.  Board meetings are 
subject to the provisions of the Open Meetings Act 
and must be open to the public. 
 
A public trust is governed by a board of trustees 
who are appointed according to the trust indenture 
adopted by all of the participating jurisdictions.  
The balance of representation for each jurisdiction 
is defined in the trust indenture and by-laws 
 
Examples of public trusts include the River 
Parks Authority and the Tulsa County Criminal 
Justice Authority.  The River Parks Authority 
was created in 1974 by joint action of the City of 
Tulsa and Tulsa County. The Authority’s mission 
is to maintain, preserve and develop the Arkansas 
River and areas adjacent to the river within Tulsa 
County for the economic and cultural benefit of 
the community and to promote public use of all 
park lands and facilities under the Authority’s 
jurisdiction.  
 

Tulsa County Criminal Justice Authority is another 
example of a public trust created to oversee the 
Tulsa County jail facility.  The authority has a 7 
member board, 3 county commissioners and 4 
mayors from cities or towns within Tulsa County.  
Without a cooperative city-county relationship, 
smaller jurisdictions would have to each maintain 
a jail facility adequate to house a prisoner for long 
periods of time.  With the facility, municipalities 
can maintain a smaller area for holding prisoners 
for short periods waiting for transport to the Tulsa 
County facility.  

The Interlocal Cooperation Act
 The vast majority of city-county cooperation is 
done through the use of the Interlocal Cooperation 
Act, 74 O.S. (2001) sec.1001 et seq., which enables 
jurisdictions to contract with each other to perform 
jointly any duties that they can do separately.   The 
law can be used by state agencies, cities, counties 
and public trusts among others.  The contract must 
contain provisions outlining how the new entity 
or joint project will be governed, who will have 
decision making authority, and how the entity 
or project will be dissolved.  Once the contract 
is approved by all participating jurisdictions’ 
governing bodies, it must be also approved by the 
Oklahoma Attorney General and filed of record 
with the Secretary of State and the county clerk.  
Interlocal agreements can be used for long term, 
multi-purpose projects, or for short-term single 
events.

 
In 2003, Tulsa County voters approved Vision 
2025, a county wide sales tax which funded 
multiple projects throughout the county.   Interlocal 
agreements were put in place between Tulsa 
County and various jurisdictions to fund special 
projects and delegate project oversight to the local 
municipalities.  One such agreement between 
Tulsa County and the City of Tulsa funded the 
construction of the highly successful BOK Center 
and a major expansion and upgrade to the Tulsa 
Convention Center. 

    
The Association of Central Oklahoma 
Governments (ACOG) and the Indian Nations 
Council of Governments (INCOG) are regional 
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planning agencies created by interlocal 
agreements.  Regional planning agencies assist 
local governments in cooperative efforts, such as 
transportation planning, air quality monitoring 
and environmental compliance.  The agreement 
creates a board of directors and provides a method 
for calculating which jurisdictions have how many 
seats on the Board.  Participating jurisdictions pay 
annual dues that partially fund the activities of 
these regional planning organizations.   
 
Interlocal agreements are very commonly used to 
deal with one-time or short-term projects, such 
as road construction, where one jurisdiction will 
purchase the materials and another will use its 
equipment.    

Barriers and Benefits to Cooperation
The opportunities for city-county cooperation are 
almost limitless, but there are natural barriers.  
Jurisdictions are often in competition with each 
other for state or federal aid, or for their piece of 
the limited local tax base.   That can breed mistrust 
among leaders.   It is difficult to form a cooperative 
arrangement where wariness and skepticism 
pervades the interactions.  Sometimes, the only 
solution is to wait until new leaders emerge without 
the baggage of past experience to bring to the 
project. 
 
Cooperation is not without risk.  When 
administration is turned over to a cooperative 
board, the jurisdiction may feel the loss of control 
over the outcome.  The stakes can be high, 
especially in public safety ventures such as 9-1-1 
service delivery, fire suppression and emergency 
medical transport.  Jurisdictions run the risk of 
receiving the blame when things go wrong and 
none of the credit when things go right.   
 
There are few incentives for larger jurisdictions to 
cooperate with smaller ones.  Cooperation tends to 
be most beneficial to the jurisdictions that can least 
afford to participate.  A small town, for example, 
could not afford to operate a long-term jail facility 
but has little revenue to bring to the table to 
participate in a regional jail.   Conversely, a larger 
jurisdiction could possibly afford to build a jail 
on its own.  The incentive for cooperation for the 

larger jurisdiction is to receive some supplemental 
income to perform a duty it has to perform anyway.  
There is also an intangible incentive to provide 
more uniform and consistent service throughout a 
larger area which can benefit citizens of the region. 
 
The Legislature has erected some barriers to 
inter-governmental cooperation.  In many statutes 
that authorize cooperation, there are a population 
thresholds or caps limiting which jurisdictions can 
participate.   Certain projects can only be used in 
rural areas, and others are limited to the largest 
metro areas.   One statute, authorizing counties to 
assist with the construction or maintenance of city 
roads, limits a county’s ability to help cities over 
15,000 in population unless they are located in 
Tulsa or Oklahoma counties.  The legislature could 
facilitate more shared services if the opportunities 
for cooperation were uniform across the state. 
 
The biggest factor in whether a cooperative 
arrangement is successful is the quality of leaders 
who participate.  When the board members have 
vision and a talent for leadership, it is almost 
guaranteed that the joint project will succeed.   But 
even a good project will falter without the right 
leaders.  When the board lacks the right vision, 
it often bogs down in turf battles and political 
wrangling. There are many opportunities for 
Oklahoma jurisdictions to share services.  Some 
examples of areas of potential cooperation include 
park maintenance and management, regional 
animal control, multi-jurisdiction fire suppression 
and the support of cultural and entertainment 
venues, such as the zoo and museum district in St. 
Louis.   
 
Inter-governmental cooperation offers the 
opportunity for more efficient use of resources 
and tax dollars. Jurisdictions banding together 
can provide more services at a better cost to its 
citizens, enabling some smaller jurisdictions to 
provide services that would be impossible on its 
own.  Cooperation provides better coordination 
of government services across jurisdictional 
boundaries.   As resources become more limited, 
and demand for government services becomes 
greater, local governments will have no choice but 
to consider this level of regional cooperation. 
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to this is the notion that “people vote with their 
feet”.  The problem with this belief is that it is not 
always true.  Only the rich, relatively defined, and 
easily employable can move where they want when 
they want.  Poorly trained and educated people 
are not as mobile as those with higher level skills 
and income.  However, this is not the only factor 
that limits individual location choices.  Family 
and cultural ties also limit mobility.  This is very 
important in Native American cultures that place 
a high value on family relationships and is the 
primary reason the termination policy of the 1950s 
was so offensive to tribal members.

It is also important to note that in the past 
Oklahoma tribes were at a competitive 
disadvantage to and dependent on the other 
units of government.  However, now many tribal 
governments find themselves to be more capable 
of providing services to their tribal members and 
non-tribal citizens than their municipal, county, and 
sometimes state counterparts.  

Barriers to Tribal – Municipal Cooperation
In a very real sense, there appear to be so many 
barriers to tribal-municipal cooperation that it is 
a wonder anything ever gets done.  The tribal – 
municipal relationship is subject to the conflicts we 
just talked about.  

However, the challenges also entail the barriers 
imposed by differing cultural perspectives.  
Negotiation styles sometimes are very different 
between municipal and tribal officials.  Working 
together is not simply about coming up with a plan 
and signing a cooperative agreement; relationships 
that are built on mutual trust and respect are also 
very important.  

Loss of face and the use of language (bluntness 
versus harmony) are critical to the success of 
the tribal – municipal partnership.  Perceptions 
concerning how property and natural resources are 

Introduction
Intergovernmental cooperation has never been a 
simple undertaking.  Governments at all levels 
compete with each other for financial resources, 
population growth, and even public image.  There 
is also of course the issue of political turf; although 
many times this is overblown by the press and 
by those who simply do not understand the 
complexities of governance.  

The levels of government (federal, tribal, state, 
and local) have different responsibilities and 
obligations to their constituents and sometimes this 
puts the elected and appointed officials at odds with 
their counterparts.  This is especially true when 
considering the tribal – municipal relationship.  

Public Choice and Why It Matters
Not meaning to get too academic, but Public 
Choice theory, as espoused by Kenneth Arrow, 
James Buchanan, Gordon Turlock, and others 
provides insights that are very important to 
this discussion.  This market-based model 
applies economic principles and assumptions 
to the provision of public services among many 
independent governmental entities.  

The driving force behind this model is the self-
interest of every player: the local politician, 
their constituents, and the administrators of local 
agencies.  

Some Public Choice proponents espouse the idea 
that decentralized public services will further the 
public interest by providing more choices to the 
voters who out of natural self-interest choose the 
package of taxes and services that is optimal for 
their preferences.  

An example is the decision to live in one city as 
opposed to another one nearby or to simply live in 
the county.  The voter is not thought to be overly 
concerned with who provides the services; they 
are only interested in the quality and cost.  Tied 

Tribal and Municipal 
James Collard, PhD, Director of Planning and Economic Development, Citizen-Potowatomi Nation
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to be utilized and protected are also 
at times very different between 
municipal and tribal officials.  
Differing conceptions of time and 
the sense of urgency can pose 
challenges as well.  

Non-verbal signals such as 
facial expressions, gestures, and 
impatience can also jeopardize the 
relationship.   Finally, the issue of 
racism must never be ignored or 
dismissed.  There has been a long history of abuse 
toward our Nation’s indigenous people that must be 
acknowledged and positively addressed.   

There are also some barriers to tribal – municipal 
cooperation that are somewhat unique to 
Oklahoma.  Among these are the sheer numbers of 
tribes in the state and the differences between them.  

It is ill-advised for a municipal official to view 
all tribes as being the same.  

Huge differences in culture, organizational 
structure, governmental and business capability, 
and the willingness to engage with the nontribal 
world exist between the tribes.  (There are also of 
course big differences between municipalities in 
terms of structure, organizational sophistication, 
and interest in working regionally.)  The 
important thing to remember is to not lump 
tribal governments into categories that do not 
acknowledge the important differences between 
them.   

Finally, there are many myths about tribal members 
and tribal governments that must be corrected.  

The first is that tribal governments do not pay 
taxes.  The reality is that tribal governments do pay 
property taxes on land they own that is not in trust.  
They also pay payroll taxes, workers comp, and 
unemployment insurance. In addition, tribes pay 
taxes on tobacco and fuel in accordance with tribal-
state compacts.  

By example, in 2009 the Citizen Potawatomi 
Nation paid over $10 million in taxes to the state 

plus over $110,000 to the local 
schools.  And this does not count 
the $300,000 the Nation donated 
to numerous community groups.  
Another common myth is that 
tribes are wards of the federal 
government.  Not true, in 2009 
less than 25% of the Citizen 
Potawatomi Nation’s revenue 
came from the feds; compared to 
35% for the State of Oklahoma.   

Some people also believe the tribes only hire 
tribal members and that the tribal jobs are low pay 
with poor benefits.  Again this is a misconception.  
Huge numbers of nontribal citizens work for tribal 
governments and are very pleased with not only the 
wages but also the benefit packages.  

The question becomes, “Why bother?”

Reasons for Tribal – Municipal Cooperation
There are several very important reasons tribal and 
municipal officials need to work together.  

The first is that we are interdependent.  What 
happens to one government has an impact on 
the neighbors.  For instance, if a municipality or 
tribe is no longer able to provide effective law 
enforcement, the effects will spill over into the 
surrounding jurisdictions.  

The second reason is what is known in academic 
circles as the shadow of the future; meaning if one 
government harms another government (either 
intentionally or through neglect) this action will 
be remembered, leading at best to lack of future 
cooperation or at worst retaliation.  Another reason 
is coercion.  Sometimes the federal government 
forces us to work together; the most obvious 
example is through its emphasis on regional 
planning and infrastructure projects.  Efficiency 
in providing public services, as noted earlier, is 
also a good reason to cooperate.   From another 
perspective altruism is an important and valid 
reason to cooperate.  Working together to address 
past and current injustice is simply the right thing 
to do.   
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Finally, economic development is a driving force 
for tribal – municipal cooperation.  We can help 
each other and in turn help our citizens, both tribal 
and nontribal, realize their dreams and ambitions.  
It is in our economic self-interest to cooperate.  

The bottom line is that we are occupying the same 
ground at the same moment in history;  we are 
delivering services to many of the same people; 
and we are bound together by the common mission 
of providing governance to all the citizens of our 
Tribal Nations, municipalities, and the State of 
Oklahoma.  
 
Opportunities and Examples
Many participants in the Town Hall can testify 
to examples of successful tribal – municipal 
cooperation.  Among these are the following:

Roads and Bridges:  The Indian Reservation 
Roads Program provides enormous funding for 
transportation infrastructure projects that serve all 
the citizens of Oklahoma.  Currently, the Citizen 
Potawatomi Nation is using these funds to rebuild 
and resurface Gordon Cooper Drive, a 1.5 mile 
four lane road that serves as a major connector 
between Shawnee and Tecumseh.  In 2004 the 
Sac & Fox Nation, working with the Oklahoma 
Department of Transportation and the City of 
Shawnee helped fund the rebuilding of a major 
intersection on the north side of town.  There are 
countless other examples of how the tribal nations 
use their IRR money to the benefit of municipal 
governments.

Public Safety:  Joint commissioning between 
local Sheriff’s offices, municipalities, and tribal 
governments is very common in Oklahoma.  In 
addition, the tribal governments often provide 
equipment and space for the law enforcement 
operations.  Several tribes have also donated fire 
trucks and other emergency vehicles to municipal 
governments.

There are of course many other examples that can 
be discussed during the Town Hall, including joint 
funding of water and wastewater treatment plants, 
and partnerships for regional medical facilities, etc.  

Concluding Thoughts
Intergovernmental cooperation is complex stuff 
that requires deep thinking and hard work to 
be successful.   As we begin the challenge of 
cooperative planning and action I suggest that we 
carefully consider the following two questions:

• How do we design an economic development 
strategy that enhances the well-being of 
all our citizens (tribal and nontribal) while 
not diminishing individual initiative and 
governmental innovation? 

• As part of this effort, how can we bridge 
cultural differences while protecting Native 
American sovereignty and local government 
prerogative?  

By coming to terms with these basic questions, we 
can begin to work together for the prosperity of all.  
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Chapter 7

Youth, Chambers and Citizens
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The Case for Youth Engagement 
Nick Doctor, Council Aide and Tulsa Youth Council Director, Tulsa City Council

Meet Nick Doctor
Nick Doctor was born and raised in 
Wyoming, and came to Oklahoma 
to attend the University of Tulsa.  
He graduated in 2008 with degrees 
in History, Political Science, 
and International Studies, and 
immediately began working as a 
Council Aide and Tulsa Youth Council 
Director for the Tulsa City Council.  
He is currently pursuing a Masters 
in Political Management from the 
George Washington University, and is active in 
several political campaigns this election cycle.

Nick first became involved with the Tulsa Youth 
Council in 2008, shortly after being hired by the 
Tulsa City Council.  Through this, he became 
involved in Tulsa’s youth services community, and 
continues to volunteer time in these areas.  He is 
a previous member of the Outreach Committee for 
Youth Services of Tulsa, a board member of KIPP-
Tulsa, and a Class 41 graduate and member of 
Leadership Tulsa.  

Our Youth
The issue of youth engagement often falls on the 
back burner for most municipal governments — an 
item to be addressed when the larger issues clear 
off the plates of policymakers.

Unfortunately, those plates never clear. And more 
often than not, including a city’s young adults in 
local government becomes a side issue passed from 
person to person — lacking continuity and follow-
through to ensure these efforts grow, build upon 
past successes, and serve as a true opportunity for 
youth and an idea incubator for policymakers. 

It may become an issue raised occasionally by 
individual elected officials, but rarely does a youth 
engagement effort become ingrained within a 
governmental body and actively pursued.

This is a loss for our next generation 
of leaders, and it comes with real 
consequences to municipalities. Cities 
that actively and consistently engage 
youth see a host of returns on their 
investment: a higher percentage of youth 
meeting developmental milestones; 
increased voter turnout and civic 
participation among young adults and 
across demographic groups; a source 
for new strategies and unconventional 
problem-solving; and a sense of 

community ownership that decreases brain drain 
and retains local talent. 

Perhaps most importantly, these tangible benefits 
act as markers for healthy cities: cities where 
businesses want to relocate and families want 
to raise their children, and cities whose citizens 
enjoy a higher quality of life. In an increasingly 
globalized world — where geography and distance 
matter less and less for job opportunities — young 
professionals instead consider the quality of life 
offered by the cities where they are considering 
living. Without meaningful youth engagement 
strategies, municipalities miss out on these benefits, 
and slip in their regional, national, and international 
competitive advantage.   

In this article, I want to focus on two things: first, a 
summary of the Tulsa Youth Council; and second, 
a set of “best practices” for municipal youth 
engagement, taken from the successes and failures 
we’ve seen in Tulsa in its youth engagement 
efforts.

Tulsa’s Youth Council 
The Tulsa Youth Council was initially formed in 
2000 to solicit youth opinion on local governance 
and create an avenue for youth representation in 
local policymaking. While this vision marked a 
breakthrough in the relationship between Tulsa’s 
youth and City of Tulsa officials, participation by 
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members soon began to slip — mainly due to a 
lack of focus, impact, and dedicated resources. 

I joined the Tulsa City Council in 2008, and was 
charged with making the Youth Council successful, 
or canceling the program. Rather than immediately 
recruiting Youth Councilors, I created a steering 
committee of ten Tulsa high school students 
to examine the Youth Council as a whole, and 
ultimately provide a renewed focus and strategic 
vision for the program.  
 
Intentionally crafted to alleviate the weaknesses 
of the initial Youth Council model, the Steering 
Committee engaged in a comprehensive strategic 
planning process that incorporated goals of the city 
and youth members; assessed the organization’s 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats; 
and established a work plan for the next three 
years. The 2009-2010 Youth Council was the first 
to act on this vision, and worked to both implement 
those goals and raise the organization’s profile 
within the community.

The Rules of Engagement:
Best Practices for Municipal Youth Engagement
Include Youth from the Ground Level
The creation of a youth council or other youth 
engagement strategy is often first initiated by a 
group of policymakers or elected officials, and then 
transmitted to youth as a directive. Unfortunately, 
this created a challenge for the Tulsa Youth 
Council: youth members had no role in its creation, 
and as a result felt little connection to its mission; 
no voice in how it operated; and little knowledge of 
their role in the larger political scene.

One of the key objectives in 
creating any new initiative 
is to create “buy-in” from 
area stakeholders, and youth 
organizations should be no 
different. 

To do this, Tulsa City Councilors 
approved a steering committee 
charged to balance the goals of 
Tulsa’s municipal government 
with those of the Youth 

Councilors, and reforming the program to reflect 
those goals.  
 
I came to the table with a set of goals from the 
City’s perspective; Steering Committee members 
then shaped how they were met and incorporated 
goals that reflected the issues most important to 
them. By engaging in a comprehensive strategic 
plan, members also gained an appreciation for 
municipal political structures; ran a SWOT analysis 
of their own organization; determined what they 
wanted to accomplish — and how they were going 
to do it. 

This “buy in” was instrumental in our future 
recruitment and outreach. Because they felt 
ownership over the organization, they worked 
harder to promote it, brought in other youth, and 
invested in its long-term success. 

In the second year, I experienced some challenges 
in carrying this momentum forward, and I think 
a large part of it is a result of not taking the time 
to generate this “buy in” for a new group of 
members. Many of the old problems began to seep 
in, including lack of participation and challenges 
keeping everyone engaged. 

For the 2010-2011 year, we plan to guide Youth 
Councilors through a review of the initial strategic 
plan and the creation of a yearlong work program 
that meets earlier goals, but in a way that utilizes 
individual talents and interests. 
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Be Open to New 
Means of Communication
It’s often joked that this youngest generation is the 
“Facebook” or “MySpace” generation, and doesn’t 
know how to properly communicate with one 
another in a face-to-face situation.  
 
To some degree, that’s true: youth today are far 
more comfortable communicating online than 
their previous generations, and have an instinctive 
knowledge of the rules for doing so.

In my experience, however, this is a far greater 
strength than it is a weakness, and 
offers municipalities with extra 
tools in engaging youth - and 
doing so meaningfully. This played 
itself out in several ways: first, in 
my communication directly with 
Youth Councilors; and second, 
through our outreach to the youth 
community at large.

As a specific example, much of 
my communication with 
Youth Councilors outside 
of our weekly meetings 
was through text messages. 
While this differed from the 
conventional email or phone 
call, I often got instant 
responses far sooner than 
I would have from email 
— members always had their phone on them, and 
the expectation to respond immediately to texts 
ensured I didn’t have to wait for everyone to find 
time to check their inboxes. 

On a larger scale, we also used Facebook, Twitter, 
and YouTube to promote the accomplishments 
of the Youth Council and broadcast them to a 
wide network of individuals. Much like an email 
newsletter, this brought our message directly 
to the youth in a context many of them already 
frequented, and allowed them to quickly spread the 
word among their peers. It also provided a great 
way to rally adults in Tulsa to the cause and let 
others know about our organization.

Bring Diverse Backgrounds to the Table
Throughout two years of weekly Youth Council 
meetings, the best nights have consistently been 
those where the group hit on an issue they were 
passionate about. Often these were based in 
municipal politics: debating the merits behind 
the new downtown ballpark, analyzing the value 
and feasibility of youth on City commissions, and 
discussing educational initiatives with Tulsa Public 
Schools Superintendent Dr. Keith Ballard and then-
Mayor Kathy Taylor.

But these conversations have frequently been about 
larger social issues as well. One of 
my favorite nights involved a two-
hour conversation on affirmative 
action. For ten individuals 
preparing for college, it was an 
understandably hot issue; but most 
importantly, they all approached the 
subject from different perspectives 
and contributed elements from 
their own backgrounds into the 
conversation. 

The central key to all of 
these memorable nights was 
a diversity of opinion on 
the Youth Council. Creating 
this diversity in youth 
organizations requires a 
concerted, intentional effort. 
It begins with a recruitment 

process that advertises heavily in multiple, unique 
channels, and is reinforced by a selection process 
that intentionally creates a group with unique — 
and often conflicting — perspectives and diverse 
life experiences. 

The Tulsa Youth Council regularly sends 
applications and program materials to Tulsa Public 
School teachers and administrators; teachers and 
leaders of private schools in town; religious groups; 
and non-traditional organizations serving youth: 
Tulsa Youth Services, Youth Leadership Tulsa, and 
the Mental Health Association of Tulsa, to name 
a few. This has not only increased our application 
numbers – it’s enriched our program.

“... sure I played, did you think I was 
born at the age of 70 sitting in a dugout 

trying to manage guys like you?  ...”  
Casey Stengel to Mickey Mantle when Mickey 

questioned if Casey ever played baseball.
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Many youth councils have a geographic diversity 
requirement, and this is a step in the right direction. 
The Tulsa Youth Council has a requirement of 
two members from each Council district, and 
three selected from the city at-large. But the very 
nature of a youth engagement organization is 
that it is self-selective: it tends to attract youth 
who are already engaged. This is amplified in 
political youth outreach — in recruiting for the 
Tulsa Youth Council, a full 90% of applicants 
fit a particular mold: residing in more affluent 
parts of town; high GPAs; an inordinate amount 
of extracurricular involvement; and a history of 
political involvement.

These are great applicants, and I don’t want to 
downplay their accomplishments. But every great 
discussion we’ve had came from someone with 
a unique background — outside of the mold — 
voicing his or her opinion. The Youth Councilors 
were most engaged when they were being pushed 
outside of their comfort zones and coming to a 
more complex, complete picture of the city in 
which they lived. I strongly believe this is precisely 
what we want to accomplish as a municipal 
youth engagement 
organization. Our 
mission is met when 
they “graduate” from 
the organization with a 
deeper appreciation of 
their home: its successes, 
its challenges, and a knowledge — and passion — 
of how to make it a better place.

Foster Powerful, Impactful Engagement
Finally, I believe that true youth engagement 
begins and ends with meaningful action. Too often 
youth organizations default to volunteering for 
other groups or holding a series of social events, 
or simply lack action altogether. This certainly 
happened with the Tulsa Youth Council. But as I 
realized a year in, this wasn’t because the members 
were lazy, or too distracted by other activities: it 
was because we weren’t offering a meaningful way 
for their passions to be acted on.

Justin Kits, an alum of the 2008 Youth Council and 
current journalism/politics student at The George 
Washington University, put it best: “The City Gov-
ernment deals with youth-specific issues, such as 
imposing curfews, but also many other issues that 
will effect the city for decades to come. The youth 
have a stake and should have a say in these issues. 
The Youth Council … is a way for youth to work 
toward the change they want to see in their commu-
nities.” As a relatively young professional myself, 
this purposeful engagement was something I un-
consciously looked for as well: I left my hometown 
of Casper, WY, because I didn’t feel a connection 
to the city; I stayed in Tulsa because it afforded me 
genuine opportunities for involvement.

While young individuals can’t vote — and per-
haps especially because they can’t — true political 
engagement has to begin by providing a political 
voice. The Tulsa Youth Council’s Steering Com-
mittee members (and Tulsa’s City Councilors, who 
confirmed the ordinance revision) saw to this by in-
cluding a mentorship model in the Youth Council’s 
powers. By finding a sponsoring City Councilor, a 
Youth Councilor can draft a City ordinance, advo-

cate for its passage, and 
ultimately have it voted 
on by the City Council. 

We also provided genu-
ine access to political 
figures: the Youth Coun-

cil met with prominent members of the community 
like former Mayor Kathy Taylor and Superinten-
dent Dr. Keith Ballard; and held a Mayoral candi-
date forum in late 2009 that was specifically youth-
focused, inviting Tulsa’s youth community and 
drawing coverage by local media outlets. 

Ultimately, the most important lesson I’ve learned 
is this: youth will rise to the occasion. It is then the 
duty, I believe, of municipal youth engagement ac-
tivities and organizations to provide the occasion: 
allow youth to have a meaningful impact on their 
cities and their future homes, and watch them rise. 
I promise the investment will be worth it. 

“... I left my hometown of Casper, WY, 
because I didn’t feel a connection to the 
city; I stayed in Tulsa because it afforded me 
genuine opportunities for involvement ...” 
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Leadership Oklahoma 
Ann Ackerman, CEO, Leadership Oklahoma

Meet Ann Ackerman
Ann Ackerman became the CEO of 
Leadership Oklahoma in January 
2006.  Her responsibilities include 
programming, fundraising, board 
management and administration.  
She received a B.S. in Mathematics 
from OSU and earned a M.S. and 
Ph.D. from OU.  Making her home in 
Oklahoma City, Ann began her career 
as an engineer, but quickly changed to 
community college education where 
she spent 25 years.  Her positions 
included Professor of Mathematics, Dean of 
Science and Mathematics and Vice President for 
Economic and Community Development.  

Ann serves on the Governor’s Council of Science 
and Technology and as a Mayor’s appointee on 
OKC’s Citizens Community Development Board.  
Her civic activities include serving as Director on 
the Boards of Oklahoma Center for Nonprofits, 
Oklahoma Community Institute, Creative 
Oklahoma, OKC Rotary Club 29 Foundation and 
Oklahoma Health Center Foundation.  

She was selected as an American Council on 
Education Fellow, Leadership Oklahoma City’s 
Paragon Award for Service, Journal Record’s 
Woman of the Year Circle of Excellence and 
Oklahoma City Community College’s Employee 
Award for Excellence. 

Please describe how your community leadership 
organizations is vital to the education and 
grooming of generational and local leadership.

What makes Oklahoma a special place to live? 
What I hear time and time again from people 
who move here from other parts of the country is 
something that we all already know. Sometimes, 
we just need to be reminded. It’s the people. You 
probably hear this frequently, and it may seem trite, 
but let me explain what I mean.

When transplants tell me that what 
made them decide to remain in 
Oklahoma is “the people,” what I 
really hear is “the communities.” Sure, 
they have made friends here who are 
important to their lives, but they were 
likely to make friends no matter where 
they moved. What sets one place apart 
from another is the collective result of 
what happens when “the people” come 
together and work toward something 
positive. This is what makes up our 
communities and our state.

One of the reasons my job as CEO of Leadership 
Oklahoma is so rewarding is the feeling that I 
am able to contribute to that process.  It is really 
a privilege. Let me explain what Leadership 
Oklahoma does.

In 1986, a group of Oklahoma leaders began 
a series of meetings and discussions based on 
the belief that we all have a stake in developing 
the prosperity and confronting the problems of 
our state. They shared the conviction that our 
leadership must understand the complex differences 
and relationships that drive Oklahoma in order to 
find effective solutions. From those meetings came 
Leadership Oklahoma, an organization designed 
to create a dynamic network of leaders whose 
increased awareness and commitment to service 
will energize Oklahomans to shape the state’s 
future. 

Each year, Leadership Oklahoma brings together 
50 of the state’s most outstanding leaders for 
10 issues-oriented sessions that address critical 
challenges facing the state. Participants are chosen 
through a rigorous application process and selected 
from across the state to represent Oklahoma’s 
professional, geographical, and cultural diversity. 
The goal is to tap the energies of those leaders 
to initiate positive change for the benefit of all 
Oklahomans. 
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During each Leadership Oklahoma class, I am able 
to watch as people learn more about the issues 
facing their communities and other communities 
all around our state. The real payoff is when 
participants are inspired by what they have learned 
and find ways to get more involved in improving 
our state. After all, isn’t that personal commitment 
the only real thing that brings about positive 
change?

Leadership Oklahoma also recognizes the 
importance of investing in our youth.  We know 
they are our future leaders and we are weary of 
seeing young talent leave our state.  We want to 
entice our youth to want to stay in, or return to, 
Oklahoma.  With this in mind, in the summer of 
2001 Leadership Oklahoma expanded its mission 
by building a program that would help accomplish 
this goal.  Youth Leadership Oklahoma was 
established to develop in our young leaders a hope, 
pride and responsibility for Oklahoma’s future.  

Through the Leadership Oklahoma process, many 
of us have felt a call to serve. In fact, I think most 
graduates of Leadership Oklahoma have felt it at 
some point during their class year. As we learn 
more about the issues facing our state and our local 
communities, we want to respond to that call by 
doing something about the issues. It is difficult to 
come out of your year in Leadership Oklahoma 
not being more engaged in your community than 
before you entered the program.  Whether that 
volunteer service is in a programmatic role or as 
a board member, it is done out of a desire to give 
back. 

However, for many Leadership Oklahoma 
graduates the call to serve has led them into the 
servant leadership arena. It makes me feel good 
from year to year when I hear class members 
talking about how they never had any intention 
of getting involved directly in politics, but they 
now feel compelled to do so after what they have 
learned in Leadership Oklahoma. Leadership 
Oklahoma is making a difference. It provides 
hope for the future as we work together to make 
Oklahoma a better place in which to live and work 
for all its citizens.  

I think everyone who serves in some way to help 
improve the communities we all live in should 
be rewarded. We don’t all have the call to serve 
publicly, but we all contribute to what makes 
Oklahoma a great place to live. The fact that 
Leadership Oklahoma helps inspire that call to 
service may be one of the most lasting legacies 
of our program. LOK is about collaborating, 
connecting with others and working for a better 
Oklahoma. There is a reason we hear time and 
again that “the people” are what makes Oklahoma 
so special.
 
Leadership Oklahoma Fast Facts 

• 24 classes and 1,172 graduates of LOK; 10 
Classes and 514 graduates of Youth Leadership 
Oklahoma (YLOK). 

• 148 Communities represented by LOK 
Graduates & 198 Schools represented by 
YLOK. 

• 2008 Innovator Award presented to Leadership 
Oklahoma by Southern Growth Policies Board 
for its Youth Leadership Oklahoma Program. 

• 98% of graduates say that LOK positively 
impacted their professional life; 88% of 
graduates say that they have become more 
involved with civic organizations since their 
LOK experience. 

• 33% of graduates say that their LOK 
experience impacted their involvement in a 
political campaign; 9% in running for office; 
and 33% in an appointment by an elected 
official to a board, council or commission.   

• 100% of LOK graduates say that they want to 
stay connected to LOK in the future. 

• Elected officials who are LOK graduates 
include a Governor, two Lt. Governors and two 
U.S. Congressmen. 

• 330 Graduates are President, CEO or 
Chairman of their business or organization.
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Meet Wendy Thomas
Wendy Thomas grew up in Bartlesville 
and is a graduate of the University of 
Tulsa. She has a Master’s Degree in 
Arts Administration from the University 
of Wisconsin, Madison. Wendy joined 
Leadership Tulsa as its Executive 
Director in January 2002 after being 
Executive Director of the Arts & 
Humanities Council of Tulsa.  Wendy has 
served on the boards of Clarehouse, the 
Association of Fundraising Professionals 
and TulsaNow and has also been an adjunct 
professor at the University of Tulsa.  

She is a frequent consultant to area non-profits 
for board development and strategic planning 
and lectures frequently about Generations in the 
Workplace.   

Wendy recently served as the Tulsa area Chair for 
the Crystal Darkness Documentary Promotional 
Campaign and the Honorary Chair of the Women 
in Transition Scholarship Program.  She is 
currently serving on the Tulsa Foundation for 
Architecture, the Park Master Plan Finance 
Committee, the Brady Craft Alliance and Living 
Arts of Tulsa.  

She is on the boards of the Tulsa Foundation for 
Architecture, Living Arts of Tulsa, and the Brady 
Craft Alliance.  She is a founder and former 
president of Clarehouse, a hospice home.  Wendy 
is married to Ralph Bendel, the long-time head 
gardener at Philbrook Museum of Art.

Leadership Tulsa 
Wendy Thomas, Executive Director, Leadership Tulsa

Leadership Tulsa: Transforming 
Community, Transforming our Selves

“Americans of all ages, all stations in 
life, and all types of dispositions are 
forever forming associations,” - Alexis 
de Tocqueville

Founded more than 30 years ago, 
Leadership Tulsa is part of a robust 
network of leadership programs 
nationwide which share similar goals.  

Leadership Tulsa identifies, develops and connects 
diverse leaders who impact the community through 
service.  We are an independent 501c3 tax-exempt 
organization governed by a board of 30 community 
members.  Our budget is currently a little over 
$350,000; we have 3 professional staff and 
hundreds of dues paying members.    

A generation ago Leadership Tulsa was founded to 
engage emerging leaders in the work of community 
building.  It was started as a joint project of the 
Chamber of Commerce and the Junior League.  It 
is part of a long and rich tradition of similarly-
missioned organizations such as the Shriners, 
Kiwanis, Rotary clubs, Jaycees, and has since been 
joined by new organizations such as the YP (young 
professionals) movement of today.  I imagine 
Moses himself may have had a young leaders’ 
organization to engage the next generation for the 
arduous journey to the Promised Land.   Many of 
these organizations continue to thrive, others are 
aging less gracefully, but all of them share the basic 
tenant that individual lives and the community both 
profit when we come together in philanthropic and 
volunteer associations.   

Social scientists refer to this activity as “building 
social capital.”   We are all familiar with the 
concept of financial capital; not much happens in 
our world without it.  But more than just financial 
resources are needed to accomplish great deeds.  
Human resources are also needed and the force 
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that binds human 
resources to projects, 
especially volunteer or 
philanthropic projects, 
is social capital – the 
bonds between and 
among people in a 
community.   Call it 
reciprocity, empathy, 
or responsibility; it is 
a capacity that must be 

intentionally developed.  

Today, Leadership Tulsa does not focus its 
efforts exclusively on the young – it is open to 
any leader that has the desire to learn about the 
community and the motivation to give back.  We 
purposely seek out a diversity of demographic 
traits, viewpoints and backgrounds.   By bringing 
together professionals from every field – business, 
government, education, law enforcement, law, 
medicine and non-profits – we form bonds across 
sectors and between our citizens that will benefit 
them and the community for years to come.    

Most importantly, we demonstrate that the 
solutions to community problems are not as simple 
as sound-bites we may hear on television, that 
people of good intent can disagree, and that only by 
listening and understanding do we have a hope to 
forge a better future.   We believe good leadership 
is not an accident and it is not limited to a few 
individuals who hold positions of power, wealth 
or elected office.  Leadership is a moment of 
accountability in which we can all participate.   

Our highly successful flagship program is now 
offered twice a year to classes of 40 – 50 leaders 
each, selected through a competitive application 
process.  Throughout their nine-month journey 
they meet with our city’s top leaders, tour it’s most 
innovative and inglorious corners, discuss the 
opportunities and challenges we face and hone their 
leadership skills.  

Each participant is assigned to serve on a 
local non-profit board of directors as well.  On 
completing the program they are offered continued 

involvement through membership and each year 
we offer multiple opportunities for our members to 
come together to network, socialize, and learn more 
about the things happening in our community.  

In recent years, Leadership Tulsa has expanded our 
community education offerings to take advantage 
of our key capabilities as an organization.  We 
are partnering with the Tulsa Area United Way to 
help improve minority participation on non profit 
boards by identifying and training potential board 
members from under-represented populations 
through the “New Voices Board Internship 
Program”.   

We are also helping to train up the next 
generation of community leaders through a 
strategic partnership with Typros offering young 
professionals opportunities to receive board 
training and serve as board interns.
 
Our most recent expansion is our new partnership 
with the North Tulsa Development Council, 
bringing opportunities for leadership development 
and capacity building to this vital, but under 
appreciated part of our Tulsa community.   

The results of these efforts are ongoing and are best 
exemplified by the work of our annual Paragon 
winners, Leadership Tulsa members nominated 
by area organizations who are recognized for their 
outstanding impact on the city and its agencies.  
But each year we collect quantitative statistics as 
well.  Of our most recent graduating class 100% 
said they received important, useful information 
about Tulsa, better understand the issues and 
challenges facing the community, have a better idea 
how they can make a difference in the community, 
met a cross-section of leaders who know the 
community well, formed lasting relationships 
with their classmates, and would recommend our 
program to others.  

Ninety-five percent said they developed their 
non-profit board skills, 90% said they developed 
their leadership skills, and 58% percent plan to 
stay involved with the agency to which they were 
assigned as part of their internship.  
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Leadership Oklahoma City 
Beth Shortt, Executive Director

Meet Beth Shortt
Beth Shortt assumed the responsibilities 
of Executive Director of Leadership 
Oklahoma City in July 1993.  Now in its 
29th year, Leadership Oklahoma City 
is a non-profit community leadership 
training program committed to 
increasing the pool of trained volunteer 
leaders for the region. 

Ms. Shortt currently serves on the Board 
of Directors of the YMCA of Metro 
Oklahoma City and on the Internship 
Committee for the Greater OKC Chamber of 
Commerce. She previously served as President of 
the Junior League of Oklahoma City and on the 
Board of Directors of the Association of Junior 
Leagues International, among others. 

She was the volunteer facilitator for the Oklahoma 
City National Memorial’s Community Input 
Meetings, Mission Statement Drafting Committee, 
and Survivors Definition Committee.  She has more 
than twenty years’ experience as a community 
facilitator, and has facilitated planning retreats 
and problem solving sessions for many local 
organizations.  

A graduate of East Carolina University, the 
University of Chicago, and the University of 
Central Oklahoma, Beth formerly taught English at 
the University of Central Oklahoma.   

Please describe how your community leadership 
organizations is vital to the education and 
grooming of generational and local leadership.

Community Leadership
Community leadership programs such as 
Leadership Oklahoma City, Inc. can be significant, 
sustainable catalysts for community change. Like 
the wind that blows on the oceans, creating waves 
that eventually break upon the shores, community 
leadership programs at their best create movement 
and energy that result in community improvement.

Community leadership programs 
are different from other civic 
organizations such as the Rotary 
Club or the Chamber of Commerce. 
Most civic organizations focus on 
networking, building one’s career or 
business, and community projects. In 
addition to those elements, community 
leadership programs educate their 
participants about community issues 
and about the skills necessary to effect 
change in the community and, ideally, 
they bring together people who are 

very different from one another. 

This diversity of membership is a key component 
of community leadership programs because it is a 
key component of community building. 

Most clubs and organizations seek members 
with common interests, whether it’s a hobby, a 
faith, a career, or a political outlook. Community 
leadership organizations want all those folks, 
because they know that it takes all kinds of 
experiences, knowledge, beliefs, skills, and 
understanding to identify the real problems and 
formulate the best solutions for communities.

Leadership Oklahoma City uses three strategies 
to advance its mission of developing community 
leaders: education, service, and connections. 
Education includes both information about the 
community itself—how it is governed, what 
organizations and individuals are engaged in 
community improvement activities, what the 
challenges and opportunities are—and skills 
education. Skills education focuses on processes 
and techniques useful to effective community 
volunteers—presentation skills, fund raising, media 
relations, special event management. 

The second component, service, is realized through 
direct, hands-on service as individual volunteers 
and in group projects for local organizations. 
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The third element, connections, builds relationships 
among members that lead to enhanced 
understanding of varying perspectives and an 
enlarged capacity to involve others in civic work.

The results of participation in Leadership 
Oklahoma City’s programs include increased 
service to the community and an increased 
likelihood that participants will remain in the area.
Learning about the need for preschool reading 
readiness, for example, led one LOKC class to 
create a volunteer preschool reading program that 
is now an important part of an existing literacy 
organization. 

Participating in a mock city council exercise 
has motivated many LOKC graduates to run for 
elected offices such as school board or volunteer 
to serve on commissions and authorities for local 
government. 

In one of LOKC’s classes for young adults 23-
35, fully 25% of the class members changed jobs 
within a year of the class and all but one stayed in 
Oklahoma City—to some extent, they say, because 
of the relationships and engagement they created in 
the leadership program. 

Many graduates of one of LOKC’s high school 
programs report that their participation in its Youth 
Leadership Exchange affected their choice of 
college as well as their career choice. 

One young man from Del City, for example, 
decided to attend the University of Oklahoma’s 
accelerated undergraduate program for pre-med 
students instead of accepting an offer at the 
frankly more prestigious Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology because of what he learned about 
central Oklahoma in his YLX class. As he wanted 
to practice in Oklahoma, he thought, he might 
as well go to college here and start building 
his connections in the medical community 
immediately.

Direct service through class projects is one of 
the easier measures of community improvement. 
Each year, between four and eight local agencies 
are the recipients of a service project completed 

by a class. In 2009-10, the young adult class took 
on 6 separate projects, from revamping the Great 
Places to Walk project of the OKC Community 
Foundation, doubling the number of walks and 
creating a searchable online map of the walks, to 
writing a life skills curriculum for a local church’s 
after-school program for at-risk middle schoolers. 
One of the high school classes raised over $17,000 
to support the work of Central OK CASA (Court 
Appointed Special Advocates) after selecting youth 
in foster care as its focus issue for their class.  
 
Last year, almost $30,000 in cash was given to 
community agencies through one of LOKC’s 
projects or awards. Despite that significant sum, 
however, organizations are most grateful for 
the human capital they receive from Leadership 
Oklahoma City, whether through direct service or 
new volunteers and board members. The dollar 
value of those hours is huge; the value of the 
passion, intellect, creativity, and just plain work is 
incalculable.

Harder to track but undoubtedly of even greater 
overall impact are the benefits to a community 
several degrees removed from the community 
leadership program. One class member asks 
another to join a board, and the new board member 
facilitates positive organizational change that 
would not have occurred if the two class members 
had never connected. 

Alumni events keep the creation of new 
relationships ongoing. This continuing capacity 
to create associations has resulted in countless 
connections, from volunteering at a special event to 
board membership, from lifelong friendships (and 
marriages!) to career opportunities, all of which 
have the possibility of improving the quality of life 
not just for the individual involved, but all those 
whom he or she touches.

The movement and energy created and sustained by 
community leadership programs produce a better 
life for participants and a better community for its 
inhabitants. Any community without one (or more) 
is missing one of the most useful instruments in its 
improvement tool chest.
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Leadership Stillwater 
Cristy Morrison, Executive Director, Stillwater Convention and Visitors Bureau

Meet Cristy Morrison
Cristy has served as the Executive 
Director of the Stillwater Convention 
and Visitors Bureau for 15 years.  She 
attended high school at the American 
School in London, and attended 
her first year of college in Northern 
England.  She then transferred to 
Oklahoma State University, where 
she earned her bachelor’s degree in 
business administration with a major 
in marketing.

She graduated from Class X of the Leadership 
Stillwater program and Leadership Oklahoma 
Class XV and currently serves on the board of 
directors for both organizations.  

Please describe how your community leadership 
organizations is vital to the education and 
grooming of generational and local leadership. 

The Leadership Stillwater program was developed 
in 1983 by several community leaders representing 
Oklahoma State University, various businesses 
and Chamber of Commerce staff.  Chamber staff 
originally spearheaded the program with strong 
support from a planning committee, and the first 
class began in January 1984.  

In December 2009, the nineteenth class of 
Leadership Stillwater graduated.  Over four 
hundred and seventy-five people representing 
a variety of backgrounds have participated in 
Leadership Stillwater since its inception.  

Because there was concern many qualified 
applicants wouldn’t be able to apply for the 
program if it always took place in the spring or the 
fall, the program began alternating from the spring 
and fall each class.  Therefore, the program is 
currently offered every eighteen months.

The Leadership Stillwater program was designed to 
assist our community to generate strong leadership 
to guide us into the future.   Its intent was not 

only to recognize those who already 
possessed leadership skills, but to play 
an important role in providing the 
background, information and contacts to 
build long-term community leaders.

The purpose of Leadership Stillwater 
is to identify potential and emerging 
leaders and prepare them for positions 
of community involvement and civic 
leadership.  Our graduates serve on 
volunteer boards and committees that 
touch every aspect of our community.  

Leadership Stillwater will: 

• Identify and motivate potential leaders.
• Acquaint them with community needs, 

problems, and opportunities.
• Provide them with opportunities for interaction 

with existing leadership on community issues.
• Challenge participants to community 

involvement and decision making.

The Leadership Stillwater program covers 
topics such as Community and Human Services, 
Leadership Skills Development, Networking and 
Communication Skills, Ethics, Health, Stillwater’s 
Infrastructure and Land Use Planning, Stillwater’s 
Economy, Education, City Government, and Law 
Enforcement and The Courts.  The program also 
includes city and industry tours, internships with 
local civic and/or service agencies and a required 
police ride-along in order to graduate from the 
program.

Leadership Stillwater will accept applications from 
persons meeting the following requirements:

• Demonstrated Leadership potential.
• Indication of continued residence in Stillwater.
• Commitment to attend all sessions; mandatory 

attendance at opening and closing sessions; 
more than two absences will result in a non-
refundable elimination from the program.
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Program resources include civic leaders, 
government officials, educators, and experts from 
a variety of fields.  Participants develop an in-
depth understanding of the interrelationships and 
complexities of the community, while broadening 
communication and problem solving skills.

The tuition for each participant is $750 which 
includes meals, program costs, and all materials.  
Tuition may be paid by the participant, employer, 
and/or sponsoring organization.  A limited number 
of partial financial assistance tuition grants are 
available.  We have found over the years that a 
majority of the tuition is paid by an individual’s 
employer.  Local businesses recognize the 
importance of enhancing community leadership, as 
well as the benefit those leadership skills will bring 
to their company.

Most of the recently graduated classes have 
taken a very active role in one or more local 
civic or service organizations.  They have taken 
it upon themselves to raise money and give back 
to the community they feel has given to them.  
For instance, past classes have raised money 
to build bus shelters for those utilizing public 
transportation, mattresses for the Mission of Hope 
homeless shelter and the funds to start a volunteer 
center through the Stillwater Area United Way 
office.

In order to keep Leadership Stillwater graduates 
involved throughout the community past their 
graduation, the Leadership Stillwater Alumni 
Association (LSAA) was established.  The 
Association provides a forum for interaction 
of members and fosters additional leadership 
opportunities for its membership that will benefit 
the Stillwater community. 

Most members of Leadership Stillwater classes find 
a lasting bond with their classmates and LSAA was 
created, in part, to keep those friendships thriving.  
Relationships are the key to the success of the 
community.  And the success is much greater by the 
teamwork that relationships allow.  LSAA members 
believe in the Leadership Stillwater program and its 
ability to foster those who guide Stillwater’s future.  
The Leadership Stillwater program is now lead by 

a steering committee made up of past graduates.  
Graduates oversee curriculum, finance, sponsor 
recruitment, participant recruitment and promotion, 
marketing, publicity, internships and the police 
ride-along portion of the program.  

LSAA also coordinates and funds Stillwater’s 
Leadership Tomorrow, a program that helps high 
school students realize their leadership potential.   
Most recently the Leadership Stillwater alumni 
members have used their contacts to offer guest 
speakers to the high school students over the lunch 
hour.  The LSAA buys pizza for those in attendance 
and they have the opportunity to hear from guests 
ranging in backgrounds such as; John Herington, 
Oklahoma born former astronaut and first Native 
American to walk in space; Senator Mike Morgan, 
while serving  Morgan served as the President pro 
tempore of the Oklahoma Senate during the 51st 
Oklahoma Legislature; and Mike Stabus, artist for 
Eskimo Joe’s, Mexico Joe’s and Joseppi’s Italian 
Restaurant.  

Recognizing the importance of Leadership 
enhancing programs, the Leadership Stillwater 
Alumni Association contributes financially 
toward hosting a class session for the Leadership 
Oklahoma program each year.  This involvement 
gives LSAA members the opportunity to contribute 
toward the opportunity to showcase our community 
to leaders from across the state, as well as become 
more familiar with the state-wide program for those 
who will apply for the program in the future.

There are many ways to play an active role in 
Leadership Stillwater, the Leadership Stillwater 
Alumni Association, or the Stillwater’s Leadership 
Tomorrow programs.  The process itself, 
knowledge and skills learned have cultivated 
numerous long-term and active proponents for our 
community in a variety of different industries.  

We have seen graduates on the City Council, state 
government, civic and service agencies and state 
and national professional organizations.  And we 
always encourage graduates of the Leadership 
Stillwater program to apply for the state-wide 
leadership program through Leadership Oklahoma.
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Jenks Chamber 
Annette Bowles, President, Jenks Chamber of Commerce

Jenks City Planner Robert Bell has 
said it time and time again: With our 
city’s 20-square miles, “Jenks doesn’t 
have room to make mistakes.”

He’s right. Most chambers consider 
any business good, but when a city, 
like Jenks, is limited in space, smart, 
long-term growth is vital.

Perhaps nothing demonstrates our 
city’s biggest economic challenge 
more clearly than the late 1980s 
when Jenks lost a large retailer. What 
seemed to be a tragedy for economic 
development became a turning point for Jenks and 
our identity.

That loss pushed Jenks leaders to stop looking at 
what Jenks lacked and start looking at what Jenks 
could do with what we have.

Jenks will never be able to support the big box-
store mentality enjoyed by larger cities, both in 
terms of population and in land mass.  City and 
Chamber leaders know Jenks needs an alternative 
vision for the city’s economic growth.

Fortunately, we realized, the same geography that 
limits Jenks’ outward growth also provides Jenks 
with one of its greatest blessings: The Arkansas 
River.

Located along the western banks, Jenks has a 
beautiful view of river, one that is not impeded 
by the glaring Oklahoma sun, like our eastern 
neighbors. 

With acknowledgment of 
our limitations and, more 
importantly, appreciation 
of our assets, Jenks leaders 
began making plans to 
capitalize on this jewel. It is 
because of this need to be 

virtually perfect in planning that the 
city and Chamber work together so 
closely.  As Chamber President, I sit 
on the city’s economic development 
team, working to attract the right 
companies to our city.

The Oklahoma Aquarium was built 
along the banks of the Arkansas in 
2002 and RiverWalk Crossing was 
constructed shortly thereafter

The Aquarium has served as a 
tourism draw since its opening, with 
attendance numbers remaining high, 

even during the recession. Families, tour groups 
and schools make excursions annually to the 
Aquarium, bringing both sales tax dollars to our 
city and helping to market Jenks to individuals who 
might not have visited otherwise.

When RiverWalk Crossing exploded onto the 
scene, its different take on riverfront development 
— namely storefronts facing the river and away 
from the parking lot — caused many people to take 
a second look at Jenks and this ambitious retail 
project.

Anchors such as RiverWalk Movies, The Melting 
Pot and Los Cabos Mexican Restaurant have 
continually attracted patrons from young families 
to twenty-somethings to senior citizens, all 
experiencing Jenks along the Arkansas River.

The second phase of RiverWalk Crossing will open 
soon with a 13,500 square-foot restaurant, which 

will be open 365 days a year 
and with a 14,000 square-
foot country and western 
dance and entertainment 
center.

In addition to the traditional 
business at RiverWalk 
Crossing, a more-stable 
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flow of customers for the shops of RiverWalk came 
earlier this year with the completion of RiverWalk 
Apartments, which are corporate-leased for 10 
years to an oil and gas company with two possible 
five-year extensions.

The 234-room complex will house both individuals 
and families as the corporation trains the 
employees over a months-long period before a new 
set of trainees moves into the complex.

The most recent addition to the new Jenks is the 
420,000-square-foot, $70 million Village on Main.

Developer Duane Phillips spent three years buying 
up 30 residential and commercial properties over 
a 20-acre area next to RiverWalk Crossing and the 
Oklahoma Aquarium.

The Village on Main 
project, a mixed-use 
lifestyle development, 
will offer an opportunity 
to capitalize on the 
success of both the 
Oklahoma Aquarium and 
the RiverWalk Crossing 
projects.

The first phase of 
Village on Main – The 
Utica Park Clinic at 
Jenks – opened its doors 
in June; and the next step, Waterfront Grille, a 
collaborative effort between Village on Main and 
RiverWalk Crossing’s Los Cabos, is beginning the 
construction process.

Upon completion of Village on Main, this newly-
developed economic center in Jenks will be a 
walkable point of destination, featuring attractions, 
restaurants and retail shops that will appeal to a 
wide swath of the public. This will set Jenks apart 
from most suburbs and our large, urban neighbor – 
Tulsa.

Another important duty of being an active chamber 
as a suburb of a larger municipality is working with 

legislators to make sure our small town concerns 
are not overshadowed by other lobbies, especially 
rural interests.

This is where Jenks has successfully partnered 
with other regional chambers, including Tulsa for 
a metropolitan legislative agenda – termed the 
“OneVoice Legislative Agenda.”

By banding together, the metro region is able to 
convey a short list of desires on an annual basis 
rather than every municipality and chamber 
approaching each legislator with a varied, 
sometimes contradictory agenda. Success came this 
past session, for example, with legislation allowing 
mid-sized municipalities to partner with county 
governments to complete infrastructure projects.

In Jenks, for example, 
the attorney general’s 
opinion deeming 
these arrangements 
unconstitutional a few 
years ago set back many 
construction projects 
considerably.

With other 
municipalities facing 
these same issues, 
the OneVoice agenda 
allowed all members to 
come together and lobby 

for a legislative fix that not only affects residents 
but also how businesses looking to relocate to our 
municipalities perceive us and our dedication to 
infrastructure.

These legislative successes illustrate the benefits of 
a collaborative approach to government relations 
and lobbying between the suburbs and the big city.

The Jenks Chamber works closely with our 
legislators. In addition to attendance at our monthly 
luncheons, we also help promote community 
forums held by them and work to encourage a 
dialogue involving all of our elected officials from 
the county, state, local and federal offices.
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Tulsa Metro Chamber 
Mike Neal, President and CEO, Tulsa Metro Chamber of Commerce

Two of the Tulsa Metro Chamber’s 
lead initiatives are economic 
development and government affairs. 
To ensure success in these arenas, the 
chamber initiated two programs that 
utilize a public/private partnership for 
increased support, buy-in and success.

TULSA’S FUTURE 

Tulsa’s Future is an economic 
development plan created by the Tulsa Metro 
Chamber to build a highly competitive, globally 
integrated regional economy by mobilizing 
private-sector leadership to focus resources on 
economic growth and vitality. It relies on the 
private sector for funding and includes the creation 
of an oversight committee made up of the region’s 
leading investors. 

Building the Case
In order to successfully create jobs and attract a 
skilled workforce, Tulsa needed to implement a 
proactive economic development plan to make the 
region competitive with peer cities. A plan was 
called for to leverage diverse strategies to enhance 
the Tulsa region’s standing as a place for business, 
residents, visitors and students of all ages. High-
value growth in existing and new businesses, 
thriving public and private educational institutions, 
and flourishing communities and downtowns will 
make the Tulsa metropolitan area a national model 
for quality and sustainable regional development.

Identifying the Mission
Phase one of Tulsa’s Future implemented a 
five-year plan to create 10,000 primary, high-
value jobs with salaries of $45,500 or more. The 
10,000 primary jobs will lead to the creation of 
an additional 16,000 indirect jobs, totaling the 
formation of 26,000 jobs within the metro region.

Phase two of Tulsa’s Future calls for a more 
holistic approach for economic development. 
Business retention, expansion and attraction 

remain at the core, but small business, 
workforce attraction and quality of life 
issues become part of a bigger plan 
for regional economic prosperity. This 
will include adding jobs, increasing 
the average annual wage, increasing 
the number of college graduates and 
increasing the total capital investment.

Putting the Plan into Action
The Tulsa Metro Chamber has 

implemented a number of programs and 
initiatives as part of the Tulsa’s Future plan to 
create jobs in the region, including: business 
retention and expansion; business attraction 
marketing; entrepreneurship and small business 
development; education and workforce attraction; 
legislative advocacy and outreach; and downtown 
development.

Seeing the Results
Phase one of Tulsa’s Future is responsible for the 
following accomplishments and more: 

• Creating 14,711 jobs, of which 7,189 produced an 
average salary of $62,477; and adding more than 
$468 million to the region’s payroll;

• Recruiting 16 new businesses to the Tulsa region; 
and expanding 94 existing businesses;

• Launching a Business Retention and Expansion 
program;

• Establishing a new regional brand;
• Encouraging local spending via the Let’s Do 

Business buy-regional campaign;
• Funding community development campaigns for 

river development, infrastructure and school bonds;
• Securing the Oklahoma Opportunity Fund to 

support aerospace expansion;
• Supporting Tulsa’s Young Professionals and its 

business incubator;
• Launching the SourceLink entrepreneur and small 

business referral program;
• And attracting talent via ChooseTulsaJobs.com and 

workforce initiatives.
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ONEVOICE LEGISLATIVE AGENDA

The Tulsa Metro Chamber created the OneVoice 
Legislative Agenda in 2007 as a way of organizing 
the regional business community’s advocacy efforts 
creating a collective legislative agenda. OneVoice 
partners are comprised of regional cities, chambers 
of commerce and governing bodies who advocate 
for public policies to strengthen private enterprise, 
provide for economic development and improve 
the regional quality of life.  

Building the Case
In years past, cities, chambers of commerce and 
governing bodies in northeast Oklahoma were 
lobbying for different issues, priorities and causes 
resulting in many voices shouting different needs.  
The OneVoice regional advocacy program grew 
out of a realization that one united voice speaking 
for the needs of the region would make a greater 
impact. Thus, the Tulsa Metro Chamber took 
charge and led the endeavor to unite regional 
bodies in northeast Oklahoma sharing similar 
missions of advancing the Tulsa region for the 
betterment of the business community, economic 
development and overall quality of life. These 
efforts resulted in the creation of the OneVoice 
Legislative Agenda.

Identifying the Mission
One of the chamber’s charges is to stand as an 
advocate for its broad and diverse members’ 
businesses. To do this, the Chamber identified two 
main goals to be met through OneVoice: 

Build and maintain regional legislative coalitions 
to gain regional buy-in and support of 35 regional 
OneVoice partners leading to greater success during 
the legislative session. 

Achieve local and regional legislative success by 
identifying 10 top OneVoice priorities, creating 
community awareness of the issues through media 
relations, and ultimately seeing advancement of top 
issues through the legislative process resulting in 
an equitable return of state and federal funding to 
the Tulsa region.

Putting the Plan into Action
The OneVoice Legislative Agenda is created 
through the efforts of 10 task forces comprised 
of more than 150 regional business leaders 
in education, regional tourism, health care, 
business expansion and attraction, labor and 
human resources, small business, development, 
transportation, energy, and federal issues.  Once 
priorities are identified by each task force, a 
coalition will determine overall top priorities for 
advocacy.  

Once the legislative session begins, monthly 
luncheons with legislators are held at the Capitol 
and members are kept abreast of progress 
throughout the session with regularly scheduled 
Legislative Briefings and weekly Legislative 
Updates.  In addition to staff advocacy efforts, the 
Chamber contracts with two full-time lobbyists 
and enlists private sector lobbyists to include the 
Chamber’s legislative agenda in their efforts at 
the state Capitol.  The Chamber also organizes 
advocacy trips to the state and nation’s capitols 
during session to make personal calls to legislators 
regarding the top OneVoice priorities.

Seeing the Results
The biggest achievement in the formation of 
OneVoice was developing a sense of regionalism. 
Endorsees of the OneVoice agenda have grown 
steadily and in the past three years, at least five of 
the 10 top priorities identified on the agenda passed 
including: 

• Health care funding
• Transportation infrastructure funding 
• River development funding
• Tort reform
• Education funding
• Worker’s compensation reform
• Economic development funding

Increased participation at Chamber legislative 
events, appreciation from legislators, strong rapport 
with our neighbors and benefit to the region speak 
to the need OneVoice is helping to fulfill. 
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Greater Oklahoma City Chamber 
Roy Williams, President and CEO, Greater Oklahoma City Chamber

The Greater Oklahoma City Chamber 
(Chamber) has formally partnered 
via contracts with the City of 
Oklahoma City (City) for economic 
development services for decades.  
As well, the Chamber founded and 
manages the Greater Oklahoma City 
Partnership which encompasses 
10 counties in central Oklahoma 
and which includes financial 
participation of approximately 50 
entities including the cities and counties of the 
region.  Thus the Chamber’s relationships with city 
governments are broad, deep and lengthy.

The range of economic development services 
provided by the Chamber for the City includes:

• Convention and Visitors Bureau
• Business Marketing & Recruitment
• Entrepreneurship, Innovation & Existing 

Business Development/Expansion
• Bioscience Strategy Development & 

Implementation
• Economic Research
• Public Relations & Reputation Management 
• Destination Retail Recruitment & Community 

Redevelopment
• Administration & Marketing of City’s Strategic 

Investment Program

With few exceptions, the economic health of 
any governmental entity is directly linked to 
the economic health of the region in which it 
exists.  The City is very cognizant of this fact and 
understands the key role it plays in the economic 
development of both the City and the region.  
Cities and counties do not exist in economic 
vacuums, thus their regions must be economically 
healthy if they in turn are to be healthy.

A region’s success in economic development is 
contingent upon the creation and growth of primary 
jobs – those jobs that produce value added goods 
and services which are exported out of the region, 

and thus import the wealth of the 
sales of those goods and services 
back into the region.
To create, attract and grow the 
employers that provide primary 
jobs, regions must relentlessly 
execute a strategy of product 
development and product sales.  
A product development strategy 
encompasses the entire realm 
of making the region globally 

competitive as it relates to the cost and quality 
of its access to talent, its access to markets, and 
its access to resources needed by primary job 
employers.  A product sales strategy encompasses 
the entire realm of public relations, image, 
marketing, sales and service delivery needed to 
attract, grow and retain primary job employers.

The relationship between the City and Chamber 
clearly reflects both the local and the regional 
objectives, goals and strategies needed to be 
successful in maintaining and growing a vibrant 
economy.  

To that end, there are many specific components 
of product development that are critical to success.  
Some of which include, but are not limited to:

• Attitude and leadership of both the public and 
private sectors

• Extensive research and analysis of 
demographics and economics along with a 
plan

• Available facilities, including land and 
buildings

• Financing tools, including incentives
• Infrastructure, including utilities (water, sewer, 

technology, etc.) and transportation (roads, 
highways, rail, air, etc.) 

• Talent, including the ability to recruit, train, 
retrain, and educate workforce

• Taxes, including sales, property, income and 
fees

• Regulatory environment
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• Quality of opportunity to pursue one’s interest 
(quality of life)

• As well, there are many components to product 
sales which include, but are not limited to:

• Product knowledge (understanding who and 
what you are, and positioning that relative to 
your competition)

• Customer knowledge (understanding your 
targeted audience and their needs)

• Entrepreneurs
• Existing company retention and expansion
• Recruitment of domestic and international 

companies
• Communication of message (method and 

content of delivery)
• Direct
• Indirect
• Image

The final element (or third leg of the stool) to 
combine with product development and product 
sales, is the long term consistent organization for 
economic development.  Without an organization 
to direct and implement an economic development 
strategy for the long haul, it is not likely to achieve 
success.

The key components of an organization for 
economic development include, but are not limited 
to:

• Vision & Strategy (goals & objectives 
alignment with clear vision)

• Design of Organization (addresses all 
components of economic development)

• Staffing (key professionals in leadership 
positions with support resources)

• Funding (reliable and significant resources that 
are broad based)

Relative to the above, the City of Oklahoma City 
and the Greater Oklahoma City Chamber have 
professional service contracts in place for such 
purposes.  

As well, the Chamber has other resources such 
as its membership revenues, program revenues, 
Forward Oklahoma City (FOKC) 5 year economic 
development program revenues, a county 

economic development contract, and the 10 county 
Greater Oklahoma City Partnership resources 
to complement the City contract.  These other 
resources directly leverage the City’s resources by 
a factor of more than 3 to 1.

There are other advantages to the partnership 
between the City and the Chamber including, but 
not limited to: 

 Project Confidentiality – At the onset of the 
site location search or at the onset of a business 
considering consolidation of facilities, relocation 
of facilities, or expansion of facilities, the 
confidentiality of those considerations is vital 
both internally and externally.  Public entities (i.e. 
– city governments) are subject to open records 
laws which means organizations prefer that initial 
community engagement not begin with a public 
entity.  Contracting with the Chamber easily 
overcomes that barrier and hesitation.
Professional Staffing – The Chamber already has 
highly qualified professional staff engaged in 
economic development.  The contract eliminates 
the City’s need to duplicate that staff. 
 
Leveraged Resources – The Chamber provides 
approximately a 3 to 1 match of the City’s 
investment in the contract.  As such, the City’s 
investment is strictly for programming, not for 
the operations and overhead.  Also, leadership 
resources are leveraged.  The Chamber has 
corporate CEOs engaged in the entrepreneurship, 
business retention and expansion, and business 
recruitment initiatives, all who bring their personal 
and corporate resources to the table to assist with 
the economic development initiatives.

Apolitical – When political interests prevail over 
the true interests of the customer, bad things can 
and do happen.  The Chamber is a private, non-
profit entity and not controlled by elected officials.  
Thus clients can make business decisions rather 
than politics dictating their decisions.

This model in Oklahoma City and in our 10 
county economic region is the ideal public/private 
partnership and has produced solid and consistent 
results and outcomes year after year.
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Ardmore Chamber 
Wes Stucky, President and CEO,  Ardmore Chamber of Commerce

Introduction
Community initiatives, action 
and development in Ardmore are 
guided by a Community Visioning 
process which is coordinated 
by the Chamber of Commerce.  
Implementation of the plan, annual 
reviews and adjustments are made 
by the GAPS committee (Giving 
Ardmore A Plan for Success).  
The GAPS committee includes 
City Council Members, County 
Commissioners, and board representatives from 
local schools, technology center, tourism authority, 
development authority, Chamber of Commerce and 
Leadership Ardmore Alumni.

The Chamber is the administrative agency which 
includes the Ardmore Development Authority 
(ADA), Ardmore Tourism Authority (ATA), and 
the Chamber Charitable Foundation.  The four 
organizations share the building headquarters 
and have the same CEO.  While each has a few 
employees, the “organization” has employees 
that work in all areas and a percentage of their 
salary is charged accordingly.  Promotion of most 
projects falls under the Chamber of Commerce.  
Implementation and coordination may be shared or 
taken on by any one specific organization.  

This “organization” includes two public trust 
authorities, a business association (Chamber of 
Commerce) and a 501 (c) 3 charitable organization.  
This unique community organization has developed 
and/or constructed, owns and/or operates and 
leases industrial buildings, research facility, airport 
hangars, a housing subdivision, cancer center, 
convention center,  and community resource center.

Economic Development 
Economic development activities are handled 
by the Ardmore Development Authority (ADA), 
a Public Trust Authority with the City as the 
beneficiary.  The City Commission appoints the 

nine member board that governs the 
Authority without day to day oversight 
from the City. 

The primary sources of funding for 
the Authority come from the sale and 
lease of land and buildings owned 
by the Authority, grants and Tax 
Increment Funds (for infrastructure 
development).  In addition, 
approximately 15% of the operating 
budget is derived from a ¼ cent sales 

tax dedicated to the Authority. 

The ADA currently owns and operates four 
industrial parks totaling 3,000 acres and two 
million square feet of buildings under lease to 
tenants.  The ADA became a major developer 
through the support of the city (industrial park 
infrastructure assistance) and private donations.  
That support began in the mid 1980’s and led to 
level of success today that requires little assistance 
from the City and no private donations.  

The ADA’s initial industrial park offerings were 
centered at the Ardmore Airpark, a former military 
installation that was given to the City.  In 1984, the 
City had tired of operating the facility and turned 
it over to the ADA.  Following is a comparison of 
costs and benefits under the City operation versus 
the ADA operation. 

The chart shows that the ADA, operating more 
like a private business, manages more with fewer 
employees and has had much greater success.  
   
 1984 2010
Governance City ADA
Assets  $739,000  $50,000,000
Buildings 4 18 
Industries  1 15
Private sector employees  30  1,150 
Airpark Staffing 15  11 
Annual City Funding  $250,000  0
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Convention Center 
The community-wide visioning process identified 
the need for a convention center.  Subsequent 
GAPS planning retreats placed it as a top priority.  
The Chamber formed the Ardmore Tourism 
Authority (a public trust of the city with broad 
powers) and used that vehicle to promote the 
passage of a room tax with 3/5ths of the revenue 
dedicated to the development of a convention 
center and 2/5ths dedicated to tourism promotion.  
The GAPS committee also successfully promoted 
the passage of a temporary two-year, ½ cent sales 
tax to help fund the facility.  The remaining 1/3 of 
necessary funds came from private donations.  

The Ardmore Tourism Authority (ATA) opened 
the Convention Center in 2004 and the facility has 
been so successful that expansion was needed.  A 
hotel has been secured to locate next to the Center 
and the ATA awarded a contract in August, 2010 
for expanding the Center to tie into the new hotel.

Cancer Center
Mercy Memorial Health Center was completing 
a $60 million expansion, funded by $30 million 
of local donations, when serious discussions 
began regarding the need for a new Cancer 
Treatment Center.  Gaining local donations seemed 
problematic as pledges for the hospital expansion 
were still being paid.  

The Chamber Charitable Foundation stepped in to 
develop the project on behalf of the hospital.  The 
Foundation developed a financial plan involving 
donations, existing Foundation funds, and a loan 
shared with four local banks.  The Foundation 
awarded a construction contract in July, 2010.  The 
Foundation will own the facility and lease it to 
Mercy Memorial Health Center. 

Hickory Ridge
Recognizing the need for available homes for first-
time home buyers, the Chamber, Development 
Authority and the City cooperated on a unique 
program.   The Chamber developed an employer 
assisted housing program that helped first-time 
homebuyers gain sufficient equity.  The ADA 
provided land for a subdivision and paid for some 
of the site preparation.  The City paid for water 

and sewer extension to the property.   Final lot 
development and home construction was the 
responsibility of local homebuilders. As a result 
of this support, residential lots could be sold for 
$10,000 to local homebuilders and the target 
price and size of house that was needed to meet 
the market demand could be constructed.    The 
need for additional housing stock is being met in 
Ardmore as a result of this unique partnership. 

Community Resource Center
The Chamber Foundation is, among other things, 
an “incubator” for needed community services 
and organizations.  The Ardmore Beautification 
Council, Good Shepherd Medical Clinic (free 
clinic), Family Crisis Center and other institutions 
were started as Foundation projects.  As they grew 
and the community recognized their value, they 
ventured on their own.  

A recent challenge is finding an economical way 
to house these and other community organizations 
and governmental support agencies.  The City 
and Chamber collaborate on several projects and 
programs, including a lobbyist in Washington D.C. 
who has successfully found funding for several 
community projects.  One of the later projects 
involved the creation of a Community Resource 
center to house public service and support agencies.  
Citizens in need are challenged in finding resources 
available and sometimes have difficulty traveling to 
the various agencies.  The concept of the Resource 
Center is to house all agencies in one location.  

The Chamber and City successfully obtained 
federal earmarked funds to start the project 
by purchasing a large historically significant 
building in downtown Ardmore.  The Ardmore 
Development Authority purchased the building and 
renovation is slated to start on the facility in 2011. 

Conclusion 
The City of Ardmore has made good use of public 
trust authorities to remove cost and management 
from city government.  They work in concert with 
the City and have formed many successful public/
private partnerships; thus reducing the City’s 
financial burden and increasing the output, services 
and success.  
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A Citizen’s Academy 
Steve Kime, Citizen’s Academy of the Oklahoma Community Institute

Meet Steve Kime
Steve Kime serves as Executive Director 
for Oklahoma Community Institute 
(OCI).  Established in 1995, OCI is a 
non-profit organization that serves as 
a catalyst that enables and encourages 
Oklahoma citizens to improve their 
communities.  Steve has over 20 years 
in the corporate setting and non-profit 
entities.  In addition, he holds a Master 
of Management degree from Oral 
Roberts University.  

Oklahoma Community Institute
Building Leaders … Building Communities! 

The Oklahoma Citizens Academy is sponsored by 
the Oklahoma Community Institute.  Oklahoma 
Community Institute is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit 
organization that has been helping build leaders 
and their Oklahoma communities since 1995.  OCI 
specializes in community-wide strategic planning, 
and by offering the Citizens Academy leadership 
programs to Oklahoma citizens. 

Oklahoma communities are confronted with 
tremendous economic and quality of life 
challenges.  The resolution of such daunting issues 
may be found within the motivated citizenry and 
community leaders of Oklahoma communities.  
With the guidance and support of Oklahoma 
Community Institute (OCI), committed and 
informed citizens can effectively develop solutions 
for their community challenges. 

Through participation in OCI’s Citizens Academy, 
Oklahoma, community members are equipped with 
grass roots strategies to fulfill their community’s 
vision.  Citizens Academy was created by the 
Oklahoma Community Institute for this express 
purpose:  enabling committed citizens to sustain 
strong communities.

To achieve this goal, OCI’s Citizens 
Academy provides local residents 
with a plan for thinking in new 
ways about their community, while 
strengthening community leaders 
and citizen involvement.  Specific 
topics of community and economic 
development addressed include 
the following:  the role of effective 
local leadership in development; 
building effective community teams; 
community assessment, planning, 

and implementation; economic development and 
tourism; tools for successful community building; 
and impacting public policy.  

OCI’s Citizens Academy consists of six 
sessions scheduled over a six month period. The 
sessions are scheduled in a variety of Oklahoma 
communities to allow the participants to “see” 
successful local developments first hand. 

Citizens Academy is open to any Oklahoma 
citizen interested in attaining leadership skills and 
performance strategies for positively impacting 
their community.  Citizens Academy Chairman 
Suzanne Sullivan describes Citizens Academy 
as a “program (which) equips participants to do 
the work as a community volunteer, not only by 
providing them with a wealth of resources, but by 
connecting them with a group of individuals from 
across the state that have a real heart for enacting 
positive change within their communities.”

“The Citizens Academy has been instrumental in 
our community for development of our hidden 
assets and overcoming our current liabilities.  
We have four citizens in town of 1500 that have 
completed the Citizens Academy and you can 
already see a tremendous impact in educational 
opportunities, the coming employment 
opportunities, and the “can do” spirit of our 
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community.  If you have desire to improve your 
community, the Citizens Academy is a great 
place to start because the network is in place, 
and all you need to do is engage their principles 
and resources.” Jeff L. of Fairfax, OK - Citizens 
Academy Class II

OCI has offered the Citizens Academy program 
since 2003 and has graduated eight classes of over 
200 Oklahoma citizens from 64 communities.  
Graduates of the program have included municipal 
employees, city council members, chamber of 
commerce directors, business owners, community 
development specialists, and community 
volunteers.  Projects implemented by graduates 
in their own communities range from community 
beautification to infrastructure and economic 
development.  The goal of Citizens Academy 
continues to be that of developing leaders by 
enabling enthusiastic Oklahoma citizens to develop 
a strategic plan for their desired community vision.

Pro-active communities recognize and support 
the leadership potential of all their citizens.  They 
realize that leaders are not only found within 
external government or business authorities, 
but also within their local community.  These 
communities have also discovered that an 
effective style of leadership involves facilitation, 
collaboration, and cultivation of new leaders, 
especially among youth.   They have discovered 
that building coalitions and partnerships are 
two of the most important responsibilities of 
leaders.  OCI’s Citizens Academy provides an 
environment for citizen involvement, which is 
key for developing citizen leadership potential.  
Additionally, OCI’s Citizens Academy has proven 

beneficial to “new” community volunteers, as well 
as to those who have been greatly involved in their 
community development efforts.

“The Citizens Academy has, without question, 
provided me with a practical, hands-on model of 
effective community leadership and economic 
development.  The relationships established 
by way of this class have already proven to be 
invaluable assets to me as a civic leader.  The 
class should be a prerequisite for any individual 
wanting to take a proactive leadership role at 
any level of state or local government.” Jeff J, of 
Kingfisher, OK - Citizens Academy Class I

Citizen involvement is a very important aspect 
of revitalization for any community.  Without 
community endorsement, a project may not be 
supported or accepted.  When given an opportunity 
to be involved, local citizens can be the catalyst for 
change, community growth, and improvement.

Is Citizens Academy for you? If you can answer 
“yes” to one or more of the following questions, 
the answer is “Yes!”:

• Do you have a stake in the future of your 
community? 

• Do you want to see your community maintain 
or improve its quality of life? 

• Do you have a passion for your community 
with a desire to learn how to make an impact 
on its future? 

• Do you want to be more involved in the 
decision making in your community?

“I was struck by the extraordinary talent and 
the role that Oklahoma Community Institute 
(OCI) is playing in that state. Not only a 
technical assistance provider, OCI is the 
catalyst for change—helping communities 
think about the future in new ways.”  
Dr. Suzanne Morse, Executive Director, 
Pew Partnership for Civic Change
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Long past their time in the flagship program our 
members also stay involved in the community.  As 
part of a recent membership survey we learned that 
our membership serve on more than 200 boards 
and volunteer hundreds of hours a year.  Twenty-
five percent have stayed engaged long-term with 
the board to which they were assigned during their 
Leadership Tulsa year.  Fifty-five percent became 
engaged with a new agency.  Seventy-nine percent 
felt they had made personal or professional changes 
as a result of the program and twelve percent even 
felt that they received compensation increases.  

I believe that Leadership Tulsa continues to 
thrive today because individuals want to feel 
connected to the community in which they live, 
make connections with others they might not have 
otherwise ever met, understand the complexities of 
public policy issues facing our community, make 
an impact, develop and be recognized for their 
innate leadership talents.   

Leadership programs by their nature are highly 
adaptable to any community large or small.  They 
can be easily replicated with a small budget and 
volunteer efforts.   

The benefits of a leadership program are often 
indirect . . . remember the old commercial “we 
don’t make the products you enjoy; we make the 
products you enjoy better.”   We say the same 
about leaders!  Leaders will emerge and flourish 
regardless of the existence of organizations like 
Leadership Tulsa; but no other organization is so 
focused on identifying, developing and connecting 
those who wish to make a positive difference in the 
community.  
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Leadership Enid 
Aaron Brownlee, President and COO, Brownlee Wymer, Enid

Please describe how your community leadership 
organizations is vital to the education and 
grooming of generational and local leadership. 

Civic leadership programs have been proven to 
create a sense of community, a personal ownership 
of one’s city, and a way of promoting growth from 
within the boundaries of a population.  These 
programs have also played a key role in developing 
organizational leaders with an added understanding 
of the issues and problems facing a community.  
Currently, there are more than 700 civic leadership 
programs in the United States.   
 
The mission behind each of these programs is to 
provide individual growth, organizational training, 
and awareness of the larger social environment – 
the community.  

The participants in civic leadership programs 
are offered opportunities to network with other 
members of the community. They are also 
presented with a variety of classroom techniques 
which offer individual challenges and team-
building exercises.  As a result, the class-members 
gain an understanding of different leadership 
approaches and they create a powerful network 
which might help them better impact a community 
and their organization. 

One of the most obvious examples of growth I have 
witnessed was a result of the Leadership Greater 
Enid program several years ago.  A young lady 
who was new to the community was fortunate to 
be selected as a participant.  She was very qualified 
professionally, but lacked the confidence to be 
viewed as a “leader.”  There was a transformation 
in this young woman as the class was about mid-
year.  She began to express her thoughts more 
clearly, walked with a little more confidence, and 
her eye contact was much more noticeable.  It was 
clear to everyone she encountered, especially her 
superiors at work, that she was growing.  A couple 
of years later, she admitted that her experience with 
Leadership Greater Enid was a pivotal point in her 

career.  She has since been promoted a three times, 
manages a sizable team, and plays a critical role in 
the success of her organization. 

Communities with civic leadership programs 
benefit in several ways from the stronger 
societal commitment that builds within program 
participants.  Alumni from these programs have 
a better understanding of how they can impact 
society as a whole and have developed social ties 
that better connect them to the city.  

Additionally, these programs could be considered 
a fundamental building block in economic 
development.  Similar to the way educational 
systems play a key role in the economic stability of 
our communities, civic leadership programs have a 
direct impact on organizational stability and public 
awareness which contributes to a better economy 
as a whole.  
 
Civic leadership programs also help bridge the 
gap between the general public and opportunities 
to play a role in steering an organization or 
community.  Commonly, sessions on local and 
state government are built into the overall program 
material.  These sessions educate the class on 
pressing issues and present opportunities to hold 
public positions or serve on city and community 
boards.  

The Leadership Greater Enid program has seen 
several graduates assume public positions over the 
years, including city commissioners, mayors, and 
state legislators.  

Ralph Waldo Emerson said “There is no knowledge 
that is not power.”  As the participants gain 
knowledge of issues affecting their community and 
ways they can make a difference, the individuals 
and the society become a more unified body.  
Together, their ability to create change is more 
powerful and ultimately produces a society where 
awareness, education, and action are highly 
regarded as the norm. 
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Oklahoma Tax Commission

0188   ADAIR CTY # 0.75%
0288   ALFALFA CTY # 2%
0388   ATOKA CTY # 2%
0488   BEAVER CTY # 2%
0588   BECKHAM CTY # 0.30%
0688 BLAINE CTY # 0.50%
0788   BRYAN CTY # 0.25%
0888   CADDO CTY # 1.50%
0988   CANADIAN CTY 0.35%
1088   CARTER CTY # 0.50%
1188   CHEROKEE CTY # 2%
1288   CHOCTAW CTY # 2%
1388   CIMARRON CTY  2%
1488 CLEVELAND CTY # 0.25%
1588   COAL CTY # 1%
1688   COMANCHE CTY #    0.25%
1788   COTTON CTY # 1.25%
1888   CRAIG CTY #  2%
1988   CREEK CTY # 1%
2088   CUSTER CTY # 1%
2188   DELAWARE CTY # 0.90%
2288   DEWEY CTY # 1.75%
2388   ELLIS CTY # 2%
2488   GARFIELD CTY # 0.35%
2588 GARVIN CTY # 0.50%
2688   GRADY CTY # 0.25%
2788   GRANT CTY # 1%
2888   GREER CTY # 1.50%
2988   HARMON CTY # 2%
3088   HARPER CTY # 2%
3188  HASKELL CTY #  1.50%
3388   JACKSON CTY # 0.50%
3488   JEFFERSON CTY # 2%
3588   JOHNSTON CTY # 1.25%
3688 KAY CTY 0.667%
3788   KINGFISHER CTY # 1%
3888   KIOWA CTY # 0.50%
3988   LATIMER CTY # 1.50%
4088   LEFLORE CTY # 1.25%
4188   LINCOLN CTY #      1%
4288   LOGAN CTY #  1.75%
4388   LOVE CTY # 2%
4488 MCCLAIN CTY # 0.50%
4588   MCCURTAIN CTY #    1.50% 
4688   MCINTOSH CTY # 1.50%
4788 MAJOR CTY # 0.25%
4888   MARSHALL CTY # 1.50%
4988   MAYES CTY # 1.375%
5088   MURRAY CTY # 2%
5188 MUSKOGEE CTY # 0.65%
5288   NOBLE CTY # 1.25%
5388   NOWATA CTY # 2%
5488   OKFUSKEE CTY # 1.25%
5688   OKMULGEE  CTY #            1%
5788   OSAGE CTY # 1.25%
5888   OTTAWA CTY # 1.35%
5988   PAWNEE CTY # 2%
6088   PAYNE CTY # 0.75%
6188 PITTSBURG CTY # 1%
6288 PONTOTOC CTY # 0.6875%
6388   POTTAWATOMIE CTY #       1%
6488   PUSHMATAHA  CTY # 2%
6588   ROGER MILLS CTY # 1.50%
6688   ROGERS CTY # 1.50%
6788   SEMINOLE CTY #          1.25%
6888   SEQUOYAH CTY # 1.417%
6988   STEPHENS CTY               0.55%
7088   TEXAS CTY # 1%
7188   TILLMAN CTY # 1%
7288   TULSA CTY # 1.017%
7388   WAGONER CTY # 1.30%
7488   WASHINGTON CTY  1%
7588   WASHITA CTY # 1.875%
7688   WOODS CTY # 0.50%
7788   WOODWARD CTY #  0.825%

Rates and Codes for Sales, Use, and Lodging Tax

3188 Haskell County 2% to 1.5% Sales and Use Decrease September 1, 2010
6407 Clayton 3% to 4% Sales Increase October 1, 2010
2406 Covington 3% to 4% Sales and Use Increase October 1, 2010
4411 Goldsby 2% to 3.5% Sales and Use Increase October 1, 2010
5811 Miami 3% to 3.65% Sales and Use Increase October 1, 2010
4117 Sparks 3% to 4% Sales Increase October 1, 2010

Key...
** Denotes a county tax is also due for sales in this city.  See the first column of page 1 for county listings.  The first two digits of 
the city COPO cross-reference to the county COPO by matching these digits.
  

Example:  Salina’s COPO is 4914 and Mayes County’s COPO is 4988, thus Salina is in Mayes County which has a county tax 
that must be added to the city tax and the State Tax.
  

# Denotes Use Tax is due for sales in this city or county, from out-of-state, at the same rate as shown.  This is also in addition to 
the State Tax Rate of 4.5%.

State Tax Rate...
Effective May 1, 1990, the State of 
Oklahoma Tax Rate is 4.5%. 

Rates Effective 
October through 
December 2010

Updated: August 3, 2010

If a city or county is not listed, they do not have a sales or use tax.

COPO LOCATION RATE CHANGE TAX TYPE
TYPE OF 
CHANGE EFFECTIVE DATE

For up to the minute rate changes, please refer to www.tax.ok.gov/newrates.html.

0703   ACHILLE ** 3%
6201   ADA # **  4%
4903   ADAIR # ** 4%
3403   ADDINGTON # ** 2%
5803   AFTON # ** 3%
4103   AGRA # ** 4%
6104   ALDERSON # ** 2%
2603   ALEX # ** 3%
0203   ALINE # ** 1%
3210   ALLEN # 3%
6210   ALLEN # ** 3%
3301   ALTUS # ** 3.75%
7601   ALVA # ** 4.25%
2604   AMBER # ** 4%
4703   AMES # ** 3%
0811   ANADARKO # ** 3.50%
6405   ANTLERS # ** 3%
0813   APACHE # ** 3.50%
2003   ARAPAHO # ** 3%
5503   ARCADIA 4%
1001   ARDMORE # ** 3.75%
4004   ARKOMA # ** 3%
2303   ARNETT # ** 3%
6303   ASHER ** 4%
0303   ATOKA # ** 3%
3213   ATWOOD 2%
5705   AVANT ** 2%
5706   BARNSDALL # ** 3%
7401   BARTLESVILLE ** 3%
5701   BARTLESVILLE ** 3%
0404   BEAVER # ** 2%
5603   BEGGS # ** 4.50%
0706   BENNINGTON ** 4%
2103   BERNICE # ** 3.50%
7503   BESSIE ** 2%
5504   BETHANY # 4%
1804   BIG CABIN # ** 2.50%
5203   BILLINGS # **  4%
0814   BINGER # ** 3%
7203   BIXBY # **  3.50%
7316   BIXBY # ** 3.50%
3602   BLACKWELL # ** 4%
3303   BLAIR ** 3%
2607   BLANCHARD # ** 4%
4403   BLANCHARD # ** 4%
1805   BLUEJACKET ** 2%
1303   BOISE CITY **  3%
0708   BOKCHITO ** 3%
4005   BOKOSHE # ** 3%
5404   BOLEY ** 3%
1203   BOSWELL # ** 3%
6704   BOWLEGS ** 3%
5103   BOYNTON # **  2%
2605   BRADLEY ** 3%
5104   BRAGGS **  3%
3603   BRAMAN # ** 3%
6905 BRAY # ** 1%
1912   BRISTOW # ** 5%
7204   BROKEN ARROW # ** 3%
7304   BROKEN ARROW # ** 3%
4508   BROKEN BOW # ** 2.50%
3003   BUFFALO # ** 3%

5708   BURBANK ** 2%
0205   BURLINGTON ** 1%
7517   BURNS FLAT # ** 4%
2004   BUTLER # ** 3%
4404   BYARS ** 2%
6212   BYNG ** 2%
0206   BYRON ** 2%
1603   CACHE # ** 3%
0709   CADDO # ** 3%
0713   CALERA # ** 4%
0904   CALUMET # ** 4%
3214   CALVIN # 4%
2204   CAMARGO ** 4%
6113   CANADIAN # ** 4.50%
0307   CANEY # ** 2%
0603   CANTON # ** 3%
7504   CANUTE # ** 4%
0207   CARMEN # **  3%
0816   CARNEGIE # ** 4%
4105   CARNEY # ** 4%
0503   CARTER # ** 4%
3703   CASHION # ** 3%
4206   CASHION # ** 3%
6604   CATOOSA # ** 3.25%
7302   CATOOSA # ** 3.25%
4202 CEDAR VALLEY ** 0.25%
0817   CEMENT # ** 3.50%
6906 CENTRAL HIGH ** 2%
4106   CHANDLER # ** 4%
1605   CHATTANOOGA # ** 3%
7110   CHATTANOOGA # ** 3%
4603   CHECOTAH # ** 4%
6605   CHELSEA # ** 3%
0208   CHEROKEE # ** 3.25%
6505   CHEYENNE # ** 3%
2611   CHICKASHA # ** 4%
5506   CHOCTAW # 4%
4904   CHOUTEAU # ** 4%
4205   CIMARRON CITY ** 2%
6606   CLAREMORE # ** 3%
6407   CLAYTON ** 4%
5406   CLEARVIEW # ** 4%
4705   CLEO SPRINGS ** 3%
5905   CLEVELAND # ** 3.50%
2011   CLINTON # ** 4%
7511   CLINTON # ** 4%
1526   COALGATE # ** 3%
0715   COLBERT # ** 3%
2105   COLCORD # ** 3%
4417   COLE # ** 3%
7205   COLLINSVILLE # ** 3.75%
6610   COLLINSVILLE # ** 3.75%
7506   COLONY ** 2%
6907   COMANCHE # ** 3.50%
5805   COMMERCE ** 3%
7403   COPAN ** 3%
7507   CORDELL # ** 3%
7508   CORN # ** 2%
3416   CORNISH # ** 2%
5106   COUNCIL HILL **  2%
2406   COVINGTON # ** 4%
7303  COWETA # ** 3%

4203   COYLE ** 3%
4204   CRESCENT # ** 3%
6705   CROMWELL ** 3%
6114   CROWDER # ** 4%
6002   CUSHING # ** 4%
2013   CUSTER CITY # **  4%
0819   CYRIL # ** 3%
4107   DAVENPORT # ** 3%
7103   DAVIDSON # ** 2%
5003   DAVIS # ** 3%
2502   DAVIS # ** 3%
2703   DEER CREEK # ** 3%
5505   DEL CITY # 3.50%
5305   DELAWARE # ** 2%
1913   DEPEW # ** 4%
5606   DEWAR # ** 4%
7404   DEWEY # ** 3%
4405   DIBBLE # ** 5%
1008   DICKSON ** 4%
7509   DILL CITY # ** 3%
4919   DISNEY # ** 3.875%
5004   DOUGHERTY ** 2%
2407   DOUGLAS ** 2%
3704   DOVER # ** 4%
2408   DRUMMOND # ** 3%
6014   DRUMRIGHT # ** 4.50%
1914   DRUMRIGHT # ** 4.50%
6911   DUNCAN # ** 3.50%
0721   DURANT # ** 4.375%
3215   DUSTIN 4%
0823   EAKLY # ** 3%
6306   EARLSBORO ** 3%
3304   EAST DUKE ** 2%
5507   EDMOND # 3.25%
0911   EL RENO # ** 4%
3305   ELDORADO # ** 2%
1606   ELGIN # ** 3%
0511   ELK CITY # ** 4%
2503   ELMORE CITY # ** 4%
2411   ENID # **  3.50%
0513   ERICK # ** 4%
4604   EUFAULA # ** 3.50%
5715   FAIRFAX ** 3%
5807   FAIRLAND # ** 3%
2413   FAIRMONT # ** 3%
4706   FAIRVIEW # ** 4%
4013   FANSHAWE ** 3%
3915   FANSHAWE ** 3%
2306   FARGO # ** 3%
1608   FLETCHER # ** 4%
5510   FOREST PARK 3%
0409   FORGAN # ** 3%
0824   FORT COBB # ** 4%
4018   FORT COFFEE ** 3%
5107   FORT GIBSON # ** 4.50%
1107   FORT GIBSON # ** 4.50%
7714   FORT SUPPLY ** 3%
1205   FORT TOWSON ** 2%
7513   FOSS # ** 4%
6607   FOYIL ** 4%
6216   FRANCIS ** 3%
7104   FREDERICK # ** 3.50%

COUNTIES: LODGING
0688   BLAINE CTY 5%
1388 CIMARRON CTY 5%
2888   GREER CTY 5%
3588 JOHNSTON CTY 5%
3988 LATIMER CTY 5%
4388 LOVE CTY 5%
4588   MCCURTAIN CTY   3%
4888   MARSHALL CTY 5%
5788 OSAGE CTY 5%
6288 PONTOTOC CTY 5%

CITIES
COPO  CITY           RATE

CITIES
COPO  CITY           RATE

CITIES
COPO  CITY           RATE

COUNTIES
COPO  COUNTY           RATE

Changes in Tax Rates...

Oct-Dec 2010 Sales, Use and Lodging Tax 
Oklahoma Tax Commission
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7613   FREEDOM ** 2%
2307   GAGE # **  3%
6806   GANS # ** 2%
2414   GARBER # ** 4%
4515   GARVIN ** 3%
0630   GEARY # ** 3%
0930   GEARY # **  3%
1003   GENE AUTRY # ** 3%
1609   GERONIMO # ** 3%
3216   GERTY 2%
6003   GLENCOE ** 4%
7207   GLENPOOL # ** 4%
4411   GOLDSBY # ** 3.5%
0213   GOLTRY # ** 3%
7006 GOODWELL # ** 3%
6807   GORE # ** 3%
3805  GOTEBO # ** 3%
2903   GOULD ** 2%
0825   GRACEMONT # ** 4%
7105   GRANDFIELD # ** 3%
2804   GRANITE # ** 3%
5608   GRAYSON # ** 4%
0633   GREENFIELD ** 3%
2113   GROVE # ** 3.40%
4211   GUTHRIE # ** 3%
7007   GUYMON # ** 4%
6117   HAILEYVILLE # ** 3%
5906   HALLETT ** 4.50%
2009   HAMMON # ** 3%
6509   HAMMON # ** 3%
4606   HANNA # ** 4%
7008   HARDESTY # ** 4%
5508   HARRAH # 4%
6119   HARTSHORNE # ** 3.25%
5108   HASKELL # ** 4.35%
3406   HASTINGS ** 3%
4523   HAWORTH ** 3.50%
1014   HEALDTON # ** 3.75%
4014   HEAVENER # ** 3.50%
0214   HELENA # ** 3%
3705   HENNESSEY # ** 3.50%
5612   HENRYETTA # ** 4%
2416   HILLSDALE # ** 1%
0826   HINTON # ** 3%
0634   HITCHCOCK ** 3%
3806   HOBART # ** 4%
3221   HOLDENVILLE 5%
2904   HOLLIS # ** 2%
7106   HOLLISTER # ** 3%
5719   HOMINY # ** 3.50%
7009   HOOKER # ** 4%
4016   HOWE ** 3%
1211   HUGO # ** 3.50%
1108   HULBERT # ** 3%
2417   HUNTER # ** 2%
0827   HYDRO # ** 3%
0627   HYDRO # ** 3%
4525   IDABEL # ** 3%
1613   INDIAHOMA # ** 4%
6124   INDIANOLA ** 3%
6608   INOLA # ** 3%
2114   JAY # ** 3%
7208   JENKS # ** 3%
5907   JENNINGS **  3%
0216   JET # ** 3%
5509   JONES # 4%
2115   KANSAS # ** 3% 
3607   KAW CITY ** 4.50% 
1917   KELLYVILLE # ** 3.50%
4109   KENDRICK # **   4%
0727   KENEFIC # ** 3%
3108   KEOTA **     3.50%
1809   KETCHUM **   3%
1307   KEYES # ** 2%
1918   KIEFER # ** 4%
3706   KINGFISHER # ** 3%
4805   KINGSTON # ** 3%
3109   KINTA # ** 2.50%
6125   KIOWA # ** 3%
0415   KNOWLES ** 2%
6708   KONAWA # ** 4%
6126   KREBS # ** 4%
2418   KREMLIN # ** 3%
2419   LAHOMA # ** 4%
5511   LAKE ALUMA  2.75%
3223   LAMAR # 3%
2706   LAMONT # ** 4%
4923   LANGLEY # ** 3%
1823   LANGLEY # ** 3%
4213   LANGSTON # ** 4%
3005   LAVERNE # ** 2.25%

1621   LAWTON # **  4.125%
2206   LEEDEY # ** 3%
4017   LEFLORE ** 1%
1527   LEHIGH # ** 2%
5307   LENAPAH ** 2%
1403   LEXINGTON # ** 3.50%
2506   LINDSAY # ** 4%
6914   LOCO # ** 3%
4905   LOCUST GROVE # ** 4%
5912   LONE CHIMNEY ** 3%
1015   LONE GROVE # ** 4%
3808   LONE WOLF # ** 3%
0636   LONGDALE ** 3%
3707   LOYAL ** 2%
5513   LUTHER 3%
6309 MACOMB ** 3%
4808   MADILL # ** 3%
2806   MANGUM # ** 3%
7108 MANITOU # ** 3%
1919   MANNFORD # ** 3.50%
5919 MANNFORD # ** 3.50%
7219 MANNFORD # ** 3.50%
3527   MANNSVILLE # ** 3%
5909   MARAMEC ** 3%
6813   MARBLE CITY # ** 3%
4307   MARIETTA # ** 2%
5207   MARLAND ** 3%
6915   MARLOW # ** 3.50%
4215   MARSHALL ** 4%
6340   MAUD # ** 4%
6740   MAUD # **                         4%
3006   MAY ** 2%
2507   MAYSVILLE ** 4%
6131   MCALESTER # ** 3.50%
3114   MCCURTAIN ** 2.50%
6308   MCLOUD # ** 4%
0728   MEAD ** 2%
2708   MEDFORD # ** 4%
1623   MEDICINE PARK # ** 3.75%
4113   MEEKER # ** 4%
4708   MENO ** 3%
4216   MERIDIAN ** 2%
5811   MIAMI # ** 3.65%
5522   MIDWEST CITY # 3.30%
3528   MILBURN ** 2%
3529   MILL CREEK # ** 3.50%
4526   MILLERTON # ** 3%
2613   MINCO # ** 4%
6814   MOFFETT # ** 2%
1404   MOORE # ** 3.50%
7707   MOORELAND # ** 3%
5615   MORRIS # ** 3%
5208   MORRISON # ** 4%
1924   MOUNDS # ** 4%
3813   MOUNTAIN PARK # ** 3%
3814   MOUNTAIN VIEW # ** 4%
6815   MULDROW # ** 3%
4217   MULHALL # ** 3%
5111   MUSKOGEE # ** 4%
0933   MUSTANG # ** 4%
2709   NASH # ** 3%
5303   NEW ALLUWE ** 2%
4406   NEWCASTLE # ** 4%
3613   NEWKIRK # ** 3%
5516   NICHOLS HILLS # 4%
5515   NICOMA PARK # 4%
2614   NINNEKAH # ** 3%
1405   NOBLE # ** 4%
2615   NORGE ** 1%
1411   NORMAN # ** 3.50%
2420   NORTH ENID # ** 4%
5813   NORTH MIAMI ** 3%
5308   NOWATA # ** 3%
4809   OAKLAND ** 2%
2118   OAKS ** 3%
1118 OAKS ** 3%
7405   OCHELATA ** 3%
1926   OILTON # ** 4%
0950   OKARCHE # ** 4.50%
3750   OKARCHE # ** 4.50%
7305   OKAY # ** 4%
0637   OKEENE # ** 4.25%
5409   OKEMAH # ** 3.50%
5521  OKLAHOMA CITY # 3.875%
0921  OKLAHOMA CITY # ** 3.875%
1421  OKLAHOMA CITY # ** 3.875%
6321  OKLAHOMA CITY # ** 3.875%
5621   OKMULGEE # ** 4%
3313   OLUSTEE  # ** 1%
6609   OOLOGAH # ** 3%
4219   ORLANDO **    4%

6019   ORLANDO ** 4%
6614   OWASSO # ** 3%
7214   OWASSO # ** 3%
5414   PADEN ** 2%
4027   PANAMA # ** 3%
2508   PAOLI # ** 3%
2511   PAULS VALLEY # ** 4%
5731   PAWHUSKA # ** 3%
5913   PAWNEE # ** 3%
4925   PENSACOLA ** 3%
5815   PEORIA ** 1%
6005   PERKINS # ** 3%
5209   PERRY # **  3.25%
5822   PICHER # ** 5%
0953   PIEDMONT # ** 5%
3755   PIEDMONT # ** 5%
6344 PINK # ** 3%
6133   PITTSBURG **           3%
2616   POCASSET # **              1.50%
4028   POCOLA # ** 3%
3621   PONCA CITY # ** 3.50%
2714   POND CREEK # ** 4%
7306   PORTER # ** 4%
5114   PORUM # ** 4%
4029   POTEAU # ** 3%
4116   PRAGUE # ** 4%
5735   PRUE ** 3%
4909   PRYOR # ** 3.75%
4407   PURCELL # ** 4%
1407   PURCELL # ** 4%
5823   QUAPAW # ** 3%
6134   QUINTON # ** 3%
5963   RALSTON ** 3%
7406   RAMONA ** 2%
1023   RATLIFF CITY # ** 3.50%
6428   RATTAN ** 2%
3534   RAVIA # ** 3%
3913   RED OAK # ** 2%
5213   RED ROCK # ** 5%
2715   RENFROW # ** 4%
4613   RENTIESVILLE # ** 4%
6514   REYDON # ** 2%
3408   RINGLING # ** 2.50%
4714   RINGWOOD # ** 3%
6063   RIPLEY ** 3%
4033 ROCK ISLAND # ** 1.50%
7515   ROCKY ** 3%
6223   ROFF ** 3.50%
6818   ROLAND # ** 3.50%
3815   ROOSEVELT # ** 3%
2617   RUSH SPRINGS # ** 3.50%
3409   RYAN # ** 3%
4914   SALINA # ** 4%
6819   SALLISAW # ** 4%
7222   SAND SPRINGS # ** 3.50%
5722   SAND SPRINGS # ** 3.50%
1931   SAPULPA # ** 4%
7225 SAPULPA # ** 4%
6744   SASAKWA ** 4%
6135   SAVANNA # ** 5%
1216   SAWYER ** 1%
0516   SAYRE # ** 4%
5624   SCHULTER # ** 0.50%
2214   SEILING # ** 4%
6751   SEMINOLE # ** 4%
7516   SENTINEL ** 3%
4034   SHADY POINT # ** 3.50%
1933   SHAMROCK **      3%
2314   SHATTUCK  # ** 3%
6351   SHAWNEE # ** 3%
5736   SHIDLER # ** 2%
7270   SKIATOOK # ** 3%
5770   SKIATOOK # ** 3%
1406   SLAUGHTERVILLE # ** 2%
1934   SLICK ** 3%
3818   SNYDER # ** 4%
1217   SOPER ** 2%
5313   SOUTH COFFEYVILLE # ** 2%
4117   SPARKS ** 4%
4915   SPAVINAW # ** 3%
5523   SPENCER # 4%
7273   SPERRY # ** 3%
5771 SPERRY # ** 3%
4035   SPIRO # ** 3%
4926   SPORTSMEN ACRES ** 3%
1024   SPRINGER # ** 2%
1625   STERLING # ** 3%
3115   STIGLER # ** 3%
6071   STILLWATER # ** 3.50%
0114   STILWELL # ** 3.50%
6224   STONEWALL ** 3%

4916   STRANG ** 2%
2514   STRATFORD ** 4%
0317   STRINGTOWN ** 3%
4118   STROUD # ** 3%
1920 STROUD # ** 3%
3226   STUART 2%
5007   SULPHUR # ** 3%
5115   SUMMIT # **  3%
6516 SWEETWATER ** 1%
0518 SWEETWATER ** 1%
5116   TAFT **  4%
1119   TAHLEQUAH # ** 2.5%
6613   TALALA # ** 3%
4039   TALIHINA # ** 3%
2215   TALOGA # ** 3%
3116   TAMAHA ** 3%
1025   TATUMS ** 5%
6353   TECUMSEH # **  3%
1705   TEMPLE # **  3%
5965   TERLTON ** 2%
3414   TERRAL # ** 3%
7014   TEXHOMA ** 3%
0517   TEXOLA ** 1%
4315   THACKERVILLE # ** 2%
5527   THE VILLAGE # 4%
2018   THOMAS # ** 4%
7109   TIPTON # ** 4%
3535   TISHOMINGO # ** 3%
3624   TONKAWA # ** 4.5%
4119   TRYON # ** 4%
7281   TULSA # ** 3%
7381   TULSA # ** 3%
5781   TULSA # ** 3%
1533   TUPELO ** 3%
0318   TUSHKA ** 3.50%
2619   TUTTLE # ** 4%
7015   TYRONE # ** 3%
0954   UNION CITY # ** 4%
5526   VALLEY BROOK # 3%
4543   VALLIANT # ** 3%
6917   VELMA # ** 3.75%
7407   VERA ** 2%
2623   VERDEN # ** 3.75%
6615   VERDIGRIS # ** 3%
4616 VERNON ** 4%
6824   VIAN # ** 4%
2216   VICI # ** 3%
1814   VINITA # ** 3%
7313   WAGONER # ** 3%
5117 WAINWRIGHT ** 4%
2718   WAKITA # ** 4%
1706   WALTERS # ** 3%
6356   WANETTE # ** 3.5%
5314   WANN ** 2%
3537   WAPANUCKA # ** 1.5%
5118   WARNER # ** 4%
5528   WARR ACRES # 4%
4409   WASHINGTON # ** 4%
0639   WATONGA # ** 4%
0115   WATTS # ** 4%
2423   WAUKOMIS # ** 4%
3415   WAURIKA # ** 3%
4413   WAYNE # 3.50%
7618   WAYNOKA # ** 4%
2019   WEATHERFORD # ** 4%
5119   WEBBERS FALLS # ** 3.50%
1815   WELCH ** 2%
5416   WELEETKA # ** 3%
4124   WELLSTON # ** 4%
2152   WESTSILOAM SPR # ** 3.75%
0117   WESTVILLE # ** 3.75%
3227   WETUMKA # 3%
6762   WEWOKA # ** 4%
3117   WHITEFIELD # ** 3%
3914   WILBURTON # ** 3.50%
2809   WILLOW ** 2%
1027   WILSON # ** 3.25%
4045   WISTER # ** 3%
7721   WOODWARD # ** 3.50%
4545   WRIGHT CITY # ** 3%
5824   WYANDOTTE # ** 3%
2515   WYNNEWOOD # ** 4%
5776   WYNONA # ** 4%
6073   YALE # ** 3%
3228   YEAGER # 3%
0955   YUKON # ** 4%

COPO  CITY           RATE

CITIES
COPO  CITY           RATE

CITIES
COPO  CITY           RATE

CITIES
COPO  CITY           RATE

CITIES
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State Local Combined
Alabama 4.00% 4.20% 8.20%
Alaska 1.40% 1.40%
Arizona 6.60% 1.55% 8.15%
Arkansas 6.00% 2.20% 8.20%
California 7.25% 1.90% 9.15%
Colorado 2.90% 3.45% 6.35%
Connecticut 6.00% 6.00%
D.C. 6.00% 6.00%
Delaware 
Florida 6.00% 0.70% 6.70%
Georgia 4.00% 2.90% 6.90%
Hawaii 4.00% 0.40% 4.40%
Idaho 6.00% 0.05% 6.05%
Illinois 6.25% 1.95% 8.20%
Indiana 7.00% 7.00%
Iowa 6.00% 0.85% 6.85%
Kansas 6.30% 1.75% 8.05%
Kentucky 6.00% 6.00%
Louisiana 4.00% 4.75% 8.75%
Maine 5.00% 5.00%
Maryland 6.00% 6.00%
Massachusetts 6.25% 6.25%
Michigan 6.00% 6.00%
Minnesota 6.88% 0.32% 7.20%
Mississippi 7.00% 7.00%
Missouri 4.23% 3.13% 7.35%

State Local Combined
Montana
Nebraska 5.50% 0.50% 6.00%
Nevada 6.85% 1.00% 7.85%
New Hampshire
New Jersey 7.00% 7.00%
New Mexico 5.13% 1.43% 6.55%
New York 4.00% 4.45% 8.45%
North Carolina 5.75% 2.05% 7.80%
North Dakota 5.00% 0.80% 5.80%
Ohio 5.50% 1.30% 6.80%
OKLAHOMA 4.50% 3.65% 8.15%
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 6.00% 0.40% 6.40%
Rhode Island 7.00% 7.00%
South Carolina 6.00% 1.05% 7.05%
South Dakota 4.00% 1.50% 5.50%
Tennessee 7.00% 2.40% 9.40%
Texas 6.25% 1.80% 8.05%
Utah 4.70% 2.00% 6.70%
Vermont 6.00% 0.05% 6.05%
Virginia 4.00% 1.00% 5.00%
Washington 6.50% 2.25% 8.75%
West Virginia 6.00% 6.00%
Wisconsin 5.00% 0.45% 5.45%
Wyoming 4.00% 1.15% 5.15%
Source: Sales Tax Clearinghouse, Inc.

State and Local Sales Tax Rates 
2010 Rates - Sales Tax Clearinghouse, Inc.

State sales tax rates are the established state rate along with the average COMBINED city and county 
rates. Source: Sales Tax Clearinghouse. There are dozens of possible footnotes and explanations of 
exception that have been omitted for clarity.
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State Local Combined
Louisiana 4.00% 4.75% 8.75%
New York 4.00% 4.45% 8.45%
Alabama 4.00% 4.20% 8.20%
OKLAHOMA 4.50% 3.65% 8.15%
Colorado 2.90% 3.45% 6.35%
Missouri 4.23% 3.13% 7.35%
Georgia 4.00% 2.90% 6.90%
Tennessee 7.00% 2.40% 9.40%
Washington 6.50% 2.25% 8.75%
Arkansas 6.00% 2.20% 8.20%
North Carolina 5.75% 2.05% 7.80%
Utah 4.70% 2.00% 6.70%
Illinois 6.25% 1.95% 8.20%
California 7.25% 1.90% 9.15%
Texas 6.25% 1.80% 8.05%
Kansas 6.30% 1.75% 8.05%
Arizona 6.60% 1.55% 8.15%
South Dakota 4.00% 1.50% 5.50%
New Mexico 5.13% 1.43% 6.55%
Alaska 1.40% 1.40%
Ohio 5.50% 1.30% 6.80%
Wyoming 4.00% 1.15% 5.15%
South Carolina 6.00% 1.05% 7.05%
Virginia 4.00% 1.00% 5.00%
Nevada 6.85% 1.00% 7.85%
Iowa 6.00% 0.85% 6.85%

State Local Combined
North Dakota 5.00% 0.80% 5.80%
Florida 6.00% 0.70% 6.70%
Nebraska 5.50% 0.50% 6.00%
Wisconsin 5.00% 0.45% 5.45%
Pennsylvania 6.00% 0.40% 6.40%
Hawaii 4.00% 0.40% 4.40%
Minnesota 6.88% 0.32% 7.20%
Idaho 6.00% 0.05% 6.05%
Vermont 6.00% 0.05% 6.05%
Indiana 7.00% 7.00%
Mississippi 7.00% 7.00%
New Jersey 7.00% 7.00%
Rhode Island 7.00% 7.00%
Massachusetts 6.25% 6.25%
Connecticut 6.00% 6.00%
D.C. 6.00% 6.00%
Kentucky 6.00% 6.00%
Maryland 6.00% 6.00%
Michigan 6.00% 6.00%
West Virginia 6.00% 6.00%
Maine 5.00% 5.00%
Delaware 
Montana
New Hampshire
Oregon 
Source: Sales Tax Clearinghouse, Inc.

Sorted by Average Local Tax Rates 
2010 Rates - Sales Tax Clearinghouse, Inc.

State sales tax rates are the established state rate along with the average COMBINED city and county 
rates. Source: Sales Tax Clearinghouse. There are dozens of possible footnotes and explanations of 
exception that have been omitted for clarity.
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Local Sales Tax Rates Over 3%
States with average combined local 
(city & county) sales tax rate over 
3%. Oklahoma (3.65%) will have the 
fourth highest rate nationally behind 
Louisiana, New York, and Alabama.

Overall Sales Tax Rates over 8% 
States with average combined state, 
county and city sales taxes over 8%. 
Oklahoma (8.15%) will have the ninth 
highest rate nationally literally tied with 
Texas (8.05%).
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Personal 
Income

($millions)

Individual 
Income Taxes
($thousands)

General 
Sales Taxes

($thousands)

Property 
Taxes

($thousands)

All 
Other Taxes

($thousands)

Total 
Taxes

($thousands)

United States  11,811,516  289,308,234  299,232,314  383,100,800  303,860,546 1,275,501,894 

Alabama  151,211  3,054,271  4,024,592  2,095,509  4,282,646  13,457,018 

Alaska  27,970  -    179,427  1,036,824  3,733,919  4,950,170 

Arizona  217,018  3,747,387  9,365,648  6,221,217  4,000,459  23,334,711 

Arkansas  88,696  2,168,441  3,788,833  1,348,784  1,873,552  9,179,610 

California  1,564,564  53,318,287  41,900,336  41,720,253  35,994,370  172,933,246 

Colorado  203,947  4,795,440  5,067,255  5,660,332  3,109,725  18,632,752 

Connecticut  193,207  6,335,078  3,030,353  8,070,674  3,659,126  21,095,231 

Delaware  34,565  1,073,253  -    568,858  2,016,574  3,658,685 

DC  37,228  1,313,086  838,409  1,516,048  1,524,647  5,192,190 

Florida  710,471  -    24,195,392  26,833,764  21,934,331  72,963,487 

Georgia  328,962  8,799,415  9,886,053  9,519,656  4,947,899  33,153,023 

Hawaii  51,808  1,560,306  2,557,644  1,136,744  1,309,963  6,564,657 

Idaho  48,933  1,406,462  1,279,199  1,114,771  962,696  4,763,128 

Illinois  530,049  9,408,437  9,143,042  20,461,677  16,061,909  55,075,065 

Indiana  212,940  5,219,047  5,423,501  6,146,902  4,321,915  21,111,365 

Iowa  105,986  2,741,473  2,320,660  3,615,818  2,255,547  10,933,498 

Kansas  103,596  2,746,602  3,016,119  3,458,667  2,133,041  11,354,429 

Kentucky  131,764  4,041,557  2,817,636  2,580,082  4,266,322  13,705,597 

Louisiana  155,846  3,214,208  7,045,914  2,610,610  4,723,071  17,593,803 

Maine  45,916  1,358,301  1,054,812  2,058,663  1,156,459  5,628,235 

Maryland  263,524  10,743,445  3,447,828  6,547,182  6,326,328  27,064,783 

2007 State/Local Taxes, All Sources, by State 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Census Bureau

Taxation
Are Oklahomans “over-taxed” or “under-taxed” by state and local governments? That conclusion is a judgement 
and subjective. There are no measures for over or under taxation. However, we can measure the calculated burden of 
taxes in one state relative to another. We may observe that tax burdens are above average or below average in a state. 
The data below represents the actual 2007 data. Personal income is in millions; taxes are in thousands. The tables on 
the following pages calculate the burdens for the various forms of taxation; the formula is taxes divided by income. 
So where is Oklahoma? Decide for yourself. (Mickey Hepner, PhD, Professor of Economics & Director of UCO 
Policy Institute University of Central Oklahoma, Edmond).
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Personal 
Income

($millions)

Individual 
Income Taxes
($thousands)

General 
Sales Taxes

($thousands)

Property 
Taxes

($thousands)

All 
Other Taxes

($thousands)

Total 
Taxes

($thousands)

Massachusetts  319,795  11,399,649  4,075,549  11,041,925  5,602,950  32,120,073 

Michigan  341,981  6,911,123  7,983,098  14,537,374  7,663,174  37,094,769 

Minnesota  216,150  7,230,854  4,545,576  6,119,214  5,769,344  23,664,988 

Mississippi  86,312  1,401,809  3,156,462  2,206,445  1,967,859  8,732,575 

Missouri  206,330  5,168,210  5,020,230  5,258,109  3,746,096  19,192,645 

Montana  32,268  832,916  -    1,106,838  1,331,776  3,271,530 

Nebraska  66,702  1,650,895  1,735,754  2,388,497  1,366,703  7,141,849 

Nevada  103,829  -    3,532,908  2,874,957  4,036,044  10,443,909 

New Hampshire  56,340  107,452  -    2,911,703  1,723,566  4,742,721 

New Jersey  433,070  11,727,192  8,609,639  21,485,654  9,609,469  51,431,954 

New Mexico  62,550  1,177,918  2,689,355  1,009,890  2,579,200  7,456,363 

New York  913,269  42,663,475  21,990,539  38,077,006  31,286,221  134,017,241 

North Carolina  313,981  10,588,951  7,116,554  7,306,444  7,410,522  32,422,471 

North Dakota  23,111  316,894  570,551  698,403  1,019,450  2,605,298 

Ohio  403,473  13,741,826  9,404,320  13,349,114  9,547,655  46,042,915 

OKLAHOMA  122,789  2,774,851  3,405,211  1,931,218  3,838,955  11,950,235 

Oregon  132,523  5,611,869  -    3,957,923  3,178,943  12,748,735 

Pennsylvania  482,272  13,304,202  8,873,053  15,462,920  14,617,180  52,257,355 

Rhode Island  42,101  1,085,600  875,619  1,963,620  861,964  4,786,803 

South Carolina  140,373  3,239,468  3,353,364  4,294,654  2,916,236  13,803,722 

South Dakota  28,799  -    969,211  820,321  602,356  2,391,888 

Tennessee  209,532  253,363  8,453,679  4,375,223  5,281,719  18,363,984 

Texas  873,123  -    25,314,527  34,193,824  22,528,838  82,037,189 

Utah  84,544  2,561,001  2,560,427  2,038,390  1,747,211  8,907,029 

Vermont  23,326  581,189  339,903  1,236,699  773,690  2,931,481 

Virginia  331,332  10,238,887  4,695,496  10,018,135  7,422,519  32,375,037 

Washington  268,719  -    13,082,548  7,372,865  7,077,864  27,533,277 

West Virginia  54,214  1,360,511  1,131,459  1,136,217  2,474,135  6,102,322 

Wisconsin  206,203  6,333,633  4,445,533  8,407,167  4,153,660  23,339,993 

Wyoming  24,301  -    919,096  1,197,016  1,130,748  3,246,860 

Sources: The state personal income data from U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (http://bea.gov/regional/spi/) . The 
state tax data from the U.S. Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/govs/estimate/)
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Total Tax (State/Local) Burden, by State 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Census Bureau

1 Alaska 17.7%

2 New York 14.7%

3 District of Columbia 13.9%

4 Wyoming 13.4%

5 Hawaii 12.7%

6 Vermont 12.6%

7 Maine 12.3%

8 New Mexico 11.9%

9 New Jersey 11.9%

10 Ohio 11.4%

11 Rhode Island 11.4%

12 Wisconsin 11.3%

13 Louisiana 11.3%

14 North Dakota 11.3%

15 West Virginia 11.3%

16 California 11.1%

17 Kansas 11.0%

18 Minnesota 10.9%

19 Connecticut 10.9%

20 Michigan 10.8%

21 Pennsylvania 10.8%

NATIONAL AVG 10.8%

22 Arizona 10.8%

23 Nebraska 10.7%

24 Delaware 10.6%

25 Utah 10.5%

26 Kentucky 10.4%

27 Illinois 10.4%

28 Arkansas 10.3%

29 North Carolina 10.3%

30 Iowa 10.3%

31 Maryland 10.3%

32 Florida 10.3%

33 Washington 10.2%

34 Montana 10.1%

35 Mississippi 10.1%

36 Georgia 10.1%

37 Nevada 10.1%

38 Massachusetts 10.0%

39 Indiana 9.9%

40 South Carolina 9.8%

41 Virginia 9.8%

42 Idaho 9.7%

43 OKLAHOMA 9.7%

44 Oregon 9.6%

45 Texas 9.4%

46 Missouri 9.3%

47 Colorado 9.1%

48 Alabama 8.9%

49 Tennessee 8.8%

50 New Hampshire 8.4%

51 South Dakota 8.3%

Comments and Interpretation: 
The table below offers ratios of the tax burden on state residents caused by all forms of state/local taxes paid by 
individuals and corporations. For example, Oklahomans will earn $122.8 billion of personal income in a year. 
Oklahomans will pay an aggregate of $11.95 billion in all forms tax. That means that 9.7% of all income earned 
by individuals is paid to governments in all form of taxes. Oklahoma will rank 43rd in the country for tax burden - 
well below the national average of 10.8%. If Oklahomans carried a state/local tax burden simply equal to the 
national average effort - Oklahoma state government and municipalities would be offered an additional $1.3 
billion every year. Consider the 2011 and 2012 projected shortfalls then decide if we are over or under taxed for the 
services we want.  (Mickey Hepner, PhD, Professor of Economics & Director of UCO Policy Institute University of 
Central Oklahoma, Edmond).
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Individual Income Tax (State/Local) Burden 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Census Bureau

1 New York 4.7%

2 Oregon 4.2%

3 Maryland 4.1%

4 Massachusetts 3.6%

5 District of Columbia 3.5%

6 California 3.4%

7 Ohio 3.4%

8 North Carolina 3.4%

9 Minnesota 3.3%

10 Connecticut 3.3%

11 Delaware 3.1%

12 Virginia 3.1%

13 Wisconsin 3.1%

14 Kentucky 3.1%

15 Utah 3.0%

16 Hawaii 3.0%

17 Maine 3.0%

18 Idaho 2.9%

19 Pennsylvania 2.8%

20 New Jersey 2.7%

21 Georgia 2.7%

22 Kansas 2.7%

23 Iowa 2.6%

24 Montana 2.6%

25 Rhode Island 2.6%

26 West Virginia 2.5%

27 Missouri 2.5%

28 Vermont 2.5%

29 Nebraska 2.5%

30 Indiana 2.5%

NATIONAL AVG 2.4%

31 Arkansas 2.4%

32 Colorado 2.4%

33 South Carolina 2.3%

34 OKLAHOMA 2.3%

35 Louisiana 2.1%

36 Michigan 2.0%

37 Alabama 2.0%

38 New Mexico 1.9%

39 Illinois 1.8%

40 Arizona 1.7%

41 Mississippi 1.6%

42 North Dakota 1.4%

43 New Hampshire 0.2%

44 Tennessee 0.1%

45 Alaska 0.0%

46 Florida 0.0%

47 Nevada 0.0%

48 South Dakota 0.0%

49 Texas 0.0%

50 Washington 0.0%

51 Wyoming 0.0%

Comments and Interpretation: 
The table below offers ratios of the state/local tax burden on state residents caused by the individual income taxes 
(federal, state and local) paid by individuals. It is NOT the tax rate for that state. For example, Oklahomans will earn 
$122.8 billion of personal income in a year. From that income they will pay an aggregate of $2.8 billion in all forms 
of personal income tax. That means that 2.3% of all income earned by individuals is paid to governments as income 
tax. Oklahoma will rank 34th in the country for individual income tax burden - slightly less than the national average 
of 2.4%.  For conversation purposes Oklahoma will be “average”.  (Mickey Hepner, PhD, Professor of Economics & 
Director of UCO Policy Institute University of Central Oklahoma, Edmond).
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General Sales Tax (State/Local) Burden 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Census Bureau

1 Hawaii 4.9%

2 Washington 4.9%

3 Louisiana 4.5%

4 Arizona 4.3%

5 New Mexico 4.3%

6 Arkansas 4.3%

7 Tennessee 4.0%

8 Wyoming 3.8%

9 Mississippi 3.7%

10 Florida 3.4%

11 Nevada 3.4%

12 South Dakota 3.4%

13 Utah 3.0%

14 Georgia 3.0%

15 Kansas 2.9%

16 Texas 2.9%

17 OKLAHOMA 2.8%

18 California 2.7%

19 Alabama 2.7%

20 Idaho 2.6%

21 Nebraska 2.6%

22 Indiana 2.5%

NATIONAL AVG 2.5%

23 Colorado 2.5%

24 North Dakota 2.5%

25 Missouri 2.4%

26 New York 2.4%

27 South Carolina 2.4%

28 Michigan 2.3%

29 Ohio 2.3%

30 Maine 2.3%

31 North Carolina 2.3%

32 District of Columbia 2.3%

33 Iowa 2.2%

34 Wisconsin 2.2%

35 Kentucky 2.1%

36 Minnesota 2.1%

37 West Virginia 2.1%

38 Rhode Island 2.1%

39 New Jersey 2.0%

40 Pennsylvania 1.8%

41 Illinois 1.7%

42 Connecticut 1.6%

43 Vermont 1.5%

44 Virginia 1.4%

45 Maryland 1.3%

46 Massachusetts 1.3%

47 Alaska 0.6%

48 Delaware 0.0%

49 Montana 0.0%

50 New Hampshire 0.0%

51 Oregon 0.0%

Comments and Interpretation: 
The table below offers ratios of the state/local tax burden on state residents caused by general sales taxes (state 
and local). It is NOT the general sales tax rate for that state. For example, Oklahomans will earn $122.8 billion of 
personal income in a year. Oklahomans will pay an aggregate of $3.4 billion in all forms of sales tax. That means 
that 2.8% of all income earned by individuals is paid to governments in the form of sales taxes. Oklahoma will rank 
17th in the country for sales tax burden - above the national average of 2.5%. For conversation purposes Oklahoma 
will require an “above average” sales tax burden.  (Mickey Hepner, PhD, Professor of Economics & Director of 
UCO Policy Institute University of Central Oklahoma, Edmond).
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Property Tax (State/Local) Burden 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Census Bureau

1 Vermont 5.3%

2 New Hampshire 5.2%

3 New Jersey 5.0%

4 Wyoming 4.9%

5 Rhode Island 4.7%

6 Maine 4.5%

7 Michigan 4.3%

8 Connecticut 4.2%

9 New York 4.2%

10 Wisconsin 4.1%

11 District of Columbia 4.1%

12 Texas 3.9%

13 Illinois 3.9%

14 Florida 3.8%

15 Alaska 3.7%

16 Nebraska 3.6%

17 Massachusetts 3.5%

18 Montana 3.4%

19 Iowa 3.4%

20 Kansas 3.3%

21 Ohio 3.3%

NATIONAL AVG 3.2%

22 Pennsylvania 3.2%

23 South Carolina 3.1%

24 Virginia 3.0%

25 North Dakota 3.0%

26 Oregon 3.0%

27 Georgia 2.9%

28 Indiana 2.9%

29 Arizona 2.9%

30 South Dakota 2.8%

31 Minnesota 2.8%

32 Colorado 2.8%

33 Nevada 2.8%

34 Washington 2.7%

35 California 2.7%

36 Mississippi 2.6%

37 Missouri 2.5%

38 Maryland 2.5%

39 Utah 2.4%

40 North Carolina 2.3%

41 Idaho 2.3%

42 Hawaii 2.2%

43 West Virginia 2.1%

44 Tennessee 2.1%

45 Kentucky 2.0%

46 Louisiana 1.7%

47 Delaware 1.6%

48 New Mexico 1.6%

49 OKLAHOMA 1.6%

50 Arkansas 1.5%

51 Alabama 1.4%

Comments and Interpretation: 
The table below offers ratios of the state/local tax burden on state residents caused by property taxes. These taxes 
are normally the preferred revenue source for public education and county/municipal operations. For example, 
Oklahomans will earn $122.8 billion of personal income in a year. Oklahomans will pay an aggregate of $1.9 billion 
in all forms of property tax. That means that 1.6% of all income earned by individuals is paid to governments in the 
form of property taxes. Oklahoma will rank 49th in the country for property tax burden - only half of the national 
average of 3.2%.  (Mickey Hepner, PhD, Professor of Economics & Director of UCO Policy Institute University of 
Central Oklahoma, Edmond).
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Other Tax (State/Local) Burden 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Census Bureau

1 Alaska 13.3%

2 Delaware 5.8%

3 Wyoming 4.7%

4 West Virginia 4.6%

5 North Dakota 4.4%

6 Montana 4.1%

7 New Mexico 4.1%

8 District of Columbia 4.1%

9 Nevada 3.9%

10 New York 3.4%

11 Vermont 3.3%

12 Kentucky 3.2%

13 OKLAHOMA 3.1%

14 Florida 3.1%

15 New Hampshire 3.1%

16 Pennsylvania 3.0%

17 Louisiana 3.0%

18 Illinois 3.0%

19 Alabama 2.8%

20 Minnesota 2.7%

21 Washington 2.6%

22 Texas 2.6%

NATIONAL AVG 2.6%

23 Hawaii 2.5%

24 Tennessee 2.5%

25 Maine 2.5%

26 Maryland 2.4%

27 Oregon 2.4%

28 Ohio 2.4%

29 North Carolina 2.4%

30 California 2.3%

31 Mississippi 2.3%

32 Michigan 2.2%

33 Virginia 2.2%

34 New Jersey 2.2%

35 Iowa 2.1%

36 Arkansas 2.1%

37 South Dakota 2.1%

38 South Carolina 2.1%

39 Utah 2.1%

40 Kansas 2.1%

41 Nebraska 2.0%

42 Rhode Island 2.0%

43 Indiana 2.0%

44 Wisconsin 2.0%

45 Idaho 2.0%

46 Connecticut 1.9%

47 Arizona 1.8%

48 Missouri 1.8%

49 Massachusetts 1.8%

50 Colorado 1.5%

51 Georgia 1.5%

Comments and Interpretation: 
The taxes below are those paid by others - not by individual. They may be combinations of corporate tax, extraction 
tax, and other such levies on entities other than the individual taxpayer. The reader will note that those states with a 
higher burden on the non-individual will be energy states (Alaska, Wyoming, New Mexico) engaged in mining and 
oil/gas production. Other states (Florida, New York) will have special taxes on non-individuals.  (Mickey Hepner, 
PhD, Professor of Economics & Director of UCO Policy Institute University of Central Oklahoma, Edmond).
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Municipal Tax Authority by State 
Christopher Hoene, National League of Cities and Michael Pagano, University of Illinois, Chicago

The data and analysis in this section was abstracted from the Research Report on America’s Cities: Cities 
and State Fiscal Structure, produced by the National League of Cities and available at the NLC website.

OKLAHOMA “BEHIND THE PACK” ... we examine the three major sources of state and local tax 
revenue – the property tax, sales tax, and income tax. We rate municipalities as having authority if they 
have a local option to control the tax rate (within some increment; they have some ability to shift the rate) 
and if the revenues are for general use (e.g., not earmarked for specific uses).  
 
The most fiscally autonomous municipalities would, therefore, be allowed a local option for all 
three tax sources and the revenues from those sources would all be for general use. We come to this 
position based on the assumption that local governments are in the best position to ascertain both 
the benefits of a diverse revenue-raising toolkit and the costs of implementing such tax policies. No 
state uniformly authorizes its municipalities to utilize all three tax sources. 

States are deemed to be “ahead of the pack” if they have access to at least two sources and a third source 
for some jurisdictions. For example, municipalities in Alabama have access to a local option property tax 
and sales tax, and a local option occupation tax, or income tax, paid by those working in municipalities 
that opt to use the tax. The states of Missouri (income tax for Kansas City and St. Louis), New York 
(income tax for New York City and Yonkers), and Pennsylvania (sales tax for Philadelphia) provide 
special tax options for individual municipalities. Even though this state grant of authority does not extend 
to all municipalities, these local governments represent a substantial population group (New York City’s 
population amounts to more than half the state’s; Philadelphia is the largest municipality in Pennsylvania). 

Arkansas technically provides a local option income tax for municipalities, in addition to a local property 
and sales tax, but the income tax option is rarely, if ever, used. Although municipalities in Ohio, Kentucky 
and Washington have access to only two revenue sources, we place them in the “ahead of the pack” group 
because of the broad base of their non-property taxes. 

States receive “behind the pack” (Oklahoma) ratings when their municipalities have access to one or no 
local tax source. For example, municipalities in many New England states only have access to a local 
property tax. The property tax is the lone local source in almost all instances for these states, except for 
Oklahoma where the only local general purpose tax revenues come from a sales tax Several states in 
this category provide very limited authority for a second tax source and we include them in this “behind 
the pack” category as a result. For example, “resort cities” in Idaho with populations less than 10,000 
may levy a local sales tax. Although we place Arizona in the ‘with the pack’ category, it is also a special 
case in that several cities are not authorized to levy a property tax for any purpose without a vote of 
the electorate. Mesa, Arizona, for example, with a population of approximately 400,000, is the largest 
municipality in the nation without access to the property tax.
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Alabama  .................. Property, sales, income (19 cities)
Alaska  ...................... Property, sales
Arizona  .................... Property (with voter approval), sales
Arkansas  .................. Property, sales, income (not used by any municipality)
California  ................. Property, sales
Colorado  .................. Property, sales
Connecticut  .............. Property
Delaware  ................. Property, income (Wilmington only)
Florida  ...................... Property
Georgia  .................... Property, sales
Hawaii  ...................... Property (Honolulu is only municipality in Hawaii)
Idaho ........................ Property (sales for resort cities <10,000 pop.)
Illinois  ....................... Property, sales
Indiana  ..................... Property, income
Iowa  ......................... Property, sales
Kansas  ..................... Property, sales
Kentucky  .................. Income, property
Louisiana  ................. Property, sales
Maine  ....................... Property
Maryland  .................. Property, income (Baltimore city-county only)
Massachusetts  ......... Property
Michigan  .................. Property, income (22 cities)
Minnesota  ................ Property, sales (some cities, if approved by State Leg.)
Mississippi  ............... Property
Missouri  ................... Property, sales, income (Kansas City & St. Louis only)
Montana  ................... Property (sales for resort cities <5,500 pop.)
Nebraska  ................. Property, sales
Nevada  .................... Property
New Hampshire  ....... Property
New Jersey  .............. Property (sales for Atlantic City, Wildwoods only)
New Mexico  ............. Property, sales
New York  ................. Property, sales, income (New York City & Yonkers only)
North Carolina  ......... Property
North Dakota  ........... Property, sales
Ohio  ......................... Income, property
Oklahoma  ................ Sales
Oregon  ..................... Property
Pennsylvania  ........... Property, income, sales (Philadelphia only)
Rhode Island  ........... Property
South Carolina  ......... Property
South Dakota  ........... Property, sales
Tennessee  ............... Property, sales
Texas  ....................... Property, sales
Utah  ......................... Property, sales
Vermont  ................... Property (some sales)
Virginia  ..................... Property, sales
Washington  .............. Property, sales, B&O (bus. Income) tax
West Virginia  ........... Property
Wisconsin  ................ Property
Wyoming  .................. Property

Municipal Tax Authority by State 
Hoene and Pagano, National League of Cities
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The data and analysis in this section was abstracted from the Research Report on America’s Cities: Cities 
and State Fiscal Structure, produced by the National League of Cities and available at the NLC website.

OKLAHOMA “BEHIND THE PACK” ... we also examine the extent to which municipal governments 
rely upon the three major tax sources as a share of general revenue.(“General revenue” as defined by the 
U.S. Census of Governments, including all local revenues except revenues from utilities and liquor store 
operations.) First, we looked to see if they are heavily reliant upon one source of revenue (usually the 
property tax).  Beyond this group, we look to see if municipalities have access to an inelastic source of 
revenue (the property tax) and an elastic source of revenue (sales or income tax). 

The terms “elastic” and “inelastic” refer to how quickly revenues collected from an individual tax 
source respond to changes in the underlying economy. Generally, property tax revenues are considered 
more inelastic or less responsive to economic changes, mainly because it takes deeper, longer-term 
economic shifts to impact housing values, which determine property tax collections, as well as because of 
assessment practices. Assessment practices vary in large part because of the inexact science of estimating 
the value of land and property until the property is exchanged on the market. Sales and income taxes are 
considered more elastic because consumer sales and personal income are quicker to respond to economic 
shifts. 

We argue that a mix of elastic and inelastic revenues sources provides municipalities with stability to 
buffer against economic downturns, but also allows them to capture revenue growth during periods of 
economic growth. 

Our analysis of municipal revenue reliance reveals that “ahead of the pack” states are those states where 
municipalities receive revenues from two tax sources, plus a third source for municipalities with a 
substantial share of the state population (the two major municipalities in Missouri – Kansas City and St. 
Louis – and the largest city in New York – New York City). While 19 cities in Alabama utilize a local 
income tax, total city reliance on local income tax revenues remains low.    
 
Two levels of “with the pack” states emerged in the analysis. The first group includes those states where 
municipalities are reliant on two tax sources, usually some combination of property and sales. The second 
group includes states where municipalities are reliant on one tax source with some degree, or low level, 
of reliance, on a second tax source. This second group is populated by states where municipalities have a 
second local tax option, but the reliance on this option is low. 

“Behind the pack” states (Oklahoma) are those where municipalities are reliant upon one revenue source, 
usually the property tax. This can take two forms: (a) those states where municipalities are heavily 
reliant upon one source (for example, Connecticut) or (b) those with only one local tax source and even 
that source is relatively low as a share of general revenue (Idaho). Returning to our earlier discussion 
of the states where local governments have dependent schools, we usually find that these states are in 
this “behind the pack” group in municipal revenue reliance, mainly because of a high reliance upon 
local property taxes. The states of West Virginia and Wyoming stand out as exceptions due to a heavy 
reliance on charges and other revenues. This category, “charges and other revenues” is an own-source 
revenueraising capability of local governments and is included in the measure of reliance.

Municipal Revenue Reliance 
Christopher Hoene, National League of Cities and Michael Pagano, University of Illinois, Chicago
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State Prop Sales Inc Other

Alabama 10% 43% 4% 43%

Alaska 39% 15% 0% 46%
Arizona 12% 41% 0% 47%
Arkansas 7% 33% 0% 60%

California 21% 25% 0% 54%

Colorado 8% 39% 0% 53%

Connecticut 82% 0% 0% 18%

Delaware 27% 2% 21% 50%

Florida 27% 20% 0% 53%

Georgia 19% 15% 0% 66%

Hawaii 49% 12% 0% 39%

Idaho 41% 3% 0% 56%

Illinois 28% 24% 0% 48%

Indiana 39% 2% 6% 53%

Iowa 40% 8% 0% 52%

Kansas 27% 20% 0% 53%

Kentucky 14% 2% 29% 55%

Louisiana 17% 38% 0% 45%

Maine 69% 1% 0% 30%

Maryland 49% 5% 12% 34%

Massachusetts 71% 2% 0% 27%

Michigan 42% 3% 9% 46%

Minnesota 30% 4% 0% 66%

Mississippi 25% 5% 0% 70%

Missouri 11% 34% 9% 46%

Montana 31% 1% 0% 68%

State Prop Sales Inc Other

Nebraska 19% 26% 0% 55%

Nevada 23% 11% 0% 66%

New Hampshire 69% 0% 0% 31%

New Jersey 68% 1% 1% 30%

New Mexico 11% 37% 0% 52%

New  York 32% 14% 22% 32%

North Carolina 43% 2% 0% 55%

North Dakota 21% 18% 0% 61%

Ohio 11% 1% 46% 42%

OKLAHOMA 3% 40% 0% 57%

Oregon 36% 9% 0% 55%

Pennsylvania 21% 5% 29% 45%

Rhode Island 82% 0% 0% 18%

South Carolina 31% 10% 0% 59%

South Dakota 25% 31% 0% 44%

Tennessee 44% 8% 0% 48%

Texas 26% 27% 0% 47%

Utah 19% 30% 0% 51%

Vermont 48% 3% 0% 49%

Virginia 47% 19% 0% 34%

Washington 20% 30% 0% 50%

West Virginia 11% 7% 0% 82%

Wisconsin 48% 1% 0% 51%

Wyoming 12% 7% 0% 81%

NATIONAL AVG 32% 15% 4% 49%

Standard Dev 20% 14% 9% 14%

State Prop Sales Inc Other

Oklahoma 3% 40% 0% 57%

National Average 32% 15% 4% 49%

Municipal Revenue Reliance 
Hoene and Pagano, National League of Cities
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Alabama 6%
Alaska 33%
Arizona 22%
Arkansas 11%
California 13%
Colorado 8%
Connecticut 40%
Delaware 10%
Florida 11%
Georgia 4%
Hawaii 6%
Idaho 13%
Illinois 27%
Indiana 18%
Iowa 13%
Kansas 9%
Kentucky 9%
Louisiana 11%
Maine 25%
Maryland 42%
Massachusetts 44%
Michigan 34%
Minnesota 19%
Mississippi 28%
Missouri 7%
Montana 18%

Nebraska 15%
Nevada 25%
New Hampshire 31%
New Jersey 31%
New Mexico 26%
New York 36%
North Carolina 11%
North Dakota 15%
Ohio 14%
OKLAHOMA 4%
Oregon 9%
Pennsylvania 24%
Rhode Island 36%
South Carolina 9%
South Dakota 5%
Tennessee 23%
Texas 4%
Utah 6%
Vermont 5%
Virginia 34%
Washington 9%
West Virginia 3%
Wisconsin 28%
Wyoming 45%
Mean 19%
Std Dev 12%

Percent of General Revenue, Alphabetical Order

State Aid to Municipalities by State 
Christopher Hoene, National League of Cities and Michael Pagano, University of Illinois, Chicago

Wyoming 45%
Massachusetts 44%
Maryland 42%
Connecticut 40%
New York 36%
Rhode Island 36%
Michigan 34%
Virginia 34%
Alaska 33%
New Hampshire 31%
New Jersey 31%
Mississippi 28%
Wisconsin 28%
Illinois 27%
New Mexico 26%
Maine 25%
Nevada 25%
Pennsylvania 24%
Tennessee 23%
Arizona 22%
Minnesota 19%
Indiana 18%
Montana 18%
Nebraska 15%
North Dakota 15%
Ohio 14%

California 13%
Idaho 13%
Iowa 13%
Arkansas 11%
Florida 11%
Louisiana 11%
North Carolina 11%
Delaware 10%
Kansas 9%
Kentucky 9%
Oregon 9%
South Carolina 9%
Washington 9%
Colorado 8%
Missouri 7%
Alabama 6%
Hawaii 6%
Utah 6%
South Dakota 5%
Vermont 5%
Georgia 4%
OKLAHOMA 4%
Texas 4%
West Virginia 3%
NATIONAL AVG 19%
Std Dev 12%

Percent of General Revenue, Descending Order

The data and analysis in this section was abstracted from the Research Report on America’s Cities: Cities 
and State Fiscal Structure, produced by the National League of Cities and available at the NLC website.

OKLAHOMA “BEHIND THE PACK” ... generally, well-structured state aid increases the overall 
capacity of municipal governments and in many instances provides a level of equalization and base 
support for municipalities that may lack other resources. We measure state aid as the share of general 
revenue from state sources, regardless of intent. States that appear to be “ahead of the pack” are those 
where the municipalities’ share of general revenue from state aid is more than one standard deviation 
above the mean.  “With the pack” states are those where the share of general revenue from state aid is 
clustered within one standard deviation of the mean, which we separated into two groups, those above and 
below the mean.   As with previous measures, “behind the pack” states (Oklahoma) are those where the 
share of general revenue from state aid is more than one standard deviation below the mean. 
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My Notes:
I think our state and local taxes are too high - too low - about right. 

Use these data tables to begin your reasoning and go from there.
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2010 - Municipal Governments in Oklahoma
2010 - Water Planning for Oklahoma
2009 - Getting Ready for Work: Education Systems and Future Workforce
2008 - Oklahoma’s Criminal Justice System: Can We be Just as Tough but Twice as Smart
2007 - Building Alliances: Tribal Governments, State & Local Governments and Private Sectors
2006 - Strategies for Oklahoma’s Future
2005 - Drugs: Legal, Illegal...Otherwise
2004 - Oklahoma’s Environment: Pursuing a Responsible Balance 
2003 - Oklahoma Resources: Energy & Water
2002 - The State of Oklahoma Health 
2001 - Competing in an Innovative World

ACADEMY CONFERENCES

2000 - The Oklahoma Constitution: Back to the Future
1999 - Technology and Oklahoma’s Future: Lighting the Fuse
1998 - Technology Applications: Accelerating Toward Prosperity
1997 - Education and Training: The Key to a Richer Oklahoma
1996 - Crime: Building Safer Communities
1995 - Restructuring State, County and Local Government
1994 - Entrepreneurial and Small Business Development: Future Economic Growth
1993 - Today’s Budget Decisions, Tomorrow’s Priorities
1992 - Oklahoma: Mind Your Own Politics: What Should Oklahoma’s Policies Be?
1990 - Oklahoma’s Future: Choice or Chance?
1989 - Oklahoma’s Future: Developing our Human Potential
1988 - Elementary and Secondary Education: Will Oklahoma Pass or Fail
1987 - The Future of Oklahoma
1986 - Strategy for Economic Expansion in Oklahoma
1985 - Economic Development in Oklahoma
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